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APPLIED MATHEMATICS
IN ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
A. Ženišek, F. Melkes*, M. Vnnmacle**
VUT, Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dcpl. of Mathematics
Technická 2, 616 69 Hrno
"VUT, Kac. of Electrical Eng., Dcpl. of Mathematics
Technická S. 616 69 Brno
"Oxford University Computing Laboratory, Numerical Analysis Group
Parks Road, Oxford OXt :fQD. UK
Key words: finite clement method, Maxwell equations, magnetic field, maximum angle
condition, surface integral
1. In [1] the interpolation theorem for convex quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements
is proved in the ca.se when the condition QK/IIK > eu > 0 is not satisfied, where /•/,• is
the dian ctcr of the clement A* and »K is the radius of an inscribed circle in A*. The
interpolation error is O(AK) in the /^(A'Vnorm and O(IIK) in the //'(•'(-norm provided
that the interpolated fund ion belong!* to II>(K). In (he case when the long sides of the
quadrilateral A' are parallel the constants appearing in the estimates an* evaluated.
In [2] two approaches in deriving the interpolation error for narrow quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements not satisfying the condition ";»•//';>• > ffo > 0 arc presented. The first
one, using the Hramblc-lfilbcrt lemma, is successful only in deriving the /. 2 (A')-estimalc.
The nonapplicability of the standard approach via liramblc-llilbcrl lemma in the case of
//'(A*)-cstimate is presented and a fully efficient method giving the optimum rate of convergence O(hn) in //'(A')-norm is described. At the end the dependenci* of (he interpolation
error on the geometry of a quadrilateral is demonstrated by an example.
2. in [3] various triangular finite (.'"-elements of the llermite type satisfying the maximum angle condition arc presented and corresponding interpolation theorems arc proved.
The simplest finite elements belonging to this family are polynomials of third degree. Nine
of ten parameters uniquely determining these cubic polynomials are the same: function
values and first partial derivatives prescribed at the vertices of a triangle. As to the tenth
parameter there are several possibilities: a) the normal derivative Op/On prescribed at the
midpoint Q\ of the smallest side Pit's of a triangle; l>) the dirertion.il derivative dp/dsi
prescribed at Q\. where s, is the direction parallel with the side l'\l'i (/ = 2 or / = 3);
c) the function value />(/'*), where /•" is the point lying on the segment I',Q, such that
d i s t ( / " , Q , ) = edist(/ J ,,(?i) with e = (<list(/WW/(2di»l(/'t.<?i)) z - It is interesting
that in the cases a) and c) the very general Jamcl's hypothesis is not satisfied.
3. In [-1] the finite clement method for an elliptic equation with discontinuous coefficients
(obtained for the magnetic potential from Maxwell's equations) is analyzed in the union
of closed domains the boundaries of which form a system of three circles with the same
centre. As the middle domain is very narrow the triangulat ions obeying the maximum angle
condition arc considered. In the case of picccwisc linear trial functions the maximum rate of
convergence 0(h) in the norm of the space //'(rt/,) is proved under the following conditions:
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a) the exact solution « c //1<ii) i« piecewi«e of clav< ll!: h) the family of subtriaugulalions
{'1'*) of the narrow sul><loina'm SJ1 salislies the maxiiniiui angle condition.
•I. In (5| a sprcial condition n < <l(Wc(/?))/(!W < fl for magnetic reluctivity u is
introduced, n.fi Iwing positive constants. I ins condition gnaianlce* tiie uuit|tio existence
of both th<* generalized and the approximate solutions of the nonlinear statiouaiy magnelic
field equation. .1.- ivell a> ,1 i n lain estimate of (lie eijor between these two solutions. This
condition can lie easily verilied and is fnllilled for various magnetic reluctivity models used
in clcctroteclmic practice.
5. In [C] a cotnpulional algorithm for modelling the periodicity condition is analyzed.
This condition is very useful in electrotechnic applications because it enables us to reduce
the domain of solution. However, it causo the loss of tlisctetization system symmetry. The
simplified way how to symmetrize the system again is presented. The paper is supplemented
with numerical experiments.
6. lit [7] the theoty of sut face integral including the CJauss-Ostrogradski theorem in a
general form is developed without using the partition of unity.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
OF ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
J. EVanců, A. 2eníšek, L. Čermák, J. Dalik*,
R. Hlavička, II. Růžičková, M. Vnnmacle**
Technical University, fac. of Mechanical Kng.. Dept. of Mathematics
Technická 2, 01C 69 Brno
"Technical Univorsily. Far. of Civil ling.. Dept. of Mathematics
Žižkova IT. 602 00 Urno
* "Oxford University Computing Laboratory, Numerical Analysis Group
Parks Koad. Oxford OXI :)QI), UK
Key words: mathematical modelling. Unite clement method, equal ion of mathematical
physics, plane elasticity, convection-diffusion pioMcui. hyperbolic-parabolic problem, numerical integral ion. (.'zocliralski How. abstract operator ec|iiation.
In [I] the solution of I lie fiist problem of plane elasticity by an improved method of
superposition is studied. The resultant stress function, which is a linear combination of the
chosen Inharmonic functions, is determined by/from the coincidence of all three components
of t he load i esnltant and t he K-SIIIIant of internal forces on the individual boundary elements.
According to the Saiut-Venant*s principle, the inaccuracy of the solution is rcsliicled to a
thin strip along the boundary. The components of the resultants of internal forces acting
on an arbitrary Hue segment can be expressed by means of stress function. The results of
comparative examples prove the advantages of the pioposcd method.
Paper [2] deals with an explicit modilicd method of characteristics for the one-dimensional nonstatiouary convectioii-dilfusion problem with dominating convection. A numerical
method for the one-dimensional nonstationary ronvection-dilfusion problem nt + pur —
r « „ = / is described and analyzed. The method is a combination of the method of
characteristics and the finite difference method. A priori local error estimate of the order
O(/»í + A') has been pioved. when* hr and h, are the discretisation steps. The method is
stable for -Islit < h\ and it shows only a slight artificial diffusion. It takes advantage of
some properties of the theoretical solution. This on the other hand causes difficulties in
more dimensional problems.
In paper [3] existence and finite element approximation of a hyperbolic-parabolic problem is studied. The original two-dimensional domain is approximated by a polygonal one
(external approximations). The time discretization is obtained using the Killer's backward
formula (Hothe's method). Under certain natural smoothing assumptions on the data the
existence and uniqueness of the solution and the convergence of Kot he's functions in the
space C'(7,1') is proved.
The effect of numerical integral ion in t he case of narrow quadrilateral four-node isoparametric finite elements is studied in [I]. Let i and * (í < S) be the lengths of the short sides
of a narrow convex quadrilateral l\. I.el li be (he diameter of A'. The following cases arc
analysed:
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a) The ea«e of parallel long sides: If * = O(/»") then mi iiitcgutiou ftiiiiiula <if .setoml
degree of precision guarantees the error of numerical integration equal to (V< )• if c == O(h)
then we obtain the error O(h) using au integration formula of fomlh degree of precision.
M 1 et one \otm «ule lie on tlie axis .r ami let « and ft he the orthogonal |trojertion.s of
S and 6 on the axis //. ie»peclive|y. If |« — A| = (>(/r) then the •.HUM- H-.11I1-. Imlii «u> 111 ihe
preceding case.
Contrihiition [5] deals with Czochralski How. It i.s (he How of a silicon melt during
production of nioiioeryslal by C'zoehralski method. The axisymmctric model of the melt
flow consists of the system of Navier-Stokes equations coupled with thermal convectionconduction equation, oxygen concentration coiivecti»ti-<lilfiisioii equations and an equation
describing the effect of axial magnetic field. The pioblem is studied in the form used in literature dealing with numerical modelling, i.e. the flow is furinul.il-'l in terms of stream function
yj. Svanberg vorticity 5 and swirl SI. Tension in frw surface (Maraugoni effect) yields
special boundary condition. The weak formulation of stationary and evolutionaly problems
is introduced. Kxistence of the stationaiy solution is proved for small <lnta. existence of the
evolutionary solution is proved without restriction.
The solvability of opeiator equation1- is studied in [(•]. I lie fust pint <oiilaitis font abstract existence theorems for equations with operators being .strongly monotone, monotone,
weakly continuous or operators satisfying (M)-condition. The sit'oud pail contains some
examples of applications of abstract existence theorems to particular problems. The third
part surveys auxiliary results that help verifying the assumptions.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN
MECHANICS OF FLUIDS
J. Ncustupa, J. Benda, S. Krnčmnr,
M. Machalický, Š. Matušů
( T U . Far. of Mechanical Eng.. Dcpt. of Technical Mathematics
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: Hniti mechanics, mathematical models, finite elements, Navicr-Stokos equations. variatioii.il iiu*(|ualitivs, turbine profiles
This contribution contains a brief description of some results which were obtained by
the authors as a part of their research work in the year 199-1. The referred papers will
appear in various journals or proceedings of conferences in the next years.
.1.linula solved numerically the pioblcm of subsonic flow of an ideal compressible fluid
in a plane profile cascade, lie developed a system of programs for complete solution by
the finite element method. Convergence of the used iteration method for solution of the
nonlinear system of grid equations was in details investigated in dcpcndancc on the used
numerical method (SOK or the method of conjugate gradients) and on the Mach number.
The method is applicable also to subsonic Hows with Mach numbers which arc arbitrarily
near to one. The output data involve values of the stream function, velocity and Mach
number in the How field nud the velocity and pressure distribution along profiles. Further
details can be found in (I). The work continues at the present time, it is oriented to design
and program realization of the numerical method for optimization of profile shapes with
respect to the velocity distribution.
S.Kracmar and J.Ncustupa studied qualitative properties of variational inequalities
of the Navier-Stokes type which simulate steady Hows of viscous incompressible fluids in
channels with the Dirichlet boundary condition on the input and the boundary condition

tfu
-,... + „ _ = g
on the output. (/> is the pressure, n is the outer normal vector, v is the coefficient of
kinematic viscosity and u is the velocity.) Moreover, a one-sided condition restricting the
backward velocity on the output was used. (This condition causes the necessity to formulate
the problem by means of variational inequalities instead of partial differential equations.)
The weak solvability was proved cither for v > v' or for all v > 0 in dependence on the form
of the one-sided boundary condition applied on the output of the channel. (/'" is a positive
number whose value can be concretely specified.) Uniqueness of solutions was proved under
an apriori assumption concerning their regularity. Further, it was shown that the solution
satisfies iu a weak sense the Navier-Stoke.- equations and the inequality is reduced to the
part of t he boundary of the channel if the solution finds itself in an interior »f a certain dosed
convex .set whose form depends on the mentioned one-sided condition. More informations
about this topic ran be found in [2].
S.Maltišú dealt with equations of motion of viscous compressible fluids in the case of
presence of singularities. She considered three types of singularities. At first, it is the case
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when the density grows up without any l>uiiu«lc(lni». Tin- second type correspond* to the
case when the density vanishes and the third ly|>e <x cms if the density h.i.-< discontinuities
like for example on a shock wave. The behaviour of pertnrbances and their propagation was
studied in all three rases. (See (.1] for more details.) Š.Matušů also studied a spherically
symmetric motion of a viscous harotropir gas »mrounding <t M>lid iiaii. She piu\<->! .-Ubility
of a steady equilibrium stage with a free boundary on the surface of the fluid.
It is known that the zero solution of differential equations in Hilbeit or Hanách spaces
of the type

i£
+ /.« = A'«
at
(where L is a linear operator which is for example a generator of an analytic semigroup and
A' is a convenient nonlinear operator) is asymptotically stable if except other requirements
which have more or less a technical character either He. A > 6 > 0 for all A € <r(A) or the
operator L is essentially dissipativc. The first čoudil ion is not satisfied for example in the
case of many problems in exterior domains when the spectrum of /. I ouches the imaginary
axis and the second condition is loo restricting, it is not satisfied if the symmetric part of
// has some negative eigenvalues. .I.Neustupa derived sufficient condition*! for asymptotic
stability which can be fulfilled in both these cases. (Set* (I] for more details.) The abstract differential equation introduced above can simulate among others a now of a viscous
incompressible fluid around a bounded body.
M.Machalický deals with a mathematical description and a graphical visualization of
static and rotating parts of turbines. In frame of the cooperation with the enterprise Škoda
Plaeř, he developed a set of new programs whVh respect boundary walls. The programs
can be used for example to the design and confol of shapes of channels betwecu turbine
blades from any view direction.
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PRECONDITIONED
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
AND ITS APPLICATION
IN A FLUID DYNAMICS PROBLEM
E. Neumanová, J . Benda
CTU, Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dept. of Technical Mathematics
Karlovo nám. l.'t. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: fluid dynamics, mathematical models, nonlinear algebraic equations, linear
algebraic equations, condition numbers, ilt-couditioned problems, preconditioned conjugate
gradient method, finite elements, turbine cascades
This contiibtition is concerned with numeiical solution of subsonic flow in a plane cascade. A corresponding mathematical model is a boundary value problem for a nonlinear
elliptic partial differential equation. The finite element method has been used for a discretization of the differential equation and a system of nonlinear algebraic equations of the
form /l(t')' " = M") h a!i I w " obtained. As the system is implicitly nonlinear, neither the
direct solution uor the standard Newton's method can be used. Therefore a generalized
method described below has been introduced.
w(«>

=

v («l,

w

ti)^v«"

for

* > 1:
A = A(w<*>), b = b(w<*>)
v(M =
solution of Av ( " = b ( "
+
w " " = nv(ll> + ( l - o ) w | l ) ,
n€<0.1>
*• =

A-+1

An approximate solution v is then defined as a limit v = linn_* w'*'.
In each step of this procedure it is necessary to solve a system of linear equations A • v = b.
A matrix of the system is symmetric and positive definite, but it is generally ill-conditioned.
The fact that the values of the condition number were very large (~ 104) drew our attention
and so we decided to find a proper preconditioncr for the matrix A to low the condition
number of the system. A regular splitting A = M - li of the matrix A has been defined
and the matrix M - a regular part of this splitting has been used as a preconditioned The
closer the matrix M is *o the matrix A the lower a value of the condition number of the
"preconditioned system" is. Then instead of solution of the original system the modified
system M~lAv = j\/"'i> has to IK* solved. This system has not been in fact constructed
explicitly, a classical algorithm of the conjugate gradient method (CO) has been replaced
by a preconditioned one (PCG) only. Comparing the two algorithms the difference between
them is evident.
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Ax!

Pi ~
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r\ =- b - Axj
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<U = (Pk-Pk)/(Apk.Pk)
*kt» ' ví> J ' i r i

= Pk+1 + 4Pk

A = (ne+l>Mk+l)/(>'k.rk)
Pk+l =«k-il +<'kPk

Of. =

.ft =

/'(Yi algorithm

A distribution of tin* eigenvalues as troll as I lie condition number of tin- matrix .l/~'/l
signifícantly inllnriicc ronvcrg<Mico behaviour of Iho l'('(! algoritlitn. We IWIHI at maximum
as many steps as a iiumixT of the* equations to obtain a theoretically vxart st>lmion. but
vvlien the spectrum of the matrix of the modified system is "well distributed" we nee<l very
few steps otdy to obtain a good approximation of the exact solution.
Apart from Itiic thetiwssUytoMiivcasystPin
.)h = pinmrh stojxrfthe l'('(i arose. As the
matrix M lias Ixvn syminetrir and positive delinite. the Choleski fartoiization M = /. • LT
and a following fmwaul and liackw<u<l •cnlistiliition lias be>*ti used. A leoiileiing <if the
matrix M by a proper permutation matrix /' hn- Iwen done to minimi/e the lill-in in the
factor /..
The procedure designed li<is U<H'H implenniled inlo.i program for thecoiiipiilntioti <>f subsonic flow in two typical tuibiue cascades nscil in C/.eeh iiidnslry (Skoda Plzeň, profiles ST
101/80 and VO 1001/70).
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A FLOW-INDUCED INSTABILITY
AND ITS NUMERICAL SOLUTION
C. Simerská, J . Horáček*
C T t \ Far. of Mechanical Kug., Dopt. of Technical Mathematics
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''Institute ol Thermomechanics. Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
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The contribution deals with the theoretical and numerical methods for solution of
a P ud-striirture interartiou problem. The study was concentrated on the dynamics and
stability of an elaslically supported flexibly-mounted body with 2 degrees of freedom vibrating in a rectangular channel conveying incompressible invisrid fluid. The problem was
studied within the 11) and 21) linearized potential How theory, including eifcrts of boundary
conditions at the itdel and outlet parls of Ihe channel.

The problem of finding the thresholds for the loss of stability of a flat flexibly-mounted
rigid body (a plate) subjected to a parallel sparely confined 2!)-fluid flow in a rectangular
channel was recently mathematically formulated in [1], The 2D problem can be considered
as a semi-explicit system of Differential-Algebraic liquations (DAlis), where the algebraic
part of DAEs, i.e. the discrctized elliptic problem, solved by the finite difference method,
is changed in each lime step. The developed method of numerical solution was compared
with a much simpler solution of the ID-model of the fluid flow in a narrow channel. The
first numerical results achieved within the 2D-modcl and ID-model of the fluid flow were
very close one to the other. The 2D interaction model was also partly described in the
proceedings of CTU SEMINAR 94.
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The paper [2] presented the numerical solution for an improved ami more general 2Dmodel of (he- fluid Hoiv in the channel when the inlet ami outlet parts of the channel both
upstream and downs! te.mi of I lie vibrating pinto are taken into arroimt. 1 he critical flow
velocities for the loss of static and dynamic stability of the .system are evaluated from the
numerical simulation of the motion of the plate. The results were compared again with
the .solution loi tin- iDnio.i.! of ;!,< !!„;.! !! •« '.<• viwou* parameters of the system. Concerning the instability thresholds (the llutter or divergence) the considerable effects of the
more general boundary condition's for the fluid How « m analyzed from the corresponding
eigenvalues.
The clastirally sup|>ort<*d rigid hody (a plate) with its up|>cr Oat surface of the length
L subjected to the fluid flow in the channel of the height // is shown in FIR.I. The rigid
body of the mass m and the moment of inertia / with an arbitrary position < of the centre
of gravity 7' is supported by two springs r t ,. and dampers btj at points .-I and H in the
distance L\ ± / from the upstream end of the body. The vibration of the body is described
by the system of ordinary differential equations for the small displacements «•,(/). II-J(I) at
.1 and I). The undisturbed mean flow velocity i' o is now supposed upstream of the vibrating
!>ody in the distance £\ , and zero perturbation pressure is considered at the outlet of the
channel in the distance i< downstream of the body.
The ID-problem for the potential c>(.r./) (an be formula!eiI with moiegeneral boundary
conditions at the inlet and outlet parts of the channel:

o.

(i-.íM*./) +

rf,/4j£|

-o.

(i)

OX l /

The if) problem was studied by the classical methods of stability analysis. It was converted
into an eigenvalue problem.
The influence of the parameters í i . í . . nud ,' on the stability boundaries was .studied
more thoroughly. The boundaries for a fully symmetric damped system are very little
influenced by the distance i , considered at the inlet part of the channel. On the other hand
the distance i< downstream of the vibrating body was found very import aut. The longer
the distance st was supposed the higher the hydrodynamir damping of vibration appeared,
and the essentially higher mean flow velocity f'o for thcoccurienceof the Hullei instability
of the system was necessary. Thus the dynamic behaviour and the stability of the .studied
system was found very sensitive to the choice of the boundaty conditions for the flow field
especially in the outlet pad of the channel.
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NUMERICAL METHODS
OF HIGHER ORDER
M. Pultar
CTU. Faculty of Civil Engineering, Dept. of Mathematics
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Key words: spectral element methods, partial dilfeiential equations
The aim of our work was the development of some numerical methods, especially the
so railed speclr.il clement met hods, for solution of special problems represented by partial
differential equations in the domain of evolution equations, in the domain of mechanics of
fluid and in special problems of elasticity.
Suectral methods have lieeu intensively developed, over the last fifteen years. The
piogress in this field has been motivated by the need for a better accuracy in numerical
simulation of more and more complicated .scientific and technological problems. In the
beginning a nionodomain approach has been used. Later with the need to solve problems
in more complicated domains the technique of domain decomposition has been used - thus
the so called spectral element method appeared and was developed. These mctliods were
developed especially by ('. Hernardi. Y. Maday (I). The idea of this methods is very close
to the so called /;-/> version of the finite element method.
The basic characteristic of spectral element method is that discrete approximation is
sought in the space of polynomials of high degree. The accuracy of the solution is then
given by the regularity property of the exact solution. It is well known that the error of the
approximation by polynomials of degree < A' descends exponentially with /V.
Due to the domain decomposition approach the spectral element methods arc very
appropriate for parallel implementation [2], (:!]. The development of these methods is in
relation with the development, of parallel computers which became accessible also in our
conditions now. In our work we investigated the aspects of parallel implementation of the
so called mortar element method which ran he used in case of nonconforming, or sliding
mesh (•!].
As regardes lo applications, we can mention the problem of the response of a simply
supported bridge construction to a doubly sprung heavy vehicle going along the bridge.
This problem leads to the system of one partial and two ordinary differential equations
for unknown functions w{.r.l). »>i(/), vi(l), and was solved numerically by Ing. P. Pich
and Prof. Katel Rektory*. DrSc, recently. The method of discretization in time was used
and an ingenious programme developed, containing even such complicated cases as if the
vehicle crosses an obstacle, jumps olf and loses contact with the rorc-tructiou for a while,
for example. Numerical results obtained by this method were quite satisfactory. However,
the problem was so complicated that theoretical questions, especially that of convergence,
remained unanswered. A different approach was suggested by Profesor Kcktorys which
seems to offer a better way of solving convergence questions.
The next technical problems we investigated were the problems of the clastic properties
of the blood vessel and their replacement. A numerical model of contact "blood vesselPfXAwvmeelC m maita. This problem has been solved in collaboration with the institute
of Hydromechanics of Academy [5].
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It is worth mentioning that this year tho second deeply tcviscd edition of thr work
K. Rektorys ct al.: Survey of Applicable Mathematics, Doitrt-cht-Loiitlun-Hustoii. Klmvrr
1994, has been published, the preparation of which was also a part of our project.
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contact "blood vessel and their nplaeement". Proc. of the ('onforonco KAIIE, Plzeň
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'/'/lis research has turn conducted at Hit Depart tin nl of Mathematics of the Faculty
of Civil Engineering as a part of tin rtstarch projirt "Numerical mtlhoels in engineering
problems" and has bun supporttd by the grant of the (TV No. ISDII.
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
OF A NONSTATIONARY
FLOW WITH MIXED
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
P. Kučera
(TU. Faculty of Civil Engineering. Dept. of Mathematics
Thákurova T, 166 29 Praha 6
Key words: Navier-Stokes equations, mixed boundary conditions
In this contribution, we present the surrey of the existence theorems for the system of
< fir iVaviVr-Stokes c(|unt ions anil (ho continuity equation with (lie mixed boundary conditions
and for snllirienlly small data.
1. Definition: \\V- MI;>/H»C that fi C R". where H = 2 or n = 3, fl is open, hounded and
romiecřcí/ (Imunit). íl € C 3 and we suppose that

o n = Pi u r». r, = r3 u r(. r3 n \\ = 0.
mea» I', > O.» = 1.2.3.4, meas (P, n T3) = O.meas (ri n \\) = 0
2. Definition: Let us deliuc the space
í,.(íí) = {« € [Cx(Si)r; div N s 0. Siijjp » n l\ s 0},
the Danarh apace II,, as the closure of £„(!?) in the norm of the space |/.2(fi)]n and the
Uanach space V*" as the closure ofS,,{i\) in the norm of the space (ll /l>r (fl)]\ 1 < r < oo.
3. Definition: Let f 6 l.HOJMV*3)'). « € L*IOJ\V™), u'G íHWlY}*)').
fund ion u satis/ins theciiuality

Ut the

Then nvsay that II is the weak solution ofthcNavier-Stokcse<iuations with the right side/.
4. Definition: Let us delinc the Danách space
AY = {«:«'€ /At). /WH^n/,*•(<), •/•.//..);./"€ /. l (0,'/•,(»;")•), u(0)€ 0}
with the norm

/.el us dcline the Uanach space
\\. = {/•• = [/.„„];/' € L*(<i.T,(VjtanM)

6 W»."o € 0 }
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with the norm

5. Definition:

i.ci us ilvlim-1 lie opei.iioi .\\ • A\ - • H .

.Vv(»)-P.
ivlierc F=(/,u 0 ] and

and
ll(O) = Ko

for u, F and every v € V^1>2.
6 . Remark: It is obvious the function u is a weak solution of the NavW-Slokos <-<|uations
with the right side / if and only if A'V(«) = / .
7, T h e o r e m : There exists ncigliboiirJiood U of zero in AY a n d iioig/i/>oni7i<>oí/ V of zero
in Yv and .Vv is one-to-one from V to V.
This research has bicii conducted at tin Department of Malhimutic- of tin Faculty
of Civil Engineering as a part of the rcscarrh project "Numerical methods in engimering
problems" and han been supporltd by the grant of the CTU No. 18011.
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THE TWIST PATTERNS AND
A FORCING RELATION
J . Bobok
I T U . Fac. of Civil Eng.. Dept. of Mathematics
Tháknrova 7. ICG 2» Pralia G
Key words: pattern, forcing relation
Introduction: I V aim of this note is to give more information about a forcing relation
with respect to the set of twist patterns. These patterns have been recently discovered ([1],
[2]) as the shnpliest types of patterns forced by any ones. The terminolog}* used here is
mainly the same as in [:i|.
Lei P = {;>
/»„} C // and 9 : / ' -> /•*. Then (l\<?) is the periodic orbit (or cycle)
if / ' = {r-•(/»!)}"_, (,; i> cyclic |>ermiil.ilioii of / ' ) . We will usually omit 9 and we simply
say that / ' is a cycle. Period of a cycle / ' is |MT( /') = »». Two periodic orbits (/', 9 ) , (Q, i/>)
arc equivalent if there exists a hotncoinorphism h : eonv(/ J ) —> conv(Q) such that h(P) = Q
and i/' o I'll' = I10 if. An equivalence class of this relation will be called a pattern. If A is
a pattern and (P.f) € A we say that the cycle P has pattern A (P is representative of A)
and we will use the symbol [/'] to denote pattern A.
Let / be t he sel of all closed real intervals. We consider t he space (.'(/) of all cont inuoiis
maps / . which are defined on some / € / and mapping it into itself. A function / € C(l)
has a cycle (/ 9 ,9) if f\p = 9. In this case we shall say that / exhibits pattern [P]. A pattern
A forces a pattern B if all maps in C(l) exhibiting .-1. exhibit also li. By //> we mean the
/••-linear map of /'. i.e. //. 6 C(l) (I = ronv(/')) such that //>|/' = <? and for any interval
./ C / such that J fi P = 0 we have that fi>\J is linear. Obviously //» is a piecewise linear
map. The modality of /;> (/'. (/']) is the number of local extremes in the interior of / .
A cycle (P,<p) has eccentricity »«/« if for any map / € ('(/) with cycle / ' there exists
a fixed point c € Kix(/) such that #{x € P; J- < c}/#\f € /'; J- > c) = m / » . Note that
cycle (h(P),h~l 0 9 0 / 1 ) where h(x) = —x has eccentricity 11/m and so we can define the
eccentricity of pattern [I'] as the eccentricity of its representative such that eccentricity is
greater than or equal to I.
Definition. Pattern .1 with eccentricity 111/11 is a twist if it does not force any other
pattern with the same eccentricity.
Of course, one pattern may have more different eccentricities. But as we have shown
in ((I], Lemma 2.1) it is essential to consider the patterns with I be unique eccentricity m/n
only. For such a pattern we have used the notion of m/»-unipattcrn ( m/ti-unicyclc for its
representative). In what follows we shall always consider patterns (cycles) with eccentricity
m/n greater than I. Note that for an tti/ri-unipattcrn [P] the relation pcr(/') = k(m + n)
holds. Let us suppose a cycle / ' is written with a spatial l.iMing. i.e. / ' = {pt < . . . <
/'*(•»+••)}•
Definition. We shall say that an m/n-pattern [/') is green if a map //• has the following
properties:
(i) /;• has a unique fixed point c (;i*m < c < ;<j.,,,+] ),
(ii) if p, <p,<c and //>(;>,) > c, //.(;>,) > c then /;.(/»,) > /;•(;»,),
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(iii) if /i, < p, < <• ami /<•(;»,) < c, /;•(/>,) < r then fpip.) < Mpj).
(ivj if c < p, < ;ij then «• > /(•(/»,) -• //•(/',,).
The Theorems: 1 he tiasu- memiiug h«» liu- funWing i< <;.'(.
Theorem A. Lot A be a pattern with eccentricity greater than or equal to tn/ii. Then
A forces some twist pattern with eccentricity injii.
Proof. See |l).
The 1'heoreni A shows why it seems to be useful to investigate the forcing relation and
topological entropy with respect to these! of all twist patterns (see also |4J).
Theorem B. Suppose IM.II coprimc. ;>.</ coprime anil m/ii > ;</</. TIK'II every twist
;i/g-pattcrn is forced by some green in/n-pattern.
Theorem C. Let »«,«./>.(/ be positive integers. There exists a pat tern [/'] with the
properties:
(i) a modality of [P] is greater than in.
(ii) a topolugiral entropy of [/'] is greater than n.
(iii) an <Tcentririty of [/') is gieater than j»,
(iv) (/'] forces only the twist patterns with modalities less than <;.
References:
(1)

BOBOK. .1. - KUCHTA. M.: X-minimal Pallirns ami Ctnimtizalion of Shurkorskii's
Thtonin , to appear.
[2] BLOKU, A.: llnlnlioti numbers, twists anil« Slniďovskii-Mishirrirír>lff/iv miltringfor
patterns on the inttrval, to appear.
(3) ALSEDA. I. - LLIBHK. J. - MISIUKKWiCZ. M.: Combinatorial dynamirs and entropy
in dimension om , Adv. Ser. in Xonlinear Dynamirs 5. World Scientific, Singapore,
1993.
[•J] BLOKU, A. - MIS1UUFAYICK. M.: Kntmpy of Twist luh mil Map*, to appear.
77i/s nsrarrh /i«> him conducted at tlít Department of Malin matic* an part of the
rescairh projicl 'Dynamical Systems" and lta> btm supported by Grant Ageucy of Czech
Republic, grant
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MULTIDIMANSIONAL DISCRETE
SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS
E. Krajník, J. Tišer, J. Gregor
CTU, Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dcpt. of Mathematics
Technická 2, IG6 27 Praha 6
Key words: discrete signal, discrete sysk'in. partial difference equation
In most cases, discrete signals arc mathematically represented by sequences of real or
complex numbers and discrete systems are considered as mappings between sets of sequences.
This approach is applicable both to one-dimensional and multidimensional signals. In the
latter case by a multidimensional sequence we mean a mapping x : Z" —» C.
Though any mapping T o|>erating ou any set of sequences S is a mathematical model
of a discrete system, systems with reasonable properties require some specifications of the
domain S. In ord<r to take into consideration linear systems. S must be a linear space:
investigation of convolution systems require moreover, that a biliary associative operation
(usually called convolution) be delincd on S. Approximation and optimization methods,
as well as another impoilant property of systems, stability, impose further requirements on
the mathematical slttidurc of 5; these are associated with the concepts of convergence and
boimdcdncss and are typically met in a complete normed space.
A complete normed linear space 5 where an associative operation « : 5 —• 5 is defined
such that it is distributive with respect to addition in S and satisfies the relation

II'*//||<IMIII//II for any *,,/€$
is called Hanacli algebra.
It is therefore natural to employ Itanacli algebra techniques in systems theory; in particular, Uanacli algebras of sequences play an important role, eilliei directly or indirectly,
in a number of topics in the discrete systems theory. As examples we can take the principal
stability criterion for multidimensional filters [I], deep analysis of the relationship between
the ccpstmm and the stability of multidimensional filters [2], theory of the asymptotic stability of discrete filters [:i] or the recent restits on the A-transform (I) and deconvolution
[5].
In [6] it has been shown that all basic transformations of discrete signals - Fourier transform, s-transform and discrete Fourier transform - arc particular cases of the Gclfaud transform in the Hanách algebras of absolutely siimmablc sequences, causal absolutely suinniable
sequences and periodic sequences Respectively. Thus Banach algebras of sequences form a
suitable mathematical framework for the discrete systems theory. This framework not only
sheds more light on the known results but, as |l) and [5] show, opens ways to new mathematical models of discrete systems and has the potential to solve certain deconvolution
problems and pioblcms encountered in homomorphic signal processing.
Though the results in [•!] and |5] arc only one-dimensional we believe that the Kanach
algebra framework might help in obtaining their multidimensional counterparts. This idea
is currently under investigation.
Models of linear systems are often represented by partial difference equations; cither
by input-output relations or by stale equations. The existence and uniqueness (EU) of
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their solutions have been formulated and solved fut initial value ptublems arid mure general
boundary valut* problems [10). Special cases ul mappings between si-quence spates li.ive been
consitlerctl in [7]. Here, the linear partial dttfeieuce e(|iiations with periotlir coellirients aie
investinated and El1 roinlitions are formulated for the corresponding mapping between sets
of periodic sequences.
The slate space representation of linear n-l) systems lias been considered so far in
special cases with the support of setpiences in the lirst quadrant of 7J. An attempt to
generalize the concept of the local anil global state of a general linear system hits been made
in [$]. The construction of the state is based on the recursive computation of the solution
and enables the inclusion of n-1) icsults into the framework of the general systems theory.
An attempt to contribute to the robustness of n-1) systems resulted in a detailed study
of convex combinations of 1-1) llmwitz polynomials [!)]. .Necessary and sufficient conditions
for a convex combination of two llunvitz polynomials to be again a llurwitst polynomial,
are given. Further tesearch will, hopefully, lead to analogous restdls foi scattering IliirwiUs
polynomials in n variables.
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QUANTUM LOGICS - A MODEL
FOR GENERALIZED PROBABILITY
V. Rogalcwicr
(TV. Faculty of Electrical Engineering. Department of Mathematics
Technická 2, ICC 27 Praha 6
Key words: iioncoinmuliitivc probabilistic models, quantum logic, states, Boolean algebra,
measure theory
A quantum logic is a structure (£,<,'.0,1) fulfilling the following conditions:
1. < is a partial ordering on /- with a least and a greatest elements, 0,1;
2 . ' : I. -* L is a unary mapping on /. with («')' = a for any a 6 L;
3. if a.be I. ami n < b. then If < «';
•t. if a.b € /. and a < //. then the suprcmum a V A exists in L;
"). if </.f>€ /. and » < />. then theie is an element c € L such that c < «' and b = a Vc.
A Mali on a <|iiantum logic /, is a mapping .«:/>—• [0,1] such that:
2..•>(« V b) = »(«) + »(6) whenever a.b 6 L and o X 6.
Thus, the classical probability model by Kolmogorov is a natural example of a quantum
logic and the probability measures arc just states on it. The difference between these two
models lies in the formulation of the axiom 3 - in the probability theory one requires the
existence of all joins, not only of the disjoint ones. In other words, in the probability theory
the set of elementary events is. to be a Hoolcan algebra, while in quantum logics it can be an
orthomodular lattice, a more general struct me. This might overcome a common problem
with inadequacy of the probability model: in a natural situation it appears very often that
two events are not comparable. The quantum logics have found a natural application in
quantum theories and recently also in biology. I recommend [I] or [1] for a more detailed
introduction to the field.
One of the basic problems in quantum logics is construction of examples and counterexamples. Even the simplest examples involve highly technical combinatorial problems.
Hence, more advanced examples arc usually "pasted" from simpler ones. This method was
suggested by (ircechie. who pasted Hoolcan algebras in a relatively simple, but surprisingly
successful way. The problem is that a pasting of a collection of orthomodular lattices (or
Boolean algebras) may, but need not result in an orthomodular lattice. Technically this
means that one composes hypergraphs so that no "'loop" of a small length was created.
We found necessary and sufficient conditions for such pastings of orthomodular lattices and
poscts [3]. This paper presents the most general result concerning creation of quantum
structures by pasting Boolean algebras together. Moreover, we developed a new method
of a substitution of one atom by a whole quantum logic. Now the research is oriented at
construction of ready-made components that could be used in the pasting. Our methods
have been successfully applied to the theory srp [(!] for a review of such results or the
latest paper by Navara [2].
While we are usually interested only in one probability measure in the classical theory,
in quantum logics we investigate the whole space of all (possible) states on A. The interplay
of this slalr spner and the orthomodular lattice L is studied intensively. The Jauch-Piron
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property appeared to be very important, especially in quantum theories. Recently we studied
the aulmdditivity of states on /.. It is not obvious how to translate this notion from the
classical theory iutu tin1 quantum logic*. We <mgg<~.1ivl several possible definitions and
compared their consequences. Moreover, wr proved that a quantum logic L (cuds to be
a Boolean algebra if there arc suflicicntly many subadditive states on it - see [SJ. This
resembles a similar icMih foi .i.iiuli Pitun ^!..!»\» [*•]. Tin1 ;::(<";>i<tt.->tioii of this fact can be
that the properties of the state space may imply the distributivitr of the quantum logic I.
which, in fact, means that /. is the classical probability model.
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ON SUBDIRECT IRREDUCIBILITY
M. Dcmlová
Cil.'. VAA-. of Kicclrical Kng., Dept. of Mathematics
Technická 2. ICG 2T Praha 6
Key words: subdirect product, variety of algebras, congruence
The subdirect pioducl of algebras is one of the most important constructions of more
complex algebras from a given collection of '"simpler" algebras: one forms first a direct
product of the given collection and then one considers any subalgcbra of the direct product
U s / A Cor which the t'-th projection is the entire algebra A, (for all t € / ) . Algebras B
which cannot be decomposed in this manner (i.e., those for which whenever D is isomorphic
to a subdirect pro>luct, one of the projections is necessarily an isomorphism), arc called
.subilirertly irreducible. These form the basic building blocks of any equationally defined
class V of algebras because, by the famous Birkhoff theorem [1], every algebra in V is a
subdireel product of algebras from V. Thus, in order to understand the inner structure of
an equational claxs of algebras, called a variety, it is important to know which algebras in
it are subdireel ly irreducible.
We have performed an investigation of subdirect irrcducibility in the following two
directions:
1. finding a structural description of Mibdiicclly irreducible algebras in V;
2. describing minimal congruences for an algebra in V (an a'-jebra is subdirectly irreducible
ilf there is exactly one minimal congruence which is then the least non-identical one).
Algebras that aie widely used in computer science arc semigroups (i.e. algebras with
one associative binary operation). Subdirectly irreducible commutative semigroups were
described by 1). Schein [7]. A full characterization of subdirectly irreducible semigroups with
minimal left and right ideals was presented by M. Dcmlová and V. Koubek [2]. Minimal
congruences for finite semigioups were classified by J. Rhodes [6], and minimal congruences
for Green semigroups were fully described by M. Demlová and V. Koubek [3].
In spile of the results mentioned above there is no satisfactory structural description
of subdirectly irreducible semigroups within all varieties of semigroups. One can ask what
the reasons for this situation are. It has turned out that in some varieties there tire too
many suhdircctly irreducible semigroups, so that a structural description of subdirectly
irreducible* would involve a structural description of nearly all semigroups in the variety in
question.
Definition: A variety V is said to have too many snbdirectly irreducible algebras if every
algebra in V can be embedded into a .subdirectly irreducible algebra in V.
Varieties of bauds (i.e. idempotent semigroups) with too many subdirectly irrcduciblcs
were described by P. Cioralčik and V. Kuiibek [5]. Varieties of nilscmigroups, varieties of
commutative semigroups, variet« s of completely regular semigroups with too many snbdireclly irreducibles are characterized in [-I].
In the future we plan a continuation of the research leading to characterizing subdirectly
l i M - «.'(iiigi<oti|K of same basic vatK»U«Í. ami to collecting evidence of varieties tvitJi
too many subdirectly irreducible algcbias.
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EXTENSIONS OF STATES
ON OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
J. Hamhalter
CTU, Far. of Elecliical l'ng., Dept. of Mathematics
Technická 2, 1G6 27 Praha 6
Key words: von Neumann algebras, Jordan algebras, states on operator algebras, foundations of quantum physics.
The theory of algebra of operators on Hilbert space began in the 1930s with a series of
papers by Jordan, von Neumann, Murray and von Neumann and by Wigncr. The principal
motivations of these authors were the theory of unitary group representations ami certain
aspects of the quantum mccliaiiir.nl formalism. They introduced and analyzed a family of
operator algebras which an* referred to nowadays as von Neumann algebras, C'-algebras and
Jordan nlgeluas. Since its rapid development, the theory of operator algebras has become
an important pait of functional analysis, with applications in many other disciplines such as
abstract harmonic analysis, spectral theory, non-commutative geometry. K-thcory, quantum
field theory, quantum statistical mechanics, quantum chemistry, etc.
Our research interest in this vast field is the genrr.il structure theory of operator algebras, in particular, extension properties of states. Below we summarize a few important
results.
In papers [7,$] we deal with the extensions of states (probability measures) defined on
projection logic P(M) of a given Jordan-Unnach algebra M. The central question of this
field is the problem of whether or not all states of I'{M) extend to states (positive linear
functionals) of an algebra M. This outstanding pioblem, known as the Mackcy-Glcason
problem, was posed some thirty years ago [9]. The positive answer would establish a relation between measure and state analogous to the relation between measure and integral
in the classical integration theory (Riesz's representation theorem). The Mackcy-Glcason
question is highly non-trivial and has been answered in the allirmative for JBW-algcbras,
not containing type h- direct summand (generalized Glcasou theorem). Studying the extension problem from a general point of view, we succeeded in proving that the Glcason
extension property (the existence of the integral of a given measure) is, in fact, equivalent
to the universal state extension property of the projection lattice (the existence of extension
of a given measure to arbitrary larger orthomodular structure). This result strengthens
considerably the generalized Glcason theorem and provides ucw insight into the MackeyGleasou problem. In addition, we have shown the equivalence of the Glcason property and
the Hahn-Banach extension property in the realm of order unit spaces of affinc functions.
Stated results are also of some importance for axiomatic quantum mechanics.
Paper [2] is devoted to extensions of Jauch-Piron states. (A stale g of P(M) is called
Jauch-Piron if its kernel is a sublatticc in <"(A/). It is commonly assumed in quantum
physics that only Jaurh-Piron states can qualify as being 'physical" states.) Jauch-Piron
states on one particular algebra do not usually extend to Jauch-Piron states on a larger
algebra [1,5]. It is therefore surprising that, under some important circumstances relevant
for both mathematics and physics, Jauch-Piron states possess remarkably good extension
properties. Namely, we proved that every Jauch-Piron state on a JW-algcbra M extends
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ton Jauch-Piron on the enveloping von Neumann algebra lf'(.U). This result contributes
to the structure theory of operator algehias ami <>llVi> Miuplific.it ion uf IIÍÍMC mathematical
model of <|iiantuin nicc-liauii's [2). Tsing the <IIH>\V M.iled leMiIt «<• «..m <iU> slum- th.il all
the results on the continuity of Jauch-Piron Mates olitaiucd iu [I.ó.G.IOj are valid also for
Jordan aleehras.
Finally, our research has hecu conceutiated ou the <outinu,t> of iiumomoi piiiMiis between von Neumann algebras, the commutative propeitics of states, and the geometrical
properties of the stale sp.w [•'1,1.10]. Tlie uviills of this pail of <mr lewarch are important
contributions to the theory of von Neumanu algebras ami their applications.
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STATE SPACE OF AN ORTHOALGEBRA
P. Pták
CTI'. Fac. of Electrical Hug.. Dcpt. of Mathematics
Technická 2, 166 27 I'rnlm 6
Key words: orthoalgcbra, slate .space, pasting technique, c: tension problem, Boolean
orlhoalgebni. Hilbcrtian orthoalgebra
The logico-algebraic foundation of quantum theories, which has been pursued <;:r.uintensely lecontly (seo (1.2,3.5,7,8.9). etc.), adopts for its underlying structure so called
"quantum logic". A quantum logic is usually assumed to be an orthomodular poset. Cor'.vn
philosophical, physical and r.,athematical considerations have suggested that the "riojn"
logic of a quanl mil physical •>x|x>riiiKiit lie au orlhonlgebra (OA). The OA is a partial „Igeb't
with a binary operation such that the orthomodular law can be derived as a <f».scquoncc
of the axioms imposed on the operation. Viewed from the mathematical standpoint, the
OAs arc generalizations of orthomodular posets (and therefore they generalize ortl'oiiictiula:
lattices and Boolean algebras).
There seem to be (at least) two explicit advantages of OAs over the ci-.jwi|in iu.^cs
used previously. The first reason is physic:.! — the OAs (unlikeorthomodu1..! lailir>-«i have
come into existcuo- on the ground of plausible physical assumptions based on the "*esl
spaces" (see [2], etc.). The second reason is technical — the axioms of an OA at- :< ''val
and simple and the algebraic theory of OAs seems to meet well the needs encoiir.Kred in
applications (see [:).•!]. etc.).
In this note we want to announce some recent results on states (=finitely addilnc measures) on orthoalgebras. The results will be published in [•)] and [6]. A useful "pasting
technique"1 to be applied in the state space considerations was developed. The wlnoalgebras with rather interesting and "exotic" state spaces were constructed. Also, examples of
orthoalgebras with pieassigned state space properties were exhibited. A st ale representation
theorem was obtained and an orthoalgcbraic version of Slmltz's theorem was established. A
thorough analysis of the extension problem for slates on orthoalgebras was carried out. A
necessary and sullicicnt condition for "simple" orthoalgebras to allow extensions of states
over larger orthoalgebras was found. It was also proved that all Hilbcrlian orthoalgebras as
well as all Boolean orthoalgebras allow extensions of slates.
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FUZZY QUANTUM SPACES
AND BOOLEAN REPRESENTATIONS
M. Navara
CTU. Far. of Electrical Bug., Depl. of Mathematics
Technická 2, 160 27 Praha 6
Key words: fuzzy quantum space, soft fuzzy <r-algcbra, <13-Iatticc, Boolean tr-algebra,
(T-fickl. state. olwei vable. representation
The notion of fuzzy set. introduced by Zadeli, lias become frequently used not only in
engineering applications, but also in biology, medicine etc. It enables us to describe our
uncertain knowledge of the system. However, this uncertainty may originate also from the
naluie of the system, e. g. in quantum mechanic*.
Besides numerous applications, the mathematical theory of fuzzy sets is proceeding.
Recently, generalizations of the probability theory based on collections of fuzzy sets have
been intensively studied. They allow for nonrlossical situations encountered in the above
mentioned areas. The notion of Boolean <T-nlgebra. crucial for the classical probability
theory, i.s replaced by a collection of fuzzy sets. This collection has to be closed with
respect to the operations of "fuzzy complement", "fuzzy union" and "fuzzy intersection"
of countable Hibtels. Here we contribute to the theory of fuzzy quantum spaces [2,5j by
clarifying the |>o*»i!>ilily of applications of Boolean techniques. We investigate this question
in a more general structure — a ds-lattice — using purely algebraic methods.
Let /. l>e a <r-complete lattice with a unary operation ' (complementation). We call L
a iP-lntliet |3| if it satisfies the following conditions:
(dl) L satisfies the diMribulivity condition '»AVig,v <'• = V,«,v C'A<7,),
\Al) («*y = «i for at) (/ £ I. ami ' is an order antitsomorpnism (t mis /, satisfies the de Morgan
laws).
(d:t) o A «' < ft V ft' for all <i. ft € /. (Kin tit romlilion).
All Boolean (T-algebras are d'-lallices. l.<t us recall the definition of a fuzzy quantum
space as an important example of a d'-laltice.
Let A* be a non-empty set. A fu;:y quantum .••/>«« [2] (or soft fu::y a-algchra [5]) on
A* is a set /•' C [0i l]' v satisfying the following conditions:
1. the constaul zero function belongs to /•',
2. if « € /•'. HM-'II « ' = ! - « € F,

3. if {«,}, 6l v is a sequence in /''.then V,c>v «, g /-'(the symbol V means here the pointwiso
suprcmiim of fuuclions).
•I. the conManl function 1/2 <loes not belong to /•'.
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In fact, tl -lattkos pie.-i'iil a cumtnou generalization of Boolean <7-ali?eI>ras ami fuz/y quantum spaces. A (I'-latlicc I. is a Boolean <r-algebra ilf u V ď = 1 for all 11 € /-. A fu/zy
quantum space is a Boolean <x-algcbra iff it is isomorphic to a <7-lie)d.
Throughout this, note L uruoio <i .i"1 !.•.!'!!•>• \ MtiinMe Generalization of a random
variable seems to be an observable on L, i.e. a ?-homomorphism of the Morel <r-algebia
B(R) into /.. A i-lale on /. is a mapping .«:/,—• (0.1] such that
1. 8(<tVa')= 1 for all « € A.
2. ii {flťJiÉA- C /. such that «, < a'} for / £ j . then .»(V.e,v«i) — E.e.v •"(«•)•
Particularly, a state on a Boolean <r-algebra is an ordinary probability measure. Now we
may formulate the analogy between a ďMatlico and a Boolean <r-algcbra:
Theorem 1 [3]: Let L be a iP-laltice. Thin exists a Boolean rcpn'senlation of L, i. c.
a Boolean o-algebm B and a mappiug h : L '-^* li t-urli thai
1. for meh sídle * on /. Ihtrr is a stair I on H satisfying s = t o //.
2. for each obscrcabh x on L tin mapping j = A o / is an obsi rrable on li.
Theorem 2 [•!]: Ererg Boolean a-algibra is a ttookan npnstntalion
tum space.

of a fu::g quan-

As a consequence, there is a fuzzy quantum »parc admitting no stales. This answers
the problem of existence of states on fuzzy quantum spares (see (1,2]).
Boolean representations usually are not <r-(ields. Hence observable* cannot be represented by mensural)!- functions and they become "point free random variables*. On the
other hand, we achieve the maximum close correspondence between state spaces and between spaces of obscrvablcs of a d3-lalticc and its Boolean represent ation.
It remains an open problem to characterize fuzzy quantum spaces among d3-lattices.
It is not clear which is the most general structure that admits a Boolean representation.
Can (dl) be replaced with finite distributivity? Is the Klecnc condition necessary for the
existence of a Boolean representation? These questions are subject to further research.
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AN OBJECT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS
FOR DECISION MAKING
UNDER UNCERTAINTY
P. Popela
Vl'T. I4'ne. of Mechanical ling,., Dept. of Mathematics
Twluiirka 2. f>16 69 Brno
Key words: object-oriented approach, optimization, stochastic programming, multi-stage
models, blending problem*, steel production
Typical problems studied for large-scale optimization relate with modeling approaches.
AH object-oriented methodology for multi-stage stochastic programming was presented in
[1 j . A separate encapsulation of solvers, data and models supports easy future modifications.
Models, solvers and results can be stoied in small databases based on streams.
The purpose of t his paper is to present a mathematical model for the production process.
Classical blending models are implemented for use at the beginning of the melting process.
There are two questions usuatly asked. The first one is how to hedge against the influence
of random losses during the process, and the second one is how to take advantage of the
existence of more than one decision stage. The author will try to give possible answers to
these questions using (I).
A main concept is an optimization element O, defined in following way:

tV

V = mgmin{/r(yJ,eJ.zJ)|yJ€6<(i,,xJ)}

(1)

where bold characters denote following vectors: / , : lltA'J x VXK> —» K* is an objective
function and III' = Hi U {-cc,+co}. ('(£,.x.) is a feasible set. usually defined using a
vector constraint function g j : Ht'v> x W''> - • IhV'». where ,U, € IX. x, € RL* is a parameter,
L, € IN. ij is a random vector defined on (lK s '.iJ,./ J ), S, € IN. y , € K<v» is a decision
variable, A', 6 IN. Zj € 1KK' is a parameter, K, € IN.
Different elements an'joined by rules defined by oriented graphs. Let V = (V, E) be an
oriented graph, when* \' C IX is a finite non-empty set of nodes and £ C I •' x V is a finite set
of arcs. Let O = {C^Jj^v be l n e *"• of optimization elements defined above. For each arc
(i,j) of graph I' = (I', /i) there are transformations xj = <*t,,(y.) and rf = VVi(yj)- Models
with OIJ and ť',j mappings for the message exchange were also studied. These objects join
different models and they create complex models especially the multi-stage models.
The first version of developed models was used in [2] for the special class of three-stage
blending problems.
These resnlls were generalized in the repott (:)). Several deterministic equivalents were
defined for given stochastic optim>" 'lion problem.
Generalized randomness was discussed in (•!]. A linearization of nonlinear terms containing random variables weie studied in [5].
One of simple models was implemented in the CAM system used by the rapidly growing Czech steel producer ZDAS Zdar nad Sázavou and the revised simplex procedure is
repeatedly used during the solution process |6].
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Numerical result* UiM'd <m teal data arc presented in |7).
MSLiP solution procedure is dclined in ($]. This procedure is based on lbe L-:>haped
alcorithm using Benders decomposition for stochastic linear programming. Comparisons
arc based on the «uiu.cpi» H\Ti. VS\S .!>•«•;•-' '«• Kail and Wallace.
This approach was also used for analysis of the Morhastic knapsack piukkiu (Slj.
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USAGE OF REGRESSION METHODS
IN MODELLING OF 3D
INTERPOLATION SURFACES
B . Květoňová
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dcpt. of Technical Mathematics
Horská :), 12$ 00 Praha 2
Key words: mathematical modelling, interpolation surface, patches, regression analysis,
stepwise regression, method of least squares
Interpolation satfaco patchrs which arc used in modelling of complex shapes, which is
possible to be found in the technical practice, might be divided into two base groups:
(1) patches given by boundary curves
(2) patches givon by Ixmndary curves and tangential planes in the points of the boundary curves.
Each of this group above can be divide into two subgroups:
(a) patches determined by two boundary curves.
(b) patches determined by four boundary curves (Coon's patches).
Mathematical description of all the groups mentioned together with their advantages
and disadvantages will be a part of my contribution. In short, patches, of the group (1) arc
more convenient for computer programming, but it is not possible to create a model which
enables large changes of their shape with respect to the given boundary. On the other hand,
the patches from group (2) are reverse. The main advantage is a possibility of various shapes
with respect to the given boundary. The disadvantage consists in more complex computer
programming.
The choice of mathematical models for the boundary curve of interpolation patches
depends on information about modelled curves we have at our disposal and request on
their geometrical shape. For simplicity ami with respect to the time needed we often use
expression with polynoms.
in the use when the boundary curve is only known by individual points obtained by
measurement, the best way is to create its mathematical model by means of regression
analysis. The advantage of regression methods - with respect to the other interpolation and
approximation methods - consists in the minimalisation of random errors of measurement.
A lot of regression methods how to find a mathematical model (equation) for the boundary curve arc known. In comparison of evaluation of the regression methods and with respect
t i tl"! simplicity and time consumption showed, the most efficient methods arc:
ti'O stepwise regression method
'.ad
the method of least squares.
In the case of the stepwise method the power polynom with limited conditions is used.
We introduced two types of linearised functions for the least square method. The required
geometrical shape is reached ty the choice of their optional constants. This choice is running
automatically after the geometrical description of the curve in a computer. On fig. 1 a part
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of surface is shown. This part consists of llirec patches. In my contribution trill be shown
the iiuilhcmiitiriil shapes of individual models loi>ctlu'r with thoir usage

Fig. I:
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VELOCITY AND CORIOLIS QUADRICS
OF ROBOT-MANIPULATORS
M. Kargcruvii
CTI'. Far. of Mechanical Rug.. Dept. of Technical Mathematics
Horská 3.128 00 Praha 2
Key words: Robot-manipulator, velocity operator, Coriolis acceleration, velocity quadrics.
Coriolis qtiadrics
This paper is a continuation of [3].where the IMM.SC properties of the velocity and acceleration fields of 3R robot-manipulators have been described. We shall show that both
velocity and Coriolis acceleration operators) arc connected with quadratical surfaces.Let us
have a 3R robot-manipulator determined by axes .Vi.A'j.A'a, sue Fig. 1.Let us consider an
instantaneous position l'i, Í j . Yy of these axes. Then the velocity operator Q for this configuration is given by

the Coriolis acceleration C is given by the formula
C* =

^ | X )*2U.*|M.*J + Vj X ) •|U.*|u.\| + Yi

X )3U.*JU.*3.

Yi x Yj is the cross product of Plficker coordinales.sce (2]. The velocity opeiator il is always
a linear combination of Vi,li. Vi.This shows that we have to work in the G-dimensional
vector space l« of screws.lt is the vector space of all pairs (x; y) of ordinary vectors of the
Euclidean space E3. V« contains Plfickcr coordinates of all straight lines of /ij.Their image
is called Klein's quadratical hypersurface A'.
Let us assume that the direction vectors x i . i ; . ^ of V'|.)j.l'i art* independent.All
velocity operators Si for the given configuration V|. l j . Y3 generate a 3-dimensional subspace
13 of V6. The intersection of A' with V3 is a ruled hyperboloid Qr.
Qv is connected with the velocity operator and it is uniquely determined by the instantaneous configuration l i , Vi. I3 of axes A'|, A'j, A3 of the robot-manipulator.We shall call it
velocity quadrics.
We have similar situation with Coriolis acceleration.According to (2) the Coriolis acceleration operator C for the given configuration V|, Vj. V3 lies in the 3-dimensional space \V3
generated by screws ) | x YitYt x Y3,Yt x Y3. Let us denote Qe the (|tiadratical surface
obtained as the intersection of \V3 with A',wc shall call il Coriolis quadrics. We can prove
that the Coriolis quadrics Qc is independent of the choice of screws l'i. 1 j , 13 in the subspacc
W3. Therefore the connection between Qv and Qc is indepeixlent of the choice of screws
which determine them and we can choose screws corresjionding to axes of <?,.. We show that
Qc and Qv have the same axes. The equation of Q,. in canonical coordinates is

Lengths <t, h,c of axes of these surfaces arc not in general the same.Relation Ivtwecn those
quantities is the following:
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Qc : « l = (iii + H)(fj + t | ) 6 l = (<>J + r3)(<ti + <'2) c*
Clarification of velocity and ('orioli* qtiadrics is given according to dilfeuml values of
1) t^fjt'3 ,í O.QV is a one sheet hyperboloid. For Qe we obtain the following possibilities:one
«!see* }jyprr'»o'o5«Uwn nlni<o«. tw plane.etuniy «et.
2) f|t'2 jí 0. B» = 0. Qv consists of two pencils of straight lines, Qc is one slieot hyperboloid
or Qc consists of two pencils of straight lines.

Figure 2.
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THE INDICATRIX OF DUPIN
OF THE ENVELOPE CREATED
BY DOUBLE ROTATIONAL MOTION
E. Kopincovn
( T l i . Kite, of Mechanical Kng.. Dept. of Technical Mathematics
Horská 3. 12S 00 Praha 2
Key words: double rotational motion, principal directions, principal curvatures, indkatrix
of Dupiu. envelope
The double rotational motion is a special mol ion in the space. It is studied mainly in
the relation to the theory of gearing. The side of the tooth face is an envelope of the tool
fare or an envelope of lite tooth face of the conjugate wheel. .
During the design of the tooth wheel it is tu-ressary also to take care about the form of
the tooth face. IJy geomeltical means the form of the surface can be described for example
by the normal curvature at a point of the surface. Cíood information about the normal
curvature gives us the indicatrix of Dupiu (see [1]).
The articles [2]. (3). [I] deal with the construction of characteristic curves and the
visualisation of the special double rotational surface supported by computers.
This article is focused on the mathematical apparatus which leads step by step to the
coinput at ion and visualisation of t he indicat rix of Dupin of the envelope in its regular elliptic
and hyperbolic points.
The double rotational motion is given by the rotation of the system ' £ across the axis
'o with the angle velocity u.-|o and the totation of the system -'- across the axis 2 o with the .
angle velocity w'ai. We suppose:
(I) Angle velocities u.-,,, and »•*> are constants.
(II) The angle between vectors ú?|() and oJiu and the distance between axes 'o, 2o is not
changing during the motion.
The generating surface on which the double rotational motion is applied is fix joint with
the system 'ii. It creates a one-parameter family of surfaces. We suppose that the family
of surfaces has its envelope.
The iudicatrix of Dupin of the envelope is created in the tangent plane of the generating
surface going through the contact point of both surfaces. If the principal directions and
principal curvatures of the generating smface, the common normal vector and parameters
of thedoiibleiotational motion in the contact point aieknown, the curvature of the envelope
in the chosen direction can be computed.
Denote:

» • common unit normal vector of both surfaces.
r- position vector "f the contact poinl.
<2i2 = i3|o — «3jo.

PIJ - vector of the relative velocity in the contact point of Iroth surfaces,
K - normal curvature of the generating surface in the direction of the vector f,
K • normal curvature of the envelope in the direction of the vector T + i<l{.
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The relation between curvatures of both surfaces is given by (In; following formula (see

Í

0.

l'rinci|)fil < l i i e i l i o n > .iiui | i i i u i i | M i > u i . . I ! . , : V N , f •'.»• i m w l . m e r a n b e e o m t m t c d

from

protective properties of the regular central conic. Conjugate diameters of the conic create
the involution ot conjugate ťlitx-ctions. Axtv of t 1K» oonir coincide with iM-rpeiMlicular |mir of
the involution. Lengths of semiaxes can be coni|>ute<l from the equation of the conic efter
suitable transformation of the coordinate system.
The algorithm has been used for writing programs for computing ami visualisation of
the hulicatrix of Dupin of the envelope created by the motion of the rotational surface.
The generating surface nnd the part of its envelope is shown in fig.I. Fig.'i. show the
indicatrix of Dupin of the generating surface and of the envelope in its hyperbolic point.

l-'ig. I: Knvelope

Fig. 2: Indicatrix of Dtipiu

References:
[I] Ci'OK'l'Z. A.: Itili.nliirlion to diffrrt nlint gcoimIry. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 15)70.
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This roiarcli ha* bun conducted at the Di/iiir/minl of liclinkal Mnllieinalics as part
of the rt.smír/) pmject "Mathimatical Methods in lúiirmatics of Machine* and liobots" and
has bctn supportiil by GA Cli grunt No. I0I/93/0W (inltrn.no. 2/0 20).
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MODELING SURFACES
WITH "MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE
J. Černý
(TI*. I'iic. of Civil Kng.. Dept. of Mathematics
Tliáknrova 7. 100 29 Praha G

Key words: Mathematica. 31) ploting. surfaces

I. Introduction.
A very important tool in today's engineering world is the simulation. It is very important to introduce simulations into the curricula at technical universities, fn- ocample also
into mathematics courses, .statistics courses, numerical analysis, programm T, and geometry courses. The idea of using simulations in teaching is connected with a w approach to
teaching in general. I heie <ue many .studies concerning the use new technolog}' in teaching
supported by computer.-', also in teaching mathematics.
We can use the art of simulation in the area of geometrical modeling. For this purpose
we have used a very llexihle mathematical software called Mullicinulira. Malhcmalica is
a general softwaie system for doing numerical, symbolic ami graphical computation. The
work of the grant funded reseaich group has concentrated on first year courses in geometry
and programming. The main results of this work have been presented in (lj and [•!]. These
papers are the experimental manuscripts for students which will he used in the second
semester of the school year IO!H •!)•). More detailed information will he given at a seminar
in January at the Department of Mathematics in the Faculty of Civil Engineering.
We present several topics from a pail concerning modeling of surfaces in 3D.
II. Viewing by Mntlieninticn
The standard scieen view in Mathematica is the general perspective viewing. If we
project a '(I) object we join it wit h a system of coordinates in space. This system we can
represent by a rube (I'M whig Cube). The origin of this system is the center of this cube and
the coordinate axes are sketched in Fig.I. Kvery 3D - object is immersed in another cube
(OA/irf
Cuhr) which has the same center. The scaling on the coordinate axes arc defined
such that the edges of the Objict Cubt have parameter between -0.5 and 0.5. The viewing
cube has an edge lenglil e<|ii«l to 2.

Y* trn

I-Í8-1
We can change using a special options the top - view, front
hand side view. We can pioseut an axonometric view too.

view, right - and left -
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III. Modeling of surfaces.
The in.iiii result is the woik on a gallery of wrfarrs. In tlii« gallery «•«• jwoont. as well
as known surfaces, alsos special ones. We »!«• Matlu ninlica for the sketching of simple vaults
(e.g. cross - vault and cloister - vault) ami simple roofs (slant and pytamidal roofs, see
Example 1.). I iiu l i i u v i.w p.u;.-> ufjlw iu.ii...~>il,.! (.r •».•:.} •••.'.-!'' ••>» .>ft-cv..l"ti<«i. fjtiadratic
surfaces and ruled surfaces (sec Fig. 2).
Example 1.
lnfl) := «|j--,jf.] := 1-/U«[x];
[]
« [ ]
[ | ]
[y]]
\!/)
:= Marl a\x.y],b\t,y).<ix.V) )
hfSj
In[3]
P/o/3%tí[íř.j-l,{a-,-3,3},{».-2,2}, Atrs •> Ftútr, lioni •> False,
Ticks - > Atone, Ploll'oinls - > 31. boxlttttios - > Automatic,
Plotlltmge - > All, Vita-Point -> {l.S.-'2.U\.r>}.SIimlh,g - > False);

The manuscript [1] presents many similar examples for students.
References:
(1) CEKNÝ, J. - TAKAUA, l>. - REZEK, IX: Moiltlling fttrjnccs with Mnthcmalica software, internal report K101, 31 pages, 1991
[2] SCUAPEK, U.: Graphik mil Mullumalicu, Addison - Wesley, 1991
[3] WOLFRAM. S.: Matlumatica - A system for doing mathematics by computer, Addison
- Wesley, 1991
(1| ZAHRADNÍK, V. - HORÁKOVÁ, 'L: Programming workshop on Macintosh, internal
report KI01. CO pages, 1 !)!>•)
This research has bivn comlncttd at the Department of Mathematics of the Faculty of
Civil Engineering CTU in Prague </» part of the rtsiarch project "Apple Computer Laboratory - Using software Mathtmaticu in muthi malic- courses" and has kicn supported by
Faculty of Civil Engineering CTU grant No. 2Ulo.
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TWO CONCEPTIONS
OF THE DIDACTIC USING
OF COMPUTERS
IN TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS
V. Beneš, S. Vávra, C. Zlatnfk
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Eng., Depl. of Technical Mathematics
Karlovo náměstí 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: technical mathematics, teaching program, mathematically oriented software
Today, it is generally accepted fact, that the use of computers is an important part
of mathematical CUMIM* at technical uiiivcisilics. This orient fit ion was also acknowledged
by the leading European mathematicians • authors of the well-known document (I). In
this paper, we want to discuss the two conceptions of possible didactic use of computers in
technical mathematics and point out the necessity of the synthesis of these two conceptions.

Computer as a teacher.

A computer cannot, of course, substitute a teacher and take the responsibility for the
process of education from him. But teaching programs can undertake some of the teacher's
activities and allow the teacher to spend more time on creative pedagogical work. Computer
aided instruction can have many specific advantages. This has been proved by fourty years'
experience with programmed instruction and teaching machines. The most modern ways of
computer aided instruction, for instance the use of multimcdial teaching systems, build on
this experience. In the field of technical mathematics we have contributed to this process
by developing sevcial teaching programs and finding out some new information. We have
also understood the character of the obstacles which don't allow higher increase of the
use of computers in the role of a teacher. First, the development of leaching programs
is expensive. Moreover, when the content of leaching lessons or the teaching conception
change, it is necessary to innovate the teaching programs. Generally, also the reluctance
to change approach and habits on the part of the teachers, represents a great obstacle in
making the teaching process more effective. Intensity of the control of student's learning
process is still an open question. We find useful the teaching programs with graducd help and
with sclfrcgulativc branching nodes (i.e. adaptive programs, with less directive handling),
destined mainly for the students of lower classes. [2] Now, our students in the first year
of study use dozens of mathematically oriented teaching programs (video-prograincs or
programes video-computer) in specially equipped laboratories at their own discretion outside
their regular timetable.
This way of "automated consultations" seems to bee optimal in the present-day fulltime study. Likewise, there arc no doubts of using these programs effectively in extra-mural
study and refresher courses, because it is also financially advantageous both for the .students
and firms.
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Computer as a tool for mathematically oriented activity.
Together with the availability of poweiful computing systems for educational purpose*,
a possibility for tin- students to run self-written, teacher-written or professionally developed
program* ha« appeared. A qualitative change of this decade is represented by the tools of
"mathematicalsoftware", do eloped prolessiou<iliy ijj wuiUl iofiu.ur pitxlni<<>•>. T!i5« kivd of
software include: Mathematica. Maple. Derive, Famulus mid lot of others. They arc noted
for their high professional level. user-orientation when solving the problems of numerical
mathematics, computer graphics and, most of them, also of symbolic mathematics. The
introduction of these tools is a "shock", which, partially, distracts teacher's attention off
oilier problems. It is understandable, Iwcause "mathematical software" brings about a
change in the contents and aim of leaching technical mathematics, especially in theoretical
knowledge, criteria of existence. uni<|ueness, convergence and others. This involves a great
organizational and methodical effort. Our two-year experience [3] in teaching with the help
of Famulus (and related experience of our colleagues with other systems) shows a lot of
new possibilities, which these systems provide in teaching mathematics. At the same time,
other problems appear. Comparing computer in a role of a teacher to the mathematical
software systems, these don't demand any thing from the students directly and they don't
control and check theit activity. The softw.iie systems lepresent so to say a set of "magic"
olfcrs of available mathematically oriented activities and it is left to the user what he
will do whith them. We found out. that the students without guidance, try to play in a
pointless way or to solve a given problem by "trial and error". Paradoxically, the following
approach appears among the students: minimize mathematical theory ami overemphasize
the computer capabilities.
Conclusion.
Teaching programs on the one hand and tools of "mathematical softwaie" on the other,
can, with certain simplifications, represent the two extieme conceptions of cunt rolled teaching - external control and auto-cotiliol. The pioypects an* in reasonable synthesis of the two
conceptions. Now it is by the teacheis intervention.... when working in the computer laboratory with a small group of students. However, in lite future, the teachei's capacity may not
be suflicienl. We should concern ourselves in advance with the conception and development
of such computer teaching piograms that wotdd lake over this role of a teacher.
References:
[I] A Con Curriculum in \lntlit mntics for tin. liumpcan lingimrr. SKI1*! Document, 1092.
(2] SÝKORA. K. - KOCHOVA, 'A. - DOHNAL (i. KOLHK, L - VAVHA, S. ZLATNÍK,
C.: lutmirlivi IMuratioiiat I'tvgmm* for Miillimiiliu .Vj/.-/r IIIK. CTU Seminar 91 Development oíCTl' Study, pp. 131-132. Prague 1ÍWI.
{3] BENES. V. - CKHNÁ. K. - MfJLLKK. .1. • VAVŘINCOVA. M. - ZLATNÍK. C : Výuka
malí malíky pomoci Fnmiila. Workshop Famulus. CVUT, Prague 1993.
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PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSES
IN Hg2Cl2 CRYSTALS
7. Rryknar. P. Peka. Z. Potíiřok.
P. Jiroušek, J. Král*
("I'll. I'iic. <>f Nucl. Sci. & Pliys. Kng., Dc|>l. of Solid State Engineering
V Ilolešovičkách 2, 180 00 Praha S
T T U . Far. of Nud. Sci. k Phys. Kng.. Dept. of Physical Electronics
\' Uotesovičkách 2. 180 00 Praha $
Key words: mercurous chloride, luminescence, exciton, photodecomposition
llgiClj crystals arc formed by linear chains of molecules Cl-IIg-IIg-Cl oriented parallel
to axis c. The intramolecular bonding Ilg-Ilg is covalcnt while the bond of this core with
the chlorine ions is ionic wilh a partially covalent character. The bond between adjacent
molecules is of van-der-Waals type.
HgjClj crystals are photosensitive. If exposed to UV light at RT. they decompose into
HR and HgClj. The aim of this work is to study the formation of the luminescence centres
responsible for infrared (IR) (•mission between 0.80 and 2.25 cV.
Measurements of pholo-lumincscence are performed on as-grown samples and on samples previously exposed to UV light at HP. Using a non-linear least-squares approximation,
all emission spectra are fitted wilh linear combination of Gaussian curves. The parameters
of Oiaussians are found as follows: (I) maximal intensity at 1.72 cV (FWIIM at 0.33 cV),
(2) 1.51 eV (0.32 eV). (3) l.3!> eV (0.28 eV). (I) 1.23 eV (0.23 cV), (5) LOG eV (0.25 eV),
an<l (6) 0.82 eV (0.21 eV).
If we consider the pliotodecomposilion llg^C'lj — llg + llgC'lj then the first candidate
for IR emission could he llftC'l. molecule. However, this model of luminescence centres is
excluded in consequence of observed IlftClj molecule and IR luminescence disagreement.
The other possible photodissocialion piocess can be described by the reaction

where llg(l) is transferred to the llg(ll). Similar reaction can give rise to (IlgCl 4 ) 2 " complex.
Hecause of a large concent ral ion of lir in I IgjC^ crystals, one can suppose that some chlorine
ions are substitued by bromide ions lo form complexes (IIgClxHr.i.j-)" and (HgCl r Br 4 . x ) 2 ".
These complexes are serious candidates for the IR luminescence, consequently great variety
of the IR emission spectra of Ilg>(-Ij is lo be expected, that is in accordance with our results.
Excitation spectra of IlftjClj for as-grown crystals arc shown in Fig.I. The interpretation of these spectra is complicated because a calculation of the electronic band structure
of IIgjCl-2 crystal has not yet been performend. KIcier and Wadt [I] presented valence bond
calculations for the ground slates of HgjOlj and ll&Fj molecules only and estimated the
excitation energies for some excited slates of HgjClj. These results support an interpretation of the observed spectra because in molecular crystals the electron levels of free molecule
will emerge as cxcilons. Due to the crystal field, these electron levels will shift to the lower
energies.
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Pig. 1: llgjClj excitation spectra of as-grown crystal at 10 K taken for the emission photon
energy indicated in the figure.
We have determined the exciton euergios iu llgjClj and llgjir^ crystal* fiom the polarized excitation spectra for the blue emission. Comparison of calculated excitations, that give
rise to dipolr-allou-cd transitions in a fiee HfoC'l; molecule, with experimentally determined
exciton energies iu HgjClj and Hg2Hrj crystals is reported in TaWe 1.
Excitation

AK(molec)

I-VJ
4 < r 3 - 3* u
•Iff,-' l<r„
2if, -* \au

6.:«3
C.G2
7.0ti

KdlfoCI,)
| f V]
•1.15
•1.10
1.10

K(llg2Hr 2 )
|eV]
3.59
3.57
3.!)3

Polarization
J.

II

1

Tab. 1: Comparison of the calculated excitation energies for the low-lying states of g j j
molecule AK(molcc) |2] with experimentally determined exciton energies Kfllg-Cli) and
K(llg2lir>) of the respective crystals. Directions of the transition moments are referred to
the molecule axis.
Because llgsClj crystals contain a large concentration of bromine, the llgjHr2 molecules
arc present in I he llgjCI* matrix and can lie excited separately. It is concluded that centres
responsible for HI HgjClj omissions can be excited through three dilfeitMit channels', (i) via
excitons of IlgjCI; (1.10. 4.15, and 1.10 eV. corresponding to the oa —> ~u. <rs —• <ru, and
*3 -* Tu transitions of the free Ilgi.Clj molecule, respectively), (ii) via excited states of the
isolated llgzlta molecules (near of 3.5<l and :t.9<l eV) present iu the IIgiCI2 crystals, (iii)
resonantly in the specific excitation bands (.1.35, 3.73. and 3.8I eV) of the defect centres.
References:
(I] KI.RIKH. I). A. - WADT. W. R.: J. Am. Chtm. Soc. 102 (19S0), 6909
This research Ims bun conducted at the Dipartmrnl of Solid Stale Engineering as part
of the rcstair/i project "Mio/oc/uniicni processes mu/ niiííiilioii ilcfict in halidcu and complex
oxides single crystals" ami has been support ul by CTU grant i\'o. 0848137.
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TEST EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING
MINORITY CARRIER DIFFUSION
LENGTH OF SI-WAFERS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM F 391
II. fVank, I. Máchn*, B. Sopko**
( T U . I V . of Xiitl. Sci. fc Phys. Kng.. Dept. of Solid State Engineering
Trojanova 13, 120 00 Pral.a 2
Key words: .surface photo voltage, lifetime, diffusion length, minority carriers, semiconductors
The pieseui-e of lattice defects and contaminating atoms, especially of heavy metals,
influences the lifetime of minority carriers, which may drop from the originall several thousand of /is ii, the ,is-gto\vn niiiiKHivstal to only a few unnosecoiid.s in wafers contaminated
intentionally or accidentally by I't, A", or other heavy metals.
The surface photo voltage (SPY) proved to he a very sensitive and accurate testing
method, and was theiefore included into the ASTM standard methods [1], With SPV,
light pulses impinging onto a silicon wafer aw absorbed and they generate excess minority
carriers. Those carriers that diffuse to the surface alter the surface potential by an amount
railed the surface photo voltage.
Surface photo voltage meaMiiemcnts to asM*ss the diffusion length of minority carriers
can be carried out rit In r with constant photo voltage at various wavelengths, where the
photon flux absorbed at the silicon surface is the measured quantity (method A in ASTM
[1]). or with constant photon flux at various wavelengths, whete the developed photo voltage
is the measured quantity (method I) in [1]).
The measuring set developed at our Department of Solid State Engineering uses method
A. Monochromatic light through filters from an incandescent lamp is focused onto the surface of the investigated wafer through a glass plate, on which there is a conducting, but
transpaienl film of indium-tin oxide (ITO). serving as capacitive input electrode for the
pieamplifier. Between the ITO elect i ode and the sample surface there is an adjustable
small air gap to ptevent direct contact of wafer surface and ITO electrode. The light beam
is modulated with TO llz by a totaling light chopper, part of it being deflected by a 15°
oriented glass plate as beam splitter onto a silicon photo diode for monitoring the light flux.
In method A the light flux is controlled either by an adjustable aperture in the parallel
beam, or by current adjustment of the light source in such n way as to achieve a constant
photo voltage output at each selected wavelength fiom the hllei wheel.
The basic relation used to evaluate the dilfusion length I, is

• / / ; = r,«.W. (I + .•>!./!)) (l/o + /,)
If the ahsoihed photon flux <I> measured at an arbitrarily selected but constant photo
voltage U is plolted against the reciprocal absorption coelficient l/o at the given wavelength,
a straight line can be drawn through the measuring points, which intersects the x-axis at
-1/n = L The inclination of this line depends on the surface recombination velocity s but
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it docs not alter the value of the diffusion length L, ••veil if the SPV is diminished by high
a values, li 1.1 Ihe grrnt adiwitage of the SPV method I lint it is suitable l<> measure the
diffusion length independently iif tin* .-nifare irrombinaiion.
The flux of the absorbed photons <ř\ at the wave length A may be computed by
«J>> _ |. \ ( i _ if\ r

,.

where k\ is the correction factor for evaluating tiie incident light flux fioni the photo diode
response, (1-H) arc the reflexion losses at (lie wafer sutface and lAonsl. is the surface
photo voltage held constant by adjusting the light source. The correction factor k.\ must 1M>
experimentally evaluated before beginning of the measmenient proper. By means of a type
of Zciss vacuum thermocouple the light intensity behind the I'l'O electnHle was measured
together with the response of the type 1PP75 photodiodc at the various wavelengths of the
filters with constant lamp current.
As a first version the measuring set was designed for manual control, mainly to prove
the feasibility of the method and to gain experience. It consists of an optical bench mounted
on the cabinet containing the power unit, lamp current stabilizing system and digit«1 panel
voltmeters for reading 4> and If.
In routine measurements, the ph< *o diode response 11/, at A, measured at constant SPV,
is fed into a computer with a program for graphic lepiesentatiou of the linear tespouse curve,
using linear regression, giving the diffusion length and the coefficient of determination r 2 to
show the quality of the fit.
Surface etching in OP-1 for obtaining low surface recombination and in consequence
high SPV response, proved to be indispensable. Kxperimenls with ground .surface wafers
were not succes.sful.as the SPV was too low.
In the near future it is planned to use a smaller light spot to allow mapping of the
whole wafer with an automatically moved X-Y .stage and complete computer control of the
whole measuring cycle.

References:
(1] ASTM .Standard test methods for minority earlier diifusion length in extrinsic semiconductors by measurement of steady-state surface photo-voltage, ASTM F IMl-OOa
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MEASUREMENT OF DEEP LEVELS IN
POWER SILICON DEVICES
USING TSC METHOD
3. Kožíšek, V. Benda*
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Bug.. Dent, of Elcctrotoclmology
Technická 2. 166 27 Praha 6
Key words: tsc mot hud. doop levels, carrier lifetime
Deep levels in semiconductors are situated near to the middle of the energy gap band.
They can be formed by local crystal lattice defects or by impurities such as An, Pt. Pd, Fc
et c. They have an influence on I he lifet hue of elect roii« and holes /1 /.The recombination rate
of electrons and holes determines the most important parameters of power silicon devices.
The lifetime of carriers has a big influence on curieiit-voltago chaiarteiistirs and on the
dynamic behaviour of devices. It i< possible to reduce the carrier lifetime with appropriate
impurities diffusion or with the creation of local defects by electron or ion irradiation. On the
other hand, some centers may even cause deterioration of the reverse device characteristics.
Rach local recombination centre may be described by one or more deep energy levels
with the cliaiacti.-rir.tic capture coellicient for elections and holes and the concentration of
centres. For measuring these parameters the methods of DI.'I'S (deep level transit spectroscopy) or TSC (thermally stimulated current) can be applied. For the determining of
a dominant deep level, another complementary method can be used [2j. With respect to
the possibility of a complex measurement of all device characteristics including deep level
diagnostics on a large area of structures of |>ower semiconductor deviciw. the TSC method
has been used in our research. The basic procedure of TSC measuring is the following.
The sample is cooled down to the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The levels arc filled with
carriers with forward current. A reverse vojtage bias is applied and we measure the current
while the temperature increases. The captured carriers arc released at a delinitc temperature, whitch results in a current peak. The position of the peak depends on t lie energ)' of the
centre, the area is proportional to tin- concentration of centres in the space charge region.
The shape of the peak depends on the rate of temporal ure rise. From the spectrum of peaks
it is possible to del ermine the energy level and the capture cross of centers presented in the
structure of devices.
A brief description of TSC measure instrument:
The examined sample with diameter up to 30mm is fastened to the basic copper board.
On this board a small diode is also fixed for the measutement of the temperature. The sample
is cooled down with liquid nitrogen. For heating there are slots iu the board, through which
flows dry nitrogen. The released gas also protects the device surface against, wetting. The
rate of temperature rise is regulated with the quantity and temperature of the gas. Batteries
have been used as a source of reverse voltage bias and a voltage source for t he input amplifier.
In view of the fact that the input signal is very low (1-1000 pA), it is necessary to use large
amplification and very good shielding. The sample must also be protected against light
to remove the photovoltaic effect, which would form a background and make impossible
to distinguish small peaks. The sample temperature and reverse current are measured
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simultaneously using a multiplexor and a 12 bit A/I) convenor. Data collection is directed
by a PC compute'!, in ivhirh fmtlicr prorowing is novaihlp.
The col reel function of the .ipplieiKe w.-i.s checked liv comparison tn I In- level* measured
by the DLTS method. An example of a measured TS(' spectrum is demonstrate) in the
figure below.
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restairh projtct Recombination in powtr semiconductor rfi ria* and has breu suppovltd by
GACIi grant No. 102/94/IMS.
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COORDINATE DETECTORS OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
•IMUka. B.Sophy, ZTomiak,
**RČenrý. R..Králová. JLJiovák, DJfovákováJ.Pavet,
***J.Bohm, J.Nimeček. J.Šťastaý, M^anUková, PZátada
•CTU, Faculty of Nuclear Science and Physical Engineering, Břehová 7,1 IS 19 Pnha 1
••CTU, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Technická 4,166 07 Praha 6
•••Institute of Physics, AS CR, Na Slovance 2,180 40 Praha 8

Key words: inicrostrip gas chambers, semiconducting glass
Miami rip gas chambers (MSGO) have gained a lot of interest in the field of elementary
particles detection due to tlicir key features: good pasition accuracy, high rate capability
and low cost. They arc one of the main candidates for tracking in the experiments built
at the new generation of accelerators, but there also exist a lot of promising possibilities of
MSGC application in medicine, technology and other fields. The most serious problems of
MSGC manufacturing technologies arc obtaining stably operating detectors with suppressed
ageing and charging up and availability of dedicated, high speed and high density readout
electronics.
The MSGC consists of thin anode and cathode metal strips laid on insulating support
at a distance typically between 100-200/(in and an upper drift electrode which defines a
gas volume in which the ionisation to be delected is produced. When proper potentials
arc applied to the electrodes, the electrons released and multiplied around the anodes arc
collected and registered by the electronics. MSGCs show very promising fcaturcs:position
accuracy of an order of 10' /mi, high rate capability, energy resolution of about 10%. fwhm
for " F e 5.9kcV X-rays and proportional gains up to 10'.
The properties of the MSGC substrate materials arc crucial for a stable operation of
the detectors. The major characteristics arc: moderate surface or bulk resistivity, high stability of performance under high voltage, good surface quality and metal adhesion properties
and low cost. Previous experiments proved that commercially available insulators with good
surface quality and high resistivity of an order 10l<!fl.cm had substantial gain instabilities
during sustained irradiation. This effect is attributed to the modification of the electric field
caused by substrate polarization and by the charging up of the insulator between the strips
due to the accumulation of positive ions.lt was also demonstrated that a stable operation of
MSGC can be obtained by reducing surface resistivity lo lO'MO 16 fi/square. This moderate
resistivity can be achieved by surface conditioning with ion implantation, by deposition of
a thin film of semiconducting glass or by using material with low bulk resistivity.
Our work was concentrated on studying of deposition technolog)' and physical properties
of silicon polycryslalic semiconduting films (S1POS). We studied two types of deposition
s
4
processes: electron beam evaporation of silicon in an oxygen atmosphere (10~ -10~ mbar)
and simultaneous evaporation of silicon oxide from a heated evaporation source and electron
beam evaporation of silicon.
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The thin films deposited hy the first of the above mentioned methods showed an unacceptable reprodiirihility of their parameters. I in* main leasou uf this was (he unstable
evaporation rate of the. silicon . Simultaneous evaporation of Si .iml SiO was iH-rformed
under low pressure (less than IO~5mbar) and tliercforc both high deposition rate and its
cood rewoduribiltv were achieved. The silicon depos'iion rate was 2-1 um/niin. The value
of Si/SiO mass ratio was estimated )>y means ol a crystal ihickuess measuring msttumenl
and also by separate thickness measurement of Si and SiO thin films in properly shaded
points on the substrate. Resistivity of the films was measmeil In menus of tlie electrodes
system evaporated on the substrate before Si/SiO film deposition.
In the Fig. I we present results for one group of the samples. Taking into account all
our results, we can conclude that resistivity of the films is decreasing for glowing content of
silicon in the film and in case of samples with film thickness over 0.5 /im and higher Si/SiO
ratio the resistivity could be of the order 10niJ/square.
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BULK GAAS RADIATloN DETECTORS
Z. Tomiak, B. Sopko, I. Mácha
CTU. Fac. of Nud. Sci. fc Phys. Eng.. Dept. of Solid State Engineering
V llolešoviřkách 2.180 00 Praha S
Key words: semiconductor, high-resistivity material, detectors, Scliottky and ohmic contacts, technology
Bulk GaAs material, a wide bandgap semiconductor, shows potential as a room temperature detector. In order for semiconductor material to be useful as a radiation detector
at room temperature, its bandgap must be enough wide to inhibit excessive leakage current
due to thermal carrier generation. The hiiudgap of GaAs is sufficiently wide to allow for
room tempera tun.1 operation and its average atomic number is equivalent to that of germanium, the material widely used in gamma-ray and charged particle spectroscopy. Besides
germanium, the silicon has Keen widely wed in detector fabrication and it is used in the
majoiity of charged particle opeiations. Both germanium and silicon have a considerable
disadvantage of a small resistance against radiation damage. In addition, germanium must
be operated below 150 K to eliminate the effects of thermally generated leakage current
uoi.se. In short, besides properties similar to those of germanium and silicon. GaAs has the
following advantages:
• it allows for room temperature operation
• it can be used as a position .sensitive device
• optoelectronic circuits can be integrated on chip
• it is highly resistant against any radiation, for example neutron bombardment.
The investigation of GaAs as a detector material dates back to the late 1960s and early
1970s [I], At that time, epitaxial growth was the only means available to produce high
quality GaAs layers, but the latter arc generally limited to less than 100 /im, which is insufficient for the good function of detectors, especially for indicating highly energetic charged
particles. At present, the high quality semi-insulating GaAs grown by LEG method has been
developed. Using very high resistivity bulk material allows to achieve a sufficient thickness
of depletion layer. The high resistivity (about 10" il.cm) is achieved by compensation of
background impurities. The compensation is accomplished by the balance between residual
carbon shallow acceptors and the native defects deep donor EL2.
Electric field
The electric properties of detectors are controlled by the intristic compensation mechanism and by the density of traps, impurities, and lattice defects in the bulk. The electric
field in the detector is. generated by the built-in and applied bias voltage and it depends
on the concentration of doiiois, acceptois,aud deep levels EL2. The deep levels EL2 are
just below Fermi level [2] and are ionized when their energies stay below Fermi level. The
electric field can be solved by using Poisson equation and in the case of presence of deep
levels it shows two different regions in the depiction layer. The first one runs from Scliottky
contact and the electric field decreases with a constant slope. From this point where the
65
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EL2 arc completely ionized, the space charge density changes slowly to zero, and the same
i« true for the electric field [2j.
To obtain the knowledge about the sh.ipe of WcUiii field within *!»«- depletion layer, the
measurements of the capacitance in the Schottky barrier have been used. As it is known, a
plot of reciprocal capacitance squared C"2 vs bias voltage V yields a straight line when there
is no gradient of impurities and their iom/.aU»u is. iiuiepruoeui ut ;!.•• !••»: »:&::.••' r<vi,Miency.
When there are some deep level impurities in the bulk material, they contribute to the
space charge density in the depletion layer. The change in applied bias voltage remits in
redistribution of the space charge due to the ioiiization of deep levels which art* not able to
respond to the test signal. Our measurements show that C"7 vs V curves are not linear and
their slopes depend on the test signal frequency. This fact confirms the assumption about
the double-triangular shape of the electric field in the detector, tt can be concluded that
the electric field decreases rapidly from Scbottky contact, and that the diodes are not fully
depicted.
Detectors fabrication
The GaA.» material used for the ex|>eriments was obtained from |Vgasn« Ltd.. The
Slovak Republic, in I IK- form of the wafers with thickness of :l">0 /tin. The crystal, which
the wafers were cut ftout, lias a (100) orieiiUliuii and it was undoped. Its resistivity was
higher than 10s fi.cm. Hall mobility about 6000 cnr.\ '"'.*"'. Unfortunately, we have no
knowledge about the lifetime of drift elections on which the collection ellirieney of detectors
depends to a great extent. The latest detectors were made nearly in the same way as those
mentioned in our last year's report [3]. To improve properties concerning excessively high
leakage current the silicon nitride was used instead of silicon dioxide. The ohmic contacts
applied were based on the solid state reaction between GaAs and AuCie and they were
prepared in the same way as in [•'!). The Schottky contacts were made again by evaporation
of Ti followed by |»t and Au. The deep level concentration in the new material obtained
was supposed to be lower than that in the material used last year. The measurements of
charge collection efficiency and of capacitance f " vs V confirm the assumption concerning
two ranges of electric field in the detector, and lower concentration of deep levels in the new
material used.
References:
[1] KOBYASHI,T. et al.: GaAs Surface liarriir Diodrs as Charged Particle Sptclromclcr.
Nud. InMr. Met. 44(1966), 145
[2| BEAUMONT, S. P.: Chmye Transport Propcrtim of Undoped SI LEV C?«/U Solid State
Ihttctor, tXnct. /ns/r. Met. A 326, (1993), 313
[.'<] TOMIAK,'/..: GaAs Particle and Gamma Hay Dtlcclor*. CWSeminar Workshop 94,
Prague, p. 109
This remarch has been conducted at the Dcpartnunt of Solid Stati Phyxics. CTU Prague
«jt a part of the irsianli projict "Semiconductor detictors" and lun been supported by CTU
grant No.8138.
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INVESTIGATION OF GaAs
RADIATION DETECTORS
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CTU, Kac. of Nticl. Sci. k Pliys. Eng., Dept. of Physics
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V Iloleíovičkách 2. 180 00 Praha 8
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I espouse
Semiconductor detectors of ionizing radial ion which arc .soliti stale analogues of ionration chambers art: versatile devices with perspectives in nuclear physics, high energy physics
and their application!*. Among III-V semiconductor compounds the most promising material at present is gallium arsenide (GaAs) [1], mainly because the GaAs detectors arc the
best candidates to survive in an experimental environment imposed by severe radiation in
nuclear experiments. The pieseutcd lesults of GaAs program have grown from research
which started in 1!)!)2 with the support of CTU Grant No. 8101 [2. 3].
lining technology available at FNSPK CTU a series of simple GaAs detectors were
fabricated and tested with the aim to understand the properties and limitations of these
simple, pad detectors. GaAs detectors were manufactured using improved quality substrate
material (undoped material with signiliraiitly higher mobility of electrons which is equal to
1
6500 o n V"'*-').
The main aim of the instrumental part of the research project is to investigate performance and limitations of piodurcd single pad GaAs detectors and compare their spectroscopir and lime characteristics with similar Si detectors. Their response and resolution
have been tested with energetic protons and dcutcrons on a Van de Graaf accelerator. Some
results of experimental tests of the GaAs detectors by the proton and deuteron beams arc
presented in I'ig. I (amplitude spectra of O.SMeV and 1.5 MeV protons and dcutcrons) and
in Fig. 2 (peak position as a function of proton energy and applied detector bias). These
data are used for the description of mechanisms of the charge collection.
Overall goals of the project for l!)!).r>-i!)!)G period ran he summarized as follows:
- in cooperation with ('KUN HD-S collaboration [1] to participate in the developing
of convenient materials and technolog}' for production of pad and/or strip GaAs detectors.
The crucial technological problem in developing III-V compounds for detector applications
is to provide strongly compensated materials with high mobility;
- to investigate parameter! of pioduccd detectors by standard and special speclroscopic
techniques (determination of efliciency and resolution for charged particles and X-rays,
charge collection, timing properties and noise studies with coincidence techniques). The
results of the project are expected to be a contribution into the ATLAS experiment on LIIC
in CKliN [I].
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RADON AND THORON
MONITORING METHODS
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During tin* last year work has been oriented to the following:
Spectroscopic method for determination of radon daughter;, in the air by means of shorttime sampling was developed [1]. This method makes it possible to determine the state of
nonequilibrium of radon and tlioron gases with their daughters in the air.
- Prototype of multichannel analyser with dynamic memory controlled by microprocessor
was built [2]. The apparatus was tested by continuous measurements of radon and tlioron
daughters using electrostatic collection on a Si detector (set* Fig. 1).

Tint
Fig. I:
- Development of electrostatic collection method of the radon and tlioron daughters continued. Electrostatic chambers with volumes up to 10/ were built for continuous measurements
with collection of the daughters directly on the surface of Si semiconductor detector. Electrostatic chamber (volume up to I/) for single short-time sampling measurements of radon
in soil air was designed and tested [3].
- Long-term continuous monitoring of radon and tlioron daughters volume activity in the
air has been carried out with calibrated continuous apparatus in a laboratory and in an underground room in the CTU FNSPE building. An example of one measurement is shown in
Fig. 2. Superposition of daily activity variations on some long term changes can be clearly
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observed. The comparison of these results with tiiclcorologir.il dala records (temperature,
atmospheric pressure, wind, etc.) will be performed. The value of Hit equivalent volume
activity during tin; period May 91 • Sep !)1 varied between 2(lW<//m:l and ISO/fy/m*, the
average value is. G2/Í*//'"1- The ratio lietween nllin daughters and ""/in daughters activities varied between 0.8 and 2.0, the average ratio is I.G2.
- Parallel monitoring oi radou iuu> ÍMVII .>t.i:i<i! »» Koto }>eni?i«;<tl:> (Kttwial to investigate
geophysical aspects of radon release. Theie, the equivalent volume activity of MM varies
between aOUq/ni* and 130M///MI\
Measured: 30.06.9417:10 • 15.07.94 8:47
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The devclo|>inc>nt of methods for electrostatic collection of radon decay products continned [I]. Various technical arrangements of electrostatic collection chambers, including
collection on detector surface and on electrodes maintained on high potential using capacitors, were devised (2]. The aim of these experiments was the development of instruments for
radon activity measurements both in free air and soil air. For discriminating between radon
and thoron products activity alpha spectrotuctry and decay characteristic measurements
were used. An electrostatic field within the collection chambers was studied using computer modelling. A 500m/ collecting chamber for Kn measurement in soil air was devised
where radon decay products arc collected on a circular electrode the potential of which was
maintained using a high voltage capacitor.
As an example, results of the preliminary calculations of the electrostatic field arc
presented in Fig. 1. The fields have been obtained by numerical solution of the Poisson
equation in cylindrical coordinates. Contour lewis arc plotted for values Vo = (.',(, {/,• =
i',-i/2, ( = 1,... in the left parts of the figures a, b. In the right parts of the figures contour
lewis have values Uo = U*. U, = U,.t - At/, i = 1 , . . . , A', A(/ = U,i/N, A' = -10.
The dependence of the cflcctivncss of electrostatic collection on collection voltage was
determined by measuring the kinetics of HaA collection on (he detector surface. Various
voltages were applied to the chamber filled with Kn containing air. The results shown in
Fig. 2 indicate that for voltages higher than 1500 V a practical saturation of the collected
activity is reached. To obtain information on absolute collection efficiency, count rates observed for air phase Rn+RaA without applied field were compared with that of electrostatic
collection (see Fig. 3). Absolute air phase Rn counting was calibrated by establishing a
reference to a standard alpha source. The dependence of electrostatic collection yield on
chamber volume was determined.
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According to the Standard Model (SM). the nuclear Miner-allowed 0-dccay is caused by
only two types of weak interaction, namely V- and A- interaction, another two types (S- and
T-) are assumed to be absent. On the other hand, the existing experimental upper limits [I]
for the presence of these interactions are not better than !•% for T—interaction and 23% for
5-iiiteraction (at !>">% 01.). The goal of the present experiment is to search the admixture
of S-intcraction (which would be evidence of the SM breaking) or to reduce the last of the
above mentioned limit to 5.. 10%. Measurement of the (fl-v) correlation coefficient with an
absolute precision of 5% for a pure Fermi transition can improve the present limit.
The idea of the experiment is to detect ^-quanta coincident with ^-particles emitted
in some direction and to tneasme the Doppler shift of its energy 6E-, caused by recoil ion
motion (fig. I). The origins of this recoil arc the /J-particle and neutrino, so that knowing the
value of fiE-, ami /7, one can deduce the angles (;7, It) and (;7, </) for each event and thus obtain
the angular (/*-»>) correlation coefficient. This technique should be used to investigate the
(ri-u) angular correlation in the number of super allowed /Moray (including pure 0+ — 0 +
Fermi transition) of short-lived nuclei.
In 19!):!. after the preliminary olf-line expeiiment [2] with long-lived 2>Na source, the
first on-line test using the 3 //(-beam of the Tandem accelerator (IPN, Orsay, France) was
carried out in order to optimize the experimental set-up and measurement conditions. The
(•••//ťvO-reaction on the C\ (i-'// 2 ) B , /ijOj and SiOi targets was used in order to produce
short-lived " t > , 'We and ""'S nuclei. For the detection of fl and 7 several types of Si(Li)
and IIPGe detectors were tested. The PC-basrd acquisition system connected with SUNcomputer was also tested.
'At pn'j.rMt 011 a long term »lay ni JIMI
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As a result, the Doppler shift of 1011 keV -)-liiie following the (0* - 0 + ) ,<-decay of
A'r was observed ami the numerous recommendations foi the further improvement of the
solid-target set-up, as well as on the development of the gas-target set-up, were obtained.
We plan to continue our experiments using two main <crlmi(|ties. The first is a solid
target technique. The "A't nucleus ( T , / 2 =1.7 s, Kft(J="2.1 MeV (7.7% i. K,=I.OII MeV)
will be investigated. To obtain '*A'e the B2O3 and .•\/iO3(50;im) will lie irradiated by 3 //c
bcam(10 McV. 10..30 nA,ci=ó mm, external beam control). A new detector chamber has
been prepared at JINK to improve this method. Fourteen cooled Si(l.i) J-dclectors arc
mounter) in tliis chamber (instead of four as previously). Moreover, a new multi-target
trauspo system is coupled to that chamber in order to perfotm on-line measuicinents far
away from the irradiation point thus avoiding the detector saturation during the beam burst.
The second main technique uses gas targets CO and Cllt (0.1-1 aim) irradiated by 3 / / t
twain (12-15 McV, 10..30 >iA,<?=5 inm,c.xtciiud hcum control) to obtain UO nucleus(T ,/2
=70 s, E" (> =1.G MeV (99%). K^s'2.313 McV). Using a gas target and gas transport systcm allows us to increase the distance between the points of target irradiation and .sample
measurement as well as to reduce the influence of tecoil slowing-down before i emission.
Therefore it is possible (o investigate Dopplcr shift of -,-lines deexcUing rather long lived
nuclear levels of recoil nuclei. In the particular case of UO, the half-life of such a level is CO
fs which prevents the investigation of this nucleus with solid targets.
l8
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THE MEASUREMENT OF
DOUBLE BETA DECAY
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Double beta decay provides a very good oppoitunity to study fundamental properties
of tin1 weak inteiartion. The neiitrinoless double beln decay ( 0i'/?/J ) and two neutrino
double beta decay ('ivtitt) are the second order weak processes which convert two neutrons
in a nucleus into two piotous. 2/'/W is the normal weak process within the framework
of the standard SW(2) i,x U(l) model. If the neutrino is a Majorána particle, a second
decay mode is possible ( Qvjiii ) producing a ncutrinolcss final state. Oi'/J/? is sensitive to
the lept on number nonconservation, to the possible Majorána neutrino mass and to the
possible right-handed admixtures in the weak leptonic current [1].
The high sensitivity double beta spectrometer TGV ( Telescope Germanium Vertical)
lias been developed in cooperation wilh JINK Dubna, CSNSM Orsay and FNSPE Prague.
TGV is composed of 16 III'GK detectors in the same cryosl.it, electronic part ( N1M and
CAMAC modules ) and computer part ( IBM PC ). Each HPGe detector is a planar type,
sensitive volume is I'JOOiunrxflmm. Knergy resolution for all 16 detectors varies from 2.6
keV lo :M keV ( ""Co ). The double beta decay source (e.g. l8 Ca, l 0 0 Mo ) can be inserted
between neighbouring detectors. The electronic part consists of 16 identical channels. After
registration of t he first particle the lime window I/is is opened and at the end of this window
each channel provides information about particle energy ( pulse amplitude ), type ( pulse
rise time ) and detection time.
litt decay is a very rare process, therefore special attention should be paid to the background suppression. The following measures ate used in our experiment to suppress the
background: i) Cu shielding ( ~20cm thick ) + airtight box; ii) taking into account only
the double events from neighbouring HPGc detectors; iii) distinguishing 0 particles and
7 rays by different rise times of the detector pulses; iv) measurement in the underground
lalmratory ( Modane. France ).
Cu shielding ptotects TGV against the external background. The detector part of TGV
has been set inside an airtight box against hackeroimd due to Hn gas. Determination of
the /i particles and gamma-rays is based on the following principle [2]. Most of the electrons interart within the surfaře l.iyn of the sensitive volume of IH'Ge detector and 7 rays
interact with the same probability within all volume of the detector. The rise time for the
pulses of particles interacting in the surface layer of the detector is longer than that for
pulses of particles interacting more closely to the center of the detector. A time window of
'At |>i<»rnl on a long term xlii) at JINK
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10ns duration is selected and during this period an input signal on charge sensitive ADC is
integrated and digitirťHl. The distinguishing •> ravs and .i particles provide the suppiessioii
of 7 rays by factor 10-20 ( dcpeti<litig on energy of the particle ). TliV was transposed to
the Frcjus underground laboratory, France ( -1000 in water equivalent ), where the cosmic
;;;;:o;; eve:;! r.i!e :« wry low ( t '? m**rtay"' l".fl V
Energy
region
[keVl
500-600
1000-1100
1500-1600
2000-2100
2500-2600

Kamioka undcrgr.lab.

Lab. Soutcrian dc Modanc, TGV
double
double with selection
Mode G
Mode A
1
2
1
2
6.61 • 10-* 9.31 • 10-* i.n-io-J 2.8 • 10~:l •1.05 • 10-» 2.8 • 10- J
1
3
2
3
2.92-lO"
3.8 • 10- 3.41 • 10-' 1.0 -10- 8.01 • 10" 1.9 10" 3
3
3
7.6 • lO" 1.2!) • 10"' 2.28-10-* 5.3 • 10~3 6.6 • 10- 3 1.2- lO"
1
2.4 • 10- 3 3.51 • 10- 8.81 • 10- 3 7.0 • 10-* 2.21 • lO" 3 5.0-10-"
s
4
5.85 • 10-* 2.33 • 10" 2.18 • 10-' 2.0 • iO" 4 •1.06 lO" 4 < 2.3 • ID"

Tab. 1: Comparision results of background measurement!! in Kamioka and Modauc underground laboratories ( i n events/hour/cm 3 ) ( Mode Ci = with nitrogen gas circulation, Mode
A = anticoincidence with suriounding Nal <lelectorx. 1 = with foils, 2 = without foils).
Several series of background measurements were carried out in Dubna and in Frcjus
underground laboratory ( witli and without Cu shielding, with and without foils made from
natural Mo and Ca - to study the influence of foils on background ). The total time of measurement at the end of October 199-1 was -1293 hours. The purpose of these measurements
was to estimate the level of background and to test methods for background suppression.
Comparison of background level in TGV spcctiometer and ultra low background ff-y spectrometer ELEGANTS [4] is shown in Table 1 and it shows that we achieved good background
reduction without any special anticoincidence mode.
The main advantages of the TGV spectrometer arc good energy resolution, stability,
efficiency and low background. At present the measurement of background in Frcjus underground laboratory continues, il is planned to start double beta decay measurement with
an enriched source of double beta isotope ( e.g.4 *Ca, l 0 0 M o ) at the beginning of 1995.
The result of background measurements made in Modane on TGV spectrometer shows the
possibility to find half-life of /?/? decay with total mass of source ~4.5g ( e.g.4 8 Ca ) in the
range T ,;3a 1019-5-10 "years.
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ELECTRIC MODEL
AND QUANTIFICATION OF ENERGY
IN ATOMS
Z. Buřič
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dcpt. of Electrotechnical Engineering
Technická 1, ICG 07 Praha G
Key words: model, quantification, energy, atom
Practically all our knowledge is based upon model formation. Apart from models acquired genetically we perceive the world through our senses and form models when storing
the knowledge into our memory. We then correct our judgement using the stored models
and comparing the past phenomena with the present ones. The correctness of our judgement depends upon our ability to determine (lie conditions of the presently contemplated
phenomenon.
Each phenomenon depends upon the condition!! under which it arose. These conditions
determine its meaning, spatial distribution, energetic requirements, and its stability boundaries. Conservation and continuation of the phenomenon is dependent upon its protective
system and upon the energy which is available in the particular space and time.
it is possible to find a striking proof as well as hist motive example of general application
of models even in the simplest of systems. It might be thought that it is possible to find
such systems in the atomic world. This microworld, of course, is not directly accessible, but
the present intensive research in the area makes possible certain hopes as to the final goal of
complete understanding. It is to be emphasized, however, that even a single electron alone
is a rather complex energetic system, about the internal structure of which we have only
vague knowledge. A substantial barrier is the problem of quantum mechanics, which is still
described (e.g. in ref. (1]) as a problem which it is possible to solve mathematically, but
caunot be understood and explained. It is, fortunately, not necessary to accept this point
of view thanks to the elucidating possibility oifered by physical models, especially models
based upon nonlinear electric circuits. In fact, it is even possible to explain the strange
behaviour by motion of electrons.
The mutual relation between the classical and the quantum mechanics is a problem of
a nonlinear oscillatory system. Some basic manifestations of this system arc accessible to
direct observations in nonlinear electric circuits.
The possibility of understanding may be interpreted as a possibility of verification of the
phenomenon in question. It is then possible to assume that the model method of learning
and understanding natural phenomena is applicable everywhere as long as t he conditions for
obtaining the necessary sensual perceptions arc fulfilled. This does not mean, however, that
we cannot understand a phenomenon which is not accessible to our senses. In such cases
we use indirect models which arc composed of simple, verifiable models connected together
in a verifiable way.
In relation to the investigated phenomenon it is possible to assume the presence of the
more important forces, which makes possible a certain simplification of the relations for the
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description of the electron trajectory. In a relatively «imple manner, it is possible to derive
the equation:
K

a3

,

where K - is the constant from the Coulomb law. conjugated with the charges in the
investigated system.
F - is the magnitude of the force of an external field acting on an electron
a - is the amplitude of the basic harmonic, from the projection of the trajectory of the
electron to the direction of the ellipsoid main axis. This represents the skin, upon which
the trajectory of the electron may be found. The amplitude ncars the length of the main
semi-axis.
e, - is the eccentricity, which is determined by the magnitude of the force /•'. mass of the
electron, and its angular speed.
This equation assumes a specific motion of the electron on the corresponding skin. It
requires an existence of a t rails versally oriented motion simultaneously with the longitudinal
motion with the external field. This is no extraordinary requirement, it stems from an
assumpl on of a wholly geneial motion in space at minimal transports of energy. Il is
therefore described by two oscillator}' systems. A» long as a motion of an electron in an
atom exists, which can IK- described by the aforementioned equation, the behaviour of this
system might be compared also with the behaviour of an electric model.
The linear energy-fieqiiency relation and securing stability conditions are obviously the
most important features of the derived nonlinear function, which represents the mystery of
quantum mechanics. The shapes of the derived electron trajectories, the accordance with
the derived spectra as well as with the Planck constant and with the utilisation potential,
may be considered the verification of the correctness of this model.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY
OF RADIATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
OF HOT AND DENSE MATTER
L. Drškn, M. Siňor
CTU, Fac. of Nud. Sd. k Phys. Eng.. Dcpt. of Physical Electronics
V Holcšbvičkách 2.180 00 Pralm S
Key words: atomic data, radiative opacity, line profiles, high energy density
At present, several groups in different countries are developing radiative opacity codes.
In view of the complexity of the physics involved, there is considerable interest in a detailed
comparison of results calculated with different codes. A series of workshops provides a forum
for such explicit comparison. The third international workshop of this kind (\VorkOp-HI:91)
was organized in I!)'.)I by the Max-Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics at Ciarching in
Germany.
The meeting fociuůcd initially on the comparison of selectrd cases, calculated by the
various participants using different numerical codes representing a broad spectrum of approaches to the modelling of plasma opacities. We took part in this event for the first time
using results obtained by a revised version of the opacity code KACIIKL [1,2].
More than 150 MB of data, generated by 12 opacity codes, were provided to the organis i n g committee by participants. A synopsis of plots aud tables of the submitted materials
had been prepared several weeks before the meeting. The aim has been definitely more than
just a "verification of codes"; in the workshop differences iu calculated results have been
traced back to the physics input so that their origin became clear.
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Fig. 1: Photoabsorbtion coefficient for iron
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Kig. 2: Phot oalxorbt ion roelliiienl for gold
The rases studied and (heir motivation included: (I) opacities for stellar envelopes,
(2) comparison with recent progress in opacity measurements based on laser experiments
and gas gun experiments. (3) higher densities, up to solid density and beyond, (4) Iiigli-Z
materials which are of interest in a wide range of areas (X-ray laseis). (5) non-LTK physics
in complete steady state, optically thin approximation.
As a very small illustrative example of rases studied at the workshop, total photoabsorbtion coefficients for iron and gold as obtained by different models are shown in Kig. I
and 2, respectively.
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SIMULATION STUDIES RELATED TO
MAGNETIZED HIGH-PARAMETER
PLASMA SYSTEMS
L. DrSka, J. Limpouch, R. Líska, M. Sifior
CTU. Fac. of Ntici. Sci. k Pliys. Kng.. Dept. of Physical Electronics
V Ilolešovičkách 2. 180 00 Praha 8
Key words: ni.-ignotim.tl high-parameter plasmas, high-density Z-pinch, controlled fusion,
moving finite clement method
We present concise iiifoimatioii alioul our work which is oriented to the development
of methods and implementation of simulation axles for studies of dense magnetized plasma
systems with emphasis on Irydtodyuamic «m<l tadiation processes. The fibre-initiated highdensity Z-p'mch (HDZP) has been chosen as the lirst system for study.
I1DZP [1] is a novel approach to a generation of high-parameter and nuclcorcactivc
plasmas. In its applications to the study of controlled fusion a inegavoll-raiige potential
is to be applied along a thin filament of frozen thermonuclear fuel (deuterium/tritium),
driving a megatnp-range cm rent through it. with the intention of heating the fuel to fusion
temperatures in .several tens of nanoseconds while stably confining it in its self-magnetic
Held.
Future use of the IIDZP will show its application as a trigger fur fusion detonations in
cylindrical channels. Such systems [2] could allow the adoption of a clean working cycle based
on advanced fuels (He 1 , puie I). Li. Re. |{) without the ecological drawbacks of the use of DT
as nuclear fuel (radioactive material, high ueiit ron fluxes). Another promising application of
the IIDZP (using a high-Z-material filament) is for the development of extremely intensive
pulsed X-ray sources for physics and the development of new technologic!!.
Simulation of magnetized high-parameter plasma systems presents serious challenges
to existing mnnetiea} mctluids. lien: uv> hnvo applnvl a nuxhm grmlicnt-weigblcd (GW)
approach [3] to the moving finite element (MFK) method for solving the pinch dynamics in
1-1) hydrodynainic approximation.
To begin with a reasonably complicated model of the high-parameter magnetized systems the fluid approach based on one-lluid form of Itraginski's equations has been used.
The work has been stalled with tin1 implementation of the code PINCH (I], which applies
the GWMFK approach to the study of 1-1) fully ionized hydrogen systems.
Evaluation of ion distribution fund ion is generally necessary for the calculation of
thermonuclear yield in magnetized high-parameter plasmas. The detailed description based
on Fokker-Planck equation is extremely complicated and a reasonable approximation has to
be implemented for time dependent systems. The chosen appioximation has been verified
with the Mippoit of computer algebra tools. The simulation code for numerical solving
this model has been automatically generated by the package I'I DM [I], implemented in the
computer algebra system HKDUCE.
For the intended extension of the code to paitially ionized high-Z systems with reasonably detailed modeling of radiation piocesses two supplementary studies, including the
development of procedures for transport coefficients and radiation characteristics, have been
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carried out. To evaluate transport coefficients of magnetized high-parameter plasmas several approaches have heen tested and compared. To support calculations of the radiation
yield and global «p<*ctrn of X-radiation emitted l>v svstems with high-Z plasmas results of
the study [5] have been used.
For more realistic description of magnetized high-parameter plasma systems the exten»Soii of ;!:<• <*::i!y '.• 2 P »><MM<. will lie ncrewwrv. To maMer problems related to the
development and application of multi-dimensional code*, the 2-1) implementation of the
CWMPE method for model systems and its event u.il use on distributed computing systems
have been studied.
Laser-driven systems using short and very-short pulses aie one of the important future
applications of the modeling of magnetized dense plasmas. It is expected that know-how
from the studies described will be capitalized also in the research of interactions of ultraintense coherent radiation with solid targets in femtosecond region [C]. where generation of
enormous magnetic fields of the order 10' T is predicted [Tj.
The authors wish to thank Prof. AW Carl.-on (Purdui Vninrsity) for his ticcllcnt
reports and CFMW'E cotUs and Dr. Ainu II. (!lat*>t r (l.o.- Alamos iVatioiial Laboratory) for
his UDZP program and information about it» J-P n (Won.
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STUDY OF THE CONICAL ELECTRODE
MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATION
P. Kubeš, J. Kravárik, J. Hakr, P. Kulhánek,
J. Píchal, L. Karpinski*, M. Paduch*, K. Tomaszewski*
CTU, Fac. of Electrical Eng., Dcpt. of Physics
Technická 2, 166 27 Praha 6
"Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion,
Warsaw 19. P.O.Box 49, 00-908, Poland
Key words: magnetic pinches, nonidcal plasma, plasma diagnostics
The new portable YAG laser with amplifier and conversion to the second harmonic
with new power sources and pulse length 10-15 ;<s and repeat frequency 1 Hz was built and
tested. The experiments at higher voltage 25 kV and the electrode configuration with outer
curciiit on the coat of the dischatgc tulie were realized.
In the theoretical model of the stable* structures the possibility of the o-effect, double
layer and nonidcal plasma influence were M tidied.
Experimental and theoretical results were published in (1] and presented in conferences
abroad [2,3].
The most important results were obtained during a working stay in two departments
of the Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion in Warsaw.
In the newly built equipment of the plane lightning testing room (200 kV, 100 kA)
the measurement with its own laser diagnostics was realized in spite of difficulties with
synchronizal ion in st rung <lisl urbance fields. A cent ral dense and cold structure was observed
with diameter 10 mm during 3-10 /'s after the breakdown.

Kig. 1: The schlieren picture of Uie central structure in the discharge at atmospheric pressure
in the air 6.0 /is after the breakdown.
In the Kig. 1 the schlieren pictutc is presented at time 6.0 /is, where the outline of electrodes and plasma anode (left) and plasma cathode (right) jets can be seen. The promising
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results will enable the cooperation to continue in the nrxt year with a current two times
higher (200 kA).
In the equipment PF 120 the conical electrode configuration was installed on the coaxial
electrode system. A construction feature of the comlcusator battery made prciouisation
injposssM'* .•••:'! »•<> J'nd <!iflic»llip« with a breakdown in tli<" surface of the insulators. The
diagnostics of the discharge with a maximum rurient of -100 kA was realized due lo COL)
camera at wavelength 590 nm. At the CCI) records, central and anode structures, Raylcigh
• Taylor instabilities and axial filaments are presented.
At the Pig. 2 the record of the brcuuit raliltmg of the dense central structure is |>rcsentcd
with length 5 mm and width 10 mm.

HE
Fig. 2: The CCD camera record of the brcinstrahlung (590 urn) of the discharge at 2.5 kl'a
of argon.
The results arc optimistic and allow further cooperation in dense plasma diagnostics
in Warsaw and in Prague in the Department of Physics FEE CTU and in the Institute of
Plasma Physics of AS.
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COMPRESSION TIME
OF THE GAS PUFF Z-PINCH
P. Kulhánek, J. Hakr, P. Kubeš,
J. Kravárík, J. Píchal
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Eng., Dcpt. of Physics
Technická 2, IG6 27 Praha O
Key words: z-pinch, gas pulf
Gas puff device is a cylindrical column of plasma which is compressed to its axis by
its own magnetic field (z-pincli phenomenon). A simple estimation of the compression time
will be derived in this paper.

plasma

Fig. I: Gas pull".
Let us denote /?(/)-ra<lius of the column; /-length of I ho column; (/-thickness of the
column; m-totnl mas of the plasma. Sec Fig. I. Tin- magnetic field on the column's boundary
is given by Ampere's law

where 1(1) = /osin(u.'/) is the total current passing through the plasma column. For the
Lorcntz force density //, = —jR we can therefore obtain

/ = _ -ÍÍ2. JL

(2)

F=-gi/>.

(3)

and the Lorcntz force is
Consequently, the equation of the plasma column motion ind2 R/dl2 = l-\ can be rewritten as
Having introduced the nondimcnsional variables
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the equation of motion
p TTJ = - siu2 T

(0)

can lie solved numerically under initial condition* />(0) = po and dp/dt(Q) = 0. The numerical solution of the completion lor vaiiuu* iuiu'.ii i.uiii ^ č < 0.1.2 > :-• [w.'ijtwl in Fig. 2.
The times of compression were estimated numerically as well, and they arc presented in
Fig. 3.

0
1
2
3
4
Fig. 2: Column radius versus time for various initial radii.

Fig. 3: Compression time versus initial radius.

The dependence seems to bo almost linear and for the initial radii from the interval
mentioned above ran with good accuracy be written as

2

(7)

Both numerical solution and this linear approximation ran l»> compared in Fig. 3. Having
transformed the uondimensional estimation (7) to the It and / variables we obtain
/in'

(8)

which is the sought relation for the //,„.
Furthermore, under assumption that maximum rompiosnion occurs at the maximum
current time (v</,„ = sr/2). an optima) relation between the gas puff variables l0, w, m, /, Ho,
can be derived
,
la = —— — u^/fn .
•l/io /

(!))

Both E(|. (8) and Eq. (9) ran be very useful! in the design of the gas puff devices.
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ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
GLOW DISCHARGE IN AIR FLOW
FOR ECOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
J. Rosenkranz, S. Pekárek, V. Kříha
CTU, Fac. of Electrical Eng., Dcpt. of Physics
Technická 2, 166 27 Praha 6
Key words: pollution control, non-thermal techniques, glow discharge in gas flow
Acid rain, the greenhouse effect, smog and ozone depletion arc consequences of environmental pollution. Non-thermal plasma techniques based on the use of electric discharges
arc one of the wnys for solving environmental problems.
Non-thermal plasmia is characterized by the fact that the mean electron energies arc
considerably higher than those of the components of the ambient gas. Consequentially
the very leactive radicals are produced: they in turn decompose the toxic molecules. This is
in contrast to plasma furnaces or torches in which the whole gas is heated in order to
break up the umlesired molecules.
Non-thermal plasma techniques are based on
[1]
[2j
[3]
|4]
[5]

silent discharge
corona discharge
energetic elect ton beam
high frequency and microwave discharge
glow discharge in a gas flow

Our research of the atmospheric pressure glow discharge in air flow was devoted to
the study of stability and basic electric parameters of this type of the discharge.
The electrode system was formed by a set of parallel razor blades (cathodes) situated
perpendicular to the plane anode. The electrodes were placed in a rectangular dielectric
channel in which flowed the air. The distance between cathodes and anode was varied
from 1 to S mm. The air flow velocity.in the channel could be changed up to 120 ins" 1 .
DC power supply provided a voltage up to 50 kV. Each cathode was individually ballasted
by a resistor 25 kfi which was connected it: a scries with a central current limiting resistor
150 kfi. The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
Volt-ampere characteristics for the electrode system formed by one cathode against
plane anode is shown in Fig. 2. The velocity of the air flow was 100 ms" 1 .
It was observed visually that the structure of the discharge is not homogeneous along
the whole length of the cathode; but, it depends on the gap between electrodes, the velocity
of the air flow, and the applied voltage. In the stream of the air flow the current streamer first
appears, followed by the region of the discharge which can be characterized by secondary
emission. Negative space charge generated in the discharge is dragged by the air flow
to distances much greater than the distanci* between the cathode and anode. This effect
may play an important role for future ecological applications, because it allows an increase
of the area of active radicals generation.
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150 k£2

Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus: 1-cathode; 2-auo<le; :l-fixing glass: '1-comprcssor:
5 - DC 50 kV source; G-water and oil separator
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Fig. 2: Volt-ampcrc rhararterislirs; gap between electiodes: + -1 mm: x 3 mm: o 2 mm
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77ii« research has btm conducted at tin Department of Physics as part ofthr research
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VERTICAL ELECTRON TRANSPORT
IN INFINITE SUPERLATTICE
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
J. Vovcs
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Bng., Dcpt. of Microelectronics
Technická 2. I GO 27 Pralia 6

Key words: superlattire. miniband. vertical transport, dilfusivity, simulation, Monte Carlo
method, scatteiing

We stuilied tin- possibility of using a ioinicl.is.sic.il model based on the Monte Carlo
method for the snperlattire vertical transport simulation. Our model deals with the ideal
(perfectly periodical mid infinitely long) supei lattice. In this rase the effective mass approximat ion is kept. This appioach ext ends t he area of semirlassical transport model applicability
to nanometric structures. According to the actual supcrlatlicc material composition, wells
and barrier widths and tempeialuie. the conduction band offset is determined. E(q) dispersion relation in the superlattire ininiband is computed using cyclic boundary conditions
from the Kronning-IVuney model. Effective mass and electron velocity in the miniband can
be evaluated analytically from the dispersion relation [1].
The standard Monte Carlo transport simulation, including most important features of
electron transport through the supoilattiro minibands is used. Inelastic acoustic phonon,
polar optical plionon ami ionised impurity scattering are considered in the bulk formalism.
The Monte Carlo model has been applied on CdTe/C'dMnTe supcrlattice simulation [2]
with one miniband for conductance- electrons (fig. I). Temperature dependence and the
variation of average values of velocity, energy and dilfusivity with low electric field in the
vertical direction were studied. Electriral lield values were taken at a sullicicntly low level
to avoid disturbing the miniband structure and to keep the miniband transport.
The dilFnsivity dependence on the electric field is shown hi fig. 3. DilFusivity at 2 K
behaves as usualy in bulk material. After an almost constant value up to approx. 20 V/ctn
dilfusivity drops down, due to the .strong optical plionon scattering, which returns carriers
to the bottom of the miniband after earh emission process and causes electron motion to
be more deterministic. Above the same value of electric field electron drift velocity and
average energy start to saturate (figs. 2,4). Drift velocity drop at the highest electric field
values may be caused by entering more electrons into the higher energy negative effective
mass region.
The developed Monte ('arlo model can be used for a rough estimate of electron transport
parameters in the superlattico minilmnd. Information about electron energy, velocity and
diffusivity is necessary in for example the supcrlattice laser design.
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NONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF
WAVES IN HARD-WALLED
DUCTS
M. Bednařík
<Tl'. Fac. of Electrical Kng.. Dept. of Physics
Technická 2, 160 27 Praha 6
In many |>liysiral problems involving sound transmission in ducts, the sound pressure
lewis involved an- so high t hat the problem of propagation and attenuation cannot be treated
using the usual linear acoustic analyses. At these high sound-piessurc levels, the nonlinear
effects are of two types - the nonlinearity of the acoustic properties of the lining material
and the nonliiiearity of the gas itself. In this paper, we consider only the nonlincarity
of the gas: that is. u-e consider wives propagating in hard-tvalled ducts. In addition we
take into ammtil only lumdispeisive waves. ThW nitetia is satisfied in the case of plane
waves. A complete system of equations which describes the propagation of these waves in
tliermoviscous fluids consists of the Navier-Stokes equation, the equation of continuity, the
heat-exchange equation and the thermodynamic equations of state. Unforturnatcly, this
system cannot be solved analytically. For this reason, in nonlinear acoustics, a common
appios'iiuation is to neglect cubic and highei order terms in the equations, and to account
for <lissip.itivc effects through linear terms only. The mentioned approximation leads to the
well-known quasi-linear parabolic Hurgers' equation which is a very good approximation
of the exact equations of Ihiid motion when effects of dissipation and noiilinearity arc not
excessively large:
Ox

<i''ifr ~

where >• is the particle velocity, r = I — x/<o is the retarded time, / is time, x is distance
fioniii xmuee.po is density./» = 7 t + i + -Ml/c,, — l/r,.) is the dissipative coefficient, y . ( are
the shear and dilalioual viscosity coeflicients,A is the heat-conductivity coefficient, r.p and
<•,. aie the specific heats at constant pressure ami volume, £ = 0.5(7 + 1) is the coefficient
of mmliiiearity for gases. •) = <;,/cv. The suffix "0" is used to indicate equilibrium values.
Inserting the values V = e/r„„ .< = **£*, IJ = "^f-. Cl - 2íiíá|i!£s£s.%We obtain the convenient
nondimensional form of K<|.( I):

ih
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{

'

where v is Ihr peak particle velocity, M = e„,/c0 is the peak Mach number and r is a
characteristic distance. For pulses, it i« convenient to take x, = c^U where lj is the width
of pulse in the time domain. 'I'!:, exact solution of Kq.(2) can be obtained by means of the
nonlinear Cole-llopf transformation V = jjpjjg which transforms Eq.(2) to the diffusion
equation:
OV

I iPV

.
l
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The exact solution of Eq.(3) is g'ncii 1>y the 1VISMMI*.S integtal

(0
Then the exact solution of lů|.(2) is;

g Jj r(Q.

(5)

In our case, we assume the source condition
f(0,/) = i>M(a(2cxp(-M)
where a,b,c,d are given constants. By means of the transformation, we can write:
•l)exp(-</g)

K(y) = exp -^-Hleaviside(j()(-

)

(T)

Using E(|.(5), we can write directly the exart solution; but, to solve the Poisson's integral
analytically is rather romplirated in this n w . KIM this reasim. it is ncci-ssary to solve these
integrals numerically by means of the Simpson's melliod. 'I In- iulmite integration range i.s
not convenient for numerical computation. However, we can find based on the analysis of
the function N(z;s,i>) = exp( ''•<»-*>') that the inlegraud is small except for values of z
near y. Consec|uently, we ran limit the range of integration to that region where the function
has a value larger than the suliiricntly small value K:
...

.
...

••

i where ,1 = 2 J-phi(K); K < 1

(8)

The solution can be shown graphically in the following figmes:

O

O.4

0.8

1.2

Pig. 1: The evolution of wave form at (.'=f)(K«l, s=0;0.l.2.r)
Hcstilt* of an experiment which will confirm tin -"lidity of the Hurgors' equation arc
still in progress due to the fact that we need a sufficiently long waveguide in order to measure
the evolution of wave forms.
7'/ii.< research has bun conducted at the Dtp. of Physics as part of the research project
"Active control of aerodynamic noise" and has been supported by CTU grant No. 38181.
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ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE
VLASOV EQUATION IN THE FIELD
OF A STRONG HIGH-FREQUENCY
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC WAVE
M. Kálal
CTU. Fac. of Nurl. Sci. k Pliys. Eng.. Dept. of Physical Electronics
V Ilolešovičkácli 2, ISO 00 Praha 8
Key words: Vl.isov equation, electron distribution function
In laser-pellet experiments and rf heating in tokamaks, large-amplitude high-frequency
monochromatic elertio-inagnotic waves are launched into the plasma. Spatial modulation
of the amplitude of these waves is crucial in changing the plasma equilibrium. In many
problems of interest, the collisionlcss regime is appropriate and so tin- Vlasov equation call
be used to determine the electron distribution function.
In this paper a general analytic solution of the Vlasov equation is presented for the case
of plasma electrons in the field of such high-frequency monochromatic electro-magnetic wave
with a large amplitude and a phase velocity appteciably higher than the electron thermal
velocity (the case of non-resonant diffusion). Electric and magnetic vectors of this wave arc
supposed to IK- perpendicular to the plasma density gradient. The ambipolar potential is
taken into account and the form of the electron distribution function on the boundary need
not be Maxwcllian.
The Vlasov equation relevant to our case can be written in the form

§f

-i.V^--i-A/ = 0

(1)

with the following boundary conditions:

y-(0) = 0; /(O.r,.iy/) = /TV,..-,).

(2)

Here —c and in, are the electron charge and mass; y?(j) is the ambipolar potential; A(x,/)
is the differential operator in velocity space defined as follows:

AA(O

E(D£+&(o(

i J

(*)

where Et(r,t) and IJs(x,t) arc the electric and magnetic field of a high-frequency monochromatic electromagnetic wave with the angular frequency u>; V denotes £ .
Using the method similar to that developed and successfully applied in the case of the
plasma wave with a large amplitudě [1] and confining our interest to velocities satisfying
the condition

we can arrive to the following system of recurrent relations:
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where n > 1, m = »i - 2A- > 1, it- > 1.
Since Jo
= 0, « > I, what we need to determine is a general formula for the term
/ J * 0 . This was found to fit the form

where we introduced dimcnsionlcss potentials

. ^ i ^ ,

(9)

with the bracket (...) denoting time averaging over the period of the oscillations; dimensionless velocities uv = **, M%, = ^ ; the electron thermal velocity I T

and the differential operator M= - ^ . , " t .
Eventually the function / 0 itself can be expressed as
(11)
where L is the differential operator in velocity spare which can be written formally as

and Jo is a zero-order llossel function. Slow time dependence of the function /o may be
incotporalcd using t h«* slow time dependence of the ponderomot We and amhipolar potentials
rcspectix'ely.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS
OF QUANTUM SYMMETRIES
G. Chadzitaskos, K. Košťál
C'l'U, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Department of Physics,
Technická 4,1GG 07 Praha 6
Key words: quantum symmetries, quantum groups, nonlinear SchrSdingcr equation, representation theory
The investigation of mathematical models and physical applications of quantum symmetries carried out at the Department of Physics of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
has been concerned with the representalions of groups of symmetry, quantization on a discrete finite spare and with the generalization of the nonlinear Schrodingcr equation for
irreversible processes.
I. The quantization on a discrete finite spare was studied in connection with the possibility to construe), coherent stales over discrete phase spares. Coherent states belong to
most important tools in numerous applications of quantum theory. For simplest discrete
configuration space Z\t (M points closed into periodic chain), with group of symmmctry
Z\i, i.e. cyclic group of order M, an ovcrcompletc family of coherent states was constructed
in [1]. In order to generate the family of coherent stales we used the discrete Wcyl group,
which is an analogy to the Ilcinscnbcrg-Wcyl group in continuous case. Contributions at
14th Winter school Geometry and Physics (Srní, January 1994). A'///'* Workshop on Geometry and Physics (Bialowieža, July I9!)4) and paster at A'/" International Congress of
Mathematical Physics (Paris, July 1994) were presented on this topic.
A contribution to quantum groups theory was published [2], where operators of finite-dimensional quantum mechanics were used as an operator base for representations of
(/-deformed Hciscnbcrg-Wcyl algebras in the case, when q is a root of unity, i.e. </*' = 1.
In [3] the ^-product for symbols in finite-dimensional quantum mechanics was established. This investigation contiur.es with the aim to find the analogy with the deformation
of algebras of ohscrvables in continuous case. One possible way to quantize classical mechanics is to introduce noncommutativc *-product instead of the ordinary multiplication in
the algebra of real smooth functions (classical observablcs) on the phase space. Thus the
commutativity is deformed and the parameter of this deformation in classical limit goes to
zero. In discrete case there is not such deformation in space of M x M dimensional matrices.
II. The nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a logarithmic term (NSIS) tona*

where 0 is a complex function, // denotes the Hamillonian operator for a system of A'
particles and 0 a positive parameter. In [-1,5,0], the stationary form of this equation was
investigated and its solution was found. In 1994, the non-stationary NSE was generalized
for the case when the quantity 0 is a function of time and coordinates. A thermodynamic
interpretation of this generalized equation was proposed; it can be used, in general, to
describe irreversible macroscopic processes.
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QUANTUM SYMMETRIES:
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AND PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
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K e y words: quantum theory, inlegrable models, quantum groups, contractions of Lie
algebras, quantum scattering
Applications of .symmetries in quantum physics and development of the corresponding
mathematical tools were the .subject of our research of 1993-94, in the following three main
areas:
I. General quantization methods on non-trivial manifolds, particularly on homogeneous
spaces: For homogeneous spares of finite Abeliau groups, the quantum description was
derived in a way qiiile parallel to the continuous case [1]. The obtained formalization proved
to form a suitable setting for representations of deformed Ileisenberg-Weyl algebras in the
case when the deformation parameter is a root of unity [2]. The application of quantization
methods to systems with infinite-dimensional symmetry groups was considered in [3]. This
problem arises in quantum gravity.
II. Contractions of Lie algebras, quantum and braided groups and their representations
as a new type of symmetry of quantum models: A family of graded contractions of Lie algebras was systematically classified, and a ielation to kincmatical groups of spacctimc was
pointed out [1]. This result was extended to the ronformal group of spacctimc [5]. A new
type of symmetry called braided groups was examined, including the relationship to quantum groups and stipersymmelries [fij. It was shown that coherent states in the Pcrclomov
sense can be introduced for quantum groups as well. As a consequence, one can construct
representations acting in spaces of "holomorphic functions'' in the spirit of Borel-We.il theory, analogous to the non-deformed case [7]. Boson realizations were derived and applied to
(he quantum groups lit and f'j [8], Quantum groups equipped with differential geometrical
structure represent a new type of symmetric spaces [9]. Cyclic representations of quantum
groups proved to be helpful when searching for eigen-vnlues of quantum llamiltonians (10].
III. Physical models, quantum Hamiltonians and scattering theory: The open chain of
spins was studied, and ellieient algebraic tools were developed to solve it (11). A great deal
of interest was paid to the application of new symmetries in quantum integrablc models [12].
The scattering of uon-ielativistic particles in multiply connected domains was considered.
In this problem, related to the Aliaionov-Bohm effect, the fundamental group of the domain
plays an important role as a discrete symmetry of the universal covering space. Using the
Feynman path integral, the basic properties of the scattering operator were determined [13,
1-1]. The existence of resonances was proved for the llamiltonian corresponding to a particle
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moving in a mrvml quantum waveguide.
[15, 16].

This ('Beet is related to the curved geometry
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Key words: computer aided M-mimus of physio, computer program, S\V Famulus
Our contribution de-scribes a one-semester experience with the newly-opened course CA
.Seminars of Physics at the Depart inciil of Physics. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering which
accompanies physics lectures.
Tin- graduates from technical universities and schools of similar types are supposed
to gain not only enough wide and deep knowledge of the fundamental physical laws and
principles which nature obeys, but they should know how to apply them in an active way.
This knowledge should be used during their study of specialized subject in higher years of
their university study, and consequently in solving of any practical problem of praxis when
graduated. We understand that when passing the course of technical physics, the student
has to have a certain amount of particular information concerning the knowledge of some
facts, dates and also certain factual quantitative (numerical) imaginations. It is also very
important to show the students methods of how to formulate a given problem, apply the
laws and principles of physics, and the advantages and disadvantages of various methods
which may be used, and to define the* priority which leads to finding the most suitable
method in a given case.
It is necessary, and it follows current trends to introduce the usage of such computer
software which permits a solution of the problem during the class period. Comparing various
commercially available SW fiom various points of view, we decided to use the Czech computer SW FAMULUS 3.5 (the English version). The author of the software (Dr. Dvořák) is
a university physics teacher and so it was especially prepared to solve and simulate problems
in physics and mathematics with respect to the teaching re quircments.
We found the next advantages in computer and software usage:
t computer programs should help us in finding solutions, we were never able to discover
using analytical mathematical methods alone. Especially, when trying to mathematically describe the behavior »l the majority of non-linear systems, we need to use some
simplifying conditions in most cases. That means we do not solve the original problem
but its special case which may, or may not, be equivalent to the real problem.
• One can rapidly investigate system dependence on the input parameters of the system.
In addition, the problem can be modified easily which allows us to investigate a wide
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set of similar problems. Such modern and non-standard methods of inquiry should be
a part of the educational proro«s too and students must have the opportunity to be
acquainted with, together with traditional .solutions and analytical solution by means
of computers.
• Passing SuuU-nts have tin- oppoitiinin to «!.>••.<• !!..• -i•f!u\->!it 1i<j»««1 l)i>r with new technique of investigation of problem.
The solution of the majority of technical problems anil ta.sk:> depends not only on a
detailed and extensive investigation of the particular problem from the point of view of practice. Substantial help with these problems can tome from the knowledge in mathematics
and physics. Additionally, many of the problems can be solved with the contribution from
numerical methods in computer programs. To introduce such methods requires a substantially different view of the problem, many times accompauicd by dilfc rent formulation of
the task. Moreover, the successful interpretation of the results and their application requires
different approaches. d)As far as the teaching of physics itself, it should not only be based
on the precise explanation and excellent intelligibility, but it must always be accompanied
by application to a particular part of some practical piohlrin. It is also necessary to make
the student acquainted with an interpretation of the laws of physic* together with an emphasis to all aspects contenting the topic. The major part of the work represents a choice of
appropriate problems. Not only was it necessary to coordinate seminars with the lectures,
but we needed to find some problems intrusting for students and which are not easy to
solve without computers. The problems can be divided into three main groups
• Problems which may not he solved using analytical mathematical methods (e.g. numerical derivatives, solution of elliptical integrals, non-linear algebraic or differential
equations, sets of equations, usage of powcrscries. matrix calculus), or when such methods arc too time-cotiMimplive and the r<>snlts are too complicated to recognize the
influence of individual quantities.
• Problems which can demonstrate some impotlant physical concept, mutual relation
among physical quantities, or such cases where the numerical values of variables arc
extremely important and interesting ami worthy further technical courses at the university, and later, in practice.
• Computer-assisted-instruction in classical problems (similar to the textbook-examples)
can serve as tools of self-study with student feedback. This type of program can also
be used as a test of student knowledge.
The course was evaluated by both students and teachers as very efficient and interesting,
it scents to fulfil the goals- stated at the beginning of this paper. A substantial part of the
work, concerning especially the exchange of experience at other universities, together with
mutual cooperation, and with equipment of our computer laboratory was made under the
umbrella of the TEMPUS program 2262.
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COMPUTER AND LABORATORY
EXERCISES IN PHYSICS
M. Jílek, B. Veselá, E. SchUrerová,
K. Květoň*, J. Kvarda*, Z. Maruna*
CTU, Faculty of Mechaniral Engineering, Department of Physics,
Technická -1,166 07 Praha 6
*CTU, International Center for Scientific Computing
Zikova I, PrrltcC
Key words: laboratory cxccrcises in physics, computer programs, SW Famulus 3.5, teaching of physics
Main Goals. We understand that when passing the course of technical physics, the
student has to have a certain amount of patlicular information concerning the knowledge
of some facts, dates and also certain factual quantitative (numerical) imaginations. It is
also very important to show the students methods of how to formulate a given problem,
apply the laws and principles of physics, and the advantages and disadvantages of various
methods which may be used, and to define the priority which leads to finding the most
suitable method in a given case. Laboratory exercises show them the way to this aim.
We decided to introduce the np-to- date computer technique which allows fast and deeper
insight into the particular experimental problem investigated.
It is necessary, and it follows current trends to introduce the usage of such computer
software which permits a solution of the problem during the class period of laboratory
exercise. Moreover, such computer programs should help in finding solutions, we were never
able to discover using analytical mathematical methods alone. Especially, when trying to
mathematically describe the behavior of the majority of non-lines? systems, we need to use
some simplifying conditions in most cases. That means we do not solve the original problem
but its special case which may, or may not, be equivalent to the real problem. In some case,
it is necessary to carry out preliminary numerical analysis of particular mathematical model
of the given system to find real ranges of chosen parameters describing the system.
In laboratory exercises, it is also very useful and instructive to simulate and model
the real problem measured. It allows the possible investigation of the whole set of similar
problems and to become more familiar with the situation irom the point of view of not only
physics but also to gain quantitative imaginations.
Temoporary Achievements. The computer programs were prepared to support the
next laboratory exercises:
• Measurement of resistances and capacitances
• Acceleration due to gravity
• Stokes' method in measurement of dynamic viscosity coefficient
• Investigation of electrical field
• Lenses
• D'Arsonval galvanometer
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• RLC scries electrical circuit
• Resonance curve in electrical circuits

An example of the computer screen of Stokes' method in measurement of dynamic
viscosity cocllicicm:
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The substantial part of the work wax matlr within the Fund of University Di: ft lopiiK.nl
No.1169/1994 "Computer Usage, in l.abornlorii.i ofl'hysiat" connliimliil by the Department
of I'hysicnl ffleclronic, Ma*aryk University, lirno.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FROM STATICALLY LOADED
TIMBER PANELS
Z. Weber, M. Kořenská, L. Pazdera, J. Melcher*
TU, Fac. of Civil Eng., Dept. of Physics
2ižkova 17, C02 00 Brno
*TU, Fac. of Civil Eng.. Dcpt. of Steel
Vcvcri 95, G02 00 Brno
Key words: acoustic emission (AE), timber panels, static loading, AE signals
One of the tests wliMi have been carried out in the frame of studies and prototype tests
of timber panels for an AS-l) 108 family liou.se concerned the mechanical stiffness* of the
supporting structmc and the bracing effect of a timber panel in the wall plane of the house
on the structure as a whole.
Two test panels of dimensions 2.3 x 1.2 m 2 have been manufactured without horizontal
rods and without inner plaster cardboard (thickness 12.5 mm). Only the basic supporting structure of the timber panel was tested, which consisted of a timber beam structure,
jacketed on both sides by CETRIS boards.
The panels were positioned vertically. The acting force was horizontal and was generated by a hydraulic apparatus up to 250 kN . The force was measured by a strain gauge.
The horizontal displacement in the force application point was measured by W50-HBM induction pickups. The data on the load and the horizontal displacement were fed via KWS
3073-HBM instrumentation amplifiers into a SEKVOGOR X-Y recorder. The load was
applied in steps up to the breaking strength.
The acoustic emission (henceforth AE) was measured in two channels. The AE pickups
ware placed in (he middle of the panel. One of the pickups was used to detect the AE
signals which after being processed in a counter served to generate the cumulative function
(sec Fig. 1). The other pickup signal was fed into a S/il circuit (DATALA 11912) and from
it to a computer which made possible selective recording of the AE impulses during the test
and also at any stage of the loading.
In both cases the CERES board wall casing broke down in critical regions of the panel
corners. It was in this regions that they tore away from the panels, this phenomenon being
due to local forces in the nailed joints. The CERES board skew fracture was due to enormous
panel deformation which took place when the breaking strength was reached.
The tests proved that the rigidity of the nailed joints in the inserted beam region of the
panel was insufficient.
The mentioned frame joint exhibited slippage which resulted subsequently in breakdowns in the wall board to timber frame joints. The horizontal beam displacement versus
the applied load plot was measured separately for the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side
supporting limber rod. The panel deformation at the breaking strength was as high as
80 miitmelres. The slrmn-slrcss plot is pronouncedly non-linear, which indicated a strong
mechanical compliance of the braced panel, which is evidently due to a poor design of the
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mentioned joint. After the tests bad been accomplished partial structure design modifications were put forward to the manufacturer.
All kind's of failure were documented hy means of rerordiriis of the accompanying AK
signals. Selected chaits are presented in the paper. The AE. although employed as a
supplementary method, has proved to be extraordinarily sensitive. !• gives evidence of the
ooM'i of .i foSJw* jTixf*-"- }«"«•'» «oo«rr tl an i( virt naliv takes olaro and. consequently, does
not lead to total destruction of the objects to be tested. Piovided a detailed analysis of the
sampled data has been carried out the AK method gives also a more detailed picture of the
failure process.

cumulative function of AE signals

Pig. I: Relative cummulation curve of AK signals from statically loaded timber panels
This paptrha* bun tlabonitul in a xrlion of Hit Dtpartmtnt of I'hysim, Faculty of
Civil Engineering, TU Urno, in Hit fmmuroik of and //«.* bun *iipporlnl by a i/miit ntranhil
by Ihr Gmnt Agrnry oflhi Curb Republic-, atlltil "Arounlir Emission in Ciril Etujini i ring",
Rig.No 103/a-J/ůáOI.
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SUBSEQUENT ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FROM GLASS
AND GLAZED CERAMICS
Z. Weber, M. Kořenská, L. P a z d e r a
TU. Fac. of Civil Eng.. Dcpt. of Physics
Žižkova IT, 602 00 Brno

Key words: acoustic emission (AE), glass, glazed ceramics peeling, acoustic emission signal
correlation, subsequent acoustic emission (SAE)

The paper <leals with acoustic emission that is generated in glasses and in glazed ceramics not only dining stiessing hut <IIM> a certain time after the stress relief. This kind
of aeons!i<- omission can !><• termed as sutmt/uciil nr.ouslir unission. We believe this term
expresses the natme of this phenomenon better than, e.g., the term "secondary acoustic
emission", which was used in (I).
The nature of the subsequent acoustic emission (henceforth SAE) is closely related to
generation of cracks in the surface liiyeis of the glass films after the stress has been removed,
even in the cases that tin* original stress equaled one half of that necessary to generate a
crack during loading, sometimes even less.
Crack nuclei arise in the glaze when a sharp indentor is indented into the glass or when
tensile or compn-ssive stress is applied to the glazing film.
The prevailing compressive bias in normal direction, however, will preserve integrity of
the material. When a relief takes place then the surface layer which has been plastically
deformated will keep a state simitar to that of the previous loading. As there is, in fact,
no more normal pressure a local thickening or even tiny residual tensile or shear stress (for
example between the glaze and the ceramic body) are quite sufficient to produce i. crack.
This crack need not always propagate up to the surface of the glass surface film. In the
case of a stronger material (glass) springing-hack ora weaker glazc-to-ccramic bond strength
along with n simultaneous compressive stress in the glaze there appear small splinters or
glaze chips peeling from the surface.
This process of gradual non-uniform strain field uniforming together with local degradation of the material (glass, glaze) integrity makes up real sources of the SAE.
Detection, recording ami subsequent evaluation of the SAE signals can be employed for
testing the quality of glass anil glazed products directly in fabrication.
In the paper we present some results ol our studies of SAE in selected civil engineering
materials, such as: 5 mm thick sheet glass, glazed ceramic wall tiles, glazed covering, glazed
ceramics.
The SAE signals from samples of the mentioned materials were assessed also from the
point of view of the autocorrelation and cross-con elation with the intention to prove a
unified physical nature of the phenomenon (sec Kig. I).
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Cross - correlation of AE signals

.0020

Pig. 1: Relative correlation function between AK signals from glass and glazed ceramic
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AERODYNAMIC NOISE IN DUCTS
Preliminary study for the ANC
O. Jiříček, P. Koníček
OTU. Fac. of Electrical Eng., Dept. of Physics
Technická 2, 166 27 Praha 6
Key words: acoustics, noise, active noise control, spectras
Acoustic noise is recognized as a source of environmental pollution. Reduction of this
problem is based on improvement of the design of the noise source and/or attenuation of
the sound waves along their paths of propagation. The control of noise propagating through
a duct is. duo to a number of applications, a typical example of such a task.
Theie arc two hasit- approaches: passive and active. The passive method consists in
the use of various umlllers • sections of a duct whose walls have been shaped or treated
to leduce the transmit ion of sound Irouhg reflections and/or absorption or scatcring of the
sound waves.
Active noise control consists in adding a secondary wave created by artificial sources
to the incident wave produced by the noise source, so that the superposition of these waves
cancels the pressure downslieam from the coupler. Active control of sound in ducts could
be also realized by I he active absorption of sound energy by a secondary source or sources

II]-

For the purpose of ANC controler design, knowledge of noise characteristics is required.
In our case, t he noise is generated by a small axial fan. Resulting noise, propagating through
the duct, is composed of the aorodynamically generated noise and the noise generated by
a motor and gearbox. As the latter is dependent ou the mechanical quality of the driving
mechanism, the former, generated by rotating blades, is of primary interest.
Mast of the recent progress in understanding aerodynamic sound generation by rotating
blades is based on the acoustic analogy developed by Liglithill [2]. Recent developments in
this field show that basic sound generation mechanisms arc the same for axial and radial
fans. From the detailed analysis presented by Ncisc (If), it follows that all monopole, dipóle,
and qiiadrupole types of sources can be found in the vicinity of the blades. Although
monopole and quadrupolo radiation can be important in some cases, the primary cause of
the fan noise is the unsteady forces on the blades, vanes, and the fan casing which are
generated by the interaction of these components with the turbulent flow. This mechanism
of noise generation is called 'dipóle noise' because the unsteady forces can be thought of as a
distribution of moving acoustic dipoles. The blade forces can be periodic as well as random
in nature, and. consequently, the resulting sound field usually has discrete and broadband
components in its spectrum.
A number of measurements were carried out in order lo find a characteristic noise
spectrum in a duct, produced l>j a fan mounted on the cud of the experimental tube with
a diametr of 0.1 m and a length of 2.5 m. The fan operated in two regimes. In the first
one, the oposile end of the tube was closed and, consequently, there was no air flow going
through the duct. Ill the other regime, the end was opened and the mean flow speed was
measured lo be about I.") m/s.
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The typical experimental result for tliu íiisl icgiine i.s .shown in Figure 1. In spite of
ihe special termination of the tube, the 'whistle effctf of the lulu- if, evident (whov first
harmonic is :M,5 Hz). The characteristic blade frequency is about 270 Hz. and. in the Figure
1. it i« represented hv the narrow peak of 85 dU. The corresponding result for the second
regime is shown in Figure 2. The characteristic blade liei|uomj is .uniiMi-.! hy Ihe fo-titli
harmonic frequency of the experimental tube {for the open end whistle the first harmonic
is 69 Hz).
Knowledge of the noise characteristics Is nrrooary to provide the better understanding
of the unsteady flow structure in the tula- and to optimize the design of the active noise
control system.
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CALIBRATION OF SOUND INTENSITY
INSTRUMENTS IN
A ONE-DIMENSIONAL SOUND FIELD
O. Jiříček, L. Kašpar
CTU, Fac. of Electrical Eng., Do|»t. of Physics
Technická 2. 166 27 Praha 6
Key words: acoustics, sound intensity, calibration
Dig attention is paid to the measuring of acoustic intensity today. The accuracy of
this measurement stiougly depends on (he environment and on the quality of the measuring devite. The most significant eruu when ;• two-micioplioue piobe is IIMMI is a tesidual
phase inismath. The intensitometeis, which are based on computer-aided processing, can
correct this phase nmmath l>y the correction curve calculated fiom the calibration of the
intcusitometer. The laboratory method for calibration of intensity probes in a wave tube
is described in this paper. The main goal was to prepare measurement equipment for the
calibration of intensitometcrs.
The experiments were carried out on a wave tube located at the Depart ment of Physics.
The tube was made of steel, the inner diameter was 100 mm. the wall thickness was 5 mm,
and the length of this tube was 2.5 m. Thete was one row of openings along this tube and
another opening op|«>site them. These opening!, allowed measurement of the sound field
near the tube wall or any distance fiom the wall. To obtain a one-dimensional sound wave
in it, a 100 mm loudspeaker was used. A passive ancchoic termination was placed opposite
the loudspeaker. The absorber, which was used in these experiments as the termination of
the tube and made of thin stripes of foam polyurethan and a cotton-wool slipped on a T50
mm wire, was measured under various frequencies.
The acoustic field in the tube was measured by a pair of H&K -111$ intensity microphones with U&K 2633 preamplifiers. Outputs of these preamplifiers were connected via a
voltage amplifiers to a PC30-PGH plug-in card. This card can sample two channels at a
sampling frequency of 100 kHz per each one.
Experiments to determine the phase shift between the two channels of the probe were
performed in frequency range 100 Hz to 2000 Hz (the frequency limit of this tube). The
microphones were required to be arranged in such a way that the signals on both microphone!!
would be identical. To get identical signals on both microphones, they were placed opposite
each other at the same distance of 510 mm from the loudspeaker. Signals from the A/D
converter of the plug-in card were processed using the correlation function. The results show
the phase difference, which corresponds to the delay at sampling the two measuring channels
because this card has no sample-hold ciicuits. For frequencies above 200 Hz the delays were
identical but at lower frequencies, uncertainty occurred with setting the phase difference
because of big wavelengths of the signal. The correct removal of phase mismath between
the channels at frequencies below 200 Hz requires an averaging of many values. However,
in this case, even though the channels were at frequencies below 200 Hz, the correct results
were got without the averaging (phase shift < 1.1s).
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A number of experiments with different terminations wore performed. The shape of
the frequency curve closest to the ideal one was found when the length of termination was
400 mm, and a 1:1 rate of polyurethan and cotton was used.
The .«,i>!ie inirroj»Vmne dWtanres were measured for each frequency. l>ut no influence of
distance on measuring results occurred. Kig.l shows the results for the miciophono distance
of 105 mm.
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Pig. I: Distance between microphones 165 mm ( « 0.485m*)
Krom the experimental nssults it follows that intensity probe BfcK with preamplifiers
and voltage amplifiers enables precis*; measurement with a phase mismatch lower then 1.1°
in all tested frequency ranges. The results are not dependent on th placement of the les ted
microphones (in the center of the tube with a 12 mm solid sparer or in the wall).
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USING MICROWAVES
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS
MOISTURE DETERMINATION
I. Moudrý, V. Božek, M. Novotný
TU. Fac. of Civil Kng.. Dept. of Building Design
Poříčí 5, 639 00 Urno
Key words: noii-ilcstruclivc measurement, moisture, building materials, microwaves
During the preparatory stage of tli<* reconstruction and modernisation of the existing
buildings, several piohlems have arisen. The main one is to find out I lie quality of existing
.structures which Is determined by moisture content of materials, as well as by the condition
of structures.
Water contained in building materials significantly changes their properties (mechanical, thermal, acoustic etc.). which determines the possibility of using a product in the
construction and, in case of reconstruction, the possibility of maintenance, its technology
and extent. Similarly, during manufacture of building materials, the concentration of water
in raw materials and intermediate products decides on the quality of a final product. The
complexity of the problem of finding a concentration of water in building structures lies in
variability of material!! used and in the fact that water exists in them in more forms (bulk
water, physically and chemically bound water).
At present. Micro is no suitable method in this country for the determination water
concentration in building materials which would salify the requirements of being exact,
quick, non-destructive, easy to carry out and possibly a continuous one. These requirements
are essential to bring such a method into practice. The standard method, suggested by the
building codes and based on measuring the weight of water evaporated from a sample of a
building material does not satisfy the above mentioned requirements (except the first one).
A solution can be wflered by so-called indirect physical methods based on an interaction
between a building material and some form of the physical field. The result of some of these
interactions strongly depends on the volume of water contained in a material. Some of these
methods arc: electrical resistance, capacity, radiomclric and ultrasonic methods. Despite
of many advantages, these methods have also some disadvantages, in terms of requirements
mentioned above:
- they require a direct contact with the measured environment,
- the results arc influenced by the amount of salt substances contained in water,
- some of the methods do not have a sufficient range of measured values of water
concentration,
- some others (radiomctric, ultrasonic) arc expensive and intricate in practice.
On the other hand, the use of the so-called microwave method for measuring water
concentration in materials seems to be fairly promising. This method belongs to the group
of electromagnetic methods based on the interaction between a moist substance and the
electromagnetic field. It also benefits from the fact that dielectric properties of capillaryporous materials (most building materials) depends strongly on water concentration in them,
especially on certain frequencies (microwave band) of the electromagnetic radiation. At the
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Drpl. of Building Ut*ign of FCE TV in lit no. the (>o««il>ili1y of n«mg microwave method
won- investigated iti the following fields .nul I lir following u-.-iill.-. were obtained:
a) Determination of moisture content in building material samples.
W P have determined tin* calibration curves of moist lire dependence on attenuation of
elo romagnctir microwave wuli.Uion passing liiumgii tin- «et of !><iiM:.\£ ::•.•>!••:•.•>!- («w>d.
chipboard, gas concrete, plywood, sand etc.).
b) Monitoring the cement mortar hydrát ion process.
We have developed the guideline* for using electromaguelic microwave radiation
passing through the hydrating cement mortar for monitoring the hydration process and using
this way for finding the inlluence of admixtures (light ash) and other factors (temperature)
on the liydration process time behaviour.
c) Finding the state of wooden ceiling structures.
Using models of wooden ceiling structures we demonstrated the possibility of using
electromagnetic radiation passing through or rellectiug ceiling structures for non-destructive
determination of the position and width of the beams and for estimation of their condition.
d) Determination of moisture of the brick raw material.
We have determined the dependence of attenuation of the electromagnetic radiation
passing thumgh brick raw material on moisture content and tempt-ratmc of the material at
different stages of the technological process of its processing.
The 'open space method' based on the connection between the microwave radiation
attenuation and the amount of water in a material is the most advantageous of the group
of microwave methods as methods for non-destructive measuring of moisture content in
building materials and struct mes.
During the interaction of electromagnetic radiation, which has a form of a plane monochromatic and linearly polarised wave, with a homogenous isolropic dielectric material,
reflection, absorption and transmission of the radiation are observed. The quantity of tin:
attenuation as a measute of radiant power absorbed in the material is defined as follous:
attenuation = 10 dli . log (incident flux density/ transmitted flux density).
Using the above mentioned method we me able, by measuring in the open space, obtain
the value of attenuation by means of the substitution method.
In case of using the microwave method for measuring moisture of wood its non-isotropic
properties have to be considered. Wood could be roughly described as a layered dielectric
environment. When monochromatic and linearly polarised electromagnetic wave passes
through such an environment there is a difference between the propagation factor for the
wave polarised parallel to the environmental layers and perpendicularly to them. In this
case the attenuation of elect lomagnetic radial ion passing through the wooden mass depends, besides its moisl me. on the angle between the incident radiation and the wood fibres
direction.
The conclusion based on the mentioned measurements is that the microwave method
is highly suitable for measuring water concentration in building materials and can be used
for non-destructive detection of woodeu ceiling beams as well.
77n> rrsi «/»7i Int.* bun romlnvleil nl tin Diparlnu nl of liii'iltling Dtsign, Faculty of Civil
Knginrtrimj. 77' in lino «s purl of Hit nsntirh pmjicl "Kon-JuJraclirt
ilthrmiimlion
of moist nn innhiil in builtling malt mil.* tttitl romponilion of butlihntj -tint lint!, by using
mirrowarr tiiclrtimutimtie initiation" mul hits btin >upporlttl by Tlf gnuil No. H-:iS/93.
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ONE-POINT METHOD
FOR MEASURING THE MOISTURE
DIFFUSIVITY OF BOARD
MATERIALS
R. Černý, J. Drchalová
( T U . Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Physics
Thákurova T. KiC 2<J Praha 6
Key words: moisture dilfusivity. board materials, one-point method
Methods for measuring the moisture diflusivity of porous materials have been the subject of both theoretical and experimental studies for years. The moisture difiusivity of
many materials depends dramatically on the moisture content (sometimes within the range
of several orders of magnitude) which makes its determination relatively complicated.
The steady-state method [1]. and the nou-stcady-statc methods by Matano [2], Drchalová (:}]. and llHupl and Stopp (•!] belong among the most frequently used in determining
the moisture diflusivity. Alt these methods have a common feature; they work with onedimensional moisture transport, and calculate the moisture dilfusivity from the spatial moisture distribution at one or several specified time levels. Therefore, they require rod samples
where the moistme sensors arc positioned along the longitudinal axis, and completely fail
when only board samples are available. In this paper, we present a method which requires
measuring the time history of the moisture content in only one spatial point, and therefore
is suitable for board materials.
We consider the one-dimensional moisture conduction equation in the form
Ox)

t)l

{

'

where u is the moisture content, u = (iii„.-m,)/m,. m„, is the mass of the moisten material,
in, is the mass of the dried material, K is the moisture diifusivity.
with boundary and initial conditions of M(0,/) = u\ and u(x,0) = iij.
First, we use the liolUmanu transformation»; = x/2\/i, III(IJ) = u(x, I). Then, assuming
that we know in one spatial point, x0 = const., the time history of the moisture content,
it = u{xo,l), wo employ the second transformation I = (xa/2r/)2. u(l) = «>(t/) with the result

After integrating equation (2). we get

where tit = (/(x,,. i 2 ) and HI s (((j*,./]).
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Since the value of K(UI) is not known, wo have (o expu-** it in terms of the moisture
flux, j(xo,ti).
Then after applying the same (rati&loriuatioiis to the inoiatim- flux a» to
equation (1), and inserting the result into (•'!), we finally get
" I dw .

(-1)

where m{t) is the mass history of the moistened sample, A is the cross section of the sample
(surface area of the board), p, is the volume mass of the porous skeleton.
The newly developed method was tested by measurements on Dekaliix (environmental
friendly replacement material of the asbestos-cement based products, produced by EZA
Šumperk, />, = 1S0O legm'3. board thickness 5.G mm). The test results arc shown in Fig.
1. Moisture diflusivity first decreases with the moisture content and at about ti a 0.0S it
begins to increase.
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Fig. 1: Moisture dimtMvity of Dckalux
The results of determining the moisture diifusivity by the one-point method were compared with those obtained by the Matano method [2] (rod samples -10 x 5.6 x 300 mm, cut
from the material board). As shown in Pig. 1, the differences between both methods achieve
one order of magnitude across the whole moisture range. This result provides evidence that
the anisotropy in the two basir directions, along and across the board, is very important
in measuring the moisture diflusivity of board materials, and has to be considered in the
design of a building structure.
References:
[1] KAŠPAR. I: Transport rlltkosti ve stavebních materiálech, DrSc. Thesis. CTU, 1984.
[2] MATANO, C: On the IMnlion between the Diffusion Coefficient and Concentration of
Solid Mitals, Jap. J. I'hys. 8, !0»(l93:j)
(3] DRCIIALOVA, J.: Nestacionární metoda určování součinitele vlhkostní vodivosti, CSc.
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This research has been conducted at the Department of Physics and has been supported
by the grants of the Grant Agency of the C:ech Republic No. 103/94/0140 and 103/94/0595.
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UTILIZATION OF SUBNANOSECOND
INTENSE PULSES OF SOFT RENTGEN
RADIATION INDUCED BY IODINE
LASER IN RADIATION PHYSICS
A. Daříčková, V. Spěváček, J . Lacina,
J . Krása*, L. Julia*, M . Farníková*
CTli. Far. or Nucl. Sci. & Phys. Bug.. Dept. of Dosimctry & Appl. of Ion.Rad.
Břehová 7, 115 19 Praha 1
"Inxl. of Physics, Acad. of Sciences of the Czech Rep.,
Na Slovance 2, ISO 10 Praha S
Key words: soft x-iay radiation, thcrmoluminisccnt dosimeters, laser-produced plasma,
rhemical dosemeteis. Si PIN diode
Soft X-rays (SXR), have a number of applications, especially in radiobiology; which
is given by the very high biological efficiency of SXR.The contemporary development of
laser-produced plasma sources of intense SXR, gives a great opportunity to assist in tumour
therapy. It requires the ability to characterize SXU sources (spectral brightness and exposition rate). Many types of semiconductor detectors (e.g. silicon PIN diodes) arc in general
use for SXR detection. In the case of SXR source's with low photon flux, like radionuclides
and sychrolron sources to 10'' photons/s, should the semiconductor detectors be acceptable because of their linear dose response. However their linearity is limited by photon
flux of IO|:> in ser while iu tlio case of laser produced plasma SXR sources the detectors
arc irradiated by 10" — 10'" photons/ns. That is why it is necessary to develop detectors
with such mechanisms of energy interaction and absorption, which allows us to presume
their response dose linear despite the very high photon fluxes. This condition is fulfilled by
chemical doscmeters and thermoluminesrent doscmcters.
This work continues in the project which is based on the cooperation between lust, of
Physics of Acad. of Sciences and Dcpt. of Dosimctry and Appl. of Ionizing Radiation.
Some results were presented at the last OTU seminar [I].
The iodine photodissoriation laser system PERUN was used. This laser operates at
wavelength UilSnm up to 50 J of energy and about :!50ps duration. The laser beam was
concentrated on a 30/im thick .'.! foil target. At this point in our work we were mainly
concerned about the thcrmolumincsccnt (TL) detector on the basis of ahiminophosphatc
(Al-P) glass. The TL glow curve of this Al-P glass shows 5 peaks, which correspond
to 5 types of traps [2]. By measuring the TL glow curves we obtained different kinds of
irradiation sources (neutrons, gama rays and UV) we can assume different occupation of
traps in dependence on photon energy. Simultaneously we can assume the independence
of this occupation with the photon flux (dose rate). This effect we can use for measuring
the photon flux as well as photon spectrum of SXR. Al-P dosimeters shielded by different
foils were irradiated by SXR induced by incident laser energy varied from 9 to 27 J. Also
the response of Al-P dosemelcrs placed in "sandwich" form (shielded by Be foil for UV
elimination) were studied. Fig. 1 illustrate the TL glow curves of first (b) and second (c)
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position of tliis "sandwich*" arrangement. These dosemclers were irradiated by 15 J initial
laser energy. The absorption of the He foil as well as of Al-P glass were measured by a
gamma-lines obtained from rentgenflitoirwnt «|wvlra of some elements.
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The independence on the dose rate anil very low fading alloiv us to calibrate these
TL dosemeters by radionuclide sources. In Fig. 1 we can see the TL glow curve (a) after
irradiation of 55Fc (5.99 kcV). Responses of Al-P glass TL dwemeters were compared with
responses of other dose-meters used in our experiments e.g. TL dosemeters and CaFj:Dy
TL dosemeters as well as responses of PIN diodes irradiated under the same conditions [3|.
For absolute calibration of our measurements the Kricke .solution was used. This chemical doscmctcr relying on its tissue equivalence is a very suitable system for calibrating
biological applications. Moreover, its radio-rhcmical yield is well known even for low energy
photons and for high dose rates of radiation.
References:
(1) DARÍCKOVÁ. A. ct al.: Calibration of soft high power pulses X-ray source by TL
dosemclers and other SXR dosimctric methods CTU Seminar 94, section Biomcdical
engineering, p. 23
|2) CHVOJ, Z. - PLICHTA, J.: Corrections of the influence of irradiation and conservation
conditions on tin nuolimincscenci delators Czech. J. Phys. B 31, (I'JSI), p. 572
(3] KRÁSA, J. ct al.: CharacttriMilion a»d Application of soft X-ray Source Driven by
Sabnanosccand lodini Laser Pulsu-1'me. of Conf. of High-Power Gas and Solid State
Lasers, 5.-8. April 1991 Vienna, Austria, SPii: Vol.2206, p.299
This research has been conducted at tin Department of Do»inutry and Appl. of Ionising
Radiation as part of the research project "Utilization of subnanosecond intense pulses of soft
rentgen radiation induced by high power laser in radiation physic" and has been supported
by CTU (TU) grant i\ro. 48201
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QUANTUM CHEMICAL STUDY
OF SMALL MOLECULES
S. Sklenak. M . Veselý
Chemical Faculty. Technical University Brno, Physical Chemistry Group,
Veslařská 230, Urno. CZ 637 00 Czech Republic
Key words: ab initio. SCF. MP2, IR, RAMAN, quantum chemistry
The goal of our work is an ab initio study of conformations and interpretations of
IR/Raman spectra of small organic molecules. The first molecule under study was -Iazidobut-1-ync [I, 2, 7] that is the subsequent molecule from the scries of small organic
azides that were under study. Due to restricted rotation around C-C bond (gauche or nnti)
and C-N bond (gauche or anti) 1-azidobut-l-yne (1ICCCH2CH2N3) can exist in live distinct
conformations that arc labeled GG, GG', GA, AC! and AA, see Fig. 1. The First and second
letters mark the conformations around the C-C and C-N bonds, respectively.

AG

Fig.l. Five con formers of 4-azidobut-l-ync.
A problem of an interpretation and an assignment of bands of Ill/Raman spectra was
investigated. We carried out an ab initio SCF calculations to find optimal geometries of all
possible conformcrs. Huzinaga TZP basic set was employed. The SCF optimized geometries
were checked on nonnegative vibrational modes by vibratiotial analysis, and zero point
vibrational energies were calculated. To improve the accuracy of ab initio energies, MP2
calculations were performed for all live conformers at the SCF optimized geometries.
From experimental investigations [2] by means of IR and Raman spectroscopy it follows
that 5 couformcrs of •1-azidobut-l-yne form two groups. The first group consists of lowenergy GG, AG and AA conformers; the second one is composed of GG' and GA conformcrs.
These results arc supported by our ab initio MP2/SCF TZP results that depict a similar
dependence.
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In order to obtain a complete description of tin- molecular motion involved in the normal
vibration of our molecules, we have carried out a normal coordinate analvsi*. Al> itiitio SCI"
force field in Cartesian cooidinate space was transformed to suitable internal coordinate
>l>.»x-. Í)IN .!•}"• i>f M^ti-iiiiiiir nvere«tmtntiaii<: of al> initio SCP force field, calculated force
field in internal coordinate .space was scaled.
The second molecular system under study was R1R2NCU3=C(CN)2. where 111, R2,
R3= II, CI13 [3-6]. The goal of our st udy >v;» similar a» in the l-azidobut • I • yne investigation.
We used semiempirical M1XD03 and AMI methods (:}], ab initio MP2/SCF calculations
[4] and IR/Raman spectra [5. 0] to investigate such molecular system. These molecules
arc intensively used iu the organic synthesis and the intensive theoretical study of the
physical and chemical properties of these compounds has not been carried out yet. A
normal coordinate analysis was carried out to obtain d<-scription of vibrations. Ab itiitio
SCP force field was scaled. A vibrational assignment was performed for some molecules
[5. 6]. Our extended ab initio MP2/SCI'' (Husrinaga WAV basic set) calculations depict an
interesting behaviour of molecules [it. I].
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[1] SKLENAK. S. - HISKITIC S. • GATIAL. A.: .14 inilio Study ml \-.\;idobutim. J.
Mol. Struct. (TIIKOCHKM). submitted.
(2] GATIAL. A. - SKLEXAK. S. - KLAKIiOK. P. - at al.: 77n infrnnd and Unman
spectra, conformations and ab inilio inliululioii- of ,j-A:iilobul-l-i/iit. .). Mol. Struct.,
submitted.
[3] SKI.KNAK. S. - MSKl'PIC S. - CÍATIAL. A.: S<nii<in/iirkiil Study of Milhofi/ -and
(un)Sulifliliil((l Awino-MiIliylin<-Ellujiiltin I'lajmniliniliilix. Ada Cliimirn llungarica - MODELS IN CIIKMISTHY, submitted.
(•)] SKhENAK. S. - IJISKIIPK'. S. - CSATIAL. A.: Ab inilh Studu of SUtlmnj . and
(uu)Substilutid Airiiiiv-Mf Ihyh in/h'lliyliihin I'mpandinilrilm. J. ('hem. Soc. Pcrkin
Trans. 2. sul>mitte<l.
|5] GATIAL, A. SKI.KNAK. S. - Ml LATA. V. - at al.: Th, Vibrathnal Spirtrn. Conformations and ab inilio Calculation of iimiiinmilliyUni-propantilinitrilt and its .\-milliyl
dtriratirta. Struct, ('hem.,submitted.
[C] GATIAL. A. - SKLENAK. S. - MILATA. V. - at al.: Tht ribrationul sptctrn, conformation mul ab inilio calculations of atninonuthyttni-propandinitrili and Us iV-mttliyl
dfriratin.-. 22nd Kimipean ('oiignn* on Molecular Spool roscopy (KUCMOS). September 11-10. 1!KM. K.SM1I. I'HG.
(7] GATIAL. A.-SKLKXAK.S.-KLAKDOE.I'. at al.: Tht ribrutionalspielra including
malrir isolation, conformations and ah itiitio calculations of J-azidobut-l-ynt. 22nd
European C o n f e s s on Molecular Spirtroscopy (KU('MOS). September 11-10. Essen,

PUG.
This n March has btui conduct) d al tin Chtmical Faculty as part of tin n si arch projict
"Quantum clu mical conformalional study of small moliculix and a thtonlical interpretation
of IH spirtm ofllusi molirulis" and has bun .-upportiil by Tl'grant No. li IH/PJ.
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF
HYALURONIC ACID DERIVATIVES
L. Lapcik, Jr., M. Veselý
Fac. of Chemistry. Technical University,
Veslařská 230. 637 00 Brno
Key words: hynltironic acid, micclls, DSC, SEC, rheology. liquid crystals
Hyaliironic acid (or liy.iluron.ito) (HA) is a linear carbohydrate occuring in the connective tissue matrix. Its disaccharide inonomeric unit is built up of N'-acetyl-D-glncoseamine
and l)-glucuronic acid interconnected via /i(l-3) and 0(1-4) intcrglycosidic bonds.
HA maoromoloculo contain a considerable amount of rcgio- and stereo-chemical information, which an* of substantial importance in selecting and directing processes on membranes.
For all tilth potentials, it seems that HA and IIA-crosslinked derivatives seem to be the top
candidates for the construction of the new so called "smart" drugs or ''smart" drug delivery
systems. Such as systems are releasing the active drug or therapeutic agent as a response
to a biological or an external stimulus.
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Scheme 1. Reaction scheme of (he alkylation procedure.
In the first stage of the inflammation proces, the enhanced capillary permeability permits the accumulation of polymorplionuclcar leucocytes and other phatocytic cells at the
inflamation site. These phatorylic colls can be activated by the immune complexes and
other inflammation generating rom|Mninds, thus producing highly reactive hydroxyl radicals,
which are acting as a bactericidal agent. These radical prorcses arc of a great importance
in ihc strategy of the building the suitable drug delivery system based on the liberation of
the active substance upon the radical induced degradation of the host matrix.
Our current interest is focused on the micelle-forming and liquid-crystal polymeric drug
concepts. We arc primarily interested in preserving the polymerization degree of the polymer, while maintaining the biologically and physiologically important side chain groups,
i.e. the negatively charged cai boxy lie groups and the acetylamidc. For this reason, for the
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alkylation procedure, tho selective method was used, when.1 in the first step, alkyl
and the polymer alkoxyde form an alcoxy-sulfouyloxy-complex. (indcr strut tciupeiatun1
control this reaction is selective for primary alcohols [1]. In the second step, the complex
an.! th<% ."i!co!<o! nro a<M<ft to KOH ami stirred in DMSO for several hours [2] resulting in
the alkylation of the polymer backbone. The synthetic procedure i.s hiliomalitaii} sho>wi on
the scheme 1. The synthesized new derivatives of HA, namely the pentadccyloxy-HA and
licxyloxy-HA, and its solutions were characterised by the viscosity and the rheological measurements, by the size exclusion chromalography (SEC) as well as by differential scanning
calorimctry measurements (DSC). The latter show the liquid crystal phase transition al the
temperature of 5.57 °C for the pcntadccyluxy-HA derivative as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. DSC heating curve of the |»cnta<lecjioxy-hyaluroiiate.
The typical viscosity behavior of pure HA solutions which is characteristic with the high
viscosity fl,t| and the simultaneous elasticity is after the mentioned modification lost due to'
the succcsfull micelles formation. It seems that the liquid crystal phase transition process
observed for the longer alkyl chains is induced by the micelles ordering process affected by
the electrostatically induced temporary lattice formation in the solution.
References:
[1] MARCH, .1.: Advanced Organic Chemistry. Reactions, Mechanisms and Structure.
pp.3-12-311. John Wiley, New York 1985.
(2] JOHNSTONE, R. A. - ROSE, M. E.: A Rapid, Simple, and Mild I'roccdurt for Alkylation of Phenols, Alcohols, Amides and Acids, pp.2169-2173. Tetrahedron 35, 1979.
(3| LAPCIK, Jr., L. - SCIIURZ, J.: Photochemical degradation ofhyahronic acid by singlet
oxygen, pp.633-635. Colloid Polym. Sci. 269, 1991.
(4] LAPCIK, Jr., \..% Ihjuluronic acid photochemical degradation. Symposium on biomedicinal engineering and biotechnology. Piague, Novcml>cr 10-12, 1994.
This research has been conducted at the Faculty of Chemistry of tlic Technical University
of limo as part of tin risumli project "Modification of the physico-chemical and material
properties ofhyaluronic acid gels and solutions." and has been supported by TUgrant No.D8/93.
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BIOPOLYMER MATERIALS FOR
SPECIAL APPLICATION
L. Lapcik, L. Lapcik, Jr., O. Salyk
Vac. of Chemistry, Technical University of Brno,
Veslařská 230, 637 00 Brno
Key words: hiopolymers, Incompatibility, polysaccharidcs. medical applications, lowtemperature plasma
There was studied a process of surface hydrophobization of ceramics by the methods
of theoretical and applied Physical Chemistry. Thin layer (SiOj) models were prepared by
chemical vapour deposition of SiOj. The hydroxylic defects were generated by reaction of pyrolytic siliconc dioxide with gaseous water. Total amount of Si-Oil groups were determined
by I'V-VIS spwtroiiiotry after leaction of these with fluorescein isothiocyanate tetraiodinc.
Continual monolayer hydiophobic surfaces tightly adhered to the -Si(OII) surfaces were
prepared by photochemically artivatcd chemisorption of aromatic carbonyl compounds of
alkyl benzencaldehyde on defected substrate. Quantum yield of photochemical reactions
were determined experimentally by the experimental equipment constructed specially for
this purpose. This equipment comprises: stabilised continual light source (Hg high pressure
lamp), modulators of wave length and light intensity, tempcrated quartz cell compartment,
and chemical detector of light intensity. For the sake of this study also the continual high
frequency low-temperature physical plasma reactor with fluid zone for organic as well as inorganic particular materials was constructed . The parameters of this reactor were testified.
Solution properties of studied biopolymers (liydioxyethylcellulose, carboxyincthylccllulose, liyaluronie acid) were studied in water solutions of dilfercnt ionic strength. There was
found that a degree of the polymer coil expansion is strongly depending on it in case of
polyelect roly tes.
The diffusion processes of swelling and dissolution (in a dynamic regime) of the mentioned polymers were studied in tempcratmc range of 20 to 50 *C. On the basis of this measurement the values of the internal diffusion coefficients, activation parameters of swelling,
and dissolution were determined. It has Itecn found that these values are strongly dependent on (he thermal history of the polymer sample. Strong dependence of internal pressure
in polymer swelling surface layer on the thermal history has also been detected. For the
comparison of these phenomena with synthetic polymers at the same time the dissolution
of fibrous polyesters were studied.
There are three papers in preparation for publication.
77MS research has ban conducttdat //it Faculty of (lit mistry of thr Technical Unirersity
of Brno ax a part of the research project 'Study of /vr paration, struclurt and properties of
matrrials for sptrial applications", and has bun supported by TU grant ffo. A16/93.
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THE STUDY OF PHOTOCATALYTIC
DEGRADATION OF WATER
POLLUTANTS
M. Veselý, L. Lapčík, Jr., L. Lapčik,
V. Březová*, M. Čeppan*
TU Urno, Faculty of Chemistry. Dept. of Consumer Chemistry
Veslařská 230. 037 00 Brno, Czech Rop.
*STU Bratislava, Pac. of Chciu. Technolog}-. Dept. of Printing Art k Appl. Pliotochctn.
Radlinského •). SI2 :I7 Hratislava
Key words: photochemistry, photoratalysis. titanium dioxide, pollutant
Iletrrogrm-ous pliotoe.ilaly.si-. i» rap<tl>li- of drMioying many organic uiiciopollutatits
in aqueous medium. Degradation of the otganic waste materials (phenols, surfactants,
aromatic and alifatic halocarbons) hy irradiating their aqueous titanium dioxide suspensions
is of increasing technological and scientific interests.
In our laboratory was built the photocatalytir instrument set consists of the immersion photoreactor with a quartz sleeve ami a high-pressure mercury lamp, flow-in cells for
continuous measuring of pll-valuc and conductivity and automatic instrument for evolved
carbon dioxide estimation.
The quality of photocatalysts used for experiments was tested by the new developed
method based on the photocatalytic degradation of 2,6-dichloroindophenol (I)CIP) in aqueous suspension, lnadiation of titanium dioxide iu aqueous .suspension of 2,fí-dichloroiudophcnol leads to a rapid decomposition of 2.6-dicliloroindopheuol. The rate constant and the
apparent quantum yield were calculated. Some of the experimental results arc presented
bellow.
The photogeneratcd radicals in titanium dioxide powders and aqueous suspension
have been studied by electron paramagnetic resonance. 5.5-l)imcthy|.l-pyrroline-N-oxidc
(DPMO) was used as I he spin trap.
Photocatalytic decomposition of p-crosol in the aqueous titanium dioxide suspension
has been studied. All products of this reaction were studied by high performance liquid
chromatography. It was proved that the following degradation products have been formed:
p-hydroxybenzoic acid, p-hydroxybcnzaldehyde, •l-melhylcatcchol, carbon dioxide. Based
on the results obtained, the reaction mechanism of p-cresol phot ocataly lie oxidation in the
titanium dioxide aqueous suspension was proposed.
Waste water from the pulp mills and the other industry often contains soluble saccharidic compounds and cellulose derivatives. We have focussed our tesearch on the photocatalytic degradation of cellulose derivatives. We have studied first the hyiiroxyethylccllulose as a model compound. In addition to basic mesuremonts of reaction products we
have concentrated on the viscomctric study of degradated polymer. The average degree of
polymerization was determined. Prom the dcpcndancc of average degree of polymerization
on the irradiation time and the other experimental data the mechanism of polymer chain
degradation was suuested. These data support the existence of a random mechanism of
hydroxycthylccllulosc chain cleavage.
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The solar photocatalytic dťgiadation of hydioxyťtliylcelliilose in anurous titanium dioxide siKprusion wore performed and the similar enVcU weie observed.
A wide literature search for the methods of uvislc water purification weir
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RADIATION INFLUENCE OP
CATALYTIC PROPERTIES
OF CuO-Bi2O3 MIXED OXIDES
V. Mučka, M. Pospíšil, R. Sitber
CTU. Far. of Nucl. Sci. k Phys. Eng., Dept. of Nuclear Chemistry
Břehová 7. 115 1!) Praha I
Key words: catalytic activity, ionizing radiation, hydrogen peroxide decomposition
Within the framework of systematic research of mixed oxide catalysts attention has
been recently devoted to systems containing BijOs oxide in interaction with the second
component. C'atalyMs of lliis type arc used in industry for various oxidativc reactions [I].
Two selected systems ((HiO-Bi2O3 and KiO-BijOs) were studied in detail from the point
of view of chemical reaction and influence by ionizing radiation, using hydrogen reduction
as a test reaction. The results of this study have been presented in earlier papers [2,3].
This contribution summarizes the results obtained in 1994 in the second field concerning
the investigation of basic physico-chemical and catalytic properties of CuO-BijOa mixed
system and its sensitivity towards various kinds of ionizing radiation.
The CuO-HijO:i mixed catalysts of various compositions in the range 0-100 % were
prepared from solutions of respective nitrates mixed in required ratios and coprecipilatcd
with sodium carbonate solution. The precipitates were washed, dried and calcinated in air
for 3 hours at 600 "C. The full decomposition of carlionatcs to the final oxides was confirmed
by means of thermoanalysis. A part of each sample, stored in air at room temperature for
a few months, was irradiated prior to its use with "°Co gamma rays (doses of 0.5, 1.0 and
1.5 iMGy) or with accelerated electrons (energy of I McV) using a dose of 600 kGy. The
catalytic activity of all samples was tested by the decomposition of the aqueous solution of
hydrogen peroxide (1.2 inol/1) at different temperatures from 25 to -10 "V.
Various crystal structures of BijO 3 oxide appeared in the samples of different composition and non-linear or non-monotonous dependences of specific surface areas and surface
oxidativc abilities on the composition give evidence of mutual influence of both oxides in
the catalysts. This influence seems to be so strong that it stayed unchanged after a long
period of storage of the samples as well as after their irradiation, except in the case of irradiation with the gamma rays dose of 1.5 MGy and with electrons. Because all applied doses
lead to a decrease in the surface oxidativc abilities of the samples one can assume that, in
spite of the earlier studied pure CuO oxide, irradiation of CuO-B'^Os system leads to a
reduction of metal ions probably by means of the hydrated electrons which arc formed in
the course of radiolysis of the moisture presented in the samples. Two opposite effects arc
probably occurring with the samples irradiated with accelerated electrons containing a high
concentration of CuO oxide: the first is positive and unstable and the second is negative
and rather stable. While the negative effect may also be due to the reduction by means of
hydratcd electrons the positive effect may be caused by direct ionisalion of metal ions in the
catalysts. The highly ionized ions rccombinc with unbalanced electrons during the storage
of the catalysts and the oxidativc abilities decrease.
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Similarly, as in I lie rase of surface oxidativc abilities. considerable differences in catalytic
activities between camma-irradiated catalysts anil the catalysis irradiated with accelerated
electron" were found. In the first e a v the gamma-irradiation pioduces the defects inllnencing the interact ion uf hoth basic oxides in the catalysts which manifests itself by the
new maxima on the non-monotonous dependency of the specilic catalytic activity on the
rp«.j>iv.'.»n»> of i V niMvsK The nritimv interaction tif the component* remains, at t\ie
same time, unaffected by irradiation. The interaction induced by the radiation is, of course,
possible only at a certain composition of the catalysis and hence, the maxima were found
at the same coni|K>sition of the catalysts regardless of the applied doses of irradiation. The
influence of accelerated elections on the catalytic activity of the samples was found to be,
unlike the gamma-irradiation, unambiguously negative and this kind of irradiation does not
lead to the creation of new interactions between the components of the catalysts. The fact
that the activity's of irradiated samples are also decreased (hiring their storage and the
primary mutual interaction disappears ptoves that some post-radiation piocc.sses occur in
this case. Comparing the influence of electrons upon the catalytic activities of the samples containing a higher concentration of CuO oxide with their influence upon the surface
oxidative ability one can conclude that the surface oxidalive ability of the samples does
not determine unambiguously the catalytic activity of the catalysts in tin* test reaction.
The modified activity may be due to activation of some new catalytic centres with a lower
efficiency which is the same at all kinds of irradiation.
The partial lesults presented in this paper have already been published in more detail
in Radiation Physics and Chemist ty.
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OF Ni SILICIDES SYNTHESIS
INDUCED BY PULSED LASERS
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We consider III'' following experimental situation: thin Ni film is deposited on the
monocrystalline Si substrate by an evaporation technitpie. ami the system then undergoes
pulsed laser irradiation with a laser enetgy density which is not high enough to melt the
surface of the sample. Due to the increased temperature, a solid-state chemical reaction is
initiated on the Ni/Si interface.
Following the classical theory of solid-state reactions (1] and the previous experimental
work on Ni silicides (see. e.g.. the extensive reviews (2.3)). we suppose that the chemical
reactions in the solid-state Ni-Si system arc driven by diffusion effects. Thus, a chemical
reaction can start, when Ni atoms diifuse into the Si bulk and/or Si atoms diffuse into the
Ni layer. Since it is not yet known exactly how the reaction between Ni and Si runs when
the system is irradiated by a laser, we choose an empirical treatment and assume that only
some of the diffusing atoms can be trapped in the lattice of the majority compound to form
a silicide, whereas the remaining atoms diffuse further. The type of reaction which actually
runs in a Ni-Si system depends on temperature primarily. Therefore, the diffusion equations
for Ni and Si have to be solved together with the heal conduction equation.
In every point we model the chemical reactions as follows: In accordance with [2,3]
we assume that for 7" < l',-,i the predominant chemical reaction is 2 Ni + Si —» NijSi and
the only silicide formed is Ni2Si. When 7' > T„i but still T < T„i. we suppose that only
NiSi is formed, either by NijSi + Si -» 2NiSi or directly as Ni + Si -» NiSi. Since the heat
necessary for the former reaction is approximately 4-5 times lower than that for Uic latter
(see (I]), it is apparent that for the formation of NiSi the first of the above mechanisms will
be dominant.
After the temperature reaches T„t. we assume that only NiSij is formed, cither as
NiSi + Si -» NiSi j or Ni + 2 Si -» NiSij, event nally also NijSi + 3 Si -» 2 NiSij. because there
may still remain some NijSi due to the rapidity of the process. The first mechanism is
dominating again because the heat necessary for this reaction is almost 20 times lower than
that for a direct formation of NiSij from Ni and Si and approximately 4 times lower than
that for the second of the above reactions.
To illustrate t he performance of the model we present a brief description of the numerical
experiments performed and some typical results of our computational simulations. We used
the model to simulate pulsed-laser induced chemical reactions in a Ni-Si system with an
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initial thickness of the Ni layer of 500 tim. The duration of the laser pulse was 28 us FW11M
(full width at half maximum). The energy density varied from 0.1 to 0.7 J/rin*; these
value* are itiMilfirient to melt the surface of the sample. In the iiiimeriral experiments, we
simulated the development of silicides in the sample for 1 s.
Firstly, we performed numerical tests of the model. We varied the number of nodes
.uui liioi to C!.OO.M' ;!..•;;.• ;••; .•.;;<•}.• .T «•.•>»• t1>at rertnin rhararteristic value* of concentration
and temperature agreed with 0.1% accuracy on both the coarser and the liner meshes. We
found that the optimum values from this point of view were cca 500 elements in the initial
Ni layer and 1000 elements in the initial Si bulk. Similarly we investigated an appropriate
time step for the computations. We found that to obtain 0.1% agreement as above the
maximum allowable time step was 0.005 us for the first 100 us, whereas the time step could
be significantly greater after 100 us. The experiments were done on an HI' 720 workstation
and a typical simulation took approx. one hour under the single-user regime.
After performing the mimerical tests, we then simulated the real experimental situation
which we described above. The results obtained in this case were in good qualitative agreement with the real experiments. For instance, we observed that the whole 500 nil) layer of
Ni has fully reacted after one laser pulse, which is just the .situation observed experimentally
(5|. In general, we have found the model capable to simulate pulsed-laser induced solid-state
chemical react ions iu the systems under consideration.
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In this paper I describe the cons) ruction of a mathematical model for deliming white
hide materials. The mathematical model is proposed on the basis of the following presumptions: the mass transfer in the hide occurs by a dilfusiou mechanism. The diffusion occurs
along the actual pore length. The model is very comprehensive and describes the evolution
of concentration in the white hide. The system of non-linear partial differential equations
describing the physical pioress, is solved numerically using a network (1). Partial derivatives cau be approximated by finite dilicicnccs in many ways, depending upon accuracy
requirements.
hi this case numerical simulation helps us (o observe the concentration field in the white
hide and on the basis of the concentration field we can suggest an algorithm of control.
Deliming is an operation, its most important feature is the decrease in the Calcium
hydroxide content of the raw hide material. Parameters which characterize deliming process,
are the following:
- operating time.
- accurate consumption of water.
• temperature of the bath,
- type and accurate consumption of chemical agents,
For an algorithm of control design is necessary to solve the problem, which is the main
purpose of an automatic gearcliangc.lt may be achieving a suitable quality of product,
minimum operating costs. Optimal control of the dcliming process means a minimum of
consumption of water or chemical agents, and also a minimum of operating time, which is
directly conmvted with the consumption of electric energy for the propulsion of dcliming
equipment.
We can demons! rate a simple case of the dcHming process, when we require removal of
the content of Calcium hydroxide in white hide by using water in the bath. For an algorithm
of control design We will choose economic criteria, meaning a minimum of operating costs.
Consumption of water and operating time must be chosen so that the costs of water and
electric energy is minimal. The same quality can be achieved by using a smaller consumption
of water and a longer operating lime, or by using more consumption of water and a shorter
operating time.
The cost function is defined(1)
>

where NE = !\E'I '*t is the cost for consumption of electric energy, NV = KV * Vo is the
cost for consumption of water.
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KE is the price of electric energy for kW/h [US/kWh],
KV is the price of water or deliming agent for m 3 (US/m3).
10 is the consumption of «<itri 01 deliming iigeut [ill3].
P is the power of machine [k\V),
i is the Ume of dclimiug process (hod).
In the equation we ran see that it is necessary to liuil out the optimal value (Vop,lop).
when the cost function is minimal. The problem is defined as cxticmum regulation [2].
In order to find out optimal value we have formulate mathematical models, which
describe dynamics of deliming process in detail.
The deliming process is realized in the two phases, first one is dcliming by water and
the second one by chemical agcnts.There were two mathemathical models, which were formulated on the basis of analysing dynamics of the dcliming process [3].Thesc models arc
described by partial differential equations, from the point of theory of automation it is the
question of the control system with distributed parameters. This task is a very difficult
problem not only in tannery technology, hut also in the connection of aiitomation,bccaiisc
nonlinear-system with distributed parameters aw very little executed. The task described
by (1) means static constrained optimization by equations described in models [:)]. For
optimization we have suggested algorithm [6|, which provide us to solve partial differencial
equations of 2nd order (in this ra.se We solved uou-liuear system numeiirally using a network) an then we have applied different known methods for optimization [7], Because of
complicacy of the system We have chosen a method not using derivates but only comparing
coordinates.
Conclusion: Solution described in this paper enables us to save operating costs and
along coefficients occurring in the system [3] we can approximately set the optimal input
value for dcliming process [-I], Because of resemblance of tanning operations we can apply
these mathematical models for control design.
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AN IMPLEMENTATION
OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS
FOR FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL
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The genetic algorithm (GA) proposed by Holland [2] is based on the principles of natural
imputation genetics and natural selection. The algorithm is a sort of simulated evolution
search algorithms to find the global optimal solution of the unknown nonlinear function
U = /(*)• Tlw tm-lhotl Monty to the family of genera) purpose random search algorithms.
Recently, genetic algorithms have been combined with fuzzy logics to obtain a power tool for
adaptive fuzzy logic controllers design. This paper presents one of possible implementations
of genetic algorithms to identify a fuzzy logic controller (FLC). The aim is to tune the
parameters (membership functions) and to derive fuzzy if-then rules (linguistic associative
memory, LAM) from a given set of training data samples. This can even be accomplished
simultaneously using the genetic algorithm we propose below.
GAs differ from conventional optimization procedures (e.g., error backpropagation) in
five aspects:
• GAs operate ivith encoded parameters rather than with parameters themselves.
• GAs search from a set of points, population, rather than a single point.
• GAs evaluate only objective functions, fitness functions, and do not use any auxiliary
information (e.g., derivatives).
• GAs guide their search with probabilistic transition rules.
• GAs proceed in parallel search on a potential set of solutions.
The general scheme of genetic algorithms can be described according to the following steps:
step 0. Choose an appropriate code for adjustable parameters and determine the string
length. Define an analytical form of the fitness function.
step I. Establish an initial string population.
step S. For each string from the string population evaluate the fitness function.
step 3. Form a gene pool from strings with the lowest values of the fitness function. If the
lowest value is less than or equal to the desired value or the number of iterations
equals to specified ones, then STOP. Otherwise continue to step 4,
step Í. Apply standard operations for siring reproduction to the gene pool to obtain a
new string population and go back to step 2.
The only stage where the problem information is involved is the coding of parameters
into a string and evaluation of the fitness function related to the string. There is no general
rule how to encode adjustable parameters.
FLC internal structure. Let the plant be a system with n outputs (states) X|,...,x,,
and a single input y and m , . . . , n„ arc different fuzzy input partitions, respectively. We
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consider the maximal number in of mle antecedents i.e.. in = »!»:•• •"«. Let m also be
the number of all output fuzzy wits rcniwnled .is singletons which can lie obtained from a
clustering procedure applied to output samples. Thus, we allow each rule to have its own
unique conclusion. Positions of singletons are the adjustable parameters for us. So we have
the i'tlt rule:
IF J-J is At, and . . . and x„ is .-1,,, TIIKN ;/ i« ft,, where i = I

m.

(1)

Coding. Each consequent part ft, of the previous relation belongs to a sot of labels (i.e..
ft, 6 {0, WJ./JJ
Hm}) where the symbol 0 denotes that the rule is disabled. IS,' s may
be integer labels 1,2
m and they represent linguistic variables, e.g. largt., ntgativt,
approiimattli). etc. which aie placed at equally spaced positions on the output domain
[{fain! Jfauixj* Labels can easily be transformed to real numbers as follows:

//. = ^ ( » , •

(2)

Thus, we have a vector of grades of output membet.ship functions which is to be delfuzified. e.g.
by the CO(! method. Therefoie. parameters are encoded into string the /?.
5 = ('>!,''.•
'>»,). Such coding not only allows us precise singleton positions but also
determines the consequence links. Note that input fuzzy sets A,, j = I
« are fixed
triangular membership functions given by dusigucis and just two sets can overlap.
Fitness function. Tlic fitness function. /•'. which is to be minimized, tells us how good the
string is. lu many applications, we use tin- sum of squared errois as a measure of quality:

«> A 1 .

(»)

where it is a k — tli vector of training activation data, reference plant outputs, and y is a
current FI-C response which should i-qunl lo //'. a reference reaction. A', is the number of
nonzero labels in the .string $,. The second term of the right-hand side in (3) is optional
and penalizes an infieasiiig number of fuzzy tides by a weighting factor n.
Genetics. Standard reproduction operations on strings are .-ilulioii, rrr»*i>n.r. mutation
and clile straitgy. The.se operations are problem independent.
Concluding remarks. The (!A presented above woiks a> a blind search algorithm with the
fitness function describing the global behavior (ertor). We could spend a lot of iterations lo
obtain an acceptable solution. Possible improvements are advisable to make I he algorithm
faster. These improvements involve starling with a 'good' initial string population and also
local evaluating behavior in order to fix the 'correct' labels and reproduce only those 'bad'.
It is also necessary to generate a new population after several iteration steps; otherwise
strings converge.
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NONLINEAR CONTROLLER DESIGN
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The paper picsenls fuzzy modelling as a tool for design of nonlinear controllers. Fuzzy
logic-neural networks (FLNN). providing general nonlinear input-output maping and incorporating learning ability, arc used as a basis for building up nonlinear vector functions for
discrete time diference models. I ^supervised and Mi|>crviscd identification techniques arc
described as well a* results fiom data driven identification of a controller.
Fuzzy logic controller (FL(') if generally a nonlinear dynamical system and its often
•eported success hi applications is namely due to the nonlincarilics introduced. We regard
iionlinearity as a .synonym fur intelligence. There is an extensive number of parameters to
be adjusted and it is not easy to decide* which of them and iu what manner they have to be
limed in order to gel the desired performance of the control system. This paper presents
a systematic approach for fuzzy model identification and controller design. A fuzzy system
including fuzzilication anil denazification interfaces is a nonlinear mapping / from an input
space A" to an output .space Y in the form of (diference equation
y[l) = fix[t-\Uit-'i)

«/(<-l).»('-2),...)

(1)

The mapping / is not defined analytically but as lelatious between reference points i.e.,
training samples, obtained for instance fioin experienced human operator. These points arc
logically linked by if-then mil's and .stored in a linguistic associative memory (LAM).
Fuzzy Logic-Neural Network
Architecture. A Fuzzy Logic-Neural Network (FLNN), proposed by Lin [3]. is a particular
implementation of a fuzzy system equipped with fuzzilicatiou and defuzzification interfaces.
FLNN is principally built of five neuron layers and its internal representation is highly
modular, but lestrieted in fuzzy rule consequences. Our desire is to keep the function of the
FLNN transpaient, iiilcrprctablc and fully paramettized. FLNNs meet these goals.
Identification techniques. The problem of a FLNN identification is generally constrained
nonlinear optimization pioblem. We lecognizc unsiipervised and supervised techniques for
the FLNN model identification. In the unsii|>ervised case the FLNN is activated from both
sides by correlated refeience data in older to set initial parameters (membership functions)
and to derive fuzzy rules (consequences). Thus the FLNN docs not play an active role. The
supervised identification techniques work either off-line or on-line. The FLNN works in the
operation mode and generates outputs which are then compared with the reference ones.
This error is used for the adaptation of the FLNN and we can easily introduce an explicit
criterion to describe model quality. Two groups of methods were tested, genetic algorithms
(GA) and the error backpropagation method.
Fuzzy clustering. FUZZY ('-MEANS, the classical algorithm of data clustering, is applied
for automatic generation of input/output reference fuzzy sets.
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Error bnckpropngntion. Supervised ulunt ilic.it u>n based ou hackpiopagation gradient
technique is used for I In.1 loral search. Tin- supervision is governed by the triteiiou
' =r i S. ( „'(I) - it(sV):Oil)) ) \

(2)

where y is the not output .if is the corresponding reference output and x is n node activation
input, 0 may be parameters of membership functions as well as weights of .syn.iplic links
between layers.
Experimental results and comments. KI.NN itlentification leclmi<|Hi>s nvrc tested on
one input • two outputs plant data. Experiment!, piovecl the validity of ideas given above
and showed some coloraries and limitations. The most appropriate membership functions
of input fuzzy sets arc those with triangular (or trapezoidal) shapes and overlap parameter
equals to two. The reason is that these membership functions approximate 'continuously*
while others (e.g., bell-shaped) approximate 'stopwise*. Without lost of generality we used in
operating mode singletons as output fuzzy sols. Each fuzzy set, dividing into seven linguistic terms (labels) as {AiV..l/A f ...../,/'}. was defined on medium density discrete domain.
Firstly, output and input data were clustered by fuzzy ('-means algorithm, i.e. we obtained
positions of membership function peaks. Thin pieliminaiy .step saves much woik latter. Secondly, fuzzy ride consequences were derived using backpropagation. Here we found weights
of synaptic links between two layers iu two phases. Initially weights were incremented (from
zero) by values of multiplication of fuzzy antecedent mid fuzzy consequences (Mamdani's implication). Then these weights were updated iu hackpropagntiou pha.se where samples with
small errors were not far considered in the training set. Finally, the link with the maximum
weight for each rule antecedent must be chooseu in order to keep consistency. If this value
is small enough that rule can be deleted. Updating ouput singletons in the backpropagntion
algorithm has no elfort and even due to gradient descent approach applied to 'noiistandard
neural functions' singleton positions may be deteriorated. Therefore these positions wen*'
fine-tuned by the well-known method of least squares. However, manual design of FLNN
topology and its parameters dominates in the engineering practice at present. Designers
prefer using rather their experience then data driven algorithms of automatic tuning. The
main reason is thai bad reference data may lead to incorrect model as is often the case in
training of neural networks. It is advantageous to combine the both design approaches and
this is a challenge for the software tool developers nowadays.
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A fuzzy cont roller is a nonlinear dynamic system with special mapping of input/output
variables. In its structure, its parameters and. sometimes, also in its input data, human
experience can be involved in a human-oriented "fuzzy" way. There are several classes of
fuzzy regulators, based on different kinds of fuzzy sets representation.
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Fig. 1: Kule-bascd fuzzy control system
Our article deals with a special class of such systems which can be characterized by a
formal scheme shown on Fig. 1.. where It is a fuzzy legulator. S is a controlled system, // is
a (zero order) hold and /) is a one-step lime delay. The system variables are: . r . . . regulator
internal state variable. « ... regulator output variable (as well as roiittollcd system input
variable), y ... control system output (including sometimes general system performance),
«'... regulator external input (including desired value of //, measured external disturbances
and eventual human expertise). The regulator can be described by

.r(* + I) =/(x(*)..„(*),«'(*)]

(1)

for slate variable development (*• if a discrete time variable) and by
u(k) = ,iilAk-), »(*).«•( k-)]

(2)

for I he regulator output. Soiw sophistical e«l coul rol systems improve their performance
essentially if human experience is involved in the control system in an atypic way. For
example, flame length conlrol in a rotating kiln [1] could be notably improved by changes in
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the system configuration (the opening or closing of kiln observation windows, the connecting
or disconnect ing of -selected chvwirai control loop*, the opening or closing of tht* building
mitiii dooi etc.) in dependence on a kiln working potnl nri'l indirectly olwrved atmospheric
conditions (smell of the smoke, personal feeling, precipitations, sky observation, etc.). This
example shows both types of possible human experience involvement in a fuzzy control
system: ttiiat i> to !«• .ion- K. .<;!.-,•:; .•»•.•..!:':•> (f':«i-<5.»!< f :«i<i\ « 'm tin* controller^, and
fulfillment of such conditions (human expert generated component of the external input w).
If the function* / and </ .ire based on nilc-l>,i«eil informal ion propagation similar to that
of PROSPECTOR, FEL-EXPERT or NIKXKS (•>] expert systems, we obtain a structure
which can be easily programmed and put in opei.tt ion. Such a structure can be characterized
by an oriented graph consisting of edges representing signals and by nodes representing
signal transformation functions. While in the classical PKOSPECTOIMike expert system
the majority of signals can be taken as (apriori and aposleriori) probabilities, in control
system more emphasis is put on physical significance of signals. In consequence, many
nodes described by distribution function can be expected in its structure.
Typical examples of signal • probability transfoimation in a rule-based fuzzy contiol
system arc the nodes GAUSS (Cíaussiaii multidimensional distribution). CiOK (formally
described by a group of one-dimensional (iaiissiau distribution function node», followed by
a fuzzy OR). UNI. CNOR (similar functions characterized by an uniform distribution), and
EXPO and KXPOK (exponential distribution) which aie IIMVI in NUCI.ES expert .system.
All these functions can be characterized either as a transformation of the set of signals to a
(subjective) probability of occmreuce of some phenomenon or as a trausfotmation of such
set of signals to another somehow significant signal. The general pioblcm of involvement of
human experience in the regulator structure and parameters is iu this case facilitated by its
relative transparency. The rule-based .struct lire of the above mentioned functions / and g has
another important advantage thanks to their similarity to the Nilsson's <l> machine: in case
of having available a significant set of input/out put data (which ran also be acquired from'
human experience), their parameters can be adapted ptrained") by the methods described
in [3].
References:
(1] JOHN, .1. - RODRIGUEZ. Y. - SEI.VA. A.: AJaplirt Computer ControlofNicUl Plant
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AUTONOMOUS MOBILE PLATFORM
L. Král, J. Čapek, V. Smutný, V. Hlaváč
i'11 . Ku', uť Klecinal Kug.. Ucpi. oí Conliul Kngineering
Karlovo náměstí 13, 121 35 Praha 2

Key words: autonomous mobile robot, trajectory planing, trajectory tracking, onboard
navigation system
This paper shortly describes the construction of an original autonomous mobile platform
development. Our interest is aimed at t he atca of cont rol systems of mobile robots, methods
of sensor data fusion, and navigation of mobile robots in inaccurate indoor environment.
It was necessary to design a development environment and onboard navigation system which have to be used for teaching purposes and research work. The development
environment which makes up the mobile robot mechanical platfoim contains motor motion controllers, odometry measurement sensors, and an onboard communication net. The
onboard navigation system is a hierarchical control system which allows for the low-level
control (i.e. to mo\e the vehicle from a given initial stale to the desired state).
Mobile Robot Platform. The vehicle is a rectangular platform 0.5x0.45m driven by
two DC motors coupled to 2 driven wheels ami two additional swivel wheels. The driven
wheels are interconnected with motors by the 1/25 worm gearing. The total load of 100kg
is assumed.
The Architecture of the Control System. The problem of designing the control
system can divided into the task of control algorithm design, and to the design of the
hardware architecture for this purpose.
The theoretical basis of the **2I) vehicle motion control system" is described in [1], It
solves the problem of the trajectory planning and trajectory tracking. From a theoretical
point of view, the control problem can be classified as a multidimensional multicritcrial
nonlinear one. Such a task can not lie solved by a simple feedback controller • the system
has a too complicated and nonlinear structure. A hierarchical approach has to be used:
• At the highest level, trajectory parameters arc set in the form of |>oint of desired
trajectory ([position in 2D, velocity vector]).
• At the intermediate level, desired local trajectory parameters arc computed.
• At the bottom level, a simple local I'll) controller is used to compare desired and actual
local trajectory parameters and to compute the control action.
The control schema shown in Fig. 1. The onboard navigation system comprises a
reference-state generator (.«?• = [position, vi lurily vector, nwv.timc]), an error-feedback controller (the current state is input = [/KWÍÍOII, ei/oc//;/ t'crfor], and vehicle location sensing
using odometry.
Requirements on the communication net of the vehicle (onboard net) come from computation intensivity of each module and from the quantity of data which is transferred among
these modules.
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Pig. 1: Hierarchy of the control system.
The organization of the onboard communication and the corresponding hardware devices comes from the chart (Fig. I). Three micro-controllers 800552 are used for the vehicle
motion controller and the motor controllers. The two of them arc used for the control of the
two DC motors and for the scanning of the involutions and positions of motors from IRC
sensors.
The IIC bus provides communication among motor controllers, erhiclr motion controller and the other devices on the vehicle (that means the onboard communication net).
The PC computer is an onboard arbiter of the IIC bus and it provides connection to the
higher level of the control system by Ethernet or serial link.
Future Work. The onboard control system for the 21) mobile robot navigation, is
undergoing testing at present. Next we want to use the control algorithm for 2D vehicle
control. It will be used as the developing system in the area of mobile robotics and robot
navigation.
References:
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COOPERATIVE CIM SYSTEMS
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M. Fenolová, 1. Marvan, J. Koutnik, T. Hazdra
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Key words: expert systems, computer integrated manufacturing, control systems, artificial
intelligence, distributed parallel processing
The CIM applications of real size arc currently testing the limits of software engineering because of their extent, the amount of data to be handled and specialized knowledge
to be embodied. Monolithic solutions are becoming non-realistic and difficult to engineer
into reliable software products. Moreover, there are many diverse software packages working efficiently as stand-alone programs that nml to UP integrated into a global software
solution. This is definitely true in the companies with geographically distributed units (e.g.
if the technology development department, administration headquarters and manufacturing facilities are located in different towns/countries). The only way out of these software
development problems seems to be the highly distributed multi-agent software architecture.
Methods of Aitificial Intelligence, especially the theory of multi-agent systems, have
been explored to design the CIM distributed architecture. The approach is philosophically
based on llewil's art or model. The philosophy of actors (or agents) leads to the possibility
of considering agents as structures that combine both procedures and data into a single
entity - an object.
Suppose that the CIM task should be solved at various geographical sites. The decomposition of the entire CIM task is usually already given by the location of the facilities
(workshops, design centers, etc.) and very specific well-defined functions of these facilities. According to the functionality, many typical units can he found (e.g., selling agencies,
business coordination unit, manufacturing units, technology development units, etc.). In
the real-world tasks also accounting, maintenance of resources, legal affairs, and marketing
activities have to be supported.
The presented facts show that the CIM task decomposition and the allocation of subtasks arc usually functionally pre-defined and do not create a substantial problem.
Communication plays a dominant role in distributed systems. Every functional unit
(module, node) of the distributed system may IK- considered as a computational process
that consists of two parts:
• a domain-dependent problem solving part (task) which have no knowledge about the
other nodes or about the overall system,
• a domain-independent part (agent) responsible for communication and coordination
activities. The agents contain all the knowledge about the rest of the distributed
system.
There are two basic possibilities of inter-agent communication on the implementation
level: client-server and pecr-to-pecr. The CIM requires that the communication connections
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arc organized as symmetrical peor-to-|ierr links. The current pint forms usually only support
the client w u i ' i coiiiieitiou.
Tills ploblem - Irt olll pl.u lital expciiciite • tan lie solved in I lie 1".\1X ciiviuimtieiit
in the following two ways:
One possibility is to directly use sonu* low level communication protocol to organize the
peer-lopeel (Olmcttloiis. i lie mail) disadvantage iu-ie is tin' uilsal'o lOIUIiiiiliů.ilioii. Tile
message in this protocol ran get lost or duplicated and the lime ordering of the messages
can be changed. It means that the implementation of some additional specific algorithms
(acknowledgment passing. Lamport's clock, etc.) to avoid these unwanted features is highly
desirable. This makes the multi-agent system implementation more complicated.
Another possible approach is to organize the communication so that the peer-to-peer
behavior is observable fiom the outside, but the internal implementation is based on the
client-server connection*. In this case, there is a star-like si nut me used on the implementation level. It consists of a central node (server or hub) which p.ovides the connection service
among the nodes (clients) in tips. The behavioral level resembles a set of peer-to-peer
connections. This topology has several advantages. It enables the addition of new agents
during the multi-agent system operation, to contiol the communications states, l.ioadcasting of messages, etc. It was proved that this solution may be elliriently supported in the
Internet by the parallel vittnal machine (I'VM) [1]. The main deficiency of this topology is
that when the hub fails, the entire multi-agent system also fails.
The other important subproblem being solved concerns the design of intelligent user
interfaces for C1M. A specialize*! model-based user interface has been designed and partially
implemented.
The role of qualitative modelling in C1M tasks was deeply studied in detail.
The results of the projects:
1. A very detailed analysis of the geogiaphically distributed CIM systems elements has
been done.
2. Two types of distributed system architectmes (based on the low-level protocols and
I'VM, respectively) have been designed, implemented and tested in the UNIX environment.
:t. Intelligent inteifaces for the CIM system were studied and designed.
•I. Three contributions wen* presented at international congresses/conferences, and two
detailed technical repoits are available.
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INTELLIGENT CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Technická 2, ICO 27 Prague G
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The implementation of computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems involves the
application of computer technologies across all aspects of the manufacturing process, including design, materials planning, plant logistics/scheduling, storage, and delivery. A central
component of such system is the actual manufacturing subsystem which produces the finished product. Tin* extent to which a CIM system achieves its goals is inevitably dependent
upon the use of elfective and robust decision making at the production control level. Existing control systems lely most often on divisions devised and tested through prior off-line
analysis. Comparing these systems with CIM technology, it is obvious that CIM greatly
enhances the capabilities of the entile inanufactuiing pioccss. Thicc main elements can be
recognized:
1. the ability of the computer to provide on-line, variable-program (flexible) automation
of manufacturing activities and equipment,
2. the ability to provide on-line, moment-1>y-moment optimization of manufacturing activities and operations,
3. the ability to integrate all of the various const it uents of the entire manufacturing process
into a system - a system, that c»u be flexibly automated and momcnt-by-inomenl
optimized as a whole.
The CIM system is a closed-loop feedback system in which the prime inputs arc product
requirements (needs) and product concepts (creativity) and the prime outputs are finished
products (fully assembled, inspected, ami ready for ust*). It is comprised of a combination of
software and hardware, the elements of which include product design, production planning,
production control (feedback, supervisory, and adaptive optimizing), production equipment,
and production processes.
In the following part of the paper, let us concentrate on the problems of control systems
which constitute an import ant subsystem -f a C1M system. Over the past few decades, a
variety of procedures for analysing distributed systems and for designing control strategics
have been invented. These procediues may be classified into 3 types [3]:
• procedures for modelling dynamic systems,
• procedures for describing qualitative properties of system behavior,
• procedures for cout lolling system bchavioi.
Almost all of them rest on the common presumption of cent rality. However for a CIM
system, which per se implements decentralized decision making, distributed computation
and hierarchical contiol. the main task is obtaining global coherence with decentralized
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control. Controller nodes must cooperate to exploit anil coordinate their responses to interdependent subproblciite, but with limitcil iutciiicxU- commit''.r-ii ion. The coordination
task is linked with the problem of tmi.cit.tiuU: cn.lt iuopct.it ing agent (— rout roller) mn«t
effectively deal with:
l
• environment.!) nmciuiiiu U!IK!I n-.-..'N fr>::; .••"•«• of .•'cenrntr view of tlu% number
and location of processors, alfcctors. sensors, and communication channels,
• data uncertainly wliirli results from inromplete an>! inconsistent local data at a node.
• control uncertainty which results from absence of a complete accurate model of activities in other nodes.

Problems connected with uncertainty processing have been solved mainly in the area
of knowledgc-l>ased systems and we rely on the (research results already achieved.
Regarding manufacturing complexity and uncertainty, the control system is designed
as distributed and hierarchical. The basic control task is reduction of the distance between
desired goals and achieved results of activity units, thus keeping optimum performance.
Let us specify the control actions: monitoring (of controlled units), interpretation (of data
and information), modelling (of unit state), simulation (of unit dv-i niť--), diagnosis (of
critical events), action planning (to restore optimum • generation 01 tentative plans, plan
selection), action triggering. Almost eveiy action can lie effectively .oppoited liy artificial
intelligence (Al) systems. We have identified Al methods applicable to the control systems.
These methods arc extensively studied and further developed.
The following lesults in the area of (MM education and research have been reached
within the frame of the project in 1994:
1. The courses "Distributed Al and Control Systems" and "Planning. Scheduling, and
Control" were included in the curricula of Phi) students at the Faculty of Electrical
Engimwing.
2. The disttihuted control systém developed in 1093 in the frame of the UDK Grant
No. 0-157 was implemented in the laboratory equipped by Allen-Hradley, A Rockwell International Company. Nou* it is regularly used for experimental work of both
undergraduate ami postgraduate students.
3. Experiments with fuzzy control systems and physical models of real systems were successfully performed.
•I. The results and experience from CIM education were presented on two international
conferences [1], [2].
References:
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The large) of I he project on genetic algorithms (GA) has been a study and experimental
investigation of GA's performance in a range of optimization tasks. The main interest
concerns the use of GA for discrete combinatorial optimizations. These tasks have not been
researched and tested to a sullicicnt and satisfactory extent anywhere in the world.
Currently, there an* a lot of publications and articles that mention experimental results
for particular tasks. However, these articles do not give full view on how the problems were
solved. Information i- testrirted to only what lepiesentation and what genetic operators
were used and. at most, what was the population size and how many generations led to the
published results, t'nforlunately. impottant data on values of GA parameters (probability of
crossover and mutation, population size. etc.). information about the replacement strategy
used, aliout the .selection type, and about the form of the scaling function are usually
missing.
Tims, the primary target of our endeavor has been to investigate a collection of typical discrete tasks and to do a suilicient amount of experiments with these tasks. The
experiments include performance tests of GA for different types of problem representation,
watching sensitivity of convergence on different parameter values, etc. All those results will
provide some practical experience and knowledge on the GA's behavior, as the theoretical
interpretation is very dillicult and has yet to be elaborated.
GAs are search algorithms based on principles of natural selection and genetics. They
arc probabilistic algorithms which maintain a population of candidate solutions (individuals). The individuals an' reproduced in accordance to their fitness values (objective function,
goodness) and they undergo crossover and mutation operations (recombination). Each individual lias its own fitness value which is the value of the function according to which we
want to find the optimum. For GA purposes, each individual is represented by a string of
symbols from a finite alphabet.
A simple GA is composed of three operators • reproduction, crossover and mutation.
GAs work with populations of individuals and by reproduction, crossover and mutation of
individuals create new. hopefully better, populations.
Reproduction is a process in which individuals arc selected to be ciosscd later. Individuals are selected according to their fitness values in the way that strings with a higher
value have a higher probability of contributing oi»- oi more offspring in the next generation.
After reproduction. I he pair of selerled strings undergoes a cross-over operation yielding
two new individuals. The nmť>< um operator plays a secondary role in GAs. It is the
occasional random alteration of the symbolic value of a string at a randomly chosen position,
lu this way. a new set of individuals is generated. These new individuals must replace some
selected individuals in the old generation. The rules fur this selection form the replacement
strategy. All these steps are lelatively easy for the case of continuous optimization space.
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The major difficulty associated with the us«; of GA for combinatorial optimization
tasks is the appearance of intrinsic constraints. The research was focused on the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Job-Shop Scheduling Problem (JSP). IS I' is a classical
example of an NP-hard problem and the JSP is one of the hardest known NP-problems.
TIICM* tasks iiiip>>-c .T &?••?.' !"!:v'>i" of constraints upon a feasible solution. In the case of
TSP, the constraints arc: any city can appear on the tour only once, and the tour must
contain all cities. There are even more constraints defined for the JSP. The key approach,
how to cope with these constraints, is the choice of a suitable problem representation.
For an experimental evaluation, three publicly available benchmarks for 30, 50, 75
sized TSP were used. Cities arc given by their coordinates and the distance between cities
is calculated as Euclidian distance. A series often experiments for each task was performed.
GAs arc probabilistic, thus t he judgment of t heir performance must be done from a statistical
point of view. The results obtained were surprisingly good. A new optimal path for the 30
cities problem was found which is even belter than any of tho.se published before.
The second task solved by GA was the JSP. The JSP belongs to extremely hard combinatorial problems and it was chosen because of its practical importance. The use of a
conventional GA has been tested. It was very interesting to examine whether such a hard
problem can be tackled using conventional ("!A. It means by using the simplest crossover
and mutation operators. The soldi ion heie was adiieved by a clever problem i "presentation
taken from literature. There is a well-known benchmark for a G-machincs • G-jobs JSP. The
results achieved in our tests are very close to the known optimal solution which is very
encouraging for further investigations.
Results of the project:
1. A very detailed analysis of the use of GAs for the TSP has been done.
2. A set of experiments wit h one of the practically interesting and very difiicult problems
- JSP • has been worked out.
3. An informal cooperation has been established with the University of Essen (D) where
the JSP problem is being studied.
•1. A detailed technical report has been prepared and two contributions were presented at
international conferences (sec Rcf.)
References:
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Freight transport is a .significant pait of each country1!, economy. Therefore the logistics and planning in this area heroine more and more important both for economical and
ecological reasons. Many of the problems which must l><; solved in this aiea, such as the
Travelling Salesman and related scheduling problems, are known to be NP-hard. Moreover,
since just-in-timc production has became populat, planning must be performed under a
high degree of uncertainly and incompleteness. The classical Operations Research approach
cannot cope with the dynamics of this domain. In reality, these problems arc far from being
solved. As it has been published many times in newspapers and other mass media, a lot
of trucks in the streets of the Czech Republic (anil other European countries as well) are
driving without a carriage.
In this paper, we try to answer the question why it is adequate to use Al techniques
and more specifically DAI approaches to tackle the transportation problems. One reason
is the complexity of the scheduling pioblem. However theic arc more pragmatic reasons:
Doth global and local knowledge are necessary to solve the scheduling problems effectively.
Global knowledge includes general knowledge ( laxouomiral, topological, temporal, or expert). Local knowledge encompasses knowledge about the capabilities of the transportation
company as well as knowledge about compel'iive/cooperative companies. Moreover, since
a global view is impossible (because of the complexity), there is a need to operate from a
local point of view and thus to deal with incomplete knowledge with all its consequences.
The last aspect leads to the DAI arguments:
1. The domain is inherently distributed. Hence it is very natural to look at it as a multiagent system.
2. It is very difficult to centrally maintain and process the knowledge about the shipping
companies, their vehicles, and behaviour. Moreover, knowledge is often not even centrally available. Therefore, modelling the companies as independent and autonomous
units seems to be the only acceptable way to proceed.
3. In real business, companies usually solve capacity problems by contacting partners who
might be able to perform the problematic tasks. The basic model of this activity is
negotiation.
The main, long-term goal of this research is to develop a prototype of an Intelligent
Decision Support System for Transportation Management. The following main topics were
investigated within the introductory study in 1994:
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1. The overall control strategy of the system enabling the coopciation of distributed
agents. The principles of communication among these agents were studied. Let us briefly
describe the considered task: Let us have a group of shipping companies whose goal is to
deliver a set of dynamically given orders, satisfying a set of given time, vehicle capacity,
route, and cost constraints. The complexity ol the ordeis may exceed the capacities of a
single company. Therefore, cooperation between companies is required in order to achieve
the goal in a satisfactory way. The common use of shared resources, e.g. train or ship,
requires coordination between the companies. Although each company has a local, primarily
self-interested view, cooperation between the shipping companies is necessary in order to
achieve reasonable global plans.
2. Analysis of functions and knowledge of specific entities in the transportation domain was performed. Based on this analysis, it was possible to divide agents in two large
groups, namely so-called system agents, which perform tasks such as the representation and
interpretation of the simulation world, and domain agents, which correspond to shipping
companies and trucks. Defining trucks as individual agents brings the advantage of delegating problem-solving skills to them (e.g. route-planning and local plan optimization).
Communication between agents is enabled by direct communication channels.
The company agent is responsible for the disposition of the orders that have been
confided to him. Thus, it has to allocate the otders to ils trucks, while trying to satisfy the
constraints provided by the user as well as local optimality criteria. The shipping companies
can be regarded as experts for cooperation and cooperative problem solving. They are
equipped with additional global knowledge which is needed for cooperating successfully
with other companies.
The truck agents repiesent (he means of transport of a transportation company. Each
truck agent is associated with a particular shipping company from which il receives orders.
Given an order, the truck agent does the planning of the route according to ils geographical
knowledge and it will inform the shipping company agent about the deliverance of the
goods. Furthermore, the truck reports remaining capacities, planned routes and it is able
to estimate the clfort (and the directs) that are caused by an order.
3. Based on the functional analysis, some methods for cooperation of individual
agents were suggested. The general idea of the solution is based on the paradigm of selforganization, which is applied to a society of knoivledgc-based systems [l|. The messages
passed between the agents are structured into negotiation protocols.
4. Tasks for continuing research were defined, namely planning of individual agents,
forms of cooperation, mechanisms for task decomposition, and design of knowledge representation structures.
References:
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These arc many tasks in th<* field of mobile robotics, such as collision-free movement in
a natural unconstrained environment, orientation of mobile robots (mohots), etc. All of
these tasks are easily performed even by very simple animals and mostly much better than
by traditional mobile robots. An animal docs not consciously plan what to do next, nor
docs it have an explicit internal representation of the world. It is controlled by a set of
simple reactive behavioural patterns. Each of them responds instinctively to a particular
stimulus, and the resulting global behavior of the animal is merely a resultant of those single
patterns merged toget her using an appropriate mechanism. More complex behaviours, which
may really seem to be consciously planned, arc mostly nothing but a chain of successively
performed instinctive actions. Successive behavioural patterns arc released by stimuli that
arc results of the activity of preceding behavioural patterns.
These arc the main reasons for our decision to build two moliots equipped with a nonsymbolic and noli-representational control system. The control system of these biomcchatronic devices is not decomposed into serially arranged functional units (sensing, planning
etc.) as in classical robotics, but into many autonomous instinctive units. Each of them is
a subsystem responding to a particular stimulus. These units work in parallel; it is neither
possible nor reasonable to use a separate processor for each of them in a real implementation.
Our instinctive robots prefer local sensor data and tend to avoid the use of stored internal
information using its enviroment as its own best model instead. "Intelligence'' of a system
like this is thus not carefully planned and prepared in advance; rather, it is an emergent
property, emerging only during the interactions between the system and its environment.
The following robots arc used as test beds for this architecture:
• a car model with built-in servos, infrared proximity sensors and a simple control system
based on the 8051 microcontroller. This robot has already been succsessfully equipped
with lower lewis of control, endowing it with the ability to move about in relatively
general environment without hitting objects.
• a six-legged insect-like robot. Since the robot is primarily intended as a test bed for
various versions of the control system and not for the study of kinematics of walking
mechanisms, the simplest variant of kinematics with two degrees of freedom (DOF) for
cadi leg has been chosen. Each of them consists of two segments, one horizontal and
one vertical. The two segments arc connected with a rcvolutc joint about the horizontal
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axis, with the horizontal segment being connected to the body with revolute joint about
the vertical axis. This mechanical design only enables wave gait and requires an almost
plain surface. Practical experiments continued our expectations about the gait type,
the mobility am! its limitations. This device was built with limited lunds and the main
goal was gat hering experience. On t his basis, an improved version of a mobot with legs
nit):"' POK. w'<Mi will enable walking on rouch terrain and application of free gait, is
projected now.
The robot uses tactile sensors and will be eqiiippiil with infrared senior* and possibly
with sonars. Since a control system of this kind dots not require huge computational
power, we have investigated whether it is able to perform ie<(iiisite tasks with one cheap
Z80 microprocessor. We have actually achieved some interesting tesults with this control
system. The robot is able to walk and to avoid ol>slacles. However, since the control of six-leg
locomotion in itself is quite a diflicult task, the addition of moie complex control layers would
be impossible within this system. For this reason, a new system using the 32-bit M('(>SS't2
microcontroller. fa> currently being built. After it has been equipped »vi(h basic control
structures endowing it with I lie ability to move about in a genera) indoor environment,
our research concern with this robot will primarily be focused on higher control structures
enabling it to lie oriented and to move altout purposefully and obviously without hitting
(moving .is well as stat'u) obstacle* in ii-.il unknown and umonMiained euviioiimeuts. In
particular, we will examine ptoblems of the possible hybridization of this architecture, which
means the connection of instinctive lowei levels, securing the necessary level of autonomy
and reactivity with higher control structures based ou synibolk* reasoning.
Besides the potential fill me applications (farms of robots etc.) the work has already
had and will have a substantial pedagogical impact because it involves many undergraduate
and graduate students. Mot cover, both robot* are currently being used as leaching aids
in several subjects such as Kobotics. Mobile Kobols and Robot Conliol at the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and will lie used in coriesponding subjects (e.g. Mechatronics, Applied Mechanics, Fundamentals of Technical Cybernetics) also at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering on the ("IT Piague.
The goal of this project has been successfully achieved as our idea has been experimentally verified and .shown to be interesting in attractive applications.
References:
(1) NAHODIL P. HLAVA. .1. ECK. V.: Artificial IIMCI Model* and Ilitir Evolution. In:
Proceedings of 21st International Conference on Ethology. Česky Šternberk. 1!K)I.
(2) HLAVA. .1. NAHODIL P.: ln>tincts. Snails ami Autonomous Mobil, lloboh. In: Proceedings of International Workshop on Advanced Education in Automation and Control
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MODERN CONTROL METHODS
IN MECHATRONICS
J. HPKCĎ, A. Siřibrský,

K. Hymová

("11'. Far. of E!ectri< il En);.. Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. l:l. 121 .15 l'rnlia 2
Key words: nut-liat ronio. fuzzy control, Hoo-theory. sensitivity functions, model
Mechatronics is a balanci1 between mechanical, elect ionic and computing technologies.
All of these area4* also include control. In regards lo this project,we studied modern control
inelliotls thai an* prospective in mcchatronics.
One of the most protective methods is fuzzy theory that was devised for the purpose
of enabling machines lo handle subjective human ideas and operate based on advanced
knowledge as well as applications of human beings intricate experiences. In other words,
fuzzy theory allow* for the development of tmly usei-friendly machines.
With (he help of fuzzy theory, we contiolled swings of the load hanging on a crane.
The swing changes are caused by the load inert in.
The system consists of a crane motion trajectory, crane construction, a crane drive, a
load swing angle sensor and a fuzzy controller.
The controller receives thier input signals: set craws velocity (V,), swing angle (6), and
angular velocity (ill>/ill). The motion velocity (I') is the output signal of the controller.
It is necessity to cteate four membership functions for the three output and one input
values. We defined five levels for the set velocity and three lewis for the swing angle as
follows:
NM...
NS...
ZR...
PS...
I'M...
PL...

Negal i ve Medium
Negative Small
Apptoximately Zero
Positive Small
Positive Medium
Positive Laigc

and created IS rules. The following rule is given as an example.
If ((A=NS) and (,lb/,ll='/A{) mid (\'.s=ZR)) then (V'=NS)
We also concentrated our research activities on lloo-theory. especially on the so-called
standard Hoc • optimal tegulator problem.
We introduce the standatd problem by considering the mixed sensitivity function in the
configuration of Fig. I.
The diagram shows \' as a shaping filter for the disturbance, and Wi nad ll'j as frequency dependent weighting functions for the control system output and the plant input,
respectively. The .signal w is an external input that drives the disturbance shaping filter V.
It is easy to check that the Laplace transformation of the weighted control system
output C| and the weighted plant input ;i ate given by the following formula:
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Fig. 1: The mixed sensitivity problem

(i)
(2)
(3)
so that : = col(ci, : 2 ) = Hie, with

\i\SV
Hence, the mixed sensitivity problem amounts to the minimization of the oo-norm of
the transfer matrix from the external input w to the composite output :. The freedom
available in the minimization problem consists of the choice of the compensator C.
By isolating the compensator, we gel the configuration for the standard Iloo-optimnl
regulator problem.
In regard to this project, some other tasks end experiments were solved. Some of them
will be used for mcrhatronic studies.
References:
[1] Clearly fuzzy. OMRON. Japan, Koyto I!>!>1.
[2] Modern control theory. International summer school '92, Prague 1992.
Tliis research has been conducted at tin Department of Control Engineering in cooperation with the Dcpartmi.nl of Mechanics CTU Prague and has been supported by CTU
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FUZZY ESTIMATION
OP THE ANGLE OF A CRANE
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To improve the tracking accuracy of the crane, it is necessary to remove a load oscillations induced by the pendulum effect. To actively dampen the oscillations, one has to know
the angle of the pendulum. However, in an industrial environment, this angle is difficult
to measure. An alternative involves using a state observer which reconstructs the angle of
the penththtm front I he displacement of lbe carriage. In JD.V work in ULD Brussels, the
possibility of estimating by using fuzzy logic was demonstrated.
Th<% fuzzy ostimatoi has <• stmelme that is derived from a Mamdani type fuzzy controller.
The goal of the fuzzy estimator is the estimation of the system trajectory in a state space.
A sequence of rules forms the so-called linguistic trajectory which should be very close to
the system trajectory. The difference between these curves is an error of estimation £ which
can be taken as the Euclidian norm.
To construct the fuzzy estimator, the following steps are recommended:
•
•
•
•

identification of variable and their values, sorting dependent and independent variables
determination of universes of discourses and membership functions
creation of a rule base l>y using some methods
tuning of fuzzy estimator

From all the selection possibilities of the input variables, the following combination was
taken after analysis of the system beluvior

"•*)•

where
[ft0],

'•

clin

"6° oí the angle 0 at time /,

JÓ"1 Odl: a definite integral of the angle 0 from the time 0 to /,. (
</x: change of the position (velocity)
The formula is computed tccurrently by using feedback.
The inputs to the fuzzy estimator arc the change of position (velocity) <lx and a definite
integral of the angle 0 from the time 0 to /,, . The output of the fuzzy estimator is the
change of the angle jfi at time I,.
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For all three variables, we have to determine universes of discourses and membership
functions. In the firs! step, we ran lake intervals in whirl) these variable* appear during
a simulation as univer«e« of discouro1*. Thi« approach is possiUe because of the necessity
of tuning the results in the last step. For our task, we ran use triangular and trapezoidal
membership functions.
Tito i'iugiii.«!:>" t.i::."!1-)-^ "iv-Wity* .••ttd "«mi> of swale*" au1 divided to I trapezoidal
membership function in the surrounding of the steady states (the dead /one) ami 5 triangular
membership functions. I'sing the dead zones decreases the influence of the disturbances to
fuzzy estimation for the steady states (for the velocity ). The linguistic variable "change of
angle" is divided into 7 triangular membership functions.
All membership functions except the side ones for the linguistic variables "velocity"
and "sum of the angles'1 are symmetrical with overlapping factor 0.5.
The universes of discourses arc divided among these membership functions in a regular
manner. This property will be important for the roiis.truc.Uon of the rule base.
After denning the membership functions, we need to develop a knowledge base (KB)
which consists of rule struct me and content.
The structure of the rules for our task is derived from the general formula. The idea
in the construction of a knowledge ba.se is the following: We assume that it is possible to
describe the behavior of our system as a relation between the velocity and the integral of
angles . In the cases where these variable* an* in equilibrium, the change of the angle is
null. For the other stales, the change of the angle is projiortional to the "deflection" from
the equilibrium stage.
The rules are built from the characteristics of the step response as follows: if the result
of fuzzy inference is far away from the equilibrium point, a large output — the change of
angle — is expected, whereas a small output is acquired if the result is near the equilibrium
point.
By using this linguistic approarh, we ran make the base of fuzzy rules. For simplicity,'
this can be created in look-up table form.
After creation of the fuzzy rules, the final step is the tuning of the fuzzy estimator.
Because of the complexity of this process, we only tune our fuzzy estimator for one couple
of parameters (the mass and the length of pendulum).
By using the described method, we made the fuzzy estimator. In this stage of our
investigation, we only simulated results with MATI.AH. For this task, we used functions
from FUZZY TOOLBOX v. :).O. (llumusoft. Czech republic) and some new functions of
ours.
References:
[1) PECIIAL, 'L: Fuzzy estimation ofllu angle of a cram, research report. Brussels 1994.
This rtitairh has btut coiitlurtat al the Depart mini of mechanics and robotics, Free
University Hrmscls, Ununl* mul han bun supported by TEMI'US JEP~4l43-93.
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NEW CONTROL STRUCTURES
FOR MECHATRONICS
J. Bayer, J. Uilek, '1. llanzalek, It. Novotný, B. Šmarda
CTI", Fac. of Electrical Eng. Dcpait ment of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám |:t, 121 :t*> Praha 2
Key words: real-time control system design. DSP. parallel processing
Mechatrouic systems (e.g. machine tools, robots, flexible manufacturing systems) arc
typical as systems with tightly coupled mechanic ami electronic parts. The control of these
systems is quite complex task. One possible solution is the distribution of control systems,
algorithm parallelisation and (he use of the parallel computing systems. A problem with
the simulalioii of a multilayer iiciir.il netwoik on transputer array was investigated in
this project with a link to (-![•!)• The decomposition and mapping on the given architecture
was proposed alx> with a simple message pawing .scheme. The time complexity analysis
and a comparison with a classical algorithm were done as well as measurements on parallel
computers [5],

Neural Controller
Transputer
network with
A/DandD/A
converters

Fig. 1: Inverted pendulum plant

Fig. 2: Ncuial controller characteristics

Besides the performance measurement, (he neural network controller was implemented.
Experiments were done on an inverted pendulum physical model. The task was to stabilize
the pendulum in an upright position having information about pendulum angle 0 and
angular speed w. Figure I shows Ihe experimental environment schematically.
Useful hints for setting neural network architecture and tuning neural networks parameters were summarized in [-I]. Then neural controller was designed and the criterion function
was defined for the given control problem. Assuming I'.ie learning procedure had already
stopped, the neural controller could be seen as a non-linear static function with two inputs
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and one output as shown in Figure 2. Its behaviour is very simitar to the conventional linear
PO controller with saturation.
Other work performed in this piojtxl tt«i> done with Programmabt" Mnlti Axis Controllers. This system is a high-performance servo motion controller capable of commanding
four axes of motion simultaneously. Through the power of a Digital Signal Processor
(DSP), PMAC olleis. <i good price-pciloiuiiUKC idtiu f»i tiiiii'i ,v\!.» «vs!re! 'I'M wn« not
previously available. Motorola's DSP 56001 is the CPU for P.MAC, and it handles all the
calculations for all axes. Any version of PMAC may run as a stand-alone controller or it
may be commanded by a host computer, cither over a serial port or a bus port. As a general
purpose controller, PMAC can serve in a wide variety of applications. Our intention is to
use it as a controller of machine tools and driving plotters.
The cooperating axes can be closely associated for completely coordinated motion; each
axis can be put in its own coordinate system for completely independent operations; any
intermediate arrangement of axes into coordinates is also possible.
The task of PMAC is executing sequences of motions given to it in a motion program.
When told to execute a motion program. PMAC works though the program one move at a
time, performing all the calculations up to that move command to prepare for the actual
execution of the move. PMAC is always working ahead of the actual move in progress, so
it can blend properly into I hi* upcoming move, if minimi.
The sequential nature of the motion program is well suited for commanding a series of
moves and other coordinated actions; however, these programs are not good at performing
actions that are not directly coordinated with the .sequence of motions. For these ty|>cs of
tasks, PMAC provides the capability for users to write "PLC programs". These are named
after Programmable Logic Controllers because they operate in a similar manner, continually
scanning though their opera!ions as fast as processor time allows. These programs are very
useful for the tasks asynchronous to the motion sequences.
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POLE PLACEMENT FOR
LINEAR MIMO TIME-VARYING
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SYSTEMS
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The paper deals with the pole-placement for MIMO time-varying linear systems which
are not lexicographic-fixed. Generally (lie pole-plarement for time-varying systems has
a different meaning and its solution is more demanding then for time invariant systems
(Nguyen. 1987). Tlie pole placement fur MIMO time-varying linear systems is now becoming
important for mechatronic systems as treated as linearized nonlinear systems. For the
solution of pole placement of non-lcxicograpliic-fixed systems we have used the idea of
augmentation scheme of (Chai ct al., 1991) which is generalized and improved.
Formulation of the problem. Lei us study the M1M0 time-varying linear system
x = A(/)x + B(/)u

(1)

with stale variable X(II x I), control variable u(>» x 1) and state matrices A(f )(»x»). B(/)(» x
m) The controllability matrix U(/) is defined as

.Ji(B),...Jr I (B)]

(2)

where the matrix o|>erator J is defined as

?

{

^

'

}

(3)

The system (1) is controllable (Chen, 1981) iff the controllability matrix U(/) has full rank n
for all times t € (0, oo). The controllable system (1) is lexicographic-fixed (Nguyen, 1987) iff
there exists a unU|uc (n x II) submatrix of U(() that is non-singular for all times / € (O.oo].
System augmentation scheme. For time / = 0 we construct the reordered controllability matrix R(0)
R(0) = [ J > , )

jy-'(b,)

J>ra)

Jr"'(bM)]te0

(•«)

where Hj arc controllability indexes and b* arc columns of the matrix B. The controllability
indexes can change and arc dependent on time < of selection process. Be . .use the system is
controllable we can find the finite maximum of conliollability indexes i\ = max, /i*. Because
the system is non-Icxicographic-fixcd it is n3 — «umj^| i% > n. We define the generalized
reordered controllability matrix
(5)
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Instead of system (1) we shall si udy tlic augmented system

x,(n, x 1) = |x. x,] T . A , ( H 9 X » , ] = ([A, A 2 ] r . [0. Ai)TJ. B a K x m) = (B. B , ] r

(7)

Now the matrici* Ai(/). A;(/). B,(/) will IM> determined Mirli that the augmented system ((i)
is lexicographic-fixod. llecanse the generalized reor<lere«l controllability matrix R(/)(n x n,)
has rank >i we can extend this matrix to the •°ontrollal>iiity tuatiix H 3 (/)(n v x M,) of the
system (6) having rank »,. The main Theorem is
If the system (I) is controllable Imt may not he lexicographic-fixed on / € [O.cc] then
there exists an (»,, - >i)-dimensional auxiliery system
B,(/)U

(8)

such that the augmented system is rontiollahle and lexicogiaphic-fixed on / € [O.ccj.
Pole placement. The pole placement piohlem is now solved for the augmented
lexicographic-fixed time-varying MIMO linear system according to the technique pi<>senlcd
in (Valašek and Olgne. !')'):()• We obtain the feedback eain w t o r K,(/) l>y which we
compute the control action

u = K3(f)x, = K3(/)[x.x,]r

(«))

Conclusions. The results of this paper together with the results of (Valašek and
Olgac. 1!)!K<) have finally removed all restrictions on the solution of pole placement problem
for time-varying MIMO linear systems. The propeity of being lexicographic-fixed W the last
restriction which icinaiiis foi the pole placement of linear lime-varying systems besides to
be controllable.
This paper deals with HIM- pail of the lesearch realized under the ("IT Grant, the other
part dealing with fuzzy and //>. control is repotted separately.
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SOFTWARE TOOL FOR DESIGN
OF ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS
V. Butiaf, M. Kubaicik, V. Pivoňka*
Tl'. Far. of Technology. Oept. of Automatic Control
Nám. T.Ci.Masarykn 275. 762 T2 Zlín
"TU. Fac. of Electiical Mug.. Dopt. of Automation and Measuring
Božetěchova 2, (i12 CO Brno
Key words: self-tuning contiol. n-rursivo least squares identification, PID control, pole
placement coul rol
In control of complex iinillivi.ri.il>!>1 technological processes, a challenge of using advauce<l control algorithms offers, as they cast attain bolter technical and economical parameters. It is matter of fact, thai this opiwt unity is rarely used. The relation between
demanding llieuiy and indu-itial reality is un*atisfiutory nil over the world. This situation
is caused l>y objective conipl<%xity of the dcMgn ptoceduie!. and by the increased risk of
unsuccessful application, if the design was not ieali«ed in <pialilied way.
One of the piomising directions in the advanced control, in some extent capable of
overcoming the problems with controller setting, is adaptivity. Even here the problem of
prior tuning cannot be avoided; it is characterized by the following tasks: problem formulation, analysis of information available, system structure and parameter identification,
contiol synthesis, initial condition setting, estimation of control efficiency etc.
TUe tesearch team was composed of three parts: tmiversity gtonp (Faculty of Technology
Zlín and Faculty of Electrical F.ng. T( : Brno), academical group (Institute of Information
Theoiy and Automation. AS Cli Praha) and piactical oriented gioup (Firm ALCOR a.s.
Zlín). The character of work corresponded mostly with the division: theoretical, laboratory
and practical with possibility of the commercial use of the research results.
The teseaich work of the team from the AS Cli Praha aimed at providing consistent
theoretical grounds and reliable algorithms for preliminaty design ensuring good transients
and optimal operation of nmllivatiahle LQ(! adaptive controllers.
However "recent snrveves in the ptocess industries have .shown that up to 90 pcrccnts
of the closed-loop contiol algorithms used are I'll)" [1], These types of controllers are more
convenient for users owing to their simplicity of implementation, which is generally well
known. In the case of a correct choice of their parameters they can control a considerable
part of contiiiuos technological processes. However, the tuning procedure is often nontrivial
and it may be very dillicult to find values of the parameters which give a desired closed-loop
behaviour. For this re.ison. groups of the Faculty of Technology Zlín and of the Faculty of
Electrical Hug. Hrno arc long-term devoting with automatic setting and implementation of
the digital PI I) controllers.
The software firm ALC'OR a.s. Zlin developed the object-oriented system Control
Panel for generating of industrial monitoring ami control piogranis. This system contains
self-tuning PII) (2) and pole placement ft] com tollers.
lor tlic computer aided design of the adaptive PII) and pole placement controllers has
been developed MATI.AB-Toolbox STO PII) PP (Self-Tuning Controllers PID and Pole
Placement). This Toollmx is determined for designing, testing and simulating in real-time
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ofthe«e controllers. The proposed toft wan* is entuely written as MATLAR m-files (version
4.2) using of the functions of the Control System toolbox. This. Toolbox iucludes tools
which facilitate following:
1. Si'!)i]|:>!ion of I\»' control process in the fortn of continuous model, discrete model or
model which has been obtained using the lecuiMve ideuuluMlioii Hum mi-.ixii.i.W ;>.">v.wdatcs.
2. Recursive identification using the least M|UÍII<-!> method with directional forgetting.
3. Pit) (2],[3],(4] and pole placement |3].|5) font roller design.
4. Real-time control.
The designed .self-tuning control algorithms which are included in this MATLABToolbox are simple, sufficiently robust and suitable for control a large class of controlled
systems (proportional systems with minimum or non-minimum phase, integral systems and
with time delay ones). For this reason, the Toolbox can be preferable used for supporting
the project of the self-tuning industrial controllers. The individual designed controllers arc
programmed in the form of the C + + functions for the industrii'! applications loo. The I'll)
self-tuning controller (l) deiived for the thiid Older modi I is being verified for the control
of a 200 M\V power plant [fij awl pol<' placement self-liming controller [3] hits been used for
temperature control of a tliermo-analyzei {"].
References:
[l] SWEET, L. M. - KYTOKT, C : Managing lirhnology cliangi industrial aulo.nalion an
AliH onrwitm of rv»tarrli prioritiis. ln:l'r«c. The 3rd IEEE Confeieucc on Control
Application!!. Stralhclyde University, Glasgow I Dili, pp.:<-0.
|2) BOBÁL. V.: Silf-tnning XUgler-Sirholn I'll) ronlmlh r. International Journal of Adaptive Control and Signal l'roccssiiig,S.I!l!)| (in prim).
(:») HOHÁL V. - KU»AI/:iK, M. - ÚLK1IU. M.: Auto-tuning of digital I'll) conlmlluv
using n cursive idi iitijication. Submit ted to 5th IKAC Symposium AS(-SP'Oo Budapest.
(4) BOHÁI-, V.: liobust mtf-tuning I'll) controller. Iml'roc. 1st IFAC Workshop New
Trends in Design of Control Systems, Smolenice 1994, pp.312-317.
(5) KUBAI.CÍK, M. - UO11ÁL, V. - MATÝSEK, M.: Adaplin third order controller tumd
acconlhig to pole plarcmmt. ItuProc. frit International OAAAiM Symposium, University of Miirilmi I!)!M. pp.2:ll-2:>2.
[6] PIVOŇKA, P.: Moil, Him, and control of pom r plant 200 MW mill, »rlf-tuning controller. ln:Proc. Inter. Workshop on Applied Automatic Control WAAC'SS, Czech
Technical University. Prague 1993, pp.ID-24.
(7) BOBÁL, V. - KUDALCfK. M.: Sitf-tuning conlrolkr for temperature control of a
thcrma-analgzcr. ln:Proc. The 3rd IEKE Conference on Control Applications, Stratliclydc University, Glasgow 1994, pp. 1143-1144.
Thin rcxcaivh tuts bicn conducted at the Department of Automatic Control I'aculty of
Trrhnology Hlín and at the Department of Automation and Mutsuring Faculty of Electrical
Eng. TU limo «.» part of tin rtxearrh pivjtel "Softwan tool for dtnign and prtliminary
tuning of adaptim controller*" and han been supporlal by TU lirno grant No. B 23/93.
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COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEMS
ON THE FIRST CONTROL LEVEL
F. Zezulka, M. Švéda, M. Hrdlička
Fac. of Elect ricnl Rug. and Comp. Sci., Dcpt. of Automation and Measurement Eng.
Technical University of Brno
Key words: fieldbus, AS1 bus, bridge
In the laboratory of Control Systems of the Department of Automation and Measureincut Engineering the first bridge between two industrial ficldbuscs has been developed.
Attention was given to the new west European standard AS! bus and another two ficldbuscs managed by a simple communiration protocol of the firm Omron and the French
industrial standard KIP. The ASI bus is a simple, cheap ficldbus for connecting binary sensors and actuators. It has been developed by leading European firms producing sensors and
actuators. The physical connection is two-wired, control is of the type Master- Slave. The
typical configuration of one fieldbus segment is 1 Master and 31 Slaves. A maximum of 124
passive binary sensors and actuators can be connected to one ASI-Mastcr. The maximum
response time of the segment is 5 ms. The Oniron bus is a correct ficldbus for connection
of Omron programmable controllers and industrial regulators. The communication rate is
19,2 kbps by 31 Slaves. Its control is of the type Master-Slave. The architecture of the
bridge is shown in Fig. I. ASI-Mastcr has been developed by means of the COP member,
connected by US 232C interface with a PC/386. Because the Omron-Master has been built
by means of a PC program, the bridge has been also devised as a program on PC/386. This
solution enables a simple realization of an interconnected heterogeneousficldbus-sy&tcm,on
the other hand, the configuration limits the rale of data transfer. In the future a compact
microcomputer oriented bridge will be realized. In the initialization phase of the system
each user should define the data flow from ASI - Slaves to Omron - Slaves and vise versa.
Also the period of data transfer should also be defined. According to a list of data to be
transferred and according to the periodicity of their transfer, the bridge will periodically
transfer the data. To each tunsfcrrcd data unit , the bridge will alfect a date-of-nexltransfer. The bridge periodically checks if a date-of-nexl-transfcr has expired and performs
a transfer of all data, attached to that date. Than a new date-of-transfer for each transferred
data is calculated. One of the most important features of the bridge is timing management.
Because of DOS. the period of clock is about 55ms. To perform a periodic data transfer,
the bridge uses a PC timer. The RS 232C interface between the ASI bus and the Oinron
bus builds the main restriction of the bridge. The implementation of the bridge is based on
the idea that not only a bridge between the AS1 bus and the Omron bus will be developed.
The program was divided into two tasks: • the user's interface - the stream handler The
function of the user's interface includes configuration of the bridge and automatic recovery
of a former configuration at the si,"'.. An interruption from the timer periodically slops
execution of the user's interfile and calls* the stream handler. This program gives currct
time and transfers all data. After that it returns the execution back to the user s interface.
The user's interface also warns the user when an error occurs during a communication. The
stream crratts Ilir principal hi'tck of I be application. The stream respecJs the period in
which it can be activated and inactivated. When the stream is inactive, it exists in the PC
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memory only and no data is transferred. In the active phase, I ho data flow is performed.
The stream is a vitlu.il object and ioiilfti»« .ill miThanÍMiv* import ant for any other bridge
performing periodic ilnto tiansfor. The useiV -tieam inherits nil rharaeteristirs of th<* virtual one and depends on the specific firhlbiis. For any lieldhus a new procedure "Stieam"
has to be developed. The most important information for the development of a new bridge
are source and de»imati»u atidie^es ami aw in»!i..- !•>>.•. !.<•« '•• >!'•.•>! <>''•'• e.vlt fielc'l>n« To
create a periodic stream moans to define the information to he transferred, the destination
address and the period.
The program contains ,1 user-fiieiidly environment, using Tmbo Vision lihrarU's. For
purposes of system configuration l>y means of a window, a user ran define a new stieam and
edit the existing ones. The poiiod, addressi's and the n>ad/writ<' definition of the transfer
can be changc>d.
Bridge / Supervisor

RS

"232C

i RS-422

X

. JLl

[««]•

•

Fig. 1: System architecture
References:
|l] KR1ESEL. W. - MADEI.UNG. 0 . W.: ««» Aktuator-Sf uzor-lntcrfart. Hatiser Verlag,
Munchen, 1991.
Thin irmairh him been conductttl at the Department of Automation and Measurement
Eng. as part of IIIi. m-iarrh projtct "Communication subsystems on the first control level"
and has bitn supportu! hy TV lirno grant No.l)3/VUT.
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VIRTMED - A PROJECT FOR
3D MEDICAL DATA
PROCESSING AND VISUALIZATION
P. Felkel, J. Zára
CTU, Far. of Electrical Kug.. Dqil. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: 3D medical data, visualization, image processing, knowledge based segmentation, virtual reality, 3D interaction
The examination of complex data becomes more and more important problem at the
present stage of medical diagnosis technique* development. Namely three dimensional scanners like CT (X-ray Computer Tomography) and MRI (Magnetic Kesoii.incc Imaging) generate large amount of imago data. In present (especially in Czech Republic), the exploiting
of such datasets is limited to direct viewing of 21) scans on a tomograph screen ((Jonsole), followcd-up by their recording onto a film and direct viewing of films against the flat
Hghtbed.
CT and especially MR tomograph is an expensive equipment. For that reason a lot
of people work on making the most out of provided information. That means especially
improving of the conclusive evidence of medical examination, acquisition time shortage and
radiation dose reduction. Three dimensional reconstruction of examinated organs is useful!
for communication with another physicians - not radiologists. It has also a great importance
for surgical or radiation treatment planning.
In the past, physicians had to be satisfied with raw data for their diagnosis • e.g. in the
form of X-ray photographs • without additional computer analysis. The requirements for
such analysis were to high for solving them by at that time available computers. In present
the computer technology development reached such a level, that the computers can process
tasks, which go beyond common possibilities in contemporary medical praxis.
Also our computer graphics group started a research in this field. Cooperation with
Purkync Military Medical Academy in Hradec Králové was established. The basic idea of
the project is to put together the pieces of knowledge from fields such is medicine, computer
vision and computer graphics towards improving the medical diagnosis.
The first stage of the project is concentrated on the study of current situation:
• obtaining information about special medical software yet available,
• trying to compare accessible general visualisation systems (like IRIS Explorer, AVS,
Khoros) and to judge their usability for medical data exploitation,
• testing the basic image processing algorithms implemented by students in student
semcstral projects,
• testing the possibilities of increasing the interactivity during large data sets visualisation using the 01/ library on Silicon Graphics workstation (in student diploma theses).
In next stages, we would like to specialize in three fields:
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• investigation of algorithms for 31) datasets exploatation using the methods of artificial
inteligenci*.
• developing of methods of interaction in •!!) span* using 21) input devices.
• hitiv !•:<•::!§ «'>i« M>ri\>f><ls of Virtual Uealttv in onoration plannine.
Thin nsianh has bun comlurlttl al Hit lh paritní ni of Comiiulir Scitnct u- part of
the project "VirlMtd" anil /ids bicn suppniinl by VLA JKI\ Hradíc Krtilorť.
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LOADBALANCING
FOR DISTRIBUTED RAYTRACER
A. HoleCek, J . r ř i k r j l , J . 2 á r a
Č r t ' . Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Depl. of Compulcr Science
Karlovo nám. 13 131 25 Praha
Key words: distributed, visualization, raylracing, loadbalancing
Fast visualization of 31) scenes became one of the main subjects of research in the
modern computer graphics. Many now algorithms wore introduced in the last several years
and some of them have been implemented into computer hardware. The quality of the
output must he sometimes sacrificed in order lo achieve high speed of visualization. The
extreme case is a supptcssion of some attributes of visualized objects. For example it
is ini|>ossible to simulate optical effects on lenses using hardware Z-buffor. This is one
of many reasons why our research team decided to investigate computationally expensive
parallel rendering algorithms for scientific and CAD/CAM visualization . One of those
algorithms is raylracing which allows generating photorealistic images fully reflecting the
complexity of light behaviour in a non-trivial scene.
The clfort for decreasing the time of tendering using the raytracing algorithm corresponds very often with decreasing the number of tested intersections between the ray and
objects of the visualized scene. This can be done by implementing different speedup algorithms based on the space partitioning and building redundant tree-like data structures. To
achieve a good speedup, the data structure (Octree, Binary Space Partitioning tree) has to
be rather large. The memory requirements for complex scene usually exceed the memory
capacity of nowadays workstations. To achieve the high speed for large data sets rendering
so needed for scientific visualization, the paiallolizatiou of the raytracmg algorithm is necessary. Previous research had shown that the best speedup can be accomplished using the
parallclization based on object-space partitioning (l|. It is somewhat similar to the algorilhmical speedup methods mentioned above. The difference is that the space cell created by
the partitioning are assigned to the piocessor one by one. The drawback of this technique is
the necessity of the mutual communication among the processors. The exchanged messages
represent the light rays travelling through the space.
The distributed system consisting of communicating cells (processor assigned a space
partition) has to be controlled in such a way that each cell is kept working and docs not
become idle. Control mechanisms of this kind arc called loadbalancing strategics and arc
well-known in the field of parallel computing. The loadbalancing strategics can be divided
into two groups:
1. static - executed only once as a part of pre-processing phase
2. dynamic - executed during the computation run whenever necessary
Dynamic loadbalancing methods appear to be adequate for 3D rendering since objects of
the scene may be moved or new objects can bo generated during the computation.
The measure for the loadbalancing in our system is the Local Load Factor (LLF)
of cells. The value of LLF mostly depends on the number and complexity of the objects
enclosed in the cell and also on the number of messages received from the neighbouring cells.
There are two different ways to influence the LLF during the computation:
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• changing the geometrical shape of the particular cell
• processor farming
The first approach described in detail in [2] is not suit able for the parallolization of the
raytracing algorithm based on the space partitioning. The main reason is the tree-like data
«Srsrt<!re <« «wli cell >i«ed to achieve the alcorithmiral speedup. Creating such a data
structure is veiy time consuming and it is usually a part of llie pre-proce.ss.ing phase. Any
change to be made in this data structure implies to building a new one.
The process farming is based on the fact thai there ate more processors available in the
parallel system than spare partitions. There aie three levels hierarchy of processes. First
level consist of the Control Process which regulates the loadbalancing mechanism. The
second level consist of processes whirli repiesent the space cells (Vlions). The main task
of these processes is to communicate with neighbouring cells, to generate initial rays and to
compute LLK.
The processes performing the actual raytracing (ItTCon) belong to the third level and
can be further divided into two subgroups:
1. natin RTCorr*
2. sparr RTCores
The numlier of native KTCores equals to the numl>er of YUoxes. Only the spare MTCorcs
can be used as free computational resources for the loadbalancing based on assigning one of
them to the VNox with the highest M,F. If LLF of the YUox drops under certain limit (there
is no work for the* spare RTCore), it notifies the Control Process which then finds another
VBox with the highest LI.I" and the situation repeats. It is obvious that high number of
spare RTCores allows better loadbalam-ing.
We don't have any concrete results yet since the loadbalancing strategy is still being
implemented. We solving t lie problem of leloadi.ig I lie local scene of a cell by a span* It'l't'ore
in case that this RTCore is assigned to the VHox as a result of loadbalancing activities. The
partit ioning of I he scene should be impioved because it iiilltiences- the number of Vfloxes and
number of native and spate KTCores. We suppose that the number of available processors
in the system is fixed ami limited. Last but not least the trashing effect at the end of
the computation when the LIJ' of majority of the VHoxes drops and many available spare
RTCores are searching new job has to be solved.

References:
|l) IIOLEČKK. A. - PŘIKRYL. J.: Diplomu Í/I.M*. ('VUT KEL 1991
[2] LULINC. R. - M0N1EN, 1).: /.<»«-/ balancing for distributtd branch and bound ulgorilhms. Department teporl of University in Paderborn, February 1!KKI
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VISUAL TEST BED FOR
OCR MACHINE DEVELOPMENT
M. Krčmář, J. Muller, G. Ford*, V. Hlaváč, V. Marik
CTU. Faculty of Electrical Engineering. Department of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 35 Praha 2
"ALLEN-BRADLEY, A Rockwell Into-iational Company
1201 South Second Slrivl. Milwaukee, \V1 53204, USA

Key words: automatic tfsiiug. synthetic imagp generation
The Project. The Visual Test Meet is the first development project solved in the
Computer Vision l,al> for Allen-Bradley. This project started cooperation between the
Computer Vision Lab and A-I) Company represented in our country by the Allen-Bradley
Research Center. Prague.
The Allen-Bradley is, a large American producer of industry control systems. Part of
the control system is module CVIM2 designed for ptoccssing images captured by CCD cameras. CVIM2 can be plugged in a control system and used as a source of optical information
required for industrial process control. The CVIM2 ran be used cither as a sensor measuring object positioning and properties or as a optical character recognition (OCR) machine
(different software packages).
The Visual Test Bed. The Visual Test Bed (VTB), developed within the project
reported here, is a system for automatic testing of OCR machines. Results from VTB should
be used for evaluating properties of OCR algorithms and for their improvements. The VTB
s 't?m will be also used for comparing OCR machines from different producers.
The VTB system consists of the following parts: the VTB program, a PC compatible
computer, an image captme card (installed in PC), the OCR machine and necessary cables.
The image capture card is able to convert digital (pixel) images into the signal which a CCD
camera produces. The signal enters the camera input port of the OCR machine (CVIM2).
Moieover. the OCU machine is connected with the PC by a RS 232 link that serves for
communication between the PC and OCR machine.
The VTB system generates a series of testing images, according to user requirements.
The testing images are converted to a CCI) camera signal and enter the OCR machine. The
OCU machine processes each image and sends the results back to the PC computer. The
acquired results are compared with expected tesults and stored in a table for later analysis.
The V T B Structure. The VTB program is composed of two cooperating parts: the
Image General or and t he Image Sequencer. The Image Generator provides access to the data
structure Testing Image Pattern (TIP), which stores all information necessary for generating
a series of testing images. The Image Geneiatoi (K!) interacts with the user when TIP is
being created and cooperates with the Image Sequencer when a series of testing images is
being generated. The Image Sequencer controls the process of testing image generation (in
IG), controls and communicates with the OCR machine, and accumulates and processes
test results.
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The Testing Image Pattern. The 'I'll* is a .sot of graphical objects. It ran contain
th<* following objects: lines, rectangles ellipse, polylines. polygons, bitmaps nix) texts.
Properties of the objects arc described l>y atttibutes. Atliihuted ptupcilies .tic thuir oneswhich will vary in testing images. The u.ser create the TIP by placing objects ami defining
*!:«\T .•>«!!•"<•)!t«

Attributed object properties simulate UK.I1 objeil diMoitiunx. iiVn- ,ne -r\<;..! .,;
tributed properties common for all objects: a position, rotation, size, object gray level.
Distinctive object:! have also specific attribute based uii their nature. Since the program is
designed for testing the OCR machine the most complex graphic object is a text.
The text object can either print standard text using True Type Kont (TTK) technology
or can simulate a dot jet punting (DJP) which is widely used in industry. In both cases,
the letter height, width and spacing is attributed. In a D.IP mode, additional properties
arc attributed: dot size, dot column sparing, dot row spacing. It is also possible to define
printing distortions like a dot size variance, dot position variance, column position variance
(these distortions have a normal distribution). Not only text parameters but also text string
is a attribute. It can change in the seties of testing images.
Image and Object attributes. Th<- program uses two attribute types: numerical
attributes and text strings, liased on user selection, numerical attributes can vary in three
ways during the generation of testing images: (I) absolute, the value docs not change. (2)
random, the value is selected randomly from a given interval, (3) exhaustive, the value
is selected from a given interval with a given step so that all possible combinations of all
exhaustive attributes from TIP might be used. The text string is generated cither from a
text file or using a metacharacter string (grammar rules).
Resides object distortions, the IG simulates also entire image distortions like: noise,
image deformations (projections), light variations, etc. Image distortions parameters arc
attributes so they may vary as well.
Usage and Implementation. Having defined the TIP, the user switches to the IS,enters a number of required testing images and IS will start controlling the IG to generate
images and acquire results from the OCR machine. The results can be then processed
in other programs (a spreadsheet, statistical package). Conclusions can be used for OCR
algorithm improvements.
The program is implemented in C++ and compiled for Windows NT. We hope that
this is the beginning of our cooperation with AD C'omp. and more scientifically oriented
projects will follow.
Tli if projtcl wns tupporUd by llu Mltn-llniillcy KiMarcli C'enki; Prague under contract
IIS 302001
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KNOWLEDGE BASED CADASTRAL
MAPS INTERPRETATION
P. Dvořák, V. Hlaváč
CIT.

K»c. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo náměstí i:t. 121 35 Praha 2

Key words: image analysis, valorisation, geographic infonnation systems
The aim of the project. Tin* aim of this two year project is to reduce the amount of
errors in conversion of roster to vector images by the order of one or two. We propose to use
a knowledge-hnsed apptoach for that purpose. We developed the automatic vectorisation
system without knowledge earlier [I] and extended it to be usable within the project reported
here. As the general line drawings comprise complex knowledge, we restricted our attention
to simple radastral map*.
The .second aim of the putjecl was to stimulate icsearch in the Kayesiau estimation
theory applied to CAD systems and geographical information systems particularly. These
issues arc partly leporU-d in (2).
Automatic vectorisation. An automatic vectorisation system was developed [1].
It is able to piocess large scanned maps. It is typically used for maps of size AO. The
process consists of preprocessing, thinning, and raster to vector conversion. Our practical
experiments have shown that conversion is <|iiite robust for simple maps, e.g., those used in
forestry. On the other hand, the automatic conversion has difficulties when use for complex
maps as the image segmentation process itself is diflicult. It seems that a knowledge-based
approach might be a good solution.
The first approach might use knowledge on the level of image segmentation where
individual objects arc identified. The second approach that we have chosen in this project,
could use a vectorised version of a potentially oversegmented image and tries to build a
correct interpretation using the knowledge.
Proposed knowledge-based interpretation module. The automatic vectorisation
module takes the raster image ami produces a set of vectors that correspond to lines in the
original image. Vectors have a distinct topological structure (i.e.. their adjacency to other
vectors) that is important to teprcsent. The metric propeities of vectors (i.e., line length
or width) are important as well. We decided to separate these qualitative (topological)
properties from quantitative (metric) properties to ease automatic reasoning.
This thought led us to the repiesentation of the drawing by an attributed graph. The
graph itself tepresents topology and the attributes represent metric or other qualitative
knowledge. Vectors correspond to graph edges and vector endpoints correspond to graph
nodes. The graph nodes thus represent the adjacency bitween vectors. The graph nodes
are attributed.
The knowledge about all drawings of I he unii' type is formally represented as a language
desciiUng theii topology nud K<I.I,I<-IIK piopeities. The interpolation of a drawing tan
be viewed as a translation from the topolotjictil language to another, functional language
by performing a semantical labelling. The language is modelled by a formal grammar.
A grammar has been ctentcd for the simplified cast; of cadastral maps. The desire was to
test if this approach is plausible.
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Grammar symbols and rules. The tciminal symbols of the grammar arc divided
into two groups. Symbolo from the first group coiiexpuud to initial geometric labelling: END
represents a hanging line, VERTEX representx a join of ju»i two vectois, FORK represents
a join of three or more vectors.
The vv.w<! gro"f> consists of the following semantical labels: SIGN represents a special symbol on a cadastral map that means two giomuls die legiMuicti io£ci!.>i. TKXT
corresponds to alphanumeric text, BOUNDARY corresponds to a boundary of a ground.
The translation then replaces symbols from the iiist group by the symbols of the second
group while maintaining the structure of the graph. Typically, only adjacent nodes arc
taken into account. The representative rule looks like the following (A'(.«) is the set of nodes
adjacent to the in question J>):
if

(lal)cl(i) = VERTEX) A

(3/ € A'(s): labci(i) = HOONOAIIV) A (Vu € A'(s),» # / : label(u) = VERTEX)
: — label(s) := BOUNOAUV

The interpretation of tin* map can be outlined as follows: The initial state (symbol)
of all nodes in a graph is first set according to the number of edges joining in tin* node.
The new symbol is evaluated for each node of the giaph. The symbol evaluation process is
repeated until there is no change in symbols assigned to graph nodes.
Conclusion. The above-outlined method was implemented and tested on a simple
subproblcm from the domain of cadastral maps. The preliminary results arc promising.
There arc still several problems to be solved. We created the grammar rules manually
in an ad hoc manner. Even thai the inference of the grammar from the training set is
extremely difficult, we may try to semiautomize it. The convergence of the above-outlined
algorithm also remains an open question.
References:
[1] DVORAK, P. Vtctorisation of scanned giographic maps Proceedings of the CTU Seminar '9-1. Part B, CTU Publishing House. Prague January 1991, pp. 103-10-1
[2] SOUKUP, I,. Giomttric transformation of i HI agin from tlu Haycsinn viewpoint Proceedings of the CTU Workshop '95 (in this proceedings)
This projed «•«.« Ktipporttil by the CTU nrnnt No. 3815Ů and thr CTU contract with (he
Czech company Help Service Mapping No. 302194.
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OPTIMIZATION OF COLOR FILTER
FOR RAINBOW RANGE FINDER
V. S m u t n ý
CTU, Pac. of Electrical Kng.. Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. l:t, 121 .15 Praha 2
Key words: computer vision, range finder, accuracy analysis
The rainbow range finder is a device for the acquisition of three-dimensional (3-D) information about surfaces. It uses active illumination for the extraction of information missing
in two-dimensional image. The 3-D coordinates of the points on the measured surfaces arc
determined by triangulation. In contrast with similar approaches, the illumination pattern
is a continuous rainbow with parallel strips of constant monochromatic color. The rainbow
illumination is produced by a projection of light passing through an interference filter using
a commercial >lid<" piojcctor. At a point in tin- image the observed color is used for the
monochromatic color light plane identification. The intersection of the plane and the beam
passing through the focal point and the position in the image plane locates the surfaře point
in space.

Pig. 1: Basic principle of rainbow range finder.
Problem. The position uncertainty of the surface point is bounded by a hexahedron.
Four sides of the uncertainty hexahedron arc determined by the camera pixel sides projected through the focal point. Two rest sides are determined by the monochromatic color
planes passing through the projector. The angle between these planes is influenced by the
uncertainty in the color determination.
The color determination is influenced by several factors. Among the others, we can
mention:
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• The quality of tin* rainbow linht wurre.
• The color, IOHM t«tiiie piopeilio .Hid the shape of tin- oWrvwl «urfare.
• Color t ••solution of tin" color cameia.
Solution. An impoilanl elieci mimemiug uV pu>i.-ioi. <-f ;!..• >\ !-•: •! •«>«»>Mto«i !«
the camera color resolution. Tin- color discrimination capability of a camera is not constant
over all wa\elengthes. For Mime dominant wavelength**, tin* color discrimination error is
significantly higher than for others. This is not convenient for many applications. The
end user usually preferes a lower maximum euor when the average error is kept constant.
The aim of this contribution is to deriease the maximum value of the error caused In- the
mentioned effect.
The ta.sk is to find the relationship Iwltveeu I lir dominant wavelength of the light plane
A and the position of this plane in spare parametrized by the angle o. The criterion is to
minimize the maximum value of the uncertainty in I lie light plane position determination.
All needed functions are known in a nonparamelric form (measured on the system) and the
numerical solution of the task is possible.
When the function A(a) is known, the interference filter with the required properties
can be mamifactmcd.
Conclusion. The above di-Mrilwd method allows us to decrease the maximum error
of the position measurement without incieasing the cost of the system. When specific
requirements on the behavior of the erior function are laid down, the appiopiate changes
in the method can be rendered to satisfy the user. This and other methods can avoid the
main disadvantage of the rainbow range under which is its relatively low precision.
References:
[1] SMUTNÝ. V.: ,l»i<i/i/.«> of Haiulmw liamii Finer Krmr*. In T. I'ajdla V. Hlaváč,
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PHYSICALLY BASED
LOCAL SHADING ANALYSIS
R. Sára
CTI'. Kar. ofKlrrtric.il Kng.. Depl. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. i:{. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: computer vision, image mulct-standing, shape ftom shading
One of the central issues in computer vision is how the properties of intensity image
constrain the imaged surface shape. This "inverse problem" is ini|>ortar! since computer
vision deals with extracting relevant information about the world from images. Shape is
a natural feature of real-world objects, it is therein* important for object recognition and
geometric reasoning.
Loral Shading Anali/ti* (LSA) aims at looking for a dirret relation between surface
(inferential properties and local properties of its intensity image. The general advantage of
LSA is that it can provide surface-related data for higher-level vision algorithms from single monocular 2-1) intensity images without neon*lrueling tin i-urfua in an explicit depth
form. This is possible because the intensity image is strongly lelalcd to local surface orientation (7]. The Mirfare normal vector and the shape operator ("curvature matrix") are
thus natural shape descriptors obtainnbU from inlaisily imagt by means of a local computational operation. The research re|>ortcd here was motivated by looking for qualitative
shape from t-huding. This is an important issue, since (I) qualitative shape may be sufficient
for recognition and geometric reasoning, which leads loan increasing interest in qualitative
shape from X [1,8], and (2) intensity image is a natural source of visual information.
Previous Work. The following factors are assumed: the Lambcrtiau dilfusc reflectance
model, uniform surface albedo, and known positions of infinitely distant ilhiminant and
viewer. The presence of interieflertion among surface* iwtrlies is excluded. These are .slandard assumptions in "shape from shading."
Pent land [6] strongly restricts the surface class in his fundamental work on LSA: it is
to be a sphere. Then the surface normal vectors up to a convex/concave case, the surface
albedo, and the incident light direction can he estimated from image data tcitlmtil knowledge
of the Uluminaut position. If the qualitative illumiiiant position is known, the ambiguity
can be resolved. When the assumption about the surface is violated, the estimates degrade
very fast. The solution need not exist in the case of parabolic surfaces.
Later, Lee and Rosenfcld [<l] provided au alternative solution to the problem. They still
assume the surface is spherical. The general drawback of both of these approaches is that
the recovered normals need not model a smooth (integrable) surface because of the heuristic
assumptions about the surface.
Olicnsis [5] assumes that a surface point neighbourhood can be approximated by the
osculating paraboloid at that point. Then, the surface normal parameters, the principal
curvatures, and the smface albedo rau be estimated. Although concrt, this approach to
LSA is rather poorly tractable because of the complexity of the mathematical description.
Our Contribution: We employed a special surface parameterization uniquely generated by the surface reflectance isocurves that pioject on isophotes in an image. Then, the
LSA problem becomes mil-tractable with no a priori restrielion on the surface form in the
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sense of restricting the surface type like Pent laud in [C], Leo ii Rosenfcld in [-1], or Ferric it
Lcvinc in [3]. or the surfaře order like Arnspang in (2). or assuming an explicit local surface
approximation like Olicnsis in [5j. The generality of the proposed approach allows further
anajy«i« of imnae events. The tbeorv is presented in [7] in full detail. The main theoretical
results may be summarized as follows:
(1) The surface normal vector and Gaussian curvature can uniquely be estimated along
occluding contour!) in the imago. (2) (he surface noriri.il vector can uniquely be estimated
along self-shadow contours in the image if the |M>sition of the illuminant is known, (3) LSA
outside the occluding contour is only |H>ssihle when the surface is non-developable, (4) the
surface normal vector and principal rurvattires up to their signs can he estimated at image singular points due to critical points of the surface rellcctance function, (5) isophotcs
arc always parallel to zero-curvature principal diiection irrespective of illuminant position,
(6) outside the image singularities, four solutions for surface normal vector and principal
curvatures can be. computed by moans of a simple and closed-form estimator requiring up
to second-order image derivatives.
Open Questions. There are two fundamental questions remaining to be answered:
(1) Can the surface normal vector and the shape operator be specified at other singular
image points? (2) In wider to infer tlie<|iialit<ilive.s|i;ipc from shading, the local ambiguity
problem must be solved: a mechanism for propagating unambiguous surface interpretation
from loci of unique qualitative solution (occluding boundary) has to be found. This works
well in biological vision systems if enough unambiguous (."parse) cues are available. The
question remains which mechanism is to be left behind.
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ENHANCING RADIOMETRIC
POSSIBILITIES
OF THE CCD CAMERA
S. Kraus, J. Fischer*, V. Smutný
OTU, Far. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 35 Praha 2
" ( T O , Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dcpt. of Measurement
Technická 2. lfifi 27 Praha 6

Key words: computer vision. ra<liometric measurement, dyuainic range enhancement
Problem statement. This work aims to show that the expensive CCD camera with
12- bits quantisation of light intently can lie leplared by the 8 bits camera. The computer
vision laboratory carry out the project with the Oncological Department of the First Faculty
Clinic of Charles University in Prague. The check of a ray emittor characteristic is needed
for safety and quality irradiation of patients in the irradiation treatment. One of the possible
methods of emittor characteristic measurement is based on evaluating the optical density
of the photosensitive film irradiated by a ray emittor. The optical density is defined :

where /) is optical density. H is intensity of a light source, .Y is intensity of a light passed
through.
Our aim is to measure the intensities of /:' and .V by ('CD camera. The relative error
of computed density D is in the best ca.se :
• .(K + A ^ x l u
bt
K x 10-» -T

x 100%,

where So is relative enor of density computed from CCD camera measured data,
At is quantitative error of light intensity sampling.
The measured range of optical density should be (0.2.5) in our application.. The
relative errors should IH> lower than 1%. These requirements arc fulfilcd by 12—bits CCD
camera. ll'< trill dial with the j>io/>/tni.< of H.MIII; tin 8-bit>i CCD camera by extending its
dynamical mrastimncnt rangr.
Solution. We can measure density up to n value of 1.2 with relative error less than 1%
by the S-bils CCD camera. We have developed a new method which can measure density
higher than a value of 1.2 with the same relative error limitation.
We suppose thnt the out put of the CC1) sensor works in a linear part of Us characteristic.
This characteristic can lie written simply (1) and assuming the lighting Et = constant (2).
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Let us assume ř' < Um„r, where Um,,r is maximal output voltage in linear transmision
characteristic of CCD seusol.

( ' = <• x jí'""' i:,(I),It.
V

= I- v ft, y (

(t)
(2)

where /' is output voltage, k is transmission rouslant. /„,i is integration time.
Using the CCD camera with an elit-lrunic sliuttei. we can make two measurements with
Et = constant, but with two different shutter limes. We can extend dynamical measurement
range in that way. As some pixel output can !>o saturated while measuring with longer
shutter lime the next required feature of ('CD camera is an antiblooming. 77u> nulhoil is
strongly limitní by proper functionality of tin until/looming gates. The relationship between
the two measurements is expressed :

111

>tl

=

^'"

The extension of dynamical measurement range depeuds linearly on the integration time.
The (.'CD camera should work in linear mode. It means that automatic gain control
and auloiris should be switched olf, gama cuircctiou should be set to 1. We would again
point out that the lighting /-, has to be constant, in the best case the source of light should
be supplied by stabilized direct current. A frequency spectrum of the light source should
be out from the infrared range or lltcul olf should be used.
Result. The method was verified with an one line CCD sensor Fairchild COO 191 and
is currently tested with 21) Philips camera DID 070:1.
References:
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RENDERING REAL WORLD OBJECTS
WITHOUT 3-D MODEL
T. Werner, R. D . Hersch", V. Hlaváč, V. Smutný
CTU, Far. of Electrical ling., Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. 1.1,12135 Praha 6
"Ěcole Polyterhniqiic Fédéralc de Lausanne
Lausanne, Switzerland

Key words: computer vision. 3-1) objects rendering, combination of characteristic views,
image matching
Method* wliiili arc alilc to rapt in <• a leal object and render it from an arbitrary different
viewpoint usually use a 3-1) model of I he object. The bottleneck of these methods is the
3-D model creation. It is a substantial problem which lias not yet been solved for objects
of complex shapes. Our approach involves representation of the object by a set of primary
2-D views, rather than by its 3-D model. Any view not contained in this set is obtained as
a combination of a small number of the closest primary views. The advantage of this new
approach is that objects of more complicated shapes can be handled and that the access to
views is faster than in the case of rendering the 3-D model. The result of our survey of the
state of the art is that no information has been published so far about any system which
is able to capture and render real-world objects using a similar approach, though there are
several inspiring papers (e.g., (I]).
The idui of the nullioil is as follows: A sel of primary views covering the whole surface
of the object is captmed. These views can IK* accessed directly; only intermediate views
are missing. If information about the correspondence of the primary views were available,
we could obtain any intermediate view by iutcr|>olating between a subset of primary views
close to it.
To proceed, the following problems must be solved: (1) Determining the position and
intensity of a pixel in the interpolated view using positions and intensities of » corresponding
pixels in n primary views. (2) A visibility problem for the pixels in the interpolated view.
(3) A correspondence problem for (i-tuple of the primary views. (•!) The choice of the
minimum but sufficient set of the primary views. In our research up to now, we have found
promising approaches to solve (I), (2) and (3). Of these, the approaches to (1) and (3)
have been supported by successful experiments. We have shown that the position of a pixel
in the interpolated view can be approximated by the linear combination of positions of
corresponding pixels in the primary vie\v.->, assuming (he proximity of the views. We have
outlined the solution to the vi»:Vility pioblem iu the interpolated view under the condition
that every point on the object's surface is visible from at least n primary views (» given
typically 3 or -I). We have proposed the method for acquiring the correspondence, biased
on the already published work [1]. We have not dealt yet with the difficult problem of the
choice of the minimum but sufficient set of the primary views.
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We have conducted expiriments with the construction of the interpolated view from a
pair of primary views. In fact, this state of our lesearcli is alteady .sufficient l« render a
real-world object fiom any view lying on the circle <iiound the object (sec the figuie).

Fig. I: Two primary views of the object (a linen towel), rotated around a vertical axis by
0° and 10s (lift and right), and the interpolated view viewed as if rotated by 5° (middle).
In further woik, we plan to impiove t he com-spomlence algoril lun, to make the analysis
of the error due to the linearization of the problem of finding the position of a pixel in the
intermediate view, and to find at least a partial solution to the problem of selecting the
minimum but suliicicnt set of primary views.
At the end of our research, we intend to construct a prototype of a device able to render a
captured real-world object from an arbitrary view|M>int. lying on a sphere around the object.
The rendering algorithm in this prototype should lie implemented on (ho multiprocessormultidisk system (3). We expect this will make possible a frame generation rale high enough
to achieve the impression of the teal-time moving of the object on the screen.
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CURVATURE VIA CONVOLUTION
WITH THE GAUSSIAN REVISITED
V. Hlaváč, T. Pajdla
C'I'U, Fac. of Electrical Eng., IJept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo náměstí l:i, 1*21 35 Praha 2
Key words: imago analysis, computer vision, discrete geometry
Curvature of the Digital Curve via Convolution with the Gaussian. The improvement of computing curvature of the digitized curves was presented in [1]. Its extended
summary is presented here. The newly proposed curvature computation method can be
1
used in computer vision in various curved objects' descriptions. We use it in our projects
concerning 3D curved object recognition.
The standard scheme of computing curvature using convolution with the truncated
Gaussian kernel was .studied. First, we showed that systematic bias caused by curvature
smoothing can be removed. Second, we demonstrated that a large portion of the error has
roots in other phenomena (anisotropy of the raster, limited size of the Gaussian, numerical
integration of the convolution, and discretization). We have applied performance analysis
and the discrete nature of the data has been considered. The proposed method proves to
be better than the best method proposed in the survey paper (3).
Let us briefly review current approach (2). Suppose we have a curve in the parametric
formx(t) = (j-(t). »(/)). The basic idea is to obtain a smoothed curve X(ř) = (A'(i). !'(<))
by the convolution (denoted 0 ) of the original curve x(() with the Gaussian filter G„(t), i.e.
X ( 0 = £•'«(') 0 *(')• Derivatives of the smooth curve can IK* computed via convolution
with the derivative of I he Gaussian kernel; the second deiivative can be computed as follows:
X"(t) = Gc(l) 0 x"(<) = GZ(t) 0 x(f)• The parameter a is related to the scale at which
the operator G'„ acts.
Lowe (2] computes the curvature using derivatives estimated according to the previous
equation. It has been observed that a curve is shrunk towards the centre of curvature in
the process of smoothing. The side effect is that the estimated curvature /» is significantly
biased. Lowe shows that for original 1/K » a, the estimated K SS ||x"||.
A circle of radius r passing through the origin and centered at (r.O) has been used
instead of the general x(() to case the development of t he degree of shrinkage. The coordinate
function x(i) for a path length parameter l/r is x(l) = i(l - cos £), y(t) = rsin {•.
Bias elimination. Our aim was to find a formula that com|>ciisates for a good deal
of the curvature computation error as a function of the a of the Gaussian.
We wanted to discriminate the error caused by smoothing from other error sources
(anisotropy of the raster, limited size of the Gaussian (e.g. 3<r), numerical integration of
the convolution, discretization). Therefore, we decided to compute the equation for the
curvature K analytically, obtained by the convolution of the Gaussian in a continuous case.
To case the computation, the curve was locally modelled l>y its osculating circle.
By evaluating *.•(<) at t = 0, we gel: *•„• = \t.»* = w f " , where nm is the theoretically
computed curvature, r is the radius of the circle, K = l / r is the curvature of the osculating
circle and IT is a standard deviation of the Gaussian.
•T. Pajdla is currently visiting ESAT-MI2 nl the Katholiekr Univcrxitcit Uuven, Belgium.
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Once nm and IT are known, unbiased n,„„ can 1M* computed from the following equation:
"m» = *'m<"" •""• We l t l " ""stiRl um.-oUe-. to (;,„„ > I) because w,,,( = f{K,,l1t) is an
odd function. Th<* right-hand .side of the pievious equation is a moiiolonically decreasing
function from Km to 0 and the left-band side is a nionotonically increasing function from 0
to TOO. Ihi> unpins lii.il then-r.\i>;.-» j.i^i »ii< .-.<!..!;..;;. !! >•.•>:: '•« OI«"J>»»IM1 mimorirnHy.

- Conclusion. It is evident from the equation for computing Kmu that for ncognition
piirponn eta hashing, no .-hriiikw/i romrlinn hn- In b> ptrfornmL The biased curvature
Km is in one to one correspondence with a. It tniplies that Km has the same <l<-scri|>livo
power as K itself.
We conducted cxhaiiMive rxperiments |I]. They imply that we can measure curvature
of a circle with an error varying between S to 'II %. The remaining error is still significantly
biased. Further impiovements could be achieved if other phenomena like Gaussian kerne)
truncation, nunieriral integration, and violation of common paramelrizatkm of (>'„{/) and
x(f) were investigated. The local model of the curve also plays a role: in highly curved parts
of the curve, the osculating circle is not a sufficient model.
The experiment with the rlothoid curve [1] teaches us that for small n compared to the
radius of the oscillatory circle the results ate strongly inlluenced by raster anisotropy. This
effect is for a = I and K <Ž (I). 0.15) of at leas) the MIIIIP importance as the error caused by
curve shrinkage.
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THE SIMULATION OF THE REAL
CAMERA FOR THE RENDERING
V. Havran, J . 2 a r a
t ' T l i . Fac. of Electrical Eiig., Uept. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: compulci graphics, rendering, camera, ray-tracing, optics
The most popular rendering methods in computer graphics for three dimensional scene
arc ray-tracing and radiosity and their continuations. They aie characterized by simplified
approach to raptuie the depth of space. This increases the quality of the rendered images.
Method using I lie spread point function depending on the distance of object from camera
in the space was il<scril»'<l in 1 OS 1 by Potměšil and ('hakravarty [2]. This method provides
quite good results, but it fails in certain cases. One of them is a problem of overlapping
objects, ami the s<>n>nd one is visualizing object* in a mirror.
That is why we have proposed dilferent approach of capturing the depth of space. We
have implemented a model of a camera, which solves imperfections mentioned above. It
even enables to .simulate optical faults in a real camera.
Model of a c a m e r a . Camera model is based on the main optical axis. A path of a ray
through lenses can be described in two different ways. The firsl one uses simple expression
based on the focal distance. The second one simulate refraction surfaces (a part of a sphere
or a plane). Doth methods can be combined together. The computer model allows also to
create such an optical system which cannot be built in the real world.
Processing of rays. The size of a blur on a Him cannot be described functionally. That
is why we use the generation ana. For every pixel on the film frame we generate a set of
rays casted from the evaluated pixel through gimration ana to the optical system. The
rays pass through and enter the 3D scene, where standard ray-tracing algorithm is used for
their evaluation. The color of pixel is evaluated as an average value of the set of rays. The
shapes for generation areas can be eirelv, illipat or nctangh (n rays for one pixel), or five
or nine points JSU/M rsampling or Jillt ring methods.
To speed up the whole rendering, adaptive method of ray generating is suitable. We
can take into account any of the methods described above and add an adaptive approach to
all of them. The principle preserves the property of blur and speeds up the rendering n : 2
comparing to non-adaptive method. A similar method can be used also for antialiasing
effect, especially in the sharply visualized areas.
Camera preprocessor. The aim is to di-sign the optical system as a preprocessor for
commonly used ray-tracers (see Figure 1). The ray-tracer must accept the definition of
input rays (the origin and the direction) from our preprocessor. After evaluation of input
ray, the resulting color must be returned to a preprocesor. This condition can be satisfied
for almost every ray-tracer, if it is available in a source code, not as a standalone program.
The model presented in this paper is based on idea of generation area. The quality of
image depends on the right size of the generation area and its position. These values arc
important parameters of the system. There is no easy way to set all parameters correctly.
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The optical system can IM' designed aihilraiy liy user. M> tin- only suitable method seems
to he thr iteration. \\V have implementcd set of ililfer<<iit methods for setting the optical
system:
Set Shnrpnt.ss, .S'i/ Sliarpnti* I'rnw In, /•«<•«» ••!/. fronts Infinity, Auta/octi.-.
We have iiii|>l<>iii<>iilcd also I lie I on! for lindiiu; the foral distance of created optical
system. This method is used for experiments <ouceinin|> design of appiopriate parameters
of optical system.
This research has lieen conducted at the Depart incut of ('oiupiiter .Science and has not
been supported by ("I'll Riant.
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RULES INDUCTION FROM EXAMPLES
FOR FUZZY CONTROLLERS
P. Vysoký
("I'll. Fac. of Electrical Kng.. Dcpl. of Control Engineering
Technická 2. 160 27 Praha 6
Key words: fuzzy control, rules imlurtion. rules evaluation
The aim of the intelligent conltollers is usually to find a substitution for anthropomorphic control procedures realized by a human operator. Fuzzy controllers may utilize the
operator's experience in linguistic form. In many cases, the operator is unable to formulate
all his decision rulrs explicitly. One possible way to obtain the rules in these cases is to
observe the operator's activities and to try to induce the rules from measured data. The
method Mtbmilted provides a tool fm this purpose.
Most of industrial control processes, where the application of classical control approaches is problematic. Let us take as an example biotechnological processes. They arc
usually nonlinear and nonstationary in nature, and most of the variables describing these
processes cannot be directly measured on line.
For these reasons, most biotechnological processes are manually controlled and the
operator of these processes usually has a good idea of how their charges will behave under
most operating conditions. On I he other hand, manual control of these bioproccsscs is
a challenge for fuzzy control application. There are many successive control systems for
biotcchuological processes utilizing a fuzzy approach. The most popular example is using
fuzzy controllers for waslewater purification proďsses.
The crucial problem in the design of a fuzzy controller is speciflyingf the rules in linguistic form. The actual methods for finding these rules an 1 mainly oriented to the acquisition
of human knowledge. An experienced expeit or skilled operator is interviewed and asked
which rides he uses in specific situations to obtain a successful decision. But often a successful operator is not able formulate the rules explicitly. In this case one possible method is
lo observe an operator's activity, lo More all initial conditions and corresponding decisions
and then to try to find corresponding rules by analyzing the data.
In this paper, a method based on the information theoretic approach is submitted. The
method uliliy.es an approach known as a General System Problem Solver (GSPS) suggested
by GJ.KIir [I]. The dimensions of Mate space of the considered process is estimated by
the GSPS. The control action depends on Mate variables. Some of them are not directly
measured. They may be reconstituted with the help of other variables which are directly
measurable. Lrt us consider thai we measure all the variables of the process which can
probably carry information for the necessary state variables. Some variables may be redundant and therefore must be excluded. Once accomplishing these measurements, we obtain
data which may be arranged into the matrix form. The rows of this matrix, called an activity matrix. corre.s|Kiud with individual variables (control action and state variables) and
columns correspond with sampling periods. ( Let us assume that the sampling frequency is
optimal) [2]. [•'!). Our aim is now to find all variables and their delayed values (because the
system is assumed to be dynamic) which carry information for control action. Formally it
means we must choose cut ries of an act i vily mall ix with the help of a specific matrix called
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"mask". Tin- fkiiKiitkufa generative m.i«k ;ir<' zero, negative, or |wwitiv«. meaning "nra.
tral element". "geucMtiug clement", and "grn<i,iii-il element", reflectively. 'l'l><% P,<WT»IIIIR
clciiieat corresponds with the control action. j>eueratnl elements an* foundi-d anil neutral
dements have to be excluded as redundant.
lu Ittid the eniiics t.iu>nig iii.i\iii..u inio>m«.*rti» U>. >..:.if\.! >.<': ;., *•
' •• ••• ' "<»tt«:tl
information is used. \V<> gradually check the mean mutual information between the control
action and actual and delajed values of all variables smd all their tneaimiaful combinations.
During this process, the redundant variables an- excluded (they carry no additional information) ami finally, we obtain the group (if variables carrying maximal information for control
action. In other words w<> obtain the dimension of the state space (I). (•*>].
The following step is an appropriate paititioii of the slate space for cells associated
with linguistic teims used in the rules in linguistic form. There are <lilferent approaches to
choosing the number ami shape of relevant tueiuhersliip functions in common use. We may
«le(ine tUPttibership fuiK lions apriori. or we may define only the desiml minther of fi««y sets
and estimate their memi>ership functions with the help of Mime clustering algorithm using
the available data. (Algorithms like ISOIMTA . fuzzy ('-MEANS eic.) [6J.
Having the partitions the connections between individual cells aiul relevant coutrol
action* imi»1 be »perilie<l. 1 IM-M- cotiiiettioii« m.iy .dx. be evaluaťv) by mean* of mean
mutu.il information. For any cell of the state space, the stiength of the connections with
any degree of contiol action may !«• intimated. A connection associat«<l with the higher
degree of mean mutual iuforuiatioii corďspomls with the iounded rule.
The method submitted here is not so lomplicated and pioviiics iufortuatiou on the
quality of available data. (If the data are stillicieiitly rich to cover all lelovant cells of the
state space ami to allow an inference, of all lelevant lilies).
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USAGE OF FUZZY LOGIC
FOR COMBUSTION ENGINE
IGNITION CONTROL
O. Vysoký
("IT. Far. of Electrical Kng.. Dept. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nán. 13. 121 35 I'raha 2
Key words: internal combustion engine, spark advance control system, fuzzy control
Recently, people have changed their view on Combustion engine control systems in
automobiles. Before that they had considered them as necessary engine equipment. With
the help of the evolution of information processing and semiconductor technology, it is now
possible to design complex olertionic conttol systems . The systems aie both sufficient in
reliability and alfotdahle. Automotive electioiiics has developed very dynamically in the
last ten vears. At this time, the price of the automobile electronics represents 20 — 35 %
of the whole price of the new constructed cars and this tiend will undoubtedly increase.
Even though there are a lot control systems in cars (air-conditioning control system, brake
system control, information and navigation systems, etc.). we will concentrate on the engine
ignition control systems in our article. In regards to the long cooperation of the Department
of Contiol Engineering with the car industry (Skoda. Tatra. PAL and Tesla Sezam) we have
obtained a lot of information about lequirements and targets in the aiea
Over the last three years, we have been engaged in cooperative research (internal CTU
grant no. 8OO$/!>1.!I2.!I3) with the Faculty of Mechanical Engineofmg(Depattment of Combustion Engines) and the Technical University of Uberoc. In this cooperative project, we
designed and constructed several interesting versions of modern electronic ignition control
systems and developed several algoiithms for spark advance control to reach optimal operation parameters in regards to exhalation limits. Electronic digital ignition systems enable to
control turboboost engines that work under the lean burn regime. These engines essentially
reduce the amount of nitrogen oxides NOx and simplify the problem of exhaust gas catalytic
purification. To reach a similar effect that is typical for engines controlled in the area of the
stechiomelric ratio A = I. it is possible to use a one way catalyzer that is much cheaper. To
use engines under the Iran combustion regime, it is necessary to design a special ignition
control system that genoiates spaiks of high energy and works with optimal timing all the
time. In this cast*, the optimal spark advance seems to be a very complicated multivariablc
function and the control .system that would be able to control the engine according to the
function under all working conditions can only be a digital system. This kind of system
most often works as a memory. The data for all operational conditions are located in the
system memory (system map). The engine is e<|uip|>od with sensors of the variables that
have the biggest inlhiemv on tli. .KH.IIUC (angle velocity, load toique, coolant temperature,
etc.). The variables an* periodically measured and the optimal spark timing is chosen from
the system map. Sparks are generální with the help of an actuator.
The control system that we developed foi gas engines with lean combustion also works
this way. This system uses the Mil 1210 customer integrated circuit, which was developed
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in Tesla Rožnov according to the author's design. As a result of the project, a prototype
series of the ignitions control systems for ga.s engines in ecological city bust's was produced.
The method we used C<HIM-» vciy quick -y-tcni respon<es and h more advantageous
than other feedback systems. Kven though the dixelojied .system is «nm««.ftt| in practice,
we can not omit several shortcomings caused by the dir<vt rontiol method we used. This
method only provides optimal control when the coincidence between the system map ami
the real engine propeitics exist, lite sjstem uw|> •> w>...\\! ;,v .».'!«£ tt, ttu- etalon and
the real engine properties can be different from the etalon and changes in the progress of
operation. Another pioblem of the method is that only several variables which have au
essential influence on the spark advance are mvasmed. The variables t hat are not measured
can cause inconvenient timing of spark generation.
Although the grant project has already liuNied ami the results are fully used in the
automobile industry, we continue with our research. We are cieating a new control algorit Inn
for the designed control system hardwaie to remove all the disadvantages we mentioned
above and to maintain quick responses during accelerations. This combined system will
be controlled according to the map during acceleration and deceleration. Other algorithms
will be active during steady conditions. This feedback algorithm will maximize a quality
function in the work point given by the map value in this point. From the practical point of
view, the most advantageous way is to maximizes the engine torque. If the load is constant,
the engine toique changes causes angle wloiity ihanges of the engine. It is very easy to
measure then). The designed regulator will maximize velocity by the spark advance changes
and substitutes the original map value with the new value. The legulator maximizes the
thennodynamical efficiency of the engine. Sometimes it is mote important to control the
exhausted gas composition. This kind of control must to be based on other principles.
The main reason for designing mentioned contiol systems is pollution couttol. Kut
variables characterizing the degree of pollution are not usually measurable on line. The
conventional feedback controller is usually designed as a state controller. The immeasurable*
stale variables aic typically estimated with the helps of a state observer or Kalman's filters.
It is very problematic under condition such as low precision of the sensors (high noise)
and nonlinear nature of the combustion process. One prospective method for solving this
problem is using of nonlinear controller designed as a fuzzy com roller. This type of controller
may utilize only the measmed state variables.
The final results of this research must be postponed until next year and we assume thai
the research will be continued as a grant project next year.
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A LEARNING PARADIGM FOR NLP
D. Kazakov, O. Štěpánková
CTU, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Dcpt. of Control Engineering
Karlovo nám. 13 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: learning, tagger, part of speech, lexical/contextual rules
Many tasks in natural language processing are based on proper identification of the
role of words in a text, their tagging. It can be derived using complex linguistic knowledge,
which is very difficult to lay down explicitly, in an exhaustive way and without loss of
consistency. That is why there is an increasing tendency to use different learning techniques
for its extraction.
There are Markov-model based stochastic taggers which use the probability to find a
word tagged with Tag in tin* text Pfironl/Tag) along with the probability P(Tag/prcviou$
n lags). These stochastic taggers arc able to reach very high accuracy. Nevertheless, information is not represented in a directly understandable form. The rule-based tagger created
by Eric Brill [2] kreps the high rate of stochastic taggers, but unlike them it captures the
relevant knowledge in a small set of rules. The basic idea of that tagger is to use a learning
strategy (Transformation-Based Error-Driven Learning), so that sets of lexical and contextual rules are extracted from a prclaggcd corpus (the user can choose his own set of tags).
There arc only a few transformations (metarules) which describe the features relevant to
the part of speech as: the lags on both sides of the word, the first/last characters of the
word, or the possibility to find in the corpus such pairs of words that one can be derived
from the other.
In real applications, there is an urgent need to handle unknown words. The stochastic
taggers usually introduce the same probability l'(Unknown Word/previous n lags) for all
unknown words into the model.
On the contrary, the rule-based tagger is able to extract lexical rules based only on
word prefixes/suffixes, so that it can make some hypotheses al>oiil words even if they arc
unknown. The performance of such a tagger when unknown words could appear in the text
is still very impressive. For instance, an accuracy of 97.2% was achieved for 600,000 words
from Penn Trcebank Corpus | 1 | .
The method on which Eric Brill's tagger is based is not language dependent. Nevertheless, there is no experience with efficiency of that algorithm hi the case of languages with a
rich morphology. Our first experiments with an Italian legal domain corpus show that even a
text of limited size (2,700 tokens) is enough for finding sonic important traditional-grammarlike rules. The corpus has been tagged in a semi-automatic way by an experienced linguist
using the help of specialized software (Morpho-analyzer of ARIOSTO [1]). It is important
to keep in mind that the final tagging of an unknown word is reached after the application of
all possible rules in their proper order, so that each rule only partially restricts the number
of candidates for a particular tag.
One of the derived rules is the following: "Tag a word as PA (prcp.art.) whenever the
addition (deletion) of the string "la" on (from) the end of word results in a word that can be
found in the text." For instance: "del < - > dclla, ncl <-> nclla" and so on. The comparison
between contextual rules that have been learned from an Italian text and those learned from
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English Brown carpus shows ninny similarities. For instance: "Change tlio lag from common noun to Imiit. rub if the previous word ba« the taj* utlrtrb of plan.(Italian)": "Change
the tag from row mat noun to rtrb if tin* previous- woid ha* the tag ««/r«r6.( English)". According to this rule, the word work will he tagged as verb iu the next sentence: "They
always/«</it rti woik/m.'i with «w»gy" i w tv'«en I'/trm-k/common noun) > Pfwork/nrb)
if we do not care about the context.
Evident parallels between the contextual rules and the rules of the traditional grammar
can also be found. For instance, our first Italian rule distinguishes transitive from intransitive
verbs by the occurrence of an object or its determiner at their right .side.
During the learning process, a simple lexicon containing all words from the corpus and
their possible tags is being created. No concept of word paradigm is applied and there are
no rules how to connect the forms of the flexible words with their basic form. Such an
approach is in a certain way an alternative to the morphological vocabularies. A great deal
of a linguistic experts' work to capture the peculiarity of the language in an exhaustive set
of rules is replaced by the less expensive and much more intuitive task of "choosing the right
tags for the learning corpus".
Nevertheless, many applications Mill use the concept of the morphological vocabulaty
[1]. [3], Their advantage is a relatively compact list of basic forms of words when compared
to the very large lexicon of Kric Brill's taggn. The biggest advantage of the strategy using
morphological vocabulary is that the same semantic value is associated with all foims of the
same word. The price we pay for that is. the boring manual work to describe the relevant
subset of rules for each word.
Keeping this in mind, it could be worth trying to merge the benefit from the morphological vocabulary with the lower cost of the learning strategy. Normally, for the purpose
of the part of speech tagging, words with dilferetil flexion arc tagged by the same tag if
they have the same part-of-speech role. Tin's situation is common for several languages, for
instance, there is one part of speech Vi.rl> with 8*2 different patterns (aiimr, plunr, monger,
peser, etc.) in French. Similarly, there are several patterns for Czech nouns (lnuti, pán, mni,
stroj...) and for Italian verbs (aman. cnikii.. mpiit, purlin). If we use- tags referring to
morphological patterns of words instead of the part-of-speech tags, it could be possible to
guess the pattern of an unknown word found in the text. Even more. Kric Brill's tagger
can return multiple lags for a word, so that the operator should choose the right tag from
the few most probable. Based on this idea, the results of our experiments with the Czech
language will be rrportcd in the near future.
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HUMAN ERROR DETECTION
I. Starý
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A human operator controlling a process can perform various control tasks. Skill-based
control, such as minimizing control errors, represents the lowest level tasks and has been
studied intensively during the last several decades. Supervisory control of complex systems
comprises higher level operator tasks, namely system fault detec- lion, diagnosis and recovery. In the cognitive engineering approach, hig- her level tasks are denoted as rule-based
and knowlwdge-based. Error deter lion and diagnosis for these task categories have been
intensively investigated in laM yeais.
The lirst met hods of human error description have boon based on a be- haviouristic
approach. Only the consequences of human errors were ac- counted for. The task performed
was classified as a success or a failure. The analysis of human errors requires the knowledge
of human cognitive mechanisms. This reason has stimulated research in modelling cognitive
and decision making activities of operators. Cog- nitive classification of human errors should
respect knowledge orga- nizalion, cognitive control and characteristics of the environment
where (he performance takes place. On the skill-based level, human error can be denoted
as slip, meaning intention correct and action not carried out as planned. On the higher
level, a rule-based mistake means faulty application of well known rules or procedures both
in identi- fying a situation or in adopting a plan. On the highest level, a know- ledge-based
mistake means selected plans do not fit with the problem to be solved.
There an- two basic approaches to error detection: the signal-ba- sed and the modelbased methods. In the case of the former, proper symptoms arc derived from the measured
signals to detect errors. Ty- pical symptoms are the magnitude and the derivatives of the
measured time function, limit values and some statistical characteristics. The tatter make
use of the operator behaviour model. Construction of such a model is the crucial point of
the method. While for direct control tasks, the operator behaviour can be modelled by the
use of analytical models, for higher level tasks qualitative or knowledge- based models arc
necessary. Examples of advanced models of this kind arc described in [1] and [2].
The simplest method of fault detection in continuous tasks consists in a threshold test.
If constant thiesliolds arc used, the problem of effects of noises and other unknown inputs
arises. If the threshold is too small, false errors will occur, if the threshold is too large, small
errors can not be detected. Especially for human error detection this method brings several
disadvantages, which can be avoided by the use of the fuzzy approach.
One way is in the introduction of an adaptive threshold as decsri- bed in [3] and (4].
The input measured values are converted to linguis- tic terms by applying fuzzy sets. Now
fuzzy rules are introduced for the evaluation of error symptoms and other error influencing
factors. The following defuzzification produces a numerical value giving the threshold for
error detection.
Another approach is based on fault fuzzy definition appearing in reliability theory.
In [S], a method for fuzzy fault detection is proposed which detects faults by comparing
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measured value* to fuzzy simulated ones. The measured value can also he introduced as a
fuzzy quantity and so no tlnr.-liold 01 special detection proceduro is nee- ded.
The fuzzy concc|»t for hiinian error detection was tested on a simu- lated horizontally
moving pendulum of variable length (a crane) controlled by a human operator. The crane
was simulated l>y I lie use »l'<in «maij ti\ .<i ii«»!i ! .1;;.! fu.vy cťix enpMrti various error definitions derived from pendulum angular deflection. The human operator error was indicated as
membership values for three linguistic variable*.
Further research will be oriented on human operator behaviour modelling for simple
tasks and under the consideration of behaviour in- Ilitencing factors. These models should
serve for human error detection.
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Sonic of the lexiills. which were achievcil in .oltitioti of the research project E-l, arc
briefly dcsrril>ed in this paper.
Deciding on the innovations, mathematical method', arc applied (and in our research they
arc prepared Tor industrial and pedagogical use) e.g. in modelling of innovation life cycle
(rise, development, propagation and diffusion of innovations), as well as in innovation project
management. In the computer support and mathematical modelling of innovation project
management [I] our attention has been concelrated mainly upon
a) the selection of Research and Development Projects
b) the scheduling of the innovation projects
c) the chronicling wit h contemplating the deviation of the actual state of innovation projects
from the scheduled state
The present .situation in Czech enterprises signalizes that there arc no program systems
available (by now) which would make us possible to carry out effectively multicritcrial
selection of hundreds of projects simultaneously, with tens of criterion functions including
non-linear ones, and tens of resource limitations by means of personal computers.
This is why a decision support system [2] has been created for solving the following
problem at the computer PC AT: To choose for the plan some of the s from innovation
projects. Let i be an index of project (> = 1,2,...,.<). The goal of the solution is to find for
all i the values bivalent variables S, for which S, = 1 if the project is selected for the plan,
Si — 0 in the opposite case. Main requirements of the solution arc the following:
a) to satisfy the resource limitations of type
S,«,,6, < bj
(a,, > 0, h, > 0 , j = 1.2,....»»)
b) to make every effort to maximize the criterion functions zj (j = 1,2, ...,p + q). Here
;, = £,(/,£,- {j = 1.2
/>) (criterion functions of gain),
*,,+* - (** - *»)/['(** - n ) - n | € [-1;0)
(<• = 1.2
7)
(criterion functions of balance),
4>i = (S,e-;(*)/'A)/£,/il'>i {k = 1.2
7) is the ratio of the manpower allocated to
projects belonging to category k to total manpower needed for the solution of all projects
that will be sehvled for the plan. The projects may belong to different categories which
need not be mutually disjunctive. Simultaneously S(k) = the set of projects falling into
category/% /(, = manpower ttxctl by project i. -n- = Meal value of quality #*,
l(r) =» 0 for t < 0. l(x) = 1 for x > 0. To solve this problem we have created algorithms
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[3] based upon the priuciple of reformer point (!].(&]. allowing the introduction of heuristic
iterations, with agieg.itive s<.itari/.ing criterion function ami n flialoejiie regime. Having carricd out tin.* optimization. the user may. for example divide wliirh of the criterion functions
satisfy him and which do not. after which the system in the dialogue with him gradually
improves the solution.
The innovation projects which have been selected should be scheduled ((i). |7), [8J, (9).
A multiproject s<*he<iuling program system lias been created based on heuristic priority rule
for shifting of the innovation projed activities in the case of limited resource!!, adapted for a
well-comprehensible communication with the user and having a graphical output [10]. This
system has been applied in the industrial enterprise [8].
The third program system created is based on the so-called SSD-graph [11] which combine advantages of Gnntt charts am) IVlri nets. This program system contemplate the
deviation of the actual course of projects from the demanded scheduled Mate and mapped
it into a 5-element scale. It is an useful tool for praxis of the innovation project implementation. All the program systems are adapted for an associated unique common database
system.
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rozhodování v inoruřiiích akcích. Národní hospodářství (lí)i)l), ř. 1, pp. 21-25.
(8) KLAPKA. .1. - SKIM, M. - KONEČNÝ, M.: Pořituřová podpora úkolů Uelmického
ro:rojc rr (•ijrohf kotlů. Technická zpráva úkolu hosp. íiiinosli k obch. smlouvě č.
31152!; pro PBS Brno. 1992.
[9] ŠEDA, M.: .tu Algorithm for Gcmrutmg i\'ilwork Graph*, lth International DAAM
Symposium, Brno, 1993. pp. 307-30S.
77iís ii.iiiiirh has bun rondiirtid at thi Dipt, of Automation (? Comp. Sci. as part of
the rcsiairli project /:'-/ "Math. Methods (•' Comp. Support of thr. Decision on Innovations
in Eng. & Ehclrolcch. firms" and has bun tupporlid '>y the l-'und VUT for science & art.
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FUNCTIONAL ANISOCHRONIC STATE
ESTIMATORS FOR FAULT DETECTION
IN HEREDITARY SYSTEMS
P. Zítek
CTU. Far. of Mechanical Kng.. Dept. of Automatic Control
Technická -I. ICG 07 Praha fi. Czech Republic
Key words: model-based fault detection, delays, state space, hereditary properties, delay
functionals
The principle of so-called inodel-liased fault detection methods consist in the use of
state estimators or filters for analyzing data measured on monitored plant or control system, evaluating how far they correspond to the expected standard model function. By means
of special iufoi in.it ion pioceiliucs the model allows to provide the so-called analytical redundancy and to generate residuals (deviation signals) which serve for detecting system
faults, 'flic method is well elaborated [I] for the models based on standard state space,
i. c. described by system of ordinary differential state equations. These models arc well
suited for mechanical and electrical systems with concentrated paramctrcs, however, they
are not very suitable for the systems where substantial delays and aftereffects appear. The
classical state space model of this kind of systems requires to introduce artificially a higher
number of state variables so that most of them can not have corresponding properties on
the inonitoied object.
In previous author's papers (I). [5] a so-called anisochronic state space model has been
introduced and investigated, being marked by substantially lower number of state variables
and ability directly to express any foim of system hereditary properties (delays, latencies,
aftereffects). Linear form of anisochionic state model results in the following functional
differential equations set
(1)
where x, u, y are the vectors of system state, input and output respectively, and A{r), B(T)
arc the respective functional matrices assigning not only the gain coefficients but also the
appropriate delay distributions. Only the real accumulations on the plant arc described by
the left-hand-side derivatives ^ . Due to this, as a rule, almost nil of the state variables x
are measurable and may be consideied as system outputs loo.
A state estimator for the anisochronic system (I) may be designed in an analogous way
to the standard one. i. e. as a parallel model with a special feedback from the measured
output y. It can be expressed by the functional equations
l*\r)Hl - rj + jf ,/G(r)..(/ - r) + j£ </H(r)w(/ - r)

(2)

where í is an estimate of the state vector. To build up a convergent state estimator, it is
necessary to select suitable functional mat i ices satisfying the following conditions
(3)
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The feedback matrix H(r) is to bo select in a similar way as in standard estimators, i. e.
with the aim to assure a good convergence of i ton-aid s even if the model matrices /t(r),
B(T) are identified not very exactly. It is purposeful to design H(T) as a functional matrix
too, since then is it possible to eliminate some of the delays from the estimator dynamics
this way.
The task how to perform the synthesis of H(T) or the synthesis of anisochronic system
in general is a rather new problem ill control theory. Two ways of approaching tlii* problem
have been followed and employed:
a) system representation by its characteristic function in complex domain and its following shaping
b) H(T) design with the aim to get an almost dclaylcss system of the same order as (1).
The first approach has been developed in a general extent, i. e. for any control or
dynamic problem which can be considered as a task of parameter assignment. The main
results have been presented in [5]. The latter is an approach suitable particular)' for setting
up an estimator feedback. A well-proved option of this way of .solution is as follows. By
setting-up H[T) it is aimed to get an estimator matrix A{T) - //(T) • C which is near to a
target dynamics with ii-timcs repealing zero - £ • so that
dct\J,l-£,lH(T)c-'"]

—•

(p+C 1 )"

(-1)

where T, is a suitable time constant. It is necessary to select an optimal value of 7'e providing
an enough fast estimate ceh'wgencc of (2) wit houl threatening estimator stability. The main
achievements of anisochronic functional state estimators arc the following
• plants with hereditary properties may be followed by models with relatively low
number of state variables
• most of state variables are introduced as physical real properties and are measurable,
as a rule
• anisochronic state approach distinguishes between delay and accumulation dynamics;
it means a more natural and true principle of modelling for thermal processes, chemical
reactors, biological phenomena etc.
References:
(1] PATTON, R. - PRANK, P. - CLARK, R.: Fault Diagnosis in Dynamic Systems,
Theory and Applications. Prentice Hall, New York, HIS!)
(2} ZITEK, P.: Anisochronic Modelling and Stability Criterion of Hereditary Systems.
PCIT, vol. 15, No. 6, Pcrgamon Press. 19SG
[3] ZITEK, P.: Control Synthesis of Systems with Hereditary Properties. The 3rd IEEE
Conference on Control Applications, Glasgow, 1994
This research has been conducted at the Department of Automatic Control as part of
the research project "Computer Aided Fault Detection in Complex Control Systems" and has
been supported by CTU grant No. 08 28 ISO.
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COMPUTER-AIDED MODELING
AND OPTIMIZATION
OF MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS
H. Mann, L. Lukšan*
CTU, Computing Centre.
Zikova -I, 166 35 Praha 6
*AV CR, Institute of Informatics
Pod vodárenskou vrži 2, 182 OS Praha S
Key words: computer-aided engineering, inerhatronics, modeling, optimization, design
The aim of using soft ware design loots is not only to make the design process faster,
cheaper and more comfortable, liven more impottaut is to achieve higher level of functionality and better quality of the designed products. Reducing the need for experimental
verification using real product prototypes, which is inherently slow and expensive, by computational techniques allows for asking many 'what if questions which cannot be answered
by experimenting in principle.
The ultimate goal of any computer-based design system is to proceed from the given
product specification up to the product manufacturing and testing automatically. Despite
of the large number of engineering software tools available in the market already, the actual
situation today, however, is to still have just 'islands' in the design space, mostly unlinked.
Existing tools for direct synthesis are applicable just to very few classes of engineering
problems. This underlines the importance of simulation and optimization. In the case of
mcchatronic products, the simulation and optimization methods as well as tools should be
applicable to all the engineering disciplines, design levels and design descriptions involved
in the design process of the products.
There exists a wide variety of simulation tools for physical design level, some of them
very sophisticated. These tools, however, are mostly dedicated to one engineering discipline
only. For this reason, designers of multidisciplinary systems still commonly resort to deriving
the system equations 'by hand', and to solving them using a block-oriented simulator. The
block-diagram oriented simulation programs arc well suited for the design levels of higher
abstraction only. Using these programs for the physical design level is tedious and error
prone.
To use computers for simulation efficiently means to use them both for formulation as
well as for solution of the system equations. The programs for symbolic computations arc
of a rather limited significance in the case of engineering system equation - only a marginal
variety of engineering problems posses an analytical solution. Therefore, the engineers have
to stick mostly to the numerical modeling and simulation procedures.
The first author has developed a novel methodology for multipole modeling and automatic equation formulation of equations for mixed-encrgy-domain systems on the physical
as well as on higher design levels. This approach has proven to be considerably more efficient
and user friendly than that based on block diagrams or bond graphs. The approach allows
for setting up models of multidisciplinary systems from submodels of the system components in a kit-like way isomorphic with the structure of real systems. At the same time,
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the approach is applicable to system modeling on different levels of their abstraction using
different design descriptions.
The second author has coiitrilmteii considerably to I lie mathematical theory of numerical minimization, especially in the area of variable metric methods for unconstrained
minimization. Hased on Ins mm'}ing, <t|>|>iu.u 'i .V !.\.N «>\!>«;.«'ed HM> applicability ami computational cIRciency of these methods, lie has also developed .several minimization methods
of his own. His efibit resulted iu multipurpose and rolmst optimization packages SPONA
and UFO.
It was just quite natural to combine both authors' approaches complementing each other
to achieve objectives of I lie project. The combined approach has been implemented in a
prototype software and demonstrated in the case of several design problems. The developed
methods has been published, ami specification of the developed software is readily available
for further upbringing to its commercialisation.
References:
[1] MANN*. II.: Equation formulation anil solution tin Iliotl.-. tit html DYA'AST. Proc. Conf.
on Mathematical Modelling Mathmod. Vienna. Feb. 2-1 I!)!)!.
[2] MANN. H. - VAX I$K» SSF.L. II.: Mtlanimlil anil do-ign mithodologii.- for mtchatronics. Proc. Tampere Int. Coiif. on Machine Automation. Tampere, Feb. I.VI8 Mill.
(3} MANN, II.: A multih rtl simulator for control <>/*fi m dt rtlopminl. (.'ISS - First Joint
Conf. of Int. Simulation Societies, Zurich. Aug. 22-25 19!M.
[4] MANN, H.: Simulation of fluidic tiplim* ii.-ini/ mullipoli modeling. Proc. Seventh
Oath Int. Fluid Power Workshop. Hath. Sept. 21-23 I!)!M. Also accepted for publication in: RURROWS. (Ml.. EDGE. K.A.: Innovations in Fluid Power. Research Studies
Press Limited. Taunlon I!K)5.
[5] MANN. II.: Simulation of imelialronic AJ.S/UM.S lining multipolc. modtling. Proc. Symposium zrnu VW-Stiftungsprojekt "Integtation verteilter Systéme der Mechatronik mil
besomlcrer Berucksichlignug des Eehlzeilverhaltens". Paderborn. Oct. 23-26 191)1.
[6] MANN, II.: Circuit modi! of trn ray-storing transducers. Submitted to 1995 IEEE Int.
Symp. on Circuits and Systems. Seattle. April 2!) - May 3 1 !)!)'>.
[7] LUKSAN. L.: Hybrid methods for Inrgt *pnm nonlimar Itai-I >quans. Rept. No.
V-661. U1VT AV CR. Praha IÍK«. Also snbmitli-d to J. oi Optimization Tlwory ami
Applications.
[8] LUKSAN, L VLCEK. .1.: Optimization of dynamical si/stcms. Rept. No. V-5SI,
UIVT AV CR. Praha I!)!)I. Also submitted to .1. of Optimization Theory and Applications.
(9) LUKSAN. L. et al.: Intimctin t.yt.ttmfor nnin mat functional optimization (UFO).
Version 15)91. Repl. No. V-5!K). UIVT AV OR. Praha 1!HM
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VALIDATION AND GENERATION OF
SYMBOLIC-NUMERIC ALGORITHMS
R. Liska. L. Kocbnch*
CTU, Fac. of Nucl. Sci. k Phys. Kng.. Dept. of Physical Electronics
Uřehová 7. 115 19 Prague 1
"University of licrgen, Dept. of Physics
Allégaten 55. N-5007 Bergen, Norway
Key words: algorithm validation, code generation, symbolic computation, computer algebra, exchange integrals for atomic collisions
For t he solution of many pioblems from physics and other fields (see e.g. [1]) it is necessary to combine numerical computation and symbolic algebraic computation with foimulac.
Symbolic processing of formulae on computer is most naturally done by one of the available
computer algebra systems (CAS), but these an- slow for numerical computations. Splitting
the computation into two environments, numeric and symbolic, would most often lead to
problems with information exchange between them. Further, such combined computations
would be useful in cases where only a particular type of mathematical objects, e.g. polynomials, are processed and when.* algorithms faster than the general ones implemented in CAS
can be applied for these objects. It is thus desirable and already proved to be useful [1] to
implement algorithms manipulating symbolically specific type of formulae in the numeric
environment. However, such implementations meet other difficulties, since the algorithms
dealing with formulae are complicated and their formulation in the numeric environment
is tedious and error prone. To overcome this dilliculty we propose a method allowing validation of these algorithms by their comparbiion with algorithms already implemented in
CAS. Automatic code generation then guarantees that the resulted implementation is errorfree. To distinquish the algorithms which perform symbolic operations in the numerical
environment from other methods we call them symbolic-numeric algorithms.
The method for development of symbolic-numeric algorithm performing operation O
on formulae of type TF can Im shortly described by the following steps:
1. the symbolic implementation SI of the operation 0 in a ('AS in which formulae from
TF are represented as standard formulae; this implementation is usually very simple
and we assume error-free
2. propose the representation R of functions from TF in numerical arrays
3. the symbolic-numeric implementation SNI of the operation 0 in the CAS in which
formulae from TF arc represented by the representation R; this implementation is
typically much more complicated than the implementation SI
4. compare the results of the implementations SI and SNI on chosen input data for the
operation O; comparison is done in the CAS: in the rase of different results follows
correction of bugs in the implementation SNI
5. automatic generation (by CAS) of numerical implementation of the operation 0 from
the CAS-validated implementation SNI
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In this method we are using the computer algebro system REDUCE with the numerical
code generation package GENTRAN and numerical programming language FORTRAN.
Tho described methodology has been usi-d lor the development of validalcd symbolicnumeric algorithms for computations of two quantities u«ed in atomic collision theory. The
first, matrix elements of Coulomb interaction between two hound hydrogenic stairs needs
evaluation of intetsraN

W Jo Pi(r)'""dr+/l1 lu ''ilr)''"J r"

l>)

where P,{r),i = 1.2 are |K>lynomials in r originating from the radial hydrogenic functions.
The developed symbolic-numeric algorithm includes subalgoritlims for symbolic integration
of the above integrals, calculation of the tadial hydrogenic functions and manipulations
with polynomials. The developed symbolic-numeric algorithm implemented in FORTRAN
is about 300 times faster than the symbolic one implemented in REDUCE. The symbolicnumeric algorithm is much faster because it uses lloating point representation of polynomial
coefficients, works only trith a specific type of formulae and it is compiled with static arrays.
It lacks the symbolic absolute precision, not relevant for the applications.
The second, three-dimensional overlap exchange integrals for heavy particle collisions,
have the form

/

"

d r,.

(2)

where <I'ntm are hydrogen like wave functions with the quantum numbers w, /, in. Shakeshaft
(2] has shown how these integrals can be transformed into one dimensional integrals. For
symbolic-numeric algorithm calculating the exchange integral (2) we have derived [:t] a
closed form formula based on the method of ref. [2]. The presented methodology lias been
used for checking the correctness of the closed form formula and implementation of the
symbolic-numeric algorithm which transforms (2) into one dimensional integral integrated
numerically.
The methodology and its applications to matrix elements (1) and exchange integrals
(2) arc described in more detail in | l ) . which also includes a fully ticated .simpleexample.
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GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS
FROM THE BAYESIAN VIEWPOINT
L. Soukup
Institute of Information Theory ami Automation, Ocpt. of Image Processing
Pod vodárenskou věží 4, 182 OS Praha 8
Key words: geometric transformation, Bayesian approach, image processing, XLISP-STAT
Geometric transformation is a very common operation in image processing. It is necessary for fitting images of diHcrent sources (e.g. aerial photos, remote sensing scenes of
various spectra! bands, scanned or digitized maps etc.); or, generally, for finding correspondence of objects in an image with the reality. It has even more general theoretical
background, liecanse geometric transformation is actually a special case of so called Inverse
Problem.
Geometric transformation is. generally, described by the equation
•r = r , ( i ) .

(1)

where
x ... coordinates of a point in an image
x ...coordinates of a point in a required coordinate system
T, ... transformation model: 7", : A' - t . Y : i w J',(x), A', A' € E2
Tq is given by a set of parameters q = |/|,..../ m ] that can be computed with the aid of
the set of pairs .V = {[.ř,.x,] |t e /}, which represent coordinates of tick points in both
coordinate systems.
The research focuses on the problem of accuracy of transformed points and its dependence on the configuration of lick points. The transformation model T, is supposed to be
known in advance. The objective of the research is to estimate the probability distribution
of transformed points x for the arbitrary configuration of tick points and their probability
distributions. The fundamental principles of such an approach arc applicable to the variety of common transformation models (congruence, similarity, affinity, protective transform,
polynomial transform etc.)
The main task is to determine mapping

where /, rosp. / stands for the probability density of coordinates ř , rcsp. x. The symbol
•jr. includes a set of probability densities {(/,-,/,] | ' € /} which correspond to the set of tick
point coordinates <V. The mapping ty.r can be obtained by several ways.
By the simplest way, the density / can be computed with the aid of the vector of
parameters </. whose probability distributions arc evaluated by solving the overdctermincd
system of equations
*i = '/•,(*,). » € /
(2)
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by means of lUycsiaii iufeiemc. This way hn«s to he nvd when the prior probability distributions of tin* transformation parameters an* available. This ras<* is siguilicant when the
geometric relation between both cooidinate systems is controlled and the values of paramete.s has been kepi in punV;<iiuii.<<.' ;..:..;< - '••» w»n<ti> «en«ine. nhotourammetry. map
digitizing etc.). The expected position of the point being determined (x) can be expressed
in the form of ptolmbility distribution and ti«e<! in the Hayesian procedure as well.
There is a remarkable consequence of using the prior probability <lis( ributions4. It is conucctcd with the reliability of the results of transformation, that is dependent not only on Ihc
number of degrees of freedom of transformation equations, but also on the informativeness
of prior distributions. In the classical least -squares adjust ment of transformation parameters the reliability is given only by the number of parameters*, when the tick points arc
already established. Hy means of the prior distributions, the Haycsian approach provides
a finer tool for setting up the rate between reliability ami adequacy of the transformation
model. This advantage ran he easily .shown in the problem of srale distortion of digitized
image. The distortion can be neglected if a material of the digitized sheet (paper. Him) has
a high stability in size. Then all the measured cooulinaK-s an* used for computation of the
remaining parameters (translation. i«t<ition). Including (IK- scale factor in the adjustinenl
reduces the number of degrifs of fnvdom. It makes the lesiilts less reliable, especially when
the distorsion is iioti-uuiforiii mid different scale factors have to be introduced in different
axes and in different areas of an image.
With the least-squares method, the better adequacy of the transformation model can
be reached only to the detiiment of the reliability. The application of (lie Hayesian approach
with prior distributions retrains the decieaseof reliability. The more informative the prior
distributions, the less decrease of reliability is caused.
Prior information is available for the positions of captmed points (>, x,. s,) as well.
Constrained areas wheie the lick points are expected lo fall in are known in advance.
Therefore the special probability distribution was considered for the densities / . /,. / , . The
main features of that distribution are described in (I].
The mentioned advantages must be proved in some special transformation models (congruence, similarity, alhuily) before this appioach would be generally recommended. The
most convenient software tool for such muueiical experiments i.s a statistical computational
environment XLISP-STAT. This environment is based on the XI.ISI' programing language,
which supports functional and object oriented programing styles. Besides a variety of statistical functions, XIJ.SI'-STAT includes a package for approximate Hayesian computations.
Application of Hayesiau I lie iufeience in geometric transformations makes a useful connections with other operations in image processing using the Hayesian approach: classification, interpretation based on a knowledge system with Hayesian decision rules (eg. vectorization).
References:
[1] SOUKUP. U: Tin HayiMan infennce with motlifiid normal distribution In: CTU
Seminar 91. part A, Prague 1991, pp. 35-36
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with tin research projtet "Automatic knou>liilgc-ba.scd map valorization" and have been
supportu! by CTU gntuU No. 18IM, J8ISJ.
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QUALITATIVE OPTIMIZATION
BY MEANS OF MATROIDS
J. Bila, R. Petrova
CTW. Fac. of Mechanical Eng., Dept. of Automatic Control
Technická I. IGO 00 l»raha 6
Key words: Expert fuzzy qualitative model, fuzzy AND/OR networks, structural redundancy, generalised concept of Basis, matroid structure, gicedy algorithm
The synthesis of Expert Fuzzy Qualitative Models and of Qualitative Control Algorithms results in many cases in uon optimal products [I]. The situation can be improved
in some cases hy tuning of models [2] (using special methods) but the principal problem
(redundancy or non completeness) there is not solved. The theoretical line of our research
programme I line has been devoted to optimization of Expert Fuzzy Qualitative Models
(which have been designed by Knowledge Networks composed of fuzzy AND/OR elements).
In this context tlieie has been inu - .yited the generalized concept of Basis induced by
Matroid structure [3].
Definition 1: Mntroid M i s a pair (A'.,/), where A' is a finite set (set of nwtroid elements)
and J is a system of subsets (of independent elements) on -V with the following properties:
a) J is a noii empty lit viilitary system:
((A' € J)A.XD{.\" C A')) =*• (A" € J)
b) If A',A'' are two elements from ,7 and #A' < #A", then exists an element r €

(1)
N'-N,

and holds A ' U { J - } € J .

The principal importance in our development there has been represented by the definition of Independence of functional elements.
Definition 2: andj.andj € .V,
lncl(andj,nndj) «• ((Of'7'(AND(«ndj)) = 1 + / - 1 )
o (0í'T(AND(andj)) = O + / - t ) ) ,

(2)

when* A N D represent fuzzy operator elements, OUT symbolises values of their outputs
and qisilon is a real tolerance of extreme values on interval L C ff. The symbols nndj.nndj
represent vectois of inputs to fuzzy A N D elements.
The formal ion of Ihr Dtisis has IMVII realisti in the following steps :
S i : The formation of ravrrinp Cov of set A' by subsets A't C .V . k = l,...,t| of independent
objects.
S2: The formation of Miitro'ul (.Y.V7) by mreim ofobjrcts Uotn covering Cov using operalions of Definition I.
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S3: The search of the Basis by moans of CSreedy Algorithm (4).
After the formation of the initial Basis (deductive Basis) there hast been constructed its
inductive extension. This «pmi-formal procedure has been realised, with help of Neural Network (BrainMakcr v'2.S) which had been prepared before and trained for the same modelled
process [7].
The principle of qualitative optimization is non numerical in substance. The fragments
of the structure are combined by determined optimal way. In our investigation there has been
applied the structure of vector malroiil (as a prototype of a "building block structure'') for
the optimization of fuzzy AND/OR networks. The research line has been directed mainly by
ideas of Knowledge-based approach to fault detection systems design (mainly to exploration
of qualitative modelling background for the Knowledge-based observers). Nevertheless • in
more general disciplines , e.g. in the field of structural optimization and in the Desigu
Theory , the use of "tree matroid structure" seems to be very promising [5],[6].
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THE GENERATION OF TYPICAL
NONSINUSOIDAL WAVEFORMS FOR
TESTING OF SAMPLING METHODS
OF MEASUREMENT
V. Haasz, D. Vopálenský
CTli, Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Measurements
Technická 2, 166 27 Praha 6

Key words: plug-in card, sampling, dynamic measurement
The essential subject of the project "* Tin Inctstigation of Algorithms for Dynamic Measurement and The Specification of Methods for Intimation of Errors of These Measurement
with Use of PC plug-in board Systems" follows from its name. When, however, the algorithms arc developed, the tools for their testing in practical applications have to be at hand.
One of these tools is the generation of typical waveforms (not only in the digital form ' t a
simulation of sampled waveforms, but also in the real analog form) with the known parameters. Besides the simple waveforms (sinus, triangle, squerewave) there arc also the voltage
waveforms, which arc ofcn used for a pulse control of drivers (Fig.1.,2.) and can be digitally
generated. The current waveform is derived simultaneously from them (Fig.3.,4.) for the
defined parameters of a load (R,L).
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Fig. 1: The pulse width modulation
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Fig. 2: The pulse controlled DC motor
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Fig. 3: The current waveform A
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Fig. 4: The current waveform B

In the case of simple thyristor control it is composed of the sine function and of the
exponential function. In another case (the pulse-controlled DC and induction motor) it is a
numerically defined impulse course. The current courses arc in this instance made up of the
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exponential parts. It is nere*«ary for a stable status of current roiirM' to use several stops
of iteration*.
The average ami RMS value of both the modelled wavefotnis ami the active power are
Then the waveforms in a digital pteMtitatiwn have to be converted to the analog form.
The two-channel ,cil;ilr<iiy |>iugiaiiimable geneutor (plug-in hoaid) Keithley-Metrabyte's
PC1P-AWFG/2 is used for this purpose. The parameters of the generator are as follows:
Output roltagi 0 to +./U 0 lo +I0V. •'> to +r,V. .10 to +I0V: IJ-hit nsolutinn: $ Mil;
sanipliug fiii/iiturg: Jx.UkSa van form mi morn
Theoretical estimated eriors of the delined |>ower and of the RMS values should he
lower than 2/2"-'- 1 ' = 0.1[9i] from the ADC range (see [I]). The real errors of RMS
value were measured using two different multimeters- llP:tl-IOIA (0.1-VX+O.OI'X). HPIMiWA
(0.05%+0.0.W) ami thepowei analyser Norma 1)51:K (0.2'^+0.2'/?) in AC+DC mode. Some
of the results are listed in Table I., when- the parameters of the generated waveforms are
also shown.
[VOLTAGE

5
10
10
100
100

I Num.
Iresul.

50
SO
5000
500
5000

I Measured values

5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

4.9S9
4.9S9
4.981
4.997
4.990

4.993
4.993
4.983
4.986
4.978

082
0.82
0.38
0.08
020

0.06
0.06
0.02
006
0.06

0.14
0.14
0.34
0.28
0.44

INum. I Measured values
(VL Iresul. |T«

ICURRENT

nnrm KTsn • E i 2JJ2I
5
10 3.474
10
10

4.997
4.997
4999
4.997
4.997

so
so

5000
-100" ~ 500
5000
100"

5
5
S
1

3.721
3.451
1.053
2.990

3.472
3.711
3.451
1.053
2.991

•
3.720
3.453
1.053
2990

•MKH
3.478
3.715
3448
1.050
2983

ilisilliil iisitil
0.06
0.27
0.00
0.00
•0.03

•0.12
0.03
0.16
•0.06
0.09
0.00 " 0 5 8
0.23
0.00

Tab. 1: The measured eriors
The (!iir<'ii'iiirs between computiil and me,isure<| values aie in all cases smaller than
the errors of the used instruments. The parameters of the two channel mode of waveform
generation (power measurement) are meas-UKil al the real time.
References:
[Ij IIAASZ. V.: lli< i nor ttittih/.-i.- of iliyihil min-nnminl of i U rtriral /mid r: MeaMin*mrnt. Vol.C, No.l.. ()ct.-l)ec. I!HIO. j»p. 17'MfCl
[2] IIAASZ. V. KOCOI'RKK. P.: Tin piMim of lln IN< of mttllifuttrtion IH'plug-in
canl* for ilyniimir mia.>iiiimiiil: IMKKO Sympusium TC-I: Hrussels IJMKl
Tliii> II.X«IWI lias bun siipporlitl by Tin drniit Agincg of Tin Czirh lit public, rultiil
'The Invtxlignlioti ofAlgorithm* for Di/namír MIIMIII mi ut» anil 'tin Spirifirntion of Mi IIIorfif for lislimnlion of Errors of Tin si Mia+unmuil lit/ Tin I'M of /'(' plug-iu Hoards .$gsitMLs". I'rojul Xn.llL'M.OOin.
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INFORMATION SYSTEM
OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS
M. Kubíček, T. Pajer
Í.TU, Kar. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Measurements
Tecliuirká 2. lG(i 27 I'ralia G
Key words: digital signal processor, information system, database
An information system of digital signal processors (DSP) allowing one to find out or to
compare the parameters of the different DSP. The system is composed from the database
of DSP parameters, and the program (written in Clipper 5.2) to edit and search through
this database has IMVII created in the Departement of Mesutcmrni.
The group ol the parameters of each DSP is displayed simultaneously on one screen, so
the user can look at I he information card of I he DSP. Thetefore the informal ion of any DSP
is compact. The program allows the user to lile the cards under the chosen criteria and find
out the DSP with the best parameter*. Tito user can naturally delete any information and
write in a new one. There also exists the possibility to create a completely new database
with the samo structure, for example to create a database of some special DSP.
The user drives the program choosing fiom the menu. The use of the menu follows the
rules used in contemporary programs. So it is easy to gel through. On the last line of the
screen the infomiatiou text is placed showing the user the list of functions in the chosen
part of menu. It shows more detailed informal ion about the chosen function. The user can
get all the information about the program from the wide text program (help). The database
of the terms (vocabulaiy) used in the DSP technology •
! > also iiirluded.il is also possible to
edit this vocabulary and write in new terms.
The DSP have the following parameters written in the database: the liima, the type,
the fixed or floating point, the word length, the description of the multiplier,!he structure
and the size of the internal program memory, the structure and the size of the internal data
memory, the structure at«i the star of the external program memory, thv structure ami the
size of the external data memory, the technolog}1 of the production, the parallel I/O, the
serial ports, DMA channels, instruction ryrlr, power supply, number of timers, the type
of the package, the price, the source of the information, the software, the date when the
information was acquired, information about the aplirations of the DSP and other notes.
Currently wo have in the database of the DSP. information about ll:t DSP from Texas
Instruments. Motorola. AT&T, NEC and ADSP.
The infoimatiou system is accessible via the server MERENI. typing the word MESBASE and choosing alternative 2.
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DETERMINATION OF PERIOD TIME
FOR PULSE WAVEFORMS
P. Stádler
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dcpt. of Measurements
Technická 2,1G6 27 Praha 6
Key words: pulse waveform, virtual instrument, signal processing, digital filter
Pulse controlled drives arc frequently used at the present time. The electrical parameters of their supply (Power, RMS, etc.) are often measured using sampling methods [see 1].
Instead of some special inst rumcnls, plug-in cards with suitable software support can be used
as the 'Virtual Instruments'. The software for realisation of a virtual wattmeter, a RMS
voltmeter, a phase shift meter, or a vectorvoltmeter on the base of PC plug-in cards has
been created by the Department of Measurement [sec 2]. The most important condition,
and the first neccessary step for using the supply quantities computing algorithms, is to
define the period time of a sampled pulse, waveform (especially in the case of low speeds,
when it is not advisable to use the method of a moving average).
The determination of the period time is oftcti not a simple matter, particularly in the
case of voltage waveforms of pulse controlled induction motors. For these, pulse width
modulation (PWM) or other types of pulse modulation are usually used. The voltage
waveforms have several zero-level crossings in one period. Sometimes the signal may be
deformed by overshoots and accompanied by additive noise. Therefore the period time
cannot be defined ciitectly from the lime points of the zero-level (or another defined level)
crossings. It is necessary to preprocess the sampled signal to recover a "smooth" waveform
with the dominant basic harmonic.
t Theoretically four basic methods can be used for this purpose:
- autocorrelation

- digital filtering using KIR or Hit filters
- spectral analysis using FFT
- cepstral analysis or Ililbert transformation
All four methods were analysed and examined using "Matlab" and "Numcri" software
packages with the following results:
1. The autocorrelation function is not a "smooth" function for the majority of
examined pulse waveforms. Although the period of a basic harmonic may be well visible,
there arc still pulses and it is not adequat for defining a comparison level for the period
determination without further digital processing.
2. The FIR filters of a higher order (> 10) can be used to separate the signal with a
dominant basic harmonir.Thc system function ll(z) of a causal FIR filler is represented by

™3K*y-:
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when1 th«> owllicienls «, = I) (» = I.....W). ami A.\ / 0. This mean* that the Wit filter
is always stable and I lie length <>l llir transient lime is ii|ii.tl (<• (lie litlct
The 1)FT and windows method was. used for tin- design of I lie niter. There are twu
colltradlťlive ilenwrni- in I in* ».i>e . ilu (!•!.• >•''!. • »:g'v' p'ocess'n.o. and the cmnlitv of
the (illfring. Therefore, compromise values of liller parameters have to lie used. Mutvuvrr.
the recommended taliu of a sampling frecniem-y ami a cut-olf frequency of filler is not kept,
because the number of sample:, cannot he Mii.illrr lo achieve the demanded piecisiou of the
measurement.
The I1R filters h.tve none <>f the aliove mentioneil disadvantage. However, there is
a danger of instability and a great sensitivity to the change of parameters. The system
function }l(z) of an lilt filler is lejiroenti-d l>y eqii.it i«n (I). where coefficients «,. A, me real
numbers and ».w.fc.v^ II. The frequency 11 ausfoi mat ion me! hod was used for t he deri val ion
of the demanded filler from prototype fillers. Tin1 WNHIK ate comparable with (he results
of a V\\{ filter, but the older of (he needed iillei is smaller than the older of a I'lli filter,
thus the compulinj; time is inm-h slimier. The nu«-l serious disadvantage is the midefiwd
transient time.
3. F F T is nut suitable for this pmpose. because the mimlter of samples per period
recomended in thi< case i< 2 - V . Thus the pi-iiod must be known, otherwise the resulting
spectrum will be "blurted". Knowledge of the peiiod of the basic harmonic can improve the
FFT results [see 3).
•I. The use of ccpstral analysis and llilbcrt transformation was also simulated.
However, the resul'. wen* not salisfaeloiy. and these method:' are not suitable for the determination of tin' period in I In- cise of the disciissiil pulse wavefoims.
Conclusion: Digital fillers aie suitable for determination of (lie period of piil.r wave
forms which occur in the pulse control of induction motors. The most precise results were
achieved using FIK fillers. The piocessiug lime for Hlt lillen. was much shorter; but, because of the undefined traiisieul filter lime, it is dillicult to determine the start point for
searching the 'Mined level ciossings m-eded to compute the signal period. As a tesiill the
possibility of error con be higher. The concrete results for both modelled and real signals
and <he consequence.-, of errois in K.MS value, power and frequency spectrum measurement
will he disrusMHl in the \V!).*>.

References:
[1] HAASZ. V.: 7'Ai Krmr Aualn-iis of Digital Mfsunmtiitx of I'otrtr; IMKKO Symp.
TCI, Warszawa 1987. 2.17-lMI; repr. Measurement Vol. (i; Nol, UI88, 179-183
[2] HAASZ. V.: I'C /•%-<« Í . W «.- « Virtorvollmtltr; 5-th IMKKO Symposium TCI,
Vienna l!l!)2. .Jll-in'
[3] SKDLAC'KK. IM.: Kfful of Quantization and l.mhiyt on I'riqmnci) Sptclnt; submitted
for Witt. l!l!)*> Prague

Tliis ii.«»nli httn bun rowltirlt il at tlir l)t i><trlui< nl of Miuauir mi ills as part of the
nstairh pmjirl ~hii'islii)iilii>n of Algorithm* for Dynamic Mtnsnrt mutts anil Specification
of Errnr E.-timati MtlhoiU of Tlietc .\lta.siinmrnls Hi-tug I'lug-in A/D Modules", and has
brcn support, d by CCA (TV) grant No. itU//
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LABORATORY FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES OF MECHATRONICS
A. Stříbrský, K. Ilyniová, J. Honců, M. Valášek*
( T U . lac. of Electrical Eng.. Dopl. of Control Enginrcring
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 :<ó Praha 2
"CIT. Kar. of Mocliiinic.il Eng.. Dept. of Mechanics
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 :{*> Praha 2
Key words: mechalroiiics. fuzzy contiol. knowledge hase. membership functions, rules,
model
In regarils to this project, a specialized laboratory for mechatronic studies has been
established. This laboratory consists of two independent patts, oue of them is located at
the Department of Contiol Engineering. Faculty of Electrical Engineering, and the second
one at the Department of Mechanics. Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, CTU Prague.
During the first |x>tiod. wo concentrated on experiment!! with the OMRON FZ 001
fuzzy logic unit which is a sulipiiit of the OMROX ('20011 programmable controller. Our
lirsl target was to use this system to control two-conveyor-belts for product packing. The
products were carried on a conveyor belt A at random intervals, but at a fixed speed. The
boxes were carried at regular intervals on a conveyor belt B, which ran parallel to con'-eyor
belt A, so that the boxes arrived at the same time as the products. To create the knowledge
base, it was necessary to make a decision about input data, membership function forms
and creation rules. The input dala fot the product/box offset were taken from the relative
product/box position (/•-') calculated as shown below:
/: = (count from rotary encoder A) — (count from rotary encoder B).
4

The input dal a for t he rate of change of t he olfset (I) I -) is simply t he diffetencc between
the mast recent value of E (/:„) and the previous value of E (/v',,-i) as shown below:
/>£-(&)-(&.-•)
For both of the inputs, we chose a triangular meml>ois!ii|> function. On the bases of
our past experience, we cieateil 25 rules of the following form (as an example we chose the
rule Nr.l):
If ((Box is ahead) and (Box is lastei)) then (Slow box a lot).
If the input data me the following:
product /box offset:
E
offset rale of change: I)E
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and the output data:
ronwyor M< B spcod adjustment: YD,
then the expressions can be converted <is follows:

DE
I'L
PS
ZR
NS
NL
where:
NL
NM
NS
ZR

...
...
...
...

NL

XS

a<

NL
NL
NM
NM
NM

NL
NM
NS
NS
NS

NS I'S
NS PS
VAX PS
I'S P&l
PS PM

Negative Large
Negative Medium
Negative Small
Approximately Zero

I'S
PM
PL

.. .
.. .
.. .

I'S

PM
PM
PM
PL
PL

Positive Small
Positive Medium
Positive Large

The system model is constructed at this, lime.
In the next experiment, the OMRON E5AP temperature fuzzy controller was used to
control an electric furnace model. As a result of this task, the control circuit behavior under
the PID control and fuzzy control were compared.
We also designed and constructed a two-cylinder watcrplaut model for the laboratoř}'
of mechatrouics. The PIDEQEIl software packet (a PII) contiollcr with an expert advisor
in the feedback) cooperating with the real system with the help of the CTRL control board
developed by the ÚTIA CSAV, Prague, WT. <ised to control tlio level in one of these cylinders;
In the process of developing the control circuit, we found several software defects that we
immediately adjusted. Recently, the model and the control system were fully prepared for
teaching in the laboratory.
The next experiment was prepared at the Department of Mechanics. We tried to control
a drive model with typical nonlinear and dynamic elements that cause problems in practice
very often. Backlash, friction, compliance and weight were chosen as the typical elements.
All of them arc adjustable from the minimal value up to the maximum. It is possible to
simulate many model situations that enable professors to demonstrate a lot of practical
problems to the students.
In regards to this project, some other tasks and experiments were prepared. All of them
will be used for mcchatronic studies in the new laboratory.
References:
(1J Clearly fu:zy. OMRON, Japan, Kyoto 1991
[2] STftlBRSKÝ, A. - HYNIOVA, K : Trrhnical tools for control
Praha 1991.

text book, CVUT,

This nsianh hit.* bnn conducted at tht Department oj Control Engineering in cooperation with the Department of Mechanics CTU Prague and has been supported by FRVŠ
grant No. Gtl-31045.
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EFFECT OF QUANTIZATION
AND LEAKAGE
ON FREQUENCY SPECTRA
M. Sedláček
CTU, Kac. of Electrical Eng.. O p t . of Measurements
Technická 2. l(i(i 27 I'ralm 6
Key words: digital sped rum analysis, quantization error, spectral leakage
Frequency .spectra are measured for periodic waveforms or for stochastical (noise) signals. In the latter case, the spectral composition of the signal is described by means of the
power spectral density of the signal [I],
An important feature of digital measuring of frequency spectra (using the Fast Fourier
Transform • I'FT - algorithms) is the ixissibility of »/»rlml Utikayi. Spectral leakage means
the leaking of encigy from one frequency component of the spectrum to other frequency
components. It leads to new s|>crlral lines in the frequency spectrum, which do not correspond to the fiequency composition of the original signal. Spectral leakage thus causes
deformation of the spectrum, ll is encounteied if the signal period is not an integer multiple
of the sampling interval. Spectral leakage can be excluded fey the synchronization of the
signal to the sampling frequency. If this synchronization is not possible, spectral leakage
can be limited by multiplying the measured signal by a suitable uinilow function. Some
examples of this phenomenon are shown in [2].
At our department we would like to evaluate the imperfections of plug-in hoards on
various measured parameters and characteristics of a signal, e.g., on RMS value, on average
power, or on frequency spectra of periodic signals. The basic imperfection of the ADCs
used in plug-iu boards is their quantization irror. The elfecl of the quantization error of the
measured signal can be simulated on a computer. Its influeiice on the frequency spectrum
can be very well demonstrated in the case of a harmonic signal. The spectrum of this signal
consists, in ideal case, of one spectral line only. In the case of a sampled harmonic signal
the spectrum consists of one spectral line in the frequency band from 0 to /,/2, where /,
is the sampling frequency. Since the number of quantization levels of an ADC is limited,
the harmonic signal is expressed as a sort of staircase signal in the time domain, and its
frequency spectrum consists of a basic spectral line and higher-order harmonic components.
The amplitudes of these components depend on the number of bits of the ADC used and
on the type of bit number limitation used (rounding or truncation).
Computer experiments were performed to evaluate this phenomenon. SNR (signalto-noise ratio) expressed in dB was used as a measure of the integral evaluation of the
quantization effect on the harmonic signal. When experimenting with a physical harmonic
signal using a plug-in card, it was found that there were high demands on the test signal
quality • both in its frequency accuracy and stability and in its spectral purity. If there is not
an integral number of sampling intervals equal to the test signal period, spectral leakage can
mask the effect of quantization. To prevent spectral leakage, the following equation must
be fulfilled:
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7 ; A 7 7 „ , = /.,,7..Y = in
who-ie A is tlu* immln't of tin* |»>intsof I I I . / , , , .KKI / „ , <ue I tie fiecjuriK j <nnl llic period

|

time of tin 1 meastued sigtud rcs|«i'tivclj. V. i< tlic s;ini|>liiii; interval, ami in is a p«>sitive
integer.
lli<* <l<-iiici)>it> ut in'i|\icm s .i<<iii.)>\ ttV)>> u>i nu i in- IKIIIIIH i uf M>> >'i >'K' :<"><<•' .V1K'.
These (Iciiiands wen- found liv itittiKTU'al •'Xpoiinu'iils siiiiuKiliii); tin* •IIIIIIIMTS of hits of tlu*
usually HM*<1 A1)(V ;in«l (In* vatioti-. AJ)("> inptit vullagis. Kni|ii<iiry SVIIIIKNÍMT'. wen*
found to h e Miilahlr t<*st signals scmr<°i-« for lowor ifsoliitioii AI)!V. l o r higli-RVilutiou
A DCs. s'H'C'ral |)»iily of (lu* lost sigiiiil um«t !«• cxuciiwly IIIRII: ollii-iwisc tin* lesl signal
iu>|M*rfoctioiis will IH* irll«*ctoil in tlu* IUCVIMIKII spnirii at a li*v«*l llial ramiot hi* «lisn*gar<U*«l.
We have found, iitim<-ric;illy. how tlu* dfiii.-iinlx of th<* t o t signal frri|iir»i_v neenrary are
ilcpciidenl upon tin* miml»%r of l>its of lli«* i w d ADC.
Bocimst* of )«issi!ilc spcrlrnl It-akaj;**. tnctlKMN of limliuft tlu* signal (XTÍIMI time in (license of complicated |ieii«i)ic .signal are very iiii|M»rljnil in <liftil.il s p e d rum analysis. A
presentation at this «<(iksli«|> i« devoleil t o this topic |:lj.
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THE PROCESSING OF THE LDA
MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLUID
FLOW WITH THE NONSTATIONARY
CONTENT OF THE MACROPARTICLES
V. Vaněček, I. Fořt, R. S. Brodkey*,
M. P t á č n í k * * , L. Klaboch**
CTU. I'ac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dept. of Chemical it Fowl Process Equipment
Technická I. IfiO 07 Praha 6
'The Ohio Slate Univeisity. Dept. of C'hoinical Engineering
KnfTult l.al>. W I!)lli Ave. Columbus. |:»210 Oil. USA
"Tnrbomotor VZI.U. Praha !l.
K e y words: fluid flow, turbulence, marropaitides, velocity histogram, fluctuation energy
At the equipment of the Chemical Enginwring Department at the Ohio State University, Columbus. Oil, USA we got the I,DA records, generated by the fluid flow with the
macroparlicles. The aim of the experiment was to answer the question whether and how
the macroparlicles influence the turbulence of the flow.
Measurements mix 1 carried out in I lie vertical column, in upgoing stream. The diameter
of the column was '1" (101.4 mm), the length was 1010 mm. The index refraction match
technique was used: the index of the icfractiou for the fluid - paracymene (n = SCO kg/in 3 ,
/i = 1.023 rP) was the same as that for the inncroparticles. beads - colorless transparent
spheres of PMMA (o = IU0kg/m 3 ). The experiment was arranged as the set of the
individual runs: after the beads had set on the bottom of the* column the pump was turned
on and by opening the inlet valve of the column the run was started. The beads rose up,
dispersed and escaped by the sequal with the fluid fiom the column to the bead collector,
from where they were returned after (hushing the run. It follows, the presence of beads in
the measuring point was only transient. The fluid velocity was measured by means of the
microparticles of china clay (</ = 5/im). which are used as the tracers. The beads have two
sizes: 1/iT and ' V I C , the falldown velocities in the paracymen are O.ltíúm/s and 0.20!)m/s
respectively.
There have been arranged rims with only microparticles. with only beads and with both
kinds of the particles. If we consider the microparlides -as the first factor and we assign
their absence and presence to 0 and I reap, and do the same for the beads as the second
factor, we gel the runs 01,02, 10, I I , 12, which may be further distinguished by the followed
component of the velocity (axial or radial), the superficial velocity (set by the number of
turns of the inlet valve) and the position of the point in the column. The nonstationary
runs (xl, x2) have been terminated after 30 seconds, the run 10 lasted 100 seconds.
All runs (but 10) arc transient, therefore our first task was to find the lime regions,
where the flow conditions are almost constant. Our second task was lo eliminate the possible
reflections on the beads as we only want lo tegister the fluid velocity. The first problem was
solved through dividing the whole runtime period lo the subperiods (I to IV). We supposed
to solve the second problem by means of the runs Ox - runs without the LDA particles. If
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there wete really no such pntttrips, all tlir records would he caused by thf reflections on the
beads ami it would he no problém (o find their characteristics ami to eliminate them front
the runs Is. The occurence of the records in the tegion IV, where no beads are present
(ami not unit tUU) im.'i. .•;.•». ;J«-;>.-cv;i"> !>•
' .•• 5* ;••<' ,IIII«.«MI', t1><> lenmvinj; of the tracers
is not perfect and in the region 1 to III the relied ions as well as the velocity records arc
possible. We have tried to solve the piohlem by means of the double filtration: to find the
characteristics of the tracer velocities from the region IV and by means of them to eliminate
the records of tracer in the regions 1 to III. Then we suggested to repeat the procedure: to
find the characteristics of the remaining records ami to eliminate them from the runs 11, 12.
We have had no problem to accomplish the first step, bul we have not succeeded in repeating
it: the only characteristic of the remaining data was the high value of the autocorrelation
function for the smallest time shift 0.5s; the mean velocity was significantly lower and the
standard deviation higher than that in region IV. the shape of the distribution was not
reproducible. We can only estimate the part of data in runs Ix caused by misreading,
because of the same number of the beads in the rims Ox.
Each run xl. x'2 was split into regions I to IV. in each of this regions the histogram
number of recoid - velocity was evaluated. The ii~.nlts wen- extremly dispersed, when we
used the original physical coordinates, we have achieved the concent • at ion by the uoimalisation of velocity by the formel (r — t'/r)/.-> i';v where the values for the normalisation were
taken from the region IV of the same run. wheie iindiMmbcd flow occurs. All (he presented
results are expressed in this normalised velocities.
As the additive quautilů1*. the total and duel mil ion energies have been evaluated. The
fluctuation energy has been calculated in two manners: in respect to the mean of the actual
region (internal f. energy) and to the mean of the region IV (external f. energy). All these
numbers are evaluated as the sum of the squared velocities or diflcrencies of them, and are
corresponding to the common measuring of turbulence intensity: we relate our numbers to
the total processed runtime, our numbers are the rate of energy, dimension m2/s3.
Fluctuation energy in respect to the local mean shows the turbulence intensity and its
spread to the upper and lower velocity hand, the external duct, energy points cat the shift
of the mean velocity between the regions.
The comparing of the duct, energies shows, that the registied flux of energy for beads
only (runs Ox) is much less than that for runs with heads and particles (runs lx). Moreover,
in runs 02 only 50 to G0% records an* due to uiissreading. caused by the reflection and
present in the same amount in the recoids of the runs 12.
All calculations are piesented in the tables. It can be seen that the local fluctuation
energy for both bands • lower ami up|>er • has the inaxinmn in the region I to II, then
decrease significantly. External fluctuation enetgy is almost constant for the upper band,
independend of the presence of beads. We conclude that most of the changes caused by the
beads are concentrated inlo the lower region of the velocities. If this is true, the ratio of the
fluctuation energy for lower and upper hands shows the changes in the turbulence intensity:
the value greater than I indicates lite increased tuibitlence intensity and inversely.
This rtsitirrh hits bttn rontliiclfil at tin l)i nttrlnu nl oflht Chvmiciil linginirring of the
Altchnniciil l-'nrully of Hit Csich Ticlmiriil I'nin isity ami ill Hit stunt tlipiirlmilit of tin
Ohio Slntt Unirimilu «.- purl of the itsttnrh propel "lUstarrh of Turbult net. in Ihf Flow
with Macmpnrliclts" anil has bun supporttil by grant A'«. l-i'J lOI-l of (!« Clt.
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ICOSYM
INFORMATION AND CONFERENCE
SYSTEM FOR MECHATRONICS
H. Mann
CTU, Computing Centre,
Zikova I. CZ-I6G 35 Praha 6
Key words: mechalronics. information system, conference system, computer network
ICOSYM is an open information and conferencing system for educational activities
within the area of Mcchatronics supported by llie Internet computer network and developed
at the Computing (Vnlie of the Czech Technical University in Prague. ICOSYM is to
address the nei-ds for information transfer on a cross-discipline base (mechanical, electrical,
control and software engineering), on a cross-sectorial base (schools, industry, research,
associations), and also on an international base.
A special branch of ICOSYM will also provide a survey of EU TEMPUS Program activities with the Czech participation to increase their efficiency, both in their implementation
and result dissemination periods.
Mechatronics is a new interdisciplinary aiea of engineering aimed at the optimal design
of mf<7i«(nical-elec)/iw»;r systems, which range from cameras and precision instruments up
to industrial robots, mnrhines for building industry and agriculture, transportation means,
and other contemporary electronically controlled machines.
Recognizing the importance of Mechatronics for enhancing both the functionality and
quality of machine industry products, and to cope with the Japanese and U.S. competition,
many West European universities have already started courses in Mechatronics educating
engineers capable of communicating with each other across the traditional engineering disciplines. As machine industry plays an important role in the Czech economy, also the Czech
technical universities arc developing similar courses.
As medial ronics is based on a close cooperation of mechanical, electrical, control and
software engineering specialists, and also on a close cooperation between universities and
the industry, the exchange of information coming from diversified sources is vital to it.
The objective of ICOSYM development is in intensifying international cooperation
among universities and in increasing its effectiveness, in facilitating their access to information, in enhancing university-industry cooperation as well as continuous and distance
forms of education, and last but not least, in helping East European Universities to overcome the exchange-rate barrier which still makes telecommunication fees, not to speak about
traveling costs, loo expensive for them.
As ICOSYM is based on t he Internet computer network which is already well established
all over the World and operates free of charge, ICOSYM is easily accessible to teachers and
students from virtually any university.
It is hoped, that once the system is established, it will attract attention of East as well
as West European universities to such an extent, that it will grow into a pan-Buropean
cost-clfective system snppoiling cooperation in Mechatronics related education. (Despite
the fact that Mechatronics is among the priority themes of the ECC, no similar activity
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exists so far to ottr knowledge.) It ran be also eDvisas^l lltat tin- system will seive as a pilot
project for other educational areas.
The information part of K.'OSYM should allow Us users to explore, scarih ami retrieve

• survey of courses, final theses, doc)oral dissertations, research projects, reports ami
other publications of individual schools offering study in the area of Medialronics
• student exchange ami placement programs, distribution of application forms
• directories of educational, research and industrial enterprises active in the area
• announcements of international activities in the area of Medial ronics
• surveys of library, patent, and other relevaut information resources
• surveys of ISO and other internal ioiial sl.mdard<
• information on new components, software tools, hooks, etc.
• interdisciplinary library of mathematical models for dynamic system components and
phenomena •)
• survey of TEMPI'S JKPs with the (Vcch parli<ip<ttiou
The conferencing part of IC'OSYM aimed at interactive sharing of knowledge and exchange of views will allow for:
•
•
•
•

structured receipt and transmission of messages
self documented discussions/conferences on specific subjects
communication in a group environment
taking part in an established conference* or initialing and moderating a new conference
by any participant
• establishing a confeience as a public one or as limited to a specified group of participants

The working language is English. The system is based on international communication
standards for transfer of textual and graphical information data. Hesidra other network
resource tools. IC'OSYM will utilize the hypertext-control led mullimedial World Wide Web.
The ICOSYM information and conference segments can be accessed at the following WWW
and e-mail addresses respectively:
http://icosym.cvut.cz/icosym/main.htm

icosymSvc.cvut.cz

This research has bun conduclril at the Computing Cenin oflhc Czech Technical University as a part of the irstaivh projtrt "ICOSYM - Information anil Conference System
for the Czich TEMPVS ami Mtclmtronirs" anil lias been mpportid by the TEMPOS grant
CME-94-C'A-tOO:}.
*) Tlic intenlii>ciplinary library of mathcmnlical imxlils has bun establisheil as a part of
Hie research projtel "hiti nlin-iplinary syi-lrin for computational modeling" supported by the
FliVS grant No.
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RITA - A NEW PROGRAMMING
ENVIRONMENT
Š. Ncšvcra, J. Daněček, K. Muller
CTU, Kac. of I2lrctric.il Eug.. Depl. of Computer Science
Karlovu nám. 13, 121 2:1 Prague 2
Key words: object -oriented programming, algebraic specific-it ion. programming language,
inheritance, type checking
This article describes a new programming environment ItlTA, which has been designed
and developed at the Department of Computer Science. FEE CTU.
RITA is a configurable problem-oriented language. It has a fixed syntax of declarations,
expressions and Miuctured .statement*, but ils typing mechanism, type rheckiug, semantics
of operations, syntax and .semantics of simple statements are free. It is designed for two levels
of programmers: application and system. The system programmer configures- the language
by writing a specification and implement at ion of an appropriate set of opera) ions and simple
statements. The application programmer writes applications in the language prepared by
system programmer. Thus RITA comprises two languages iu one: a specification language
and an application language.
RITA's specification language is based on sorted algebras. A set of sorts is defined
together with signatures of operators on these sorts. The syntax of unary and binary
operations is fixed, while syntax of simple statements (started with an identifier) is free.
The form of a specification is similar to that used in algebraic specifications (sec [2]). The
semantics of specified operations is defined operationally, i.e. in C + + .
RITA's application language depends on specifications and supports three different
programming styles: simple statements starting with a keyword (a la Basic), operational (á
la C + + ) and procedural (a la Pascal).
An application in RITA is t ranslated into C + + . I he language supporting object-oriented
programming (see [3]). The resulting module is linked with the library prepared by the
system programmer and is ready to be executed. The RITA translator generates project
files for Borland C + + project manager and thus supports all the features provided by lhal
environment (such as built-in editor, symbolic debugger, linker, project manager etc.).
RITA provides the user with a powerful and flexible typing mechanism. Only two basic
types arc defined: numbers and strings. There is a .structured data type, called bag. which
in various modifications implements ranges of numbers, dynamic one-dimensional arrays
of items, ordered sets of keys and tables of items with sorted keys. Further types can be
introduced by the system programmer. N'o new ly|>es can be defined by the application
programmer. RITA's type-checking is strict although more flexible type-checking is possible. The typing mechanism could be extended in I luce ways: iutioductiou of inheritance
of types by means of order-sorted algebras, releasing of type-checking by introduction of
untyped items, and support of generic types and operations. These new features involve
some interesting theoretical aspects that will be discussed in more detail.
Introduction of ordering on sorts leads to searching for a proper operation. There arise
some problems with this search as follows:
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types Tl < T2
operations
Tl + T2 -> Tl
T2 + Tl -> Tl
declare Tl a, b
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// two s o r t s , Tl i s subsort of T2
// binary operation +
// declaring two objects ox' s o i t Tl

then how to lesolw the expiesMon •< 4 l>? Tlwie are at le,i-.t two way of answering this
question: to forlii'l the situation or to icsohe the types in lexicographic-id ordering (e.g.
from left to right).
Tin re are two ways in roping with the telease of type-checking. The type of an o|>eration
can be resolved dyiiamirally (in rim-time) or dynainii* binding of C + + ran lie employed.
While the first way weds dispatrli tables to lie ciealed. the second way is more elegant
although a lot of code is generated.
Generic type* and operations increase the power of a language. At the implementation
level they are sup|H>rted liy templates (in C++) and so it is useful to support tlwse at the
specification level as well. This again alfects the process of type resolution.
Future work includes iucoiporation of the al>ove mentioned features into the language.

References:
|1] DAXECEK. .1. Mf'LLKK. K. NESVEKA. *.: Munmils for MIA >n*l>'». (in czwh].
1!>!M.
['2] RICIITA. K. NKSVKRA. S.: h'fiklimi imph nit titan pitpixnrnrirh *ii>lťniá. Sliorni'k
SOKSKM'OO. Janské lázu.', líl'10.
[3] ELLIS. M. A. STKOt'STRPP. ».: Tin Aiumlalxl C++ rt/irtnn manmil AddisouWt-sley. !!««).
77i /.-.• ii.-rinrli ha.- bun rimdurliil al Hit Ih purl mi nl of( 'nmpnlii Sriiurt ns <i cmilmrl
tritii T-Soft /,/</.. I'mgiu.
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TYPE SYSTEMS IN GRAPHS
M. Beneš
iKI'A !> i i l i m o . Uepl. o i l olupiltfl .S'tieiitf <«uil ijlgiiitviiug

Hožolčcliova 2. (i!2 (i(i Hi no
Key words: compilers, graph grammars, semantic modi'ls. typo checking
Current compiler construclion techniques nri' at the stage when there is a very good
theoretical Iwisis for the implementation of at lea.sl the analytical phase of the compilation.
Problems arise in the area of semantic definition and code optimization and general ion. To
find some uniform approach it is necessary to develop some computational model that could
he used both for the formal description of the language semantics and for the specification
of a compiler. The appioach that seems to lie very promising and that has already been
widely used in the area of functional languages, uses a graph as an internal structure of
the program model in the compiler [2]. The graph can he transformed according to some
rewriting rules that aie mole complex and also more pou-eiful than linear string grammars
or term rewriting systems. The graph approach has several advantages compared with
classic techniipK's - the most important of them is the possibility of splitting the process
of rewriting into seveial independent transfoi mat ions that can he performed l>y dilferent
processors.
There are several languages supporting graph transformations and the languages dilfer
in their definition of a graph and iu their support for user-friendly applications. As for
an example of an advanced system we can mention the I'I<O(!RKS environment, based on
a syntax-directed edit or. At the Depaitmeiit of Computer Science and Kngiuccring. I'll
Brno, the programming language iil.c.in has been developed as a tool for expressing graph
rewriting rules and graphs with attributes [1|. The first version of the language worked
without types and it has proved insufficient for greater projects. The main disadvantage
of the first version was iu a very weak type checking that allows the piogrammer to write
inconsistent grammar rules. Introduction of types is promising in two directions: asa tool for
expressing more semantics that can he statically checked in compile-!hue, and for improving
the graph unification algorithm using type information. When only untyped graphs are used,
the unification algorithm has to check in ruu-time the compatibility of matched subgraphs
and to try out all relevant lewriling rules. These checks can be partially moved to the
compile-lime as Malic semantic rules.
The working definition of the giaph is based on mol id graph* (also called It rm graphs)
as graphs wit hone distinguished node — lliemof of the graph [:{]. Kach node of I he graph is
bound to a specific structure of iillriliuhs and MICCI .vwv.. Types of attributes are speeilied
using some domain types (integers, reals, strings, etc.) ami successor nodi's an* specified
using label types.
If we want to const met a graph, some typo compatibility rules should be applied: types
of successor nodi's should be compatible with the type of the original node. The lypt
compatibility is a very important concept in typed graphs, because it restricts the possible
shapes of graphs that an: allowed to be constructed. In fact, we cm distinguish three levels
according to the existence of polynioiphic types: moiiomorpliir typing, where all types are
inonomorpliir. wuik polymorphic typing with one distinguished node type that is compatible
with all other node types, and strong polymorphic typing, where each type is compatible
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with sonic specified group of types. The' mommiorphir typing is not usable in practice
because tlirro t«n*t any possibility to construct lecursive m>de typ<-s (lists, trees. general
glitplis). The weak polymorphic typing all<m« wmc si>cri«.sor« to Iw ol JIIJV type, so the
type checking is. in fact, switched off for them and we ale not aide to lestrirt the allowed
types in any way. So the last level creates the oppoitimity to specify stronger or weaker
iiv>ui<!io!i.- >••• ••:•,» -••..•••••>.; !.<;••.

The way how to make gioups of related node types is to intiodnce a pailial ordering
among type*. The ordering is s-iwcifi/vl as a telation between a parent node type and
child types that satisfy the following condition: tin1 child type inherits all attributes and
successors of its parent and adds its own at tributes and/or sitwssors. .Stalling poiiil of the
type hierarchy is the type .Xmlt representing a chess of nodes without any attributes and
successors. The strong typing allows the success of any node to be of the specified type
or of any of its descendant types.
The new version of the ab>an language [.|], implemented at t he Depat I ment of ('omputer
Science aud Engineering, is a slightly more powerful im-atnation of the previous- principle.
This version of the system is able to work with typed graphs: it convcils the giaph specification into a binary form and generates a C++ soiuce for the rewiiting rules. After rewriting
the output graph ran be converted back into the textual fot in or it can be furthei prwessed
applying other set of rewriting titles. The •system is xiippoited with the C!KH generator
for string-to-graph giammais. allowing to iiniM a gi<iph of the p,us<i| line<ir soiuce code
according to some string-lo-graph grammar fl).
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PRACTICAL USE OF
TEMPORAL PETRI NETS
FOR PARALLEL SYSTEM MODELING
H. Kubátová
( T U . Fnc. of Electrical Bug., Dcpl. of Computer Science
Karlovo náměstí 1.1. 121 35 Pralia 2
Key words: IVlii not. temporal logic, temporal relation, eventuality, fairness, temporal
Pelri net, timed IVtri net. parallel system, concitrenry
Petri Nets have been introduced and usc<l as a model of parallel systems. This model
can express and analyze certain aspects of concurrency and synchronization of actions,
causal relations between events and conditions of parallel systems. However, sometimes time
relations between events and time-dependant conditions are necessary to lie modeled in order
to verify real system behaviour. Pelri nets have been extended to many types of so called
Timid I'tlri .Ye/.-.. [2],[3] or Moilijittl I'tlri AV/>. [•!]. with the time requirements associated
with either places or transitions. Disadvantages with this introduction of time are found
in the field of verification of the modeled system • analytical methods are aiisuilablc. only
simulation methods are commonly used, (I], [2]. [:<]. In addition some of the fundamental
properties of concurrent systems such as eventuality and fairness arc not possible to represent
or to analyse.
Another class of Petri Net extension is the temporal Petri Net (7'A'^ in which timing
constraints are represented by the operators of temporal logic, [1], [2], [3]. Temporal Pctri
Nets can describe clearly and compactly causal nud temporal relationships between events
of a system, including eventuality and fairness.
A temporal Petri Net (7'A') is defined to be a pair 7'A' = (/'A',/), where PN is a Petri
net and / is a formula of the language /. for describing temporal costraints.
The language formulae aie built up from atomic propositions:
(/> has a token) - abbreviation /> is used.
(/ is Hrable) • abbreviation lok:
(I fires) - abbrevialion ' wheie /> and / aie places and transitions of the Pclri Net;
Boolean connectives AND. Oil, NOT. =*• (implication) and
temporal operators 0 (next). O (henceforth). O (eventually), U (until).
O ' * ni at on that proposition /' liecomes true in the next stale.
OP states that /' continues to be true in all future states.
OP states that /' eventually becomes true in some future state.
PUQ states that /' will continue to be true at least until the first time when Q becomes
true.
/ can be interpieled as a restriction in the firing sequences in PN; only firing sequences
satisfying / are allowed to occur, (e.g. Formula D(/ =* NOTp) means that a transition
/ fires only if a place /> is token-free, and therefore temporal Pelri nets can simulate Pctri
Nets with inhibitor arcs, which have the modeling power of a Turing machine.) For more
details and an exact definition see [I]. (2). [:<).
Our aims in the studying of temporal Petri nets (TN) weie the following:
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• implementation of temporal constraints (formulae / of the language /.) a regular TO!
grammar and nondeterttiinfatic finite machine were (milt. ()]:
• inclusion of the lempoi.d model to some esNttng software system for modeling, analyzing ami simulating IVtri nets - the .system IVsim from VUT Urno was used and
extended to include temporal relations;
• study of the relationship between liie iVtii w i »im i«.t> ..:..! }CJ::;««>V' <"W
• study of the possibilities of formal analysis of temporal lVtri nut properties.
We have arrived at the following conclusions:
Temporal Petri nets require both the semantics of Petri nets anil the semantics of
temporal operators. However the combining I'etri nets and temporal formulae might be
advatagcous: a net structure is suited for the lepresentatiou safeties* properties while liveness properties are very dillicull to analyze by clii.-sical Petri net analysis methods. On
the other hand livencss properties can lie repiescuted naturally by temporal formulae. The
representation of safeness properties by temporal assertion alone ran be quite cumbersome.
Pctri nets are commonly used mostly because of their ability to visually and naturally
express parallelism. Most of the basic propeities such a- liveuess. reachability, boundediiess
are NP-complete problems. Hut it is possible to solve them for i-impli or nol ri ry compkx
Pilri nt/ flrurlIIH.S. therefute \\e tri<-d • > simplify the I'etii net's >trn< lure liy delining temporal relations describing this structure. The le.siill was; it was nol possible to determine a
Pctri net structme uiialiigiiunsly wily by temporal lelations but sometimes the simplification of it is straigthforwaid. The last conclusion for practical use of a temporal Pctri net
is: you must choose a model with the right balanci- between net struct me ami temporal
relations with the help of a good software tool which makes it passible to analyze both
structural properties and temporal piopcities.
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Key words: Imiuomorpliisins, parallel coinpiiliug. do liruijn digraphs. Kautz digraphs

Do Itniijn mid Kiiulz (HK) digraphs have boon studied recently as promising underlying
topologies of interconnection networks for massively parallel roinputer architectures since
they form n family of digraphs with .isuiiptolically I lie laigest number of vertices for a
given degree and diameter and have several graph-theoretical properties that are useful for
designing inteiconnoctiou networks. Pailkularly, they enable simple and optimal routing
and broadcasting, have optimal connectivity and faidl-toleraucc, and contain cycles and
trees as subgraphs.
However. UK digraphs are neither vertex symmetric nor hierarchically recursive, i.e.,
larger-diameter insianoi-s do not contain smaller-diameter instances as subgraphs. This
makes the design of parallel algorithms for them more diflicult.
(liven two digraphs ft and // wheie the si/e of C! is larger than the size of / / , a
homomorphism of (t onto // i< a surjoctivc and arc-preserving mapping of the vertex set of
C! onto veil ex set of //. A homomoi phism is veitex-uniform if each vortex of // is loaded
with the same number of vertices of (>'. We can similarly define the arc-uniformity. A vertexand arc-uniform homomorphism is uniform.
If there is a unifoim homomorphism of C! onto / / . a parallel computation running on
the larger C! can be optimally emulated on the smaller / / . since the computation and communication load is uniformly distributed among the lesources of the smaller network. If G
and // are (di)graphs of the same family, such an emulation enables a larger computation to
be squeezed optimally into a physically smaller parallel machine with the same interconnection topology. See [I] for some results on uniform adjacency-preserving mappings of several
popular intei connect ion networks.
In this paper, we focus on uniform homomorphisms of KK digraphs.
Let 3,/ = {(). 1
</ — I} denote an alphabet of il let tors and 3," = { J*Ix-t... xu.\Xn \
Xi € 3rf} the set of all </-ary words on 2* of length H. Lot //(</, I)) and A'(</. I)) denote de
liruijn and Kautz digraphs, respect i vel'., u it It in-dogieo and out-degree </ and diameter I).
Then [3,1]
| .r, € 3 , / . I < / < /
| V / : x, € &,+,.*, ? J - , + I )
/t(l\(«/. I))) = { ( j - , X i . . . x , , . x t . . . x , ) X l w ) | V / : x, € 3 r f + l , x ,
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Our results for de Druijn networks arc as follows:
Theorem 1 For trcry homomorphtsm f ofO{d.D) onto lS(d.Da binary operation o on Zj such that f can br difiutd us

1), I) > 2, Hurt txi»/»

/(x t xj...x 0 ) = (X,OX,)(X2OX 3 )...(XD-I °xp).

Lemma 2 Let o 6t « binary operation on 2j satisfying at Uast om of tin following tvo
properties (B) and (B'j:
Vu 6 Zj, tht mapping Í H H O Í is a bijertion on Zj. (li)
V« € Zd, the mapping x >-» x o o is a bijection on 3j. (li')
Then for any D > 2. homomorphism f of »((/. O) onto »(</, 0 - 1 ) defined by
f(xx J-J . . . ID) = (x\ o x2)( J-2 o x j ) . . . (XD-I <> XD)
IS vertex- and arc-uniform.
As a corollary, we get uniform liomomoiphisms \'(/<(</. 0)) onto \'(/?(</. 0 - 1 ) ) already
known from the literatim*, for example,
j . . . x o ) = x 2 x 3 . . . xn.
/ i i

••••"•») = X , X . . . . . X U - | .

f3{xixt...

x 0 ) = (Ji *i?«i xj)(x a <bd x 3 ) . . . (x o _ 1 ^ xo), where ^ is + modulo d.

HomomorluMiis induced by binary operations with Piopctty (B) arc especially important for computation-contention optimal and communication-contention free emulations of
tree based D&C computations on de Uruijn nclwoiks (2). However, Property (B) or (B')
are not always necessary for mi operation o to induce a uniform dc Bruijn liomomorphism.
Theorem 3 For d tion-primi and /) > 2. tht n ait binary operations o without Property
(D) and (B') inducing a uniform homomorphism of l)(d,D) onto l)(d,D — I).
The proof is constructive. For example, for d = A, the multiplication table of a binary
operation o constructed by Theorem •'! is as follows.
»|
0
1
2
3

2 3
0|l
0 :< :i 0
3 1 l 3
2 0
0
1 2 2 1

Similar results hold for Kautz digraphs (sec [2] for more details).
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RANDOMIZED ALGORITHM FOR
DYNAMIC EMBEDDING OF
BINARY TREES INTO HYPERCUBES
J. Trdlicka, P. Tvrdik
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Depl. of Computer Science
Karlovo náměstí 13. 121 .1") Piaha 2
Key words: randomized algorithm, emliedding. hypercube. dynamic tree
The outbidding probitm for parallel computeis is defined as the problem of optima)
mapping of a lusk- graph describing parallel computation onto a procisor graph describing a
parallel romputer. Quality of <m embedding i- very often expiessed by live parameters, called
expansion, load, dilation, tdgi-congt*tion. and iimh-cmujittion (see [2,3] for definition:,).
If a task graph O and a processor graph // are given and an embedding of O in // is
defined before the computation starts, then we .speak about »lalic or off-line embedding.
Uul very often either the structure or the size of the I ask graph depends on the computation
and the embedding changes in the course of the compulation. In this case, we speak about
dynamic or on-line embedding.
In many cases, the task graph has a Im *lrurlurt and the processor graph has a hypr.r~
cube structure. Since these structures have dilferent piopcrties. the problem of embedding
trees into hypcrcuhes is dillicuit in general.
Several results have becu published during the last few years ou dynamic embedding*
of binary trees into hypcrcubes. In [2], a simple randomized algorithm which embeds an
lU-node binary tree into an A'-node hypercuhc with a dilation O(log log A') and with a
load 0{(M/i\') + I), with high probability, is presented. In [3], two randomized flip-hit
algorithms are described. The first algorithm achieves dilution I and, with high probability,
load O((M/N) + log A'). The second one achieves dilation O( I) and. with high probability,
load O((M/N) + I) and edge-congestion 0{(M/N) + I).
Similarly, as iu (3|. we present, heie, a inodilied Hip-bit algorithm for dynamic emliedding binary trees into hypcrcubes with dilation 2. We use the flip-bit and track number, but
the strategy for embedding tree nodes into hypercubc nodes is different.
Let Qn be an u-dimcnsional hypercube with A' = 2" nodes. Let 7' be a rooted binary
tree of size M < A'. Each node x of 7' is assigned its U.rt.l, /(x), equal to its distance from
the root (the root itself hi>s level 0). The randomized algorithm proceeds as follows:
The embedding of children of an already embedded tree node x is cow:.oiled by a
random flip-bit, denoted by fb(.r). It is a random function generating a val1: • ••••nn {0,1}.
Each node ? of T at level l{t) is assigned a track numbtr t[r) = (/(.r)modi» - I)) + 1.
Assume that * is an already embedded node of 7' whose children are to be dynamically
embedded. (The algorithm does not specify the order in which the already embedded tree
nodes arc selected for embedding its children, hence it can be done in parallel). The children
of x will be embedded as follows:
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iffb(.r) = 0 then
{ embed lfft_cliil(!.of(.r) (if cxiMs) with dilation I into dimension (/(.r) + I):
•»<tt<«<l tielit .child jolts | (if exists) uiili dilation 2 into dimension* (í(J-) + 1) and l(x); }

else
{ pinbcd Icft.cliild.offx) (if exists) with dilation 2 into dimensions (i(x) 4 1) and l(t);
embed right.cliiul.of(.r) (if oxi>ts) n-itk dilation I into dimension (i(.r) + 1): }
Clearly, the dilation of tlás randomized algorithm is 2. It is not difficult to prove that the
described algorithm embeds a complete binaty tree of liriglil (it — 1) into optimal hypcrcube
Qn with load 1, dilation 2. average dilution 1.5, edge-congestion 2. and •lode-roiigestion 4.
For arbitrary .U-tiode binary ttee>. wo proved that the expertc-d value of load of a
hypcrcubc- node is less than or equal to 1 + 2.1//A'. The algorithm was implemented and
tested on a variety of biliary trees of various spnrsity. The experiments have shown that the
load, edge- and node-congestion is 0(1) with high probability, that the probability of the
maximum value of embedding measures i* very low. and thnt the distribution of cmlx!'.UIing
measures is almost independent of both the dimension of the liyporctibe and the shape of
the tree. See I'igme 1 for .sample results.
We are currently in the process of pioring these rosi-measuremeuts. Also, we are
trying to apply the randomized algorithms fot emlwddmg fr-ary Irrcs. n > k > 2, into the
n-dimeiisional hypercube.
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Figure 1: Distribution of measures of embedding 510-nodc binary trees into 0r>
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THE LINDA LANGUAGE
IN DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT
P. Přikryl, P. Hanáčck, M. Ryšánek
TU, Fac. of Kl. Eng. (c Computer Sci.. Dept. of Computer Sci. <V: Engineering
Božetěchova 2. 012 00 Urno. <Vch Hop.
Key words: parallel programming, generative communication. Linda
The parallel an<l/or distributed piogrammiug is liased on several comiminiration and
synchronization principles. Several mechanisms related to these principles were developed in
order to introduce the principles into the real programming. The communication mechanism
calledffc»<ra/i>icommunication (C!C) appeared at the Yale University in the middleSO's. It
is (letter known <°is the l.imltt language wliirh was thelirM iiiipleiiientiilion of the mechanism.
It is based on a notion of an abstract, globally slian-d, and a process independent data space
called lupli spaa ITS). Tupli s—the data structmes stored in tuple space—consist of one
or more typed elements, and they an- content addressable (associative memory). TS is also
an environment foi the parallel execution of processes. Kvery process has an access to TS,
but tuples are not bound to process!*. Tuple space is a persistent object.
Six basic operations for handling the TS and tuples wen; delined in |l|. In implementations of the C!(* mechanism (Linda-like systems) six functions or procedures perform the
operations. llowewr, the semantics of two of them was proved to IM* problematic, so that
only four operations can be generally accepted: placement of a tuple lo TS — o u t ( ) . reading a tuple fiutn 'I S - rdO. reading and removing a tuple from TS — i n ( ) . and parallel
evaluation of a tuple with its consequent placement to TS — eval().
As stated above, the tuple space—the heart of the C!C mechanism—is a global, shared
data space. The (!(' mechanism says nothing about the implementation of TS. Experimental implementations of a Linda-like system can use only one computer to simulate parallel
cooperation of many piocesses: however, more than one processor should be considered to
take advantage of their joint power — the main argument for building any parallel programming tool. Unlike what one cotdd expire!. the majoiity of Linda-like systems is implemented
in a distributed environment. i.e. in an environment with multiple interconnected processors
but with no physically shared memory. The main leasons an1 certain technical problems
of the multiprocesor systems with shared memory, and the cost of such systems too. We
have chosen the ready lo use and cheap environment of several workstations interconnected
by the local area network (LAN). The main goal is to make the distilbuted environment
transparent for all Linda operations, and the main problem is how to do it efficiently.
The simple Linda-like system was implemented on workstations running the Unix opcrating system. It is based on cooperation of the so-called TS savers that manage their
local, disjoint parts of TS. The A'nmr sirnr is a central authority that makes decisions
where a tuple is to be placeni, and that coordinates TS servers. The llcliulilc message passing system (RMP) was developed on the lop of TCP/IP protocol .suite [•)]. The motivation
was to adapt the well known set of communication protocols for ellicicnl use in real-time
conditions. It is possible to write simple Linda applications in the C language. However,
the way how the application has to be written is very experimental (not user friendly), and
the applications wete built mainly to lest the communication subsystem. The applications
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helped us In provefli.it tliTomnuinirntion •*"> very important part of tin* Linda-like system
implementation. Tlu> M1M standard is studied HOW IO be useil fur next impleinentitlions a s
a communication basis.
in !!;<• !!;<vre!!cM j v f i<f c>nr research we ar<4 •cenrrhtne for a formal model that could
be used for uniform description of ilie commonly used primitives Tor interprocess commuuication. proces* synchronization, anil data sharing.
The interaction point was delined as the basic intfiaclionol>je<-t. The simple interaction
primitives are tho«e that can l>e modelled by a single interaction point. These include primitives such as shared variable, semaphore, monitor, asynehumons channel, and asynchronous
mailbox. Similaily. compound interaction primitives are those that can be modelled by
using two or more interaction points. This class includes synchronous channel, synchronous
mailbox, remote procedure <.a||, rendezvous, and barrier synchronization. An interesting
conclusion is that the hierarchy of both simple and compound primitives gives a lattice
diagram. Some of the results were published in [2].
Another direction of the theoretical lesoarch is based on the experience that the original GC mechanism is not suitable for solving all problems. Having very nice features for
the building of some soit of applications, the original (•(' mechanism lacks other propertics. The fact that tuples can be accessed only asMici.itively makes the implementation of
some algorithms iuelh'eient. The problem of implementation of the graph slrmiiiies and
algorithm!! led to a pioposal of the extension of the (!(' mechanism |:t) that is based on the
unique, identification of each tuple. New operations allow direct access to uniquely identified tupl<!s via the mechanism that resembles mimovu poinlir*. The proposed extension is
transparent to the original operations. Kealmes of the- extension are expected to lie useful
also for building applications that must woik independently in one tuple space without any
interference. Development of the extension goes on.
We were successful in establishing collaboration with (he Aalborg University in Denmark, the birl hplaee of AI'(' ('++l.inda
implement at ion of I he Linda-like system on the
Transputer network. It is expected that the collaboi.ilion will boost our implementation
activities and that I he experience thus gaiueií will prove helpful for both part!)** concerned.
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PARALLELIZATION
OF PROGRAM STRUCTURES
P. Jendcle, B. Melichar
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Key words: parallelized ion. vectorization. optimisation, compile
Developing parallel code is an elfertive and economical way to create high performance
computer software In mast cases, in order to achieve maximum performance, programs
must respect tlif particular hardware platform and use hardware dependent routines. Consequently, the rode tlilfeis from marhine to mat-hint1. Moreover, most currently available
software, which has been developed for single pioccssor machines, is virtually useless because its elfective implementation for a parallel machine is difficult. Usually, the software
would have to lie completely lewiilten in order to take full advantage of mote processors.
Parallel rode rail also lie achieved by leaving the bunion of program parallclizalion to
the compiler. The soft wait- created in this way is usually less, effective, but it is well balanced
by the savings (luring software development.
The main concern of t his cont ribut ion is t lie specification of program structures suitable
for paiallelization by the compiler anil methods as to how it can be achieved. The two types
of parallelism!ion are dealt with. Veclorizalion of code for S1MD machines and parallelizetion for MIMI) machines are discussed. Individual statements and program sections are
separately investigated.
The simplest case is the parallel execution statements for copying or filling segments
of memory. I'malldizalion of arithmetic and logic expressions significantly improve the
code spoil of large numeric computations. Algorithms for the parallel optimization of
these expressions reduce the computational tree by taking advantage of comutativity and
associativity.
Simultaneous processing of more piogram statements in parallel usually gives better
performance than sequential processing of individual piogiam statements, each of them
treated in parallel. Program statements an* split in program sections. A special case of
these sections is linmr pmgiiwi MW/OHS which include only assignment statements.
The parallelization of linear program .sections consists of two main parts, namely data
dependent analysis and scheduling of CPU instructions that can be executed simultaneously.
This contribution deals with tlata dependence analysis only.
Three categories of tlata dependence aie introduced for two statements S and 7', where
.9precedes 7'in forwartl flow sequential program execution (6). The first is tlata dependence
of 7'on .S'. where then 1 exists a simple variable r such that .9 assigns value to i> and T
fetches the value of i>. The second is aulidipindi un of 7'on S. where there exists a simple
variable r such that 7'assigns value to r and .V fetches the value of i>. And, lastly, output
dipendutrt of 7'on S. where there exists a simple variable r such that both 5 and 7"assign
value to ii. The construction of the tlata dependence graph is described, and the influence
of dependencies to parallelization is investigated. The rariablc miamiiiy method is used for
removing output dependencies and antitlepentlenries.
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Invttům of grin -statement, conditional -statement <ir switch into linear program «*ctions deals with significant nuxlilk-nlidiis of tin* data dependence graf. The possibility of
parallclization in that rase is discussed in this contril>iition.
PI\)J;.M:.Í !>«•;<» ..:.• '!.•• :•: •»' ••
: ••
; •••• •••< <.*»*..<-i«. r..i jorMielWat'on Ttie same protzram
statements are repeated ninny times. If nil these iterations air scheduled in parallel, the
execution time drops to the time necessary Tor one iteration only. The spare of all iterations of a loop is similar lo that of the linear program Mi4tion. The dependence graph
is extended, only by dependencies betw«-en dilferent iterations, and it is constructed using
methods similar to those for linear program sect ions.
The scalar variable, used in the loop body, invokes dependencies between all iterations.
These dependencies can often be removed by scalar tipnn*ion. Scalar expansion substitutes
all occurences of the scalar variable with the vector variable (array) of the same name,
indexed by number of iteration.
The scheduling of statement occmences in a loop iteration on MIMI) machines is the
same as the scheduling of statements of linear program sections. Specilie methods are used
for vector optimization on SIMI) machines. Only the single nested loop can be transformed
into vector instruction--. This menu- thnt only the iuiieittio-t loop nest can be vectorized.
1 lie loop distribution is used lo extract single iicsla-d |uop- ftom <i multiple nested loop. The
statements from an outer loop are separated from an inner loop and separately vectorized.
The loop intirrliiiiiiji method changes tli'- innermost loop to achieve maximum performance
of the vectorized loop.
Multiple nested loops with index expiessions invoke more complicated dependence
graphs. The methods, d<-seribed above, have insullicietil power to vectori'/o such loops.
Drprndf nr< unifovmhiition [2] citi he wm\ lo transform such loops into vector instructions.
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PROBLEM SOLVING
WITH PARALLEL PROCESSING
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The research <lesrril>eil in this short communication has been oriented to application
based parallel computing in the areas of artilicial neural networks, dynamic system simulation and physical design of computers. Kven though the testing of some algorithms started
on sequential machines, porting them to parallel system has been or is being done. At
present transputers are tlie only existing computing platform for affordable parallel computing and foi embedded 01 leal time applications uliith we me inteiested in. Algorithms
arc being implemented on a network of up to 7 transputers with application-specific topologies. The goal is to find the atchitecturcs and algorithms with minimum communication
overhead, sullicient speed-up and scalability.
Before any effort in parallel computing actually started, we had tried to understand and
classify parallel algorithms suitable for message-passing architectures generally [1]. This
study helped us to parallelize elliciently several ANN' paradigms: MM' ( a multi-layered
perceptron). CNN (cellular NN) and llopfield nets. The fiist Ml.I' algorithm for forward
operation has aheiidy been implemented in Occam language [2] with a good speed-up and
scalability for large NN. There is still some room for improvement of the processing speed,
which is yet to lie exploied. The work on CNN and lloplield nets is being carried on.
Parallclization of a learning phase of MLI' is also under consideration, even though this is
not of primary importance in real time applications.
Yet another NN paradigm. Sparse Distributed Memory - SDM, has been analysed to
asses its properties [$]. Mathematical formulas have been found for setting up optimal
parameters of this NN. The theoretical results have been tested on a piogram model (using
512 bit- wide addicss and data buses). However, its parallel implementation is not feasible
due to a large operating memory required in this model.
In the area of dynamical system simulation a modern Taylor series method is being
parallelized for transputers [3].(-l]. To ease this task a TKSL/TKANSP language has been
developed which uses block description and diagrams known from analogue computing technique. Occam procedures cieated for individual analogue units communicate mutually over
Occam channels. The language TKSL/TRAKSP accept:: ..uuulation tasks in a form of a
textual description of the given analogue net and ..-mpiles them into Occam programs,
so that no debug'"!.!.* of Occam programs i« ignited. Placement of analogue elements on
transputers effect t In commuuicatu... overhead. Therefore an optimizing tool for automatic
placement is planned, which would minimize the amount of communication.
The TKSI./TKANSP and the related TKSI./OKCAI) languages have been on exhibitions during international conferences [-1] and [5]. Some difficult simulation problems in
the area of stiff systems [6] and hyperbolic partial differential equations (T],[9] have been
addressed and a sequential solution (running in TKSL/386 environment) is now ready for
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parallel implementation as welt. During this investigntion the original hypothesis about
resulting errors being almost exclusively catwd by converting POE into ODE« and not by
the Taylor series iitlejjMtion method it.self. has been proved.
Finally genetic algorithms (GA) have bran UMII in the area of design automation,
namely for the search of an optimal mapping from the elements of the logic diagram (represented by the nodes ol°<i hypeigiaphj iutu a icguiai IIIOM'I O>! J»>->Í!ÍO:Í.- ( 2 1? array). Within
a diploma project a program PGPLACE in C++ with a user-friendly interface has been
developed [10], which enables a wide da«s of experiments via interactive menu for setting
main parameters of genetic optimization. Extending this tool for parallel implementation of
GA on a given specific transputer network ( a form) will be explored in the following phase
of research.
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PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING
THE STEINER TREE PROBLEM
M. Scrvi't, P. Zeiiuiiiek
CYV. Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo náměstí 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: graph algorithms, parallel algorithms. Transputer programming
One of the most important problems of combinatorial optimization is the Stciner tree
problem. Although the Stiimr lire problem belongs to the class of NT-complete problems,
it could IM> solved for realistic graphs on multiprocesor computers in a reasonable time. The
algorithm described bellow gives theoretical background for implementation of an algorithm
for solving the Shi,it r tm problem on a Tnin*pulfr ml work.
Tian.-pultr ml trails consist of Tmn*puh ;•». i.e. pioces>-ois having own RAM memory
and own programs connected by a switching device. The switching device is usualy not
reconfigurable during the time of computation. Existing networks are composed from 32 to
1021 Transput! rs.
The formulation of I he Slcini rlnr problem is as follows. Let G = (K E) be a connected
undirected graph with edge cost function co.\t : E — It* defined for each edge (x,y) from
E. Let li be a sul»et of V. A Slcincr hit T = ( I T . ET) for It C V is a subtree of G that
contains all vertices of It, i.e. li C I'r. Our goal is to find a Sit intr trie for It with minimal
total cost, i.e.:

MINIMIZE
ZE Icost(7)
fcost(7) = £

cosi(.r.../) J

The Sleincr IIK problem is a direct translation of the routing problem for a single multiterminal net into the context of graphs. The figure on the next page shows an undirected
graph an its minimum Sltincr Ircr T for H = {.-1. li.C}.
For solving the Sliinrr live problem there exist a number of algorithms. For obvious
reasons, only approximate algorithms are of practical interest. However, all reported algorithms (I] have two major disadvantages: the compulation time is rather high and/or the
quality of results is rather poor.
We propose a new algorithm suitable for solving the Sliimr tree problem with input
data reflecting the bounds of typical routing problems from integrated circuit design. The
routing algorithm consists of finding a SUincr In c of a graph with |l'| > 100. The algorithm
is proposed to run on a Transputer multicomputer with » > 10 processors in rcconfigiirablo
interconnection topology.
The principal (and the most time consuming step) of the proposed algorithm will compute the sum of costs of shortest paths ;>(x, u), u 6 " for some vertices x from V, i.e.:

<•€'<

Obviously, the function h(x) may be computed in parallel.
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Fig. 1: Stciuir Irtc in a graph, li = {A. B,C),
T = (VT,ET) - (V, {AD,DE.EF.FC.EG.GII.HIS))
V2 = {/>.F,G.II)
h{D) = 7, h(F) = 8, h(G) = S. /((//) = 9, li' = {{/!,/>},H,C]
The values of h(x) of a ptccv&sed graph may represent a landscape with valleys and hills.
A Steincr tret can be computed as a tree connecting all icquired vertices of i-tilliy.- with
maximal depth. Notice that the vertex with the minimal value of A(j-) i» always a part of
a minimum Steiutr trie if |/i| < 3.
Let I'j C I' denote the set of neighbours of It in G (sec figure). Let us assume that the
values of h{x) are known for each t 6 I'j. The proposed algorithm proceeds as folknvs:
• a vertex i S l ' ; having minimal value of II(JT) i* identified (see figure); notice that at
least one of the vertices from 1 j must belong to the minimum Sinner Iru
• the vertex x together with its neighbours {»i,"a>—} from It is taken as one vertex in
a modified graph G' (coupling, sec figure); in fact it means that a part T' of resulting
Steincr tree has been generated, in our example '/*' = ({/I,/)}, {AD))
• the set li is modified to a set It' where |/?'| < |/f| (sec figure).
The whole process is repeated until |/ř'| = I.
The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is 0 ( | l ' | 3 ) provided that a sufficient
number of processors is available.
References:
(1] LENGAUEH, T.: Combinatorial Algorithms for Migrated Circuit Design. Chichcster,
John Willcy & sons. 1990.
This research has bun conducted at thr Department of Compulers and has been supported by GACR gran) No.102/93/0916.
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PROCEDURAL COMMUNICATION
STRUCTURES
J . JauuCuk
CTI*. Faculty of Klertrieal Engineering. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: distributed roiii|>iilalioti. lemole procedme call, stub
This rontrilmtion presents principles of tho Castor programming environment that was
designed to .support programming of distribute*! applications. The aims of the design were:
tho simpl<* structure and its implementation and the liexibility re<|iiired for educational use.
Introduction. Programming of distributed applications is a complicated task. Two
main sources of dillicully ate: the implicit complexity of distributed computation and the
general lack of high level implement at ion tools. The practice is frequently based on communication (message passing) and thread lilir.ili<-- tlt.it must be used very carefully. As an
example we can present the TCP/IP and the Lightweight Process libraries for UNIX (and
SunOS) environment. Any support tool that further lowers the implementation complexity
is useful. Piocedural communication tools (UPC, rendez-vous) are commonly accepted as
a solution to the problem. Pioccdural mechauisin lellccts the asymmetry of a distributed
application that consists of client and server entities.
A typical client-server implementation tool (UPC generator) permits to define a clientserver interface as a sel of ptocedurcs that are called by a client and performed by a remote
server. The outputs of the tool art-: a client stub lhal transforms a client's call and its
parameters into a message and a server stub that accepts messages and transforms them
into server pron-dnre calls. The programmer joins the generated stubs with a client process
(at the client's side) and with server proceiluies (at the server side). The SunOS RPC
generator. Ihe DCK environment and lbe OMC COKltA Hec|iiesl Broker are examples of
this approach.
Symmetrical Procedural Interface. The inli it disadvantage of stub generators
is their excessive orientation to the asymmetrical client -server schema. Applications that
require a more complicated interaction among distributed components can scarcely profit
from their use and generally use lower level message passing. However, the substitution
of message passing by procedural mechanism can be even more important here than in a
simple client -server case.
Symmetrical ptoccdural interfaces were studied in the framework of the Castor programming environment. Castor is based on the execution model that can be classified as
a Passive-Ohjecl Model. Passive objects form an environment for concurrently running
threads. Any thread can pass object bouudaiy by calling a method in another object. The
execution of each lluead can be viewed as a .sequence of fragments executed in different objects. The approach can be applied even when objects are distributed over the architecture
and share no physical memory space. Passive objects can be characterized as persistent ones,
they preserve their slates between entries of active threads. More threads can run inside one
object at the same time, their synchronization has to be done by internal synchronization
tools, semaphores and conditional guarded sections.
The symmetrical HI'C stub has the following form in Castor:
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Rpc class cnamc
\
public:
[virtual] rtvpe imiaine ( paiamotns )
! ( . . . } 1:

The prefix Rpc of tin* class keyword dorian* tli«* ptovious ronslruction as a "template" foi
the stub.
The implementation scheme IKMMVI on lln> front-end of a C++ compiler was inspired by
the /iC++ system [1]. Tin- front-end con veils the picvioii.s construction into the apptoprialc
definition of the still) class. Kadi me) hod declared within the Rpc roust met ion has the
corresponding counterpart in the stub (virtual or abstract method).
The connection between one of the ends of the ("empty") stub and the object that
inherits it is done by overriding virtual functions. Object-specific definitions of the stub
code can bo dilferent at different ends of the stub.
Asynchronous invocation. As standard procedural interfaces are synchronous, concurrent KPC invocation ie<|uiie> to divide < lienl e.\e< in ion into several loncuricnl thteads.
Such a forking ran be hidden by asyncluouous invocation of an HIM". Asynchronous KPC
differs from the syucliloiioiis one in the inteiface. its specification is prefixed by the async
keyword.
Asyncliioiiotis It PC im'oralion can be viewed as an atomic form of procedural communication. More complicated communication structures (e.g. a standard and symmetrical
stub) can be conUrurted fiom asynchronous KIT* using thread synchronization. This
stratég)- results in simple procedural communication tools useful even for programming of
microcontrollers on fieldhnsos.
References:
|1] BUIIR. P. A. - STHOOHOSCIIKM. It. A.: p('++ Annotate! Uiftxur, Manual. Version :U. I. I!W2.
[2] JANKt'KK. .1.: I'rmuluml Communication Support for SymmilrUnl Di.-lribiilnl Application*. Prooediiiftsof the SUNK Wotkshop. Pt.igue l!)!ll. KKK Press !!)!)!.
Thin n.-f«irh ///;.« him romlucliil al tin Dipuríinint of Camputir Srit net ns part of tin
research projttt "Di-triliul<<l Sy*ttm< ami Computer Stiwork*: Dirtlopmtnl of Ttchnology
and Support of Education" and ha* betu *«pporitd by tin grunt A'o. tO'i/9'3/0906 of the
Cicrh (Irani Agtnrii.
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MONITORING AND ANALYSING
THE NETWORK TRAFFIC
UNDER THE UNIX
OPERATING SYSTEM
P. Zemánek
CTU, Vac. of Electrical ling.. Depl. of Computer Science
Karlovu náměstí l:t. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: computer networking, operating systems, network security, network monitoring
The worldwide intensive application of computer networking has pushed forward th
development (>f soft wnie tools for monitoring ami analysing of <lata transmitted on compin :
networks. I'.XI.X. Hie most popular multiusei and multitasking computer operating system,
has integrated many useful networking tools, hut the low level network monitoring is not
possihle in a standard f'A'/.Y environment.
Mo<st of the f'AV.Y liased networks are connected l>y Ethernet, originally developed
by Xerox company. Etlurnd soon became woildwide standard and it has been specified
by IEEE SOJ.:I standard. The well known family of TCP/IP communication protocols was
developed to serve as a basic communication tool in netwoiks connecting computers running
Í/A7.Y and these protocols art* now the most frequently used means of communication for
data transmission on the Si lunik and Data Transmission layer of the ISO/OSI protocol
model. The data How in the uetwoik subsystem is shown in the figure on the next page.
There are serious reasons for network tradic monitoiing and analysis. The first is
the efficiency of network trallic (especially routing). The experimental data from traffic
monitoring can provide us with moie valuable information for routing optimization than
theoretical formulae an* able.
The worldwide computer interconnection into wide area networks lias faced new problems in computer security. I'sing computer network trallic monitoring we are able discover
data inissnse.
The development of application software running in the network environment could
he made more elficient when based on the knowledge of the real data transferred on the
network.
A software for ellicient network analysis is developed in the Department of Computers.
The package is written in the (' programming language which guarantees portability among
various versions of the I'XIX operating system.
The collection of the raw network data (packets) is sampled from the network adapter
device di iver included in t he file system of UXIX (e.g. /</< p/pf - packet filter in the j.3 BSD
f.'AV.Y). The packet How on the uetwolk could be analysed on-line or could be ledirectcd to
a file for further processing. For security reasons, only the system administrator is allowed
to run the program for analysis of all network data.
On the iXtttrork-inttrfact layer of the ISO/OSI model, the piogram provides the user
with the information about the sending and receiving addresses. The supported formats
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of the frames on the mentioned levels an- DIX (DEC. Intel and Xenix). FDDI (Fibre
Distributed Data Interface) ami IL'L'l:' ,•>«.'../.
On the Network laytr. the program inieipiets the <l.il,i sent In .1/Í/' (Address Revolution Protocol). IIA/W (Reverse Address Resolution 1'iotocol) and //' (Internet Protocol)
protoroK on the Trnnsporf lattir we have ICMI' (Internet Control Message Protocol), TCP
Transmission Control Protocol) and (UP (1.ser UaUgi.im iuiiu...!,.

ETHER | IP | TCP | DATA

ETHERNET

device
interrupt

Fig. I: Layers of tin- ISO/OSI piolocol.s in I'XIX based network
The amount of data transmitted through the network could be huge. For cflicienl
procesing of this data we need to analyse only the valuable data. To achieve this goal,
the data flowing on the network is filtered and only the dntťi satisfying specified conditions
arc piped for further processing. The conditions are given in a text file and processed by
a simple compiler. The specified conditions could form a logical expression described by
context-free grammar.
The above described monitoring and analysing software was developed on K4.Y II'/ISO
computer running Wirir, a deriváte of USD ,fJ UXIX operating system.
References:
(1) LEFTLER, S. J. - McCUSSICK. M. K. - KARKLS, M. J. - QUARTBRMANN, J. S.:
7/if Difijiu ami InijiU imnlttlion of Hit USD -\.-l VXIX Opt rating System. Reading,
Addison-Wosley 19S>).
(2) STEVENS. W. R.: ÍW/.Y .Xrlieork l'votlmmmw<j. Euglcwood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall 1990.
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DIAL-UP IP ROUTER
J. KnSpnr, P. TAma
Ci'l'. I'aenlty of Electrical Engineering. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: IP connectivity. ARP router. SLIP
This rout ri'>iii ion provides nn overview of a dial-up IP router solution based on PC
technology. Tlu* muter was developed as a student diploma project at the Department of
Computer Science.
Background. Connecting homo personal computers to global Internet network has
become a very hot lopic after successful establishment of the internet infrastructure in our
country. A lot of users who incest, internet seivices fiom university or company local area
net works wotdd like to use them fioni their home computers, too. Traditional solution
based on UNIX-box teiminal line with terminal emulation on PC is not appropriate for
client-server applications with giaphical interfaces. Using internet protocol allows to run
the same internet programs on home PC and on PC in your office. An X-window emulator
makes a real workstation from a home PC giving it access to many X-bascd applications
running somewhere else in the network. All these sophisticated applications arc based on
TCP/IP piotoeol suite and that is why it is so ini|K>rtant to extend internet from office all
the way to the home computer. The main aim of this woik was to solve this problem with
.special respect for poor telephone services in our big towns.
How docs dial-up IP work? Dial-up IP is a service provided by a server to clients.
A server is connected to the campus local area network and allows to reach it by clients
using one or more attached phone lines. A client on the PC uses an IP address dedicated to
LAN although it is not directly connected to it. From the point of view of other computers
connected to the same Kthernet segment a PC with its own IP address shares the server's
Ethernet addiess. The router responds to A It I' (Address Resolution Protocol) request
containing an IP address of any connected SLIP client. This technique is called Proxy-A UP
routing. Establishing a connection between a dial-up client and a server consists of several
phases:
I. A home computer connects to the server located in the office using modem and switched
phone line. After negotiation of transfer speed between modems the data link is established and character based communication can start.
% The calling PC iutioduces itself by iisername ?nd password.
:l. The server verilii-s them and ch •:»•<•» irnusler mode to SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol) packet, mode when '„olli parameieis are correct. In the other rase the connection
is lefused.
•I. The server assigns a IP address to the PC from a pool of reserved IP addresses and
starts routing IP packets designated for this address.
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5. After line mode switching an arbitrary internet application* can sl.ut .sending and
rcccivcing IP packets. Assigning of an IP addn-ss is |»<>vii|iil by M.mdaid |>tutucul
BOOTP (Boot Protocol).
Exception Handling. If the tclephc-ie or modem connection fails for any reason, the
client will try to re-establish it by calling another phone number operated by the server. If
it succeeds, the server will assign the IP address used last time to the client, and will only
change routing information to the new line. Then the user application on PC will continue
after re-establishing connection without any loose of information.
Implementation. Software solution of described dial-up service consists of a SLIP
packet driver, dial manager and TCP/IP application on a client side, and an Kthernet
driver, one or more instances of SLIP driver, and Proxy-Alil' router on the server side.
The SLIP packet driver is used liy both client and server. Some new features have been
added. The first one is a new program interface used to deliver modem status events to the
application. Doth server and client need it for timely reaction on modem events, which could
not take effect properly with a standard SLIP packet driver. The second enhancement allows
to run TCP/11* clients, which can operate only on top of an Kthernet packet driver. The
SLIP driver emulates ARP (Address Resolution Piotocol) used in IP to Ethernet addiess
translating and from the point of view of T C P / " ' application the SLIP driver looks like an
Ethernet driver.
In a PC client, an TCP/IP application is connected to a standard pai ket interface of the
SLIP driver. Dial manager, which keeps modem connection on. reside* also as the TCP/IP
application on top of the SLIP driver, hut it is linked to the nciv modem control interface.
In dial-up IP server, an Proxy-ARP Router nuts on top of the Ethernet driver, and
one or more instances of the SLIP driver. During the start phase the router initializes all
connected modems and having read the list of authorized users it awaits lor establishing the
modem connection. When such one appears, the server expects a correct user authentication.
If user is permitted to use the dial-up service, the server will assign an IP address* to it.
will set the appropriated routing information and will switch the line to packet mode.
Conclusion. Two-modem coufignrat ion of t he dial-up .server is just now in the field-test
operation. Performance of two-modem model is adequate, testing of four or more modem
version is prepared and will be realized when additional phone lines and modems will be
available.
This research has bun conducted at the Hepartmtnt of Computer Science as part of the
research project "Distributed Systems anil Computer tfitworte: Development of Technology
and Support of Education" and has bnn nupportttl by tin grant i\'o. 103/93/0006 of the
Czech Grant Agi ncy.
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STEPWISE DEVELOPMENT
USING VDM
K. Richta, T. Vlk*
C' I'U, Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo uám.M. 121 35 Praha 2
'Trii. s.r.o., V. Rabase S(>7. 272 01 Kladno
Key words: formal specification. VDM, slepwise refinement. CASK
There are two known stepwise rclini>inent methods - functional decomposition and
data refinement. Present CASE systems usually support only functional decomposition.
The data model i> developed separately and usually there is not a tool for corresponding
parallel dala refim incut. All functions are assumed to utilitě common data types specified
by the data model
A common ("ASK toc!iui<|iie for functional decomposition are Data Flow Diagrams
(DFD). A DFD hierarchy is not a teal .specification
it leflects syntactic aspects only.
Upper level functions are not specilicd completely - input and output data flows merely
indicate signatures of these functions. Only the leaves of the DFD hierarchy define the
semantics of the lowest level functions by so called minispecilicatious.
It means that the designer cannot divide his job into succeeding steps, which can
be verified with respect to each other. In the process of stepwise refinement, every step
(including the first one) constitutes a complete specification of the problem. Later steps
arc refinements of the previous ones, they use more complicated data types, the details of
which are hidden on upper levels. Whenever such an abstraction is described formally, the
verification between refinement steps is made possible.
An analogy to this process in the realm of CASK systems seems to be versions development. Each version is a complete specification, but the later one is more detailed. If the
DFD technique is to be used for description of a specified abstract data type (ADT). the
data Hows have to express argument 0 7 " * ooiy. W*í« utotm summarís)' tin- slulo of a system. Functions need not be connected directly on the DFD • but through data stores only.
Function dependency has to be described by a lower level DFD or by a minispecification.
In this way, an abstract data type can lie expressed by a constrained DFD. Each
primitive process of a DFD describes the signal lire of a fund ion. The meaning of a function
can be defined by a well-formed formula over used clata type signatures or by a preconditionpostcondition pair. In such a case primitive processes have no side effects. Side effects arc
indicated on the DFD by flows connected to data stores. Input data flows can have the
meaning of insertions or updates of data, output flows symbolise select or delete operations.
The real meaning is not exactly expressed by a DPI) hut by a minispecilieation.
Let us imagine an example of Time-table Creation Support System (TCSS). In the early
stage of the analysis the user needs to print the timetable ordered by groups. It seems to be
clear that TCSS has to hold the data about time-tables, e.g. in a data store TIME-TABLE.
This store can contain a set of time-table items. Each time-table item is represented by the
5-tupplc:
•Croom, day, hour, course, group> , i.e.
TimeTaWe =s Koom © Day © flour © Course (•> Group
State = TimcTablc
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TCSS has to support » function Print O (version 1). the •signature of which ran be given
by a DPI). The results of PrinlC! an- time-tables ordered by groups. An appiopriale model
can be a mapping:
fJr«»!j»T:>'>V — f •>•>«•» IV'V ' lliwr —. Course * Honm
This mapping ran be extracted fiom a geuc-al lime-table by a function Ttu(! spccilied
bdlow or alternatively TtoG can be cxpiesscit with the help of the inverse mapping GtoT:
TtoC! : TimeTable —• GroiipTahlc
T(oCi(t) •» [<gronp.<lay.hoiir>>-><coiirse.room> | <room.day,hoiir.course.gronp>6 t)
GtoT : GioupTable -> TimeTable
GtoT(g) *» <room.day.hour,conrse.gioup> | g(gioup.day.honr) = <course.room>
The function PrintG then can be rigoionsly speciiied by the following formula, where
GroupOK is- a lime-table coirertness check (not ilcliue<l hereafter):
Print C! : Slate - • [GroupTable]
|Groti|>Table] = GronpTable U | 1 )
POST-PrintG(sl.gth) «* if (;r»ii|»()K(st) Ihen ( s lb = TloG(st)) elwglb = 1
On the more detailed level of TCSS analysis it was discovered thai time-tables (reporte<l
by PrintG) have to be distributed to depiiitments. Therefoie. TCSS has to support a new
version of the PiintC fuiiiti<ni. now called l'iiiit(!'(veisimi I.I). The re<ult of PrinKT are
timc-tahlei soitetl by stieaius and completed by text explanations associated to streams. A
stream is a set of groups, that IM>IOU|> to the same departinenl. An appropriate model of a
stream, an explanation, and a stream table can be as folloivs:
Stream = Streamll) —» (Group)-set
Explanation = Stieamll) — Tvxl
StreamTable= ((iiuii|)T<il>le (•• Text)-.sel
The slate of TCSS has lo be enhanced by data stores for streams <tnd explanations:
State' = TimeTable •..• Si ream •.-. Kxplauation
The new version of PrintG' spirilication can be specilied by the following foinmla:
PrintS : Slate' O Slreamll) — GioupTable
PKE-PrinlS(<tlb.sti.exp>.sid) O GroupOK(tth)
POST-Pr'mlS|<tlb.str.exp>.sid.ftlb) *> gib = TtoG({ltb | Itb.rieslr(sid)})
PriiilC!': Slate' - • Stre.miTable
Print(i'(<ttb.str.exp>) •» { <PiinlS(<ttb.«lr.exp>.sid).exp(sid)> | sid e dom sir }
One advantage that foimal specilication yields is a possibility to verify the coinvlness of
versions with respect lo each oilier, i.e.
V x € Slate', y € StieamTahle . POST-l'rinlG'(x.y) =!• POST-IVinl<S(o(jc)./%)) .
where o and li ate suitable conversions.
References:
[1] IUCIITA. K. VI,K. T.: CASK a fnrmiihii sp,rijiknn. pp. 132-111. CS-COMPKX.
Vydavatelství CCU. Hnio l!)!)l.
[2] lUOHNKli, I). • .IONT.S, C. I).: I'ormal Spirijuulion ami Soft mm
Ihnlopmtnl.
Prentice-llall. ICngl<-w<MM| Clilís. P.Í82.
(3) RICIITA. K.: Algthmic S^cijinttim, ami CASK Sy»ltm>. ("VV WOHKSIIOP'JM.
pp.01 02. CTI'. Prolni I!WI.
7Vi».s- n.-iiinh /ins bun iiimliirliil ill llu litimrlminl of rompulir* of Family of Enginnrimi of ('TV I'mgtit as purl of //« iixarrli piojiel "Lalmnilorg for CASK Sy
Ktluralioti anil Ih r< lopmi nl" anil /(«» In i n i-uppnrli il /»// (!A ('It grant No. IO2/
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DESIGN OF INFORMATION
SUBSYSTEM FOR THE VUT BRNO
E. Salplaclitovn, M. lendrych
IT. Center fot Computing ami lufoimalion Services,
Odolní l!l. 002 01) Hmo
Key words: <lcsif.ii of an informal ion subsystem, scientific research activity database
The design propose to create a modern infoimalion system (IS) that will be integrated
into the global university information system. As a result of the system implementation
the automated ptocessiug of scientific research activities as well as related activities in the
education and management Holds should be achieved. There is no such system presently in
o|H'ration at the Tli of Urno. Two main objectives of the project have been specified based
on the project an: lysis. The lust objective is to design a glottal information system that
will facilitate quid, and user-friendly processing of a mixture of scientific research, arts and
(•duration related data. The second objective is to implement part of the designed system
using the present <ottiputer network resources at the Tl! Hrno.
The design titan uiilnmiilul information *y.-hm ilaluba*t of .sriV nlifir n.-unvli and avis
nlntul acliritin< (AIS DSRA) is based on an open UNIX operating system platform. This
open multi-user operating system with an integrated security system giving access rights to
individual users will enable:
• preventing data duplication within the university IS
• facilitating compatibility with the planued university economic information system
(EKONl'IS that is to suhsitule the present system of processing human resources,
wages and accounting) and/or conveilihility to/from other university IS subsystems
and partly with systems outside the uuiveisity (e.g. outputs for the Ministry of Education).
• data entry at the place of their origin (minimizing lite transfer of paper documents)
• to maintain system si-curily and respect the confidential nature of entered data.
During the design of the essential (substantial) model and the user implementation
model of AIS DSRA the Yourdon structured method (YSM) proved to be the most appropriate. Based on an analysis the following specifications have been determined that the
system will have to meet:
A) to rollirl tilt tmjiloijti i>t r.-oiitil dala dinrlly fvom KKOXt'lS ami to compkmint it
with tin following items* so far not stored in the employee database:
- contact address (including telephone, fax and K-iiihil)
- specialization, orientation
- individual scientific tesearch projects.
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D) Based on activity type* tin- sy>t«%m should ronlain tin following modtilts:
VVl'I. Risiauh. Mititci, niť, and ttchnnlngi/ ih n Inpnii ill projtrts
VVU2. Ptthli.-hing.frtt art. cnlalogxu npnxtntulioii*
VVU3. Coafin.net ucliritus. roiifiiinri ami ml irorkshop* atlt mlanct
\ \ I M . I'llll III I «//ll.-> HIM/ ill! I „,'.'.. , •

VVU5.
VVl'O.
VVU7.
VVU8.
VVU9.

Ilonu and intt niitliniml trial inn*
Olhir acliriliis
Education ami ptivonal dirtlopmtnt
Scientific and ttachir dignt airards
Information, coordinntiou, mantigi mi nl mid drnligir activities.

The I I Y 7 .<uli.-y*lt m has been selected for tli<* implementation of part of AIS DSRA
in the TU Hrno computer network. The sulisystem will lie created using a -ICJIJ Progress
language with n ivlalioii.il database management system. The planned university economic
information system that the designed system will rooperale wit li should operate in the same
environment.
Formally, the design uses graphic representation rather than word description. The
graphic representation of the !>M>al information system design (in compliance with YSM) is
clearly arranged and easy to read. Data How diagrams (1)11) diagiams 01 function models)
have been u«ed for the global design of AI.S DSItA and detailed design of VVUI. 1)1*1)
charts arc accompanied l>y e\|>|auatory noti-s and lists of items from the most important
files. The draft version containing the two proposals was submitted to the vice-deaus for
science, research and arts of the individual faculties for comments. There have been no
serious objections or commcnls.
At present the designed VYTI is to be implemented. A database for tecording the
TU employee project activities (e.g. W t i l ) will be created. During I'.)!!."> the data will
be collected and cuter the database stage by stage and program applications related to the
project module will lie designed. The work is planned to lie completed in .> number of stages.
The users will be acquainted with the results of the individual stages foi comments to feed
back into the system development. The final stage will include the pieparatiou of detailed
data based on the experience with the VVtil module to In- used in the development of the
other AIS IXSHA modules.
References:
|1] JÍLKOVÁ. II. • STAVOVSKÁ. I.: Stnkttiroram' ('Of/n/iy aualýzg a návrhu informačních .-u-lnntt KSPR1T, d.p. Ostrava. !!)!«
Thin rtfiairh has bun carrird out at lh< Ctnlir for ('ompiiliug and Information Scrvictg a.< part of tin ti starch projiti "Auloiiiiihil prnri*suig ofTVimploi/ii sriilific ri*t<nclt
artirittf tlaltilitt.s< " mid has bun snppotiid hu TV grant So. l-9!)l/('2!)/9{
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PERSONAL COMPUTER USE
FOR THE REGISTRATION OF
FINANCIAL MEANS
A. Růžička, J. Čermák
C'YV. Far. of Mechanical Eng., Dept. of Forming, Casting St Welding
Technická I. 106 07 Praha 0
Key words: balance sheet, linaiidal cost. self-control
The Head of tin; Depart ment of Forming. Casting and Welding at the Faculty of Merhaniral Rugineeiiiig CTW in Prague derided in 1993 to simplify the administration processes of the department. The areas in which it is possible to accelerate the compilation and
evaluation of information by t he use of computers were investigated. The need for economy,
which tmdei present condition-, is of p.uamoiint importance to management, informed this
investigation.
The soft ware for simple legistratiou iu dealing with non-investment cost was created in
the frame of the research work No 210.1 "The possibility of management the administration
work by means of computer technique". The head of Department must have knowledge
of given data to lake a decision on the adequate use of non-investment cost according to
lealization of own ideas.
The creation of software was based on two principal facts:
• dilferent sout res of money are at disposal (state budget, part of a profit from its own
economical activities, loan from central budget of faculty),
• organization scheme of the Department which has several professional groups with
limited autonomy in management.
Before giving t he brief results of the investigation it should be emphasized that the input
conditions and output demands are given by the concrete requirements of our Department.
The following requirements of the system of registration were decide upon:
•
•
•
•

registration of income: sum with indication of the source
registration of expenditure sum in total and according to individual groups
registration of expenditure from given source for each group
balance sheet for each gioup must be available according to individual sources and
totals

• a balance .sheet for the department must be available
The requirements from the point of view of running the software were:
• separation between the entry of input data and record of the result!!
• possibility of printing all parts of the registration
• simple entry to information and assurance of self-control of the input data validity
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During the solution twenty service programs were created, the total service program,
spreadsheet and the main executive piogi<im with twenty sheets.
Two sheets are anticipated for the entry of in|>ut il<itti. sepatately fur íoreipt and eNpenditure. The transfer to other sheets is based on the principle of Hags. The same principle is
v.-cd for self-control which enables the operator to check the correctness of entry.
Sheets 3 to ó serve for receipt and expenditme icgiMiaiiuu aim !•'.>.'. „. inai'ty.
The survey of the expenditures of all groups (including the director's and reservation
funds) is performed in sheet 0.
The survey of expenditures of individual groups (without the reservation fund) according to different sources is performed in sin-els 7 to 12.
Sheets 13 to 19 contain the balance analysis for all groups according to different sources.
The last sheet contains the Department's balance analysis according to all groups.
Self-control procedure is included which displays a wanting message if tlie operator make a
mistake.
The software was prepared on PC 380 OX/40 using I he program WinText 002 (module
WinTab G02) running under Windows 3.1 (•'/,. The system in the staudatd version is able
to register 200 records. Occupied memory in this initial state is 918 kit. The number of
records could be enlarged to the full possibility of the Tab-module (32.000 records).
The program was verified by inputliug the nuu-iuvestment mean'' data of our Department for the current year. The necessary time for introducing and evaluating one record
was cut down by about SOeditor TG02 w.i.s it-ed.
The program encourages the operator who is now able to run this user friendly program
with a basic knowledge of PC. The ptogram does not suppoit an operator's natural habit of
registering data as late as moie data are to be recorded. That is one of its main advantages
- the continuous updating of data. An other advantage is the input and the evaluation
areas separation.
The created system is universal. It could be applied anywhere with a two level system
of organization, i.e. Faculty - Departments or University - Faculties.
This nscarrh han bun roniluctid at tin Ihpnrtnunt of Forming, Catling & Wilding as
part of the Dcparhninl's nwairh projtel So. JIM "Tin 1'osi.ihility of Contt mplation tlu
Administration Work by Minna of Compulir 7«r//n///»> " and has not bun supported.
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USING FORMAL METHODS
IN THE CONTROL OF
INDEPENDENT ANIMATED OBJECTS
R. Berka, I. Jelínek
1

(TI . Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: computer .inimalion. object-oriented graphics, animation, modelling
Computer auiiiijition is one of the fastest developing areas in the computer science and
in industry as « part of its simulation methods. Using animated sequences, a user can more
easily imagine the pioccsses of the objects of his interest. One of the most complicated real
world objects for miimation is the human body [-1], [*>]. When modelling any object of the
leal world, we imisi solve two main classes of problems:
1. to create and describe a suitable model and to control it;
2. to draw the animated model on the sctccii by fast method of computer graphics.
We have dedicated this paper to the lirst ptoblem. In our project, we tried to implement algorithms (in object oriented language) for modelling the human body using formal
methods to describe the .stiuctme of I lie model and to control its behavior.
The structure of the model (the model of the human body we have called "figure"') is
designed as an oriental lernaiy tiee. The position in 31) space of each node of the tree
is determined relative to its predtressor. Fig. I shows a simple model with 15 nodes and
corresponding ternary ttcc. To describe the structure of the model we have made a simple
language H)L (Figure Description Language) which allows us to create more or less detailed
models. The /•'/)/. is generated by the grammar (7 described in [I], [2] and [3].

Fig. I: The liguie model anil corresponding ternary tree
During animation, the model is loniiollcd by messages containing instructions. Every
message is addiesspd diiertly i., ,i node by Iheidentilierof the figure and the identifier of the
node. To receive- messages, the figmc needs an interface between itself and other objects.
The interface is lealized by an object of class Qm n< Mmuujt r which also plays the role of
the root node in the model's .structure. Every Qumi Mnniii/ir represents one figure, and
Ihese objects are formed into a linked structure. This structure is processed by an object of
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class Scheduler, which, in cycles, reads commands from a script and sends them as messages
to the Qutut Manayi.ii:
Kvery menage contains- information about lliu value of tlir glo1i.il linu- coimtei. the time
stamp giving the time that the message should be processed, the figure identifier, the node
identifier and the type of instructions with parameters (sec- [2]. [:{]). Receiving a message,
Queue Manat/ir sloro it in an iiislimiion <met»-.nut omipair* tin'gioóai lime luiiuici »!i!i
the stamp message at the head of the queue. If the global counter is less than or equal to the
stamp, the stamp message is fetched and distributed to the model's structure. Identifying
itself as receiver of the message, the node only partlially performs the required operation,
and the rest of the calculation is inserted into the instruction queue as the last instruction
in set of instructions with the same time stamp. It allows us to control every model ami its
parts independently of other objects (a pseudo-parallel elfecl).
The methods described above have been used in our project VITALIA TO/I implemented
in C + + . The next parts of the project are devoted to the problem of drawing methods. We
would also like to include elements of dynamic control and deformations.
References:
[1) BERKA. R. - JELÍNEK. I.: Vilalialor - Tin Human Hody Animating Syslím, CTU
Seminar "91, (.TU. Prague, .lannaty 1!H)I. pp. l'i - l(i
(2] BERKA, R. - JELÍNEK, I.: Formal Methods in Human Hody Modtl Animation, Proceeding of 10. SSCG, Bratislava. June l!)!)l. Slovakia, pp. 220 - 225
[3] BERKA, R.: Object Orknltd Animation, MSc Thesis. CTU, Prague, 1991. in Czech
(•I] WATT, A. - WATT. M.: Adrancid Animation and Hi mitring Ttchniauis, Addison Wesley, 1992
[5] THALMANN, D. - MAGNENANT-THALMAXN. N.: Synth, tie A.lor* in ComputirGeneral) <l 3D Films, Springer Verlag, 1992
This research has ban condurtid at lln Ih part mini of Computt r Sciruec as a part
of the reseairh project "Tin Complex Educating Sy.-lim for Computer Cťraphics and CAD"
and has bten tupportid by CTU grant No. l!i-:U0H9.
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GENERATING PLANTS USING NURBS
B. Beneš
CTI'. Kac. of Klectrical Kng.. Dcpt. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám. 13; 131 23 Prague
Key words: Computer Graphics. NUHDS. Modelling
An effort l» find an algorithm for generating models of planís usable for computer
graphics has continued since !!)S2. Because this problem has been unsolved until now we
can sec that it is very complex.
Existing methods work in two steps: during the lirst one a topological description
is generated, while lite second step generates a coiopomling geometrical model.
The first phaso creates a description of a neighbourhood of leaves, flowers, fruits and
branches. Developed methods arc moMly based on algorithms which work with probability
assigned rules. The most known method, l.-si/^li m.<. is name<l by its author Aristid Lindenmaycr (<>] and was used fot (his reasoit. for the lirst lime in [•'!] in 1USI. Tuo utni* methods
were introduced [•!]. (5). These methods an* much mote intelligible and give more possibilities to control the shape of a plant. A product of the lii.it step is a data structtue which gives
(after the application of the proper traversal algorithm) information about the structure of
the plant. The second step uses this iufoinuittou to generate geometrical representation.
The geometrical tlescriplion is in general a set of surfaces modelling the shape of the
plant. This model must be suitable for rendering by the methods of computer graphics. This
pha.se of generating the model is the hardest one. because the increasing level of credibility
is reflected in the complexity of the model.
The tales research concerning this problem [I]. (•-']. [:<] and [I] uses for describing the
plants mostly Bézier surfaces. We use Nl'ltliS which gives two basic advantage.-:
• an invariance to the perspective projection and
• a precise repiesciitalion of conic sections and derived surfaces.
We pay for that with a higher complexity of all the algorithms: rendering, modelling and
so on. The second advantage consequently gives unified data lepreseutatious of "classical"
surfaces like a sphere, a box and "free" surface like the ulall teapot. Both advantages
seem to be the reason for the intensive developement of NURBS theory and its application
(ACIS, PIIICS+, ALIAS. irU Innntm). This is the third reason why using of NURBS can
be interesting for modelling the plants.
The key to the generation of a geometrical desciiption of the plant is the joint between
surfaces. For many technical reasons surfaces of degree three in computer graphics are
used. The C! continuity is a very strong condition so for a nice subjective perception G2
is acceptable. The G2 condition guarantees the same orientation of tangent vectors in both
direction u and t\
Branches generating an algorithm goes through the topological representation and collets points which belong together, and puls them in successive order into 3D space. These
points determine a 31) polyline which is used as a sweep path for a polygon of eight point
definition of a circle. The generated mesh is a control polygon of NURBS surface of a
generalized cylinder of a branch. A branching node is a point of generated polyline, which
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consists of one ingoing and at least two outgoing branches. To receive a Miiootli joining
of vwo surface*. \w ttso Uvo t.»st (Kiinls of lite ingoing In.-nidi as the two liiM jw»»1« of the
outgoing branch. HooUvm opei.itiun e.\i IIIMW 01 gives .1 lin.ii *hape.
A leaf is. generated as thtee Mil fan-: a stem and two patches. Both patches start from
the stem and their orientation determines the local coordinate systenm. A joint into the tree
structure is the same as loi hi am hmg points c.veiit tu.it uV i.uiiii.o';.'.. -.•>.:.;« .\ :.-i..»'
The patches arc linear blending surfaces' determined l>y their margin.

I'ig. I: A NTKHS generated leaf.
The influence of global factors like wind, light and gravitation is also calculated. Kach
of them is represented as a vector whete the size of I lie vector is an inte'isity. The amount
of influence in each point of a Inanch is calcul.ited from t his vector, t he «llslance of t he point
from the hegining of the liranch and the diameter of the I.IVIIKII. The .saint* method is used
for distorting the stem of the leaves. The distortion of the leaves Mil face is computed from
the distance of .stem. Tin1 global factors aie applied solely for thecontiol points of NUKDS
surfaces.
References:
(1)
(2|
[3|
[\\
|5|

BLOOMKNTIIAI...I.: Umlttlim, II,, m,shl,j ;««///<. ACM SHlGRAI'im
KAWAC'liCIII. Y.: A morphological >l«éj of Hit form ofitatun. ACM SICCItAI'IIM
SMITH. A. K.: limit* frmtuls ami formal lauti«agt». ACM SIOCIIAI'IIS.}
IIOLTON. M.: Strand, yrarily „ml botanical tin imn.jimnj: CO FOIIVM Vol.19, 199.i
OIM'KN'IIKIMKK, I'.: Kiultimi </f.««/n ami animation of frnrlal plant.- ami Inn., ACM
SIGGHAPHSa
[6] LIN'DF.N'MAYKH. A.: Matinmutical moilil for c,II11111I ml,ruction in dinlopuninl.
Paris I ami II. Journal of Ihi on Ural biology IlltiS
'/'/lis »f.si«ir/i hat. bun conduct,tl at tin Diparlminl of ('ompul,r Sri,net and ha* not
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THE INFORMATION CAD CENTRE
J. Bečka, IX. Němce, V. Kovář
(.'Tli. I-V. of Mechanical Eng.. lVpt. of Machine Elemeuts Si Mechanisms
Technická I. 100 07 Pralia (i
Key words: CAD. modeling, drawing, information
The designer needs for his work to know, what kind of .support means C'AI) offers. The
offer of publicity or advertisement is unohjective. It is connected with the interest of the
firm. The infotmatkm CAD Centre at the CTU. Department of Machine Elements and
Mechanisms is independent of privat(> (inns and offeis objective information.
The fundamental activities iu CAD are conception, modeling, check and optimalization.
The-support means for conception are:
• net tiauMiiisMou of data. connection telnet, ftp. i login, faxmodem,
• acces to information services of Internet. (iopher. WWW etc.
The MI|»|>OII HUMUS for iiMxIcling in graphics:
• maungeiiteiit of dtawiiigs,
• quick viewing, use of slides.
• scanner drawing, editing raster formats.
• libraries of machine parts and components.
• type drawings, form numbers.
• drawing aids, the support of drawing.
• access to ungraphical environment, databases,
• work with schemes.
• design of pipe-lines and pipe network.
• design of frameworks and thin-walled structures.
• synthesis of mechanisms.
The support means for the computing check:
• calculation of the steel frameworks and thin-walled structure!!.
• calculation of the machine parts, transmissions, etc.,
• creation of discrete models of mechanical systems,
• finite elements method for spaa 1 stiess analysis.
The smppoit means for the oplimalization:
• analytical and numerical methods for finding extremes.
• linear and non-linear programming.
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The building of information CAD centie began in 1991. \\V lmught. with the support
of FRVS. the rotniumr Apple .\Uliitosli Ponei PC ClUO/GO Mil/, with 2TII MM SCSI «W.
16 MB KAM. 11" .Sony triimron monitor ami the Imtlit-i o|iiipmt'iil Kllieiuet ti.isrtv,ir.
Internet fax. modem, voice I'S Robot i o Dual Standard and software Apple system 7.5.
Herme« BBS. A net ronnrilion was M'I up and internal cnvironinent is Ix-ing prepare).
The scheme of mfounaiiim <l.il.il).i>r i> \>nup, \>iu\n>-f\\ axomiii^ to <a<- in;i«i.."...<.' i.Vs;.
The stnictnre and access to the information is being solved. We have problems with the
completion of hardwaie deliver*. Tin* iri.stall.ilixn uT all jiaits of eiMiipiiHMit wav not real'/ed
untill now.
Our aim '••* to constitute an information CAD tctittc uliicli has the pro^iam e<|ui|>ment
for machine <>ngiu<<<>ling and ran -U|>|KIII lite (ilncilion of our students.
References:
|1] Kolektiv: Ca.-li a itnrluini.-m!i .-Intjd. Vy/mi'itui tirknika -rnrini.
f'VI'T. Praha
1991.
[2] BF/'KA..).: Tiorii kon*trttortini r podmínkách CM). CYl'T. Praha 1!«>5.
77iis nmurrh ha> bun <omlucliil ul tin Ihimrtimnt of Marltim Klimiut* anil M(<*//«•
nifiiif tt> pail of lln vt.-mirli jiinjifl "linilitimj of Information CAD Ctnlrt " and ha.- bttn
supporttil by i/rant of Mil'S A«. / /,sV.
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RESEARCH ON FORMALIZATION OF
DESIGN PROCESS
I. Jelínek
CTU. I'ac. of Electrical Eng., Drpt. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám 13, 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: design process modelling, deduction, abduction, circumscription
The concept of design theory was first formulated in [1] as a General Design Theory.
This theory developed into the inetamodel theory (I), briefly described in [2], [3]. The basic
idea of melíiímxlel theory is based on two concepts:
• design as a mapping - the mapping of function space onto attribute space,
• mctamodel as a finite set of attributes and knowledge in one step of the design process.
The idea of the design process forinalization was developed and spread in a concept of
logical inoiltIling of ilo'njn proctss [4). Hy logical modelling of design process we can now
understand a combination of three logical frameworks - deduction, abduction and circumscription.
Deductive framework ran be formalized as follows:

where S, K and Ds are sets of formulae that denote required specification, knowledge
used in design and design solutions, respectively. Solutions arc derived from specification
and knowledge that tesults from deduction. Deductive framework may be suitable above
all for routine design.
In the second framework - nliduetive framework (as opposed to deductive approach
specifications), we ran derive specifications from design solutions and knowledge. We can
formalize this logical framework as follows:

Ds UKh S.
We can verify if our solutions meet given specifications. If the solution docs not satisfy
the specification or cannot evolve any more, the designer either tries an alternative solution
or modifies the design knowledge and/or the specification.
During the design process mnili inconsistency ran arise. Hut, inconsistency has not only
negative effects in design but also positive ones. Most cases of inconsistency in design do not
mean that knowledge consist of wrong information, but that knowledge is used in a wrong
manner. Knowledge is used beyond the situations in which it is expected to be used. We
assume that inconsistency comes such incompleteness of the knowledge description. Then,
we have to find descriptions of knowledge which restrict wrong applicability of knowledge.
One way to accomplish this process is through circumscription.
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Circumscription is a tocluwnie of formali/ation of revi.sal>le reasoning thai nul only
solves inconsistency but also helps reasoning to proceed father hy niodilying knowledge.
Circumscription is a type of logical reasoning and has IHMMI developed to deal with exceplions. Ciixtunsuipiioii lou.si.i** uf :.•::.•!•!••••",!• selected formulas contained in a knowledge
base which arc exceptions of common valid formulas in a closed-world eiiviioument.
In our research we will use multi-worlds and closed-worlds assumpt ions of modal logic
for design process modelling. We suppose that (lie design slate ran he modelled by one world
of modal logic formnlizatioii. The modelling of the design process ran b<> then interpreted
as a proof of validity of modal logic formulae. The construction of a new world in modal
logic has an equivalent in the search for the next <lesigu step in the design process.
References:
[1] TOMIYAMA.T.- YOSUIKAWA.!!.: Kxli mh ň guu ml At sign Únory, in iWirtwn,//,
Warman,R..A.(ed's.): Design Ihioryfor CAD, I'ror. o/llu IFIP Wi! S.i! working conf.
on Dtsiyn thtoiy for CAD Tokyo, I9S5, pp.95-130
[2] JELfXKK. I.: /»/<%<«/ CAD si,*ttm*. Computer World. IÍHW. V-l, NI5. pp. -J0-35, in
Czech
[3] JELÍNEK. 1.: Logirnl formalhalion of ilt.-iyn pi-oc<*.< in CAD *!)*t(iti.>, V'l'V SEM1NAR'W. CTU Prague, 1USM
(4] TAKEDA. II. - TOMIYAMA, T. - Y0SI1IKAWA, II.: A logical ami eomputabh framework for reasoning in design, OR-Vol. -12. Design Theory and Methodology. ASMI'21992
77iis rtfimrh hnx bun COIKIKCIIII al Hit Dtpurlnunl of Comunttr Stitmc
the researrh projirl ami we hopi it will bt Mi/i;«/7r</ by CTV grant.
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EXPERIMENTAL MULTIMEDIA
SYSTEM - EMMS 2.0
F. llollay, S. Hostomský, I. Jelínek,
P. Slavík, M. Šnorek
CTU. Fac. of Electrical Kng.. Dept. of Computer Science
Karlovo nám 13. 121 35 Praha 2
Key words: multimedia, authoring .systems, multimedia database
A multimedia system is a system characterized by integrated processing, storage, presentation, creation, and manipulation of independent kinds of information under computer
control. This multimedia information has an important attribute • time. We can define two
types of multimedia information: time-dependent and time-independent media. Examples
of time-dependent media are video, annual ion. and sound, and those of time-independent
media aie texl and pictuie or drawing. The fundamental principle of multimedia systems
is integration of the common effect ion of all these media.
There an* several levels of multimedia systems [2]. They differ not only in possibilities
but also in prices:
• naive level of multimedia system - a representative is WINDOWS 3.1 multimedia
environment (Paint Hrudi. Media Player, Sound Recorder)
• standard multimedia system - a typical representative is software delivered with multimedia hardware • multimedia kits (authoring systems. Autorwarc Star, Actions!, Corel
Show)
• professional multimedia system - special multimedia software and hardware for multimedia production with output on CD-ROM or video (ToolRook, Icon Autor, Autoware
Professional. Adobe Premiere)
• experimental multimedia systems • these systems arc constructed in common programming languages (Pascal, C). implemented on MPC (Multimedia PC) [3]. These
systems give very piofessional results with minimal financial expense. Products of these
multimedia systems cau be used not only for student education but also for standard
multimedia pieseutation production.
We picsented the first version of our experimental multimedia system last year (1). Now
we have finished the KM MS Release 2.0. The system is implemented in Turbo Pascal 7.0,
consistent with the object oriented paradigm. For time consuming operations, assembler
routines were used. Our system has several parts:
• the authoring system, which can produce presentations with different multimedia elements; coutiol structures can '••. sequences, conditional structures and loops
• multimedia database with texts, pictmes. sounds and simple animation
• user interact ion possibilities; user cau manage the run of multimedia presentation by
text or by metaphors of buttons
• a part for presentation of multimedia applications
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• other parts - fonts editor, setup, etc.
We have finished two main multimedia applications: an information kiosk for Jindiichuv
Hradce castle and a simple personal multimedia database. The second one is being presented
a! ih:- CTI' SFM1XAH.
The diflctcncc hetwern the Hrst version of EMS [I] ami system EMMS 2.0 is the following:
Softwart:
•
•
•
•
•

uniform access to multimedia elements
better user interface
more than one picture element on the screen
sound element presentation
animation elements presentation
Hardware:

• additional graphic card support
• Sound Waster sound card support
• usage of XMS storage for animation and picture storing
In the next version of KMMS wo plan:
•
•
•
•

to group several multimedia elements in one multimedia clement
to extern! support of new graphical cards
to add synthesized music. MIDI
to extend suppoit of data format for graphic and sound.

References:
[1] HOLLAY. 1>. - IIOSTOMSKÝ, S. JELÍNEK, I. - SKORKK, M.: Multinudia generation and presentation .-y.-ltm. CTli SEMINAK'fM, Praha, 1!>!M

[2] J E L Í N E K , I.: H ' I ingin with multitmdia.
[3] S N O R K K , M.: llnnlwtm for muUimtdia.

Software Nowwpancr, Vft. N i l . 1994, in Czech
SoftwaieNewspaper, V 5 , N i l , 1991, in Czech

This nstarrh has btrn condurttd al Hit Diparlmtnt of Compulir Scicnct as part of
the research projivl "MuUiimdia .-ysliiii* in Unirt i\-ily Education" and has bun supported
by CTU grant No. 11 • :llt>.',ti
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DEVELOPMENT OF
FIXED POINT DSP SYSTEM AS
AN APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
TOOL AND EDUCATIONAL AID
V. Libal, R. Cmar*, H. Tassignon**
CTU, Fac. of Electrical Eng., Dept. of Microelectronics
Technická 2. 1«> 27 Praha «
"STU. I V . of Electrical Eng. and Informal ics, Depl. of Microelectronics
Ilkuvirovii 3. 800 00 Hratislava
"Katholieke luduslriele llogeschool West Vlaandoien. Dept. of Electronics
Z.v<lijk 101.11-810(1 Oosteudi*.
Key words: Digital Signal 1'ioce.ssiug. DSI' hardware, educational aid
A Fixed Point DSP System Hoaul has been designed wider Tempus JEP-1565 European
Joint Program. Tin* system has the following fealmes:
• the board is l>as<'d on ADSP-2101 DSP tnicrocontroler from Analog devices: the microconholcr features a G2.5 m. instruction cycle. 8 k words of fast SHAM and DSP
tailoied architect iiie.
• the hoard includes own AD/DA conversion interface based on AD-181!) codec from
Analog devices; the Hi bit AD/DA conversion interface features one stereo input and
two sicico output channels with sampling rales up to -18 kHz; an option of the build
in amplification for the microphone/loudspeaker system is available; all parameters of
the conversion as sampling rate, input/output gain, kind of compression of digital data
arc software programmable.
• the system is built on the PC Add-On card and includes the interface to the lCbit ISA
bus of PC/AT compatible computers; the interface allows the direct driving/monitoring
of all signals of the ADSP-2101 and AD-181!), which enables the PC programs to drive
the whole system.
• the comprehensive software supporting the syslem has been developed; this software
includes the complete integrated development euviioiiment with all standard emulation
tools, the C++ object library, and the set of the basic DSP applications for demonstration purposes.
Due to its emulation capabilities and easy handling, the system ln>ard is supposed to
be a powerful development tool and also a very useful aid for education of basics of DSP.
There is another extra feature making the board exceptional beyond the others of its
class: the hardwaie. which provides the interface of the system to the ISA bus of PC has
been implemented using Xilinx FPGA's and can be "programmed" by downloading the
configuration data from the harddisk of the hosting PC. This feature enables the board to
be compatible with a. broad raugc of other devices. In addition, the architecture, of tUe. bus
interface unit is designed to include all digital control signals of the system. The system
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becomes the tool for the development of the DSP application: exclusively the application
tailored liaidwnrr.
This research has bicn condncltdnl tin Dtpariimnt ojteltctraniď at
l\lll\\'\'0o»twdi,
n,i„:,..„ „ , „ ř r | of ll't nrtimvm TFMPI!S: Fduralinn and Collabomtinn Proarammr in Iht
Field of Aticrockclionir* and has bem tupporlid by THMI'VS ymnl iSo.Jli
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USE OF RADIALLY SWITCHED
JET ATTACHMENT IN AN EXHAUST
GAS FLOW CONTROL VALVE
V. Tesař
(.'Tl'. Fac. «f Mechanical F.ug-. Dept. of Fluid Mechanics k Thermodynamics
Tcrhnirka I. IOC 07 Praha 6
Key words: jet. jel attachment, ('oanda effect. (lui<lir valve, engine exhaust
Th<* Coiiuda effect of jet nttai-luucnt to a wall is caused by entrainment: a submerged
fluid jet entrains and cairies away the suirounding lluid. If the space into which it issues
is bounded by au adjacent wall, the iriii»v<il of fluid between the jet and wall generates
pressure dilfeienre across the jet which forces the jet towaids the wall. The attached jet
may follow the wall into a dim-lion dilfercht from the original orientation of the nozzle.
'I his inlcieMing aciodyn<imi< elfect lias liven used in fluidic bistable no-moving part divertcr
valves. These aie normally designed having planar geometry, with a slit-like nozzle directed
between two atla< hmrnl walls. each of them guiding the jet into a different outlet collector.
Theie aie two stable states: they dilfer in which our of the two outlets most fluid leaves.
In usual fluidic valves, the switching between the two states is caused by the flow from
control nozzles. If the active outlet (oiie into which most jet fluid flows) is gradually closed
while the other out* temaius open, so-called load-switching may take place: the Coanda
effect no mole suflices to hold the jet at the particular attachment wall. The jet then
switches to tin' other wall without the need for any any control flow. A load-switched valve
based on this phenomenon was successfully developed in the usual planar geometry for
automatic switching of the automobile engine exhdiist gas flow out of a primary catalytic
reactor as soon as an undesirably high catalyst temperature is reached. [1]. Operation
without moving parts makes possible exceptional lolmstuess and reliability of fluidic valves
when compared with common electromagnetic valves. Also the price is much lower: the
whole automatic by-pass control valve is maiiufacttiled in a single piece by casting without
machining, being nothing mote than just a cast exhaust pipe bifurcation. Unfortunately,
the by-pas* loop with the primary catalytic teactor and diverter valve tends to be very
bulky and diflicult to stow inside in the tight present-day engine compartment. A much
more compact solution was later pioposed according to Fig. I: here the automatic control
valve forms the entrance pail of the catalytic reactor body, at the axis of which there is
the by-pass pipe. The axisymmetric version of the valve, although it might he viewed upon
simply as convolution of the planar ariaiigemcnt. is much more diflicult to develop. There is
I he obvious asymmetry of I he two attachment walls: the inner one degenerates into just the
small conical tip of the central body and cannot exert Mich attachment effect as the much
laiger outer wall. Pievioiis expeiience also has shown that it is usually dilficull to obtain
uniform peripheral distribution of flow from a ring-shaped nozzle so that there is the risk
of switching-action not taking plan.' simultaneously at different circumferential locations.
The pioblems were investigated on <i full-scale <iciod\namic model. Fig. 'I. Rather tedious
systematic investigations of individual geometric paiamelers was necessary, including the
measurements of the diverter loading characteristics with different splitter shapes (again,
as with the planat gmmetiy, the concave, "cusped" shape of the splitter nose, generating a
stabilising internal feedback, was found beneficial) anil diffeient splitter-to-uozzle distances.
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Fig. 1: The two stable slates in the developed compact axisimmctnc fluiJic
»alve Tor passive comrol or an automobile catalytic reactor. Top: flow
through the catalyst matrix after engine start Bottom- now switched to the
by-pass pipe to avoid reaching dangerously high temperature (a secondary
reactor further downstream then lakes over the cleansing job).

r

Central bodj

Vmt praiturt tap
Struts

Fig. 2: Aerodynamic model of the radially switched axisymmetric Coanda-cffcct divertcr which has
recently underwent successful tests. The changes of aerodynamic resistance of the reactor matrix
with temperature is simulated by adjusting the open area of holes in the two disks.
References:
(1] TESAft. V.: Huidic Sirilrhinil Vain for Ttro-Shigi Aulomobih Catalytic Reactor.
Proc. WORKSHOP 93. Ann. Iiiiiv<TMly-\Vicl<-Seminar, Part » , |>.l'». Pralia, Jan.1993
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'91 • the IUi 'Iricnnnl hitiTiinlional SiitnposiHiii on Fluid Control, Measurement and
Visualisation, |>. 7-11. TOIIIOIIM-, l-'iaiuc. Sept. l!)!ll
This n.siarrh has bun eomhr.Ud at tin Ihpartimnl of Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics as part of tin nuarrh projirt "AW po.isikilitiis of automobile crhaust gas flow
control for rtdurlion of atmotphtric rwMon»", support td by CTV grant No. 28179.
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IMPACT FLOW
OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID
ON A FLAT PLATE
J. Nožička, T. Sth'lkn
C'TU. I'ac. of Mechanical Kng.. Dcpt. of FIU'KI Mcchauics fc Thermodynamics
Technická I. I (Hi (17 Praha C
Key words: recovery fart or. impact How. compiessihle fluid
During thedevelopment of combined temperatureand velocity |>robcs based on shielded
theimocouples. st— [I] and (2). the ptohlem of the value of the recovery factor
v, - •/;..,

('/'„. ad is the adialiatie wall teinperatuie. 7Jh,r and c ^ are t h e temperature and velocity of the potential llow outside- the boundary layer, r,, is the specific heat capacity at
constant pressure) in the vicinity of the Magnátům point in the compressible fluid flow was
enrounteied.
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Fig. I: Temperature distribution in axisymetric case
To gain some informal!).,, about this problem, an experimental investigation of the
temperature ami piessure distribution aiound the stagnation point of the (low caused by an
air jet of the diameter 100 mm impinging on a perpendicular flat plate, i.e. in the axisymetric
flow field was carried out. The distance between the nozzle exit and the stagnation point
was 1 = 200 mm. The exit velocity was about 120 m/s (Ma = 0.37, Up = 810000), so
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that some slight compressibility elfect» appeared. In the second series of experiments, an
approximately plane flow tie!«l wa« created l»y means of two parallel coverhu> plates situated
between the nozzle exit ami the piano of impart. Dmitiu these experiment!, a new computer
controlled data acquisition and evaluation .system was developed as a pail of a. diploma
Some preliminary results of these two expciimeuts can |»e S«VII in Fig. I (axisymetrical
case) and Kip 2 (the approximately plane ra.se). Curves I slum- the distiibiition of the static
tcmporalurc '«„,. curves II the distribution ot the measured total sttea-i temperature („,(,
Curves 111 correspond to the theoretical adiahatir wall temperature distribution in the case*
of the turbulent How parallel to a plane (r = >/7V). curves IV in the laminar one (r = \/7V).
Curves V repiesent the measured adial><itic wall temperature. An interesting phenomenon
is the "peak" in the course of the curves V. In it's coordinate x/1 tin* intensive sedimentation
of particles carried by the jet on the impact plane was observed. In the incompressible fluid
the increase of the convective heat transfer coellicient was measured.
More detailed investigation concerning phenomena in this region will be carried out.
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Fig. 2: Temperature distribution in the flow with side walls
References:
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DATA REDUCTION METHOD FOR
NON-HOMOGENEOUS GAS MIXTURE
FLOWS
P. Šafařík, J . Anieckc*
(TW. Far. of Mechanical Bug.. Dept. of Fluid Mechanics k Thermodynamics
Technická -I, l(i(i (IT 1'iaha (i. Czech Republic
•|)I.H. Institut fur Stromuiigsmeehanik
Dunsenst rnsse 10,117073 (iotlingen. (iertuany
Key words: data reduction method, gas mixture Hows, blade cascades
This short paper deals with a contribution to the development of the data reduction
method for £a>s dynamic tests and ineasnieiiHiiK The homogeneous flow valms are evaluated to represent the measiire<l non-homogenous g.is mixluie llow.s. The method s.ilislies
the conservation laws for mass (including mass balance of all injerted gas components),
momentum and eneigy.
Thermodynamic liasic consideration supposi-s the flow to l>e a mixture of perfect gases.
Consequently the {.as roust aut H and S|MTÍIÍC heal taparities <•,,.<•,. are del ei miued from the
mass fraction of components. From them the isentiopir exponent (ratio of specific heat
capacities) is solved.
Using this thermodyuamir liasis and the dimensiouless gas dynamic functions for the
dynamic pressure, the static piessuie. and the nondiuiensional mass How rate the balance
equations establish a system of e<|iiations for the values of (he homogeneous flow. The
original procedure [I] of the solution of the equation system have supposed ono perfect
gas flow and total teni|>eralure to IM> constant. The new tieatinenl follows the original
procedure and the guideline of non-constant total lemperatuie piopos-d by Oldfield et al.
[2] and considers non-constant mass fractions of gas components.
The analysis of the solution of the equation system formulates limitations for quadrates
of ratio of the integral of momentum llux parallel to the measuring plane and the transformed
integral of mass flux iclHi " ' " ' >!>*' r i l 1 '" °f ' ' " ' inl<'K><<l of momentum llux normal to the
measuring plane and the transformed integral of mass flux IjjHi • The limits, calculated
for dilfercnt isentiopic exponents K2. are plotteil in I'ig.l. The transformation of the integral
of mass flux l.\i consists in the total temperature To conertion and theruuidynamic function
K correction given by

l.\l = hl • 7r • \/ýr-

(O

where

m
index 1 denotes parameters of the homogeneous flow far upstream and index 2 denotes
parameters of the homogeneous flow given by the data reduction method. Further analysis
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vpctis <lÍMiissii,ii up two possible solutions l>y the dala reduction method and determines
tlioir mcuiiiig.s mi the Ii.i-.i~ «f the oblique .shock wave analoev.
The dala reduction method was verilied aucl applied in cascade How investigations. It
enabled to solve cases with injection of one or more other gases (3J. MeaMiieiiients of a
non-iumiogcueuus &i» !..!.:...! '!..•.:
V. •••• <•'«.«•« in Kin2. sive distributions of static
pressure ;»2,% total pressure ;»uJ,. exit aiiRle .i i ( . total temperature l\a,. ;in<l mass Iractious
of components Í, J( in mea-iurinR plane. The data lednction metliod solves the honiogeneous
data Pi, ;><,j. /<.•, /'„j. f,j. It also enables to solve lite kinetic energy loss. ctH'llicieiit, the
entropy increase, and aetodyuamir forces acting on I he blades.

Pig. 1: The limits for data to be treated by
the data reduction method

FIR. 2: The .scheme of a blade cascade applicilion of the data reduction method

References:
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THE ANALYSIS
OF MIXTURE FORMATION
IN A DIESEL ENGINE
P. Doucln
CTU. lac. of Mechanical Eng.. I)epl. of Automobiles, ICE k Rail Vehicles
Technická 4, I6(i (IT Praha (i

Key words: injection, mixture preparation
The fuel spraj penetration, fuel evaporation and mixture preparation, as well as the
influence of ill-cylinder air motion on mixluio distribution, air frequent subjects of interest
in a Diesel engine •levelopmenl.
For an approximate.solution of the mentioned processes the two-dimensional computing
model was dor!vol. It has been done on tin- bases of the experimental and theoretical
research of the atoniization and velocity characteristics, the temperature and density fields
and on the bases of the theoretical analysis of the droplet evaporization.
The first computing model issues from the piesnmplion of the constant injection pressure. Tin* aim of the presented work was to find a computing model of a real nonstationary
injection. If all mass of injected fuel is divided into small consecutive injected amounts, the
quasi-stationary solution can be peiformed.
Further the results of a computing solution for the supercharged railway engine of the
bore of 2:10 mm aie shown. At this engine an excessive carbonization of piston rings and
a piston crown at certain running conditions were observed. Using the coinputing.modcl it
was found out an excessive amount of liquid fuel, pitching the combustion chamber wall at
idling and at small power run. A pait of liquid fuel slides along the combustion chamber
wall towards the cylinder wall and causes the carbonization.
Another important phenomenon, which can be watched by the computing model is
the quantity of fuel, entering the first stage of combustion, which i.s called the prcmixlurc
combustion. This quantity influences tin* noise of combustion and the NOx formation considerably. The quasi-stationary solution for the mentioned engine at its full power gives
results, which are plotted in Fig. I. The hatched .surface represents amount of fuel, entering
the prcmixlure combustion. It represents about 42% of all injected fuel at this case.
It is rather difficult to find correct position of a boundary between the prcmixture
combustion and the consecutive diffusion combustion. Recently we started a work on the
high pressure indication in combustion chambers with a heat release compulation. We
believe, lhal these experimental results help us to make the computational prediction more
accurate.
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Fig. I: A inixtun* formation in lh<* <*oml>iiMiuu rliamlwr of tlu* siipcirliaigrci railway
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ORIGINAL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
J. Štětina, P. Ramfk*
TU. Fac. of Mccliaiiiral Eng.. Dept. of Teimodvnamics and Nuclear Energetic
Technická 2. Hrno (!!fi 69
"'I'll. Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dept. of Internal Combustion Engines
Technická 2. (>I0 0!) Hrno
Key words: internal ťonilmstion engine. Ihermodynamic cycle, polytropic exponent, rate
of lieat icIiMve. high picssiite indication, plug-in data acquisition Iward
Tin* target <»f the research lias lieen to develop comprehensive data acquisition and
processing system for internal combust ion engine inner thcrmodynamic processes analysis
based on IBM PC AT compatible computer with plug-in data acquisition boards, which is
suitable for •(•search purposes of universities and other tesearch establishments.
The author's endeavour has been to create a system, which is more suitable for research
works on IC engines but development of which is less expensive than purchasing of a foreign
system. Thanks to the fact that tliesystemisoriginal.it is possible to adapt it under special
demands of research workplaces. The required facilities have been achieved using computer
and measuring technology in combination with modern programming algorithms in a way
that ensures necessary powerful performance. Using accessible comparisons it can be stated
that the system is comparable with foreign ones offering more comprehensive informations
about inner processes in combustion chamber.
The system has been completed with developed graphic user interface built on ergonomie principles and usual user's customs, which give it "user friendly" facilities.
The indication system is modular. At present there are used these* modules:
Data acquisition module • it serves for data acquisition, classification and storage.
Thanks to the used appioach is data handling siguilicantly faster than using original plug-in
data acquisition board software.
Signal processing module • a module for high-pressme sensor's signal processing has
been developed this year. It uses suitable digital tillering and Fourier transform algorithms
and it is incorporated into the indication system. The included procedures can eliminate
disturbing influences and "noise" during data acquisition and this way it can replace expensive signal processing devices. In addition. I lie module can be used for burning process
noise analysis, mechanical parts stress analysis etc.
Initial conditions module • IKIMMI on pievions results, the system has been extended
by module, which makes possible to determine equation of state Ihcrmodynamic quantities
in moment of inlet valve closing down (eg. in a moment, when the closed thcrmodynamic
system is considered). According to the analysis published in [2] the accuracy of determination of these initial conditions decides about the accuracy of the whole system. This module
has been built in the way to determine these values using different methods depending on
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(lie character of tie* measurement and required of tin- piccision results. The main a|)|>ronrli
is to mcasme and .in.dy/e compress pressures and initial conditions art* found out using
non-linear optimization. Tin- next supported method is initial condition delerinitmtion using TDC. temperature and inlet manifold pressure seusors. lor fast diagnostic measuring
there iuis been >!I>JMII !•'.«• i:.> ••!.—! >%f :Í-!;I>'—>' cycle balance alone with respectine niven
polytropic coefficient during compulsion and TDC correction using cni|,irii: formulas.
Statistic modulo - enables statistic data selection and processing. Its great advantage is powerful fast large data fields processing - thanks to used algorithms the results tire
almost on-line available. There are statistically piocessiil select**! characteristic <|iiantities
determined for each of measured cycle, for example pn'ssure peak, maximum press-lire rise,
mean effective pressures etc. For each of these quantities the system gives in a graphic form
a course of the important statistic functions (frequency distribution, cumulative distribution, cyclc-to-cyele variability and correlation curves) together with numciiral characteristics
(spread, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, conelation cocllicient etc.).
Thermodynnmic module • a single zone thermodyuamic cycle model modified by
authors is used for thermodynamic evaluations. The model is culaiged by more accurate
working medium parameteis. which respects (lie kind of an engine (sp.uk ignition, compress
ignition engine), the kind of fuel (petrol, furl oil. natural gas. piop.tiic-liiil.iiic). air/fuel
ratio, air humidity and residue contents. Working medium patiiuieleis (eg. specific heats',
gas constants) are modelled by polynomial functions in de|>eudencc on temperature using
multi-step iteration ill order to achieve higher piccisiou. Hasic evaluated thermodynamic
characteristics are mean effective pn-ssmes. mi late of heat lelease. ignition delay, burning
process length (there is distinguished 0-~>%, -I-'XI'A- and !K».|()()'/i level of energy conversion
as a measure of combustion speed), courses of rate of he.it release, tempera!me. polytropic
exponent etc. Thermodynamic analysis results serve the purpose of evaluation wide-range
engine performance conditions (engine duty, speed, air/fuel ratio, vahe timing, ignition
advance, kind of fuel etc.) and engine modifuMtion (combustion chamber shape, process of
gas exchange, residue contents influence etc.) on combustion process.
The results of the project have been published in the country and also at iuteinational
conferences, where have aroused fnvomahlc i espouse of the specialists from universities and
industry enterprises. The system is used for measuring and research works.
We don't consider the tcscarch work as to be isolaied or closed. Further development is
supposed to IK' in direction of extending included functions, number of evaluated quantities
and improving user interface facilities. \Ve intend to aim at non-steady state engine testing.
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EULERIAN MULTIZONE MODELS
OF ENGINE THERMO-AERODYNAMICS
.1. Macek
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'IVclmirka I. l(i(i 07 Praha 6
Key words: modelling, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, reciprocating internal combustion
engine, /one. vectoii/ed foimutation, ordinary differential equations, eulerian
The development of Ihermo-aeiodynamic models for internal combustion engines dcscril>ed in [1]. (2] has resulted in thice cont-epts of models, commonly used:
- zero- (or quasi-) dimensional models (Z-I)M. Q-DM) for one or more parts of a
computed domain - zones:
•siligle-dillieiisioiud model:. (ID) of a II) unsteady flow;
- nmllidimeusioiial. i.e. 2-1). "2..V0". :t-|) models (CFDM), solving the complete set
of paitial differential equation* of fluid dynamics.
The future prospects of the ('FI)M are the best - (3], Nevertheless, there are the
piohlcnis of engine physics (especially turbulenre understanding - [I]) and chemistry to be
solved. The closure* necessary for semi-empirical solutions even in the former group should
be obtained by algorithms iuvei.se to the solver used. The sensitivity to the grid coarseness
can cause othei obstacles.
This sit lint ion needs to bridge the gap between Zl).\l and CFDM. 'A- DM's have used
up to now only zones of a limited number and shape. These models arc, nevertheless,
transparent mid uibiist. They could be foimtilaled in a modular way using a large set of
ordinary differential equations so that the changes of submodels arc easily feasible.
Two approach* commonly used differ in gas particles description: the Lagrangian
appioach describes an individual history of the same particles of gas, whetcas the Rulcrian
one "bookkeeps" budgets of conserved mass propeilies at the frame of reference chosen
arbitrarily, lioth approaches have been generalized permitting description of diffusion fluxes
over inlet l.tces. („igraugian approach is often used for mullizone Q-DM's. However, it needs
a nested zone concept whirh is rather ineffective for a large amount of zones • [2]. The
necessary assumption of homogeneous state inside a zone is very artilicial in the case of thin
layer zones.
The aim of the woik has been theiefore to deduce an approach useablc under the
circumstances described, i.e. the goals aie:
- flexibility in adopting new submodels:
- robustness, insensilivilv to coarse grids, con-ei v alive system of equations;
- transparency, easy formulation of invoke or mixed algorithms for experimental results
use and a combination with the evi-Sng successful models.
Imperially, it includes '.he use of dilfeieul models of combust ion. teal gas properties,
a Iliin boundary layers description (heat exchange, flame quernhing, knocking combustion
etc.). spray ptopagation. evaporation and mixing, but also a flexible cteation of a model
with zones separated by ports that cause throttling of a How and involve inertia effects
(prechambers. piston ring cievices). i.e in general also a manifold modelling.
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The way (o this model can be bawd on the lecently deduced Advanced Multizone
Enlerian Model ÍAMH.M) |-r>] which combine zones of .m Kuleiiau t>|><- with I lie ititi-gm)
description of laws of conservation. I Icing based on Q-DM's .mil dcdiued 1»J tlic KTIIII-IIICIII
of them, the resulting system icscmblo by its iiitcgul approach to Mime (TDM's - (3].
ťnlike the«e ones, the wstem <»f ordinary diffeienlial equations is deduced and a clear
interface between numerical mathematics (iniii.il conditions task) ami pn.\sits UMUIK'S «if
problem is sel.
The tools used arc the explicit foimutation of the system of oid'man diflViential equations (supplemented by algebraic ones) for a number of zones in a vector/matrix form,
solved concerning all derivatives of the masses of species, momentum (i.e. velocity) components: and enthalpy (i.e. temperature but often more convenient using the equation of
state-pressure).
The most important achievements are:
- there is a possibility to solve the set of ordinary differential equations describing the
laws of conservation for an arbitrary zone concerning all unknown derivatives; standard
explicit or implicit solvers can be used then:
- all equations can lie iviilteu in a vectoitzed form, using matrix products for some
transformation goals (e.g. chemical reaction kinetics description):
- even the semi-cmpiiical rhisiucs (tutloilcm e models, flame flout movement equations,
boundary layer- "wall functions" • equations) i.iii be wiitteu in thisgencr-d form of equation
set.
The vector and matrix f0111111l.ilion is useful for the brief notation, transparent and
structured programming, easy changes of the zone representation. It has been used for
a general code appropriate to the pioblem searched. More specialized codes can be then
derived from it.
'Hie real space structme of domain modelled h included in convert i vo and diffusion
terms of the right-hand side of equations. Having described the structure, these terms
ran be generated automatic. The system icsembles then well-known multibody program
packages used in solid body dynamics.
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INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS
OF PISTON INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES
P. Baumruk
CTU. lac. of Mechanical Eug., l)q>t. of Automobiles, ICE Jt Rail Vehicles
Technická I, IGO 07 Praha 6
Key words: flow pattern, swirl, tumble
Flow patterns inside the cylinder of the piston engine arc very complex, particularly
due to the high degree of turbulence. The turbulence intensity is essential concerning the
transfer phenomena. A Laser - Doppler • Anemometry is suitable for velocity measurement
of the turbulent IUAV, since it makes possible the velocity nwiiMiiement in particular points
within measured area using statistical evaluation of the acquired values without impact of
the flow pattern.
We are trying to use various techniques in competition (such as classical steady-flow
measurement!), pneumometric probes and anemometry). Recently, suitable model configuration has been used for basic measurement on the aerodynamic steady-llow test bench.
Such type of experiments makra possible the evaluation of the (low pattern taking place inside engine cylinder together with determination of integral values of flow patterns created
during intake process:
- cylindrical swirl whose axis is parallel to the cylinder axis - SWIRL
- cylindrical swirl whose axis is perpendicular to the cylinder axis - TUMHLK
An unambiguously determined model with simple geometry is suitable to judge various
methods of investigation of the properties of the flow pattern. The model with the symmetrically located intake valve has been designed and manufactured. The air supply into the
chamber, placet! around the valve stem, call be pet formed cither through radial entries or
(using tangential oriented holes) with significant tangential velocity vector.
In first stage development the anemoinetric measurement of flow pal tern inside the
cylinder has been compared with classical steady-llow testing.
The alternative with tangential entries causes a considerable pressure loss. The mass
flow decreases by approx. GO cylinder charge has been reached (absolute swirl speed of
approx. 6600 rpm). The mean piston velocity derived from flow quantity is relatively low vp = 3.8 m.s-1.
The ancinomctric measurement has been performed using an OEI Laser • Doppler Anemometer arranged for a one-component two-beam back-scatter measurement equipped
with 5 W Coherent Argon • Ion Laser (operating on 511.5 tun wavelength with 0.6 W power).
An optics with 269 mm focus distance has been used. With regard to the appearance of
the reversed flow the 10 MHz frequency shift has been exploited using liraggcells included
in both beams (35 MHz in the first beam, 45 MHz in the second one). A tobacco smoke
has been used for marking of the flowing air. The dispersed light has been received by a
photomulliplicr. The current output of the multiplier has becu processed in the TSI 19S0C
count processor.
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The above described ariangement makes p<issil>le I he in: asiirement of lioth axial and
taugeutial velocity vector-. The same mass How has lieen adjusted dining the meaMiieiuent
with tangential entiy and with radial eutiy as well. The How pal lem inside the tylindei has
been examined in two levels at distance oi 15 ami !!."> nun lespectivelv flout cylinder head
at ui.'u- ,i!..X. . f fi :.-••
In the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 the examples of the measuiement lesnlls wuh i.i.liai entiy
are shown. For 15 mm distance the high velocity has lieen observed at the intake together
with a high level of lluetuaticy. At (>5 nun distance the ilu<iiian<y maguituih- is smoothed
and a reverse (low originate*. In this way. it has been confirmed that in the region of high
velocity gradients tin- rather high turbulence level is reached.
The same unambiguously deliued arrangement has been used foi an inlrodiirtional
computation of How patterns inside the engine cylinder using FMJKNT software.
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FLOW FIELD IN THE INLET PART
OF A STEAM TURBINE
S. Jirků, J. Hobzik, V. Kula
( T U . Fac. of Electrical Eng.. Dept. of .Mechanics k Materials Science
Technická 2. ICG 27 Praha C
Key words: h.vdiod.viiamics. aerodynamics, flour field, optimum vail shape design
This paper deals with the solution of piohlems concerning the flow field in the inlet part
of the low-pressure stage of a steam turbine in (he Depait ment of Mechanics mid Materials
Science.
As a first step we investigated (he influence of the inlet case position to the first stage
nozzle on the* unifotmity of mass flow <m inlet to the lii-t stage nozzle r.i.scade. Kcsearch
was performed on cither the three dimensional potential flow model with the use of elcclrohydrodynamical analog}', or on the aerodynamical model. Experiments discovered the separation of flow in Die bend of the confnser.
Secondly attention was paid to the optimization of liend shape. The method of axisymmctrical duct bend design founded on the modification of a hodographic synthesis of the two
dimensional round flown contour was developed. At first optimum shapes, keeping ordered
geometrical conditions wete found. Kxpeiimenls showed that flow without separation in the
confuser is not possible without a change of the liiM stage cascade position.
In the next step the bend shape without limiting geometrical conditions with no»scparatcd flow was found. The found Mian? caused a .shift of position of the cascade and a
lengthening of the turbine. A compromise was reached where the original cascade position
is kept trith the condition that the underpressure wall of inlet nozzle confuser exceeds the
space of the cascade. The shape design was made by I he method mentioned above.
The bend .shape of duct designed tras verified by the aerodynamical model. A measurement of the flow field in the confuser with hot wire anemometry method was made. A
single hot-wire probe was inserted into a channel through I lie outlet seel ion in the plane
of symmetry of the model, at first without consideration of the effect of guide vanes. The
velocity field was mapped in a dense grid with approximately 150 measuring points. The
next measurement tras carried out with the same aerodynamical model, however the effect
of the exit area reduction by means of inserting guide vanes was approximately considered.
The results of both the analytical ami experimental solution of the velocity field in the
confusor bend are demonstrated in Pig. I. In part a) the potential flow velocity profiles in
five selected sections of the duct bend are plotted. The results of the experimental solution
without the guide vanes effect in Fig. I b) show that the separation point is situated
behind the point of the maximum potential flow velocity. The wake region is narrow and
intervenes only in the region of the underpressure contour in the vicinity of (he exit area.
Velocity profiles, measured in the model with the substitutional guide vanes, are plotted in
the identical sections in Fig. I c).
Conclusion: owing to the cross • section reduction from guide vanes (which also effects
to some degree the upstream flow) the separation of flow was completely eliminated.
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
FOR EHL TRACTION STUDY
M. Hartl, I. Křupka
TU. Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Institute of Design
Technická 2, Brno GIG G!)
Key words: elastohydiodynamic lulirication. traction
In hydrodynamically lubricated contacts the relatively thick lubricating film (about
0,05.10"" in) develops under relatively low hyilrodynamical pressure (about 106 Pa). The
lubricating film bohaves as a Newtonian fluid -so that the frictional force is proportional
to viscosity and shear rate, and is independent of pressure. In elastohydrodynamically
lubricated contacts between heavily loaded non-conforming surfaces the situation is rather
different. The lubricatim" film is iimdi thinner (aliout 1.10"1"' in) and the pressure is very
high (about 10" Pa) so that the changes in properties of the lubricant with pressure arc all
important and the elastic deformation of the friction surfaces must be taken into account.
The behaviour of the lubricating film in these contacts is characterized by the distribution of lubricating film thickuexs. pressure in lubricating film, surface stresses, temperature
in lubricating lilni and temperature on the friction surfaces. Besides it is necessary to determine shear properties of lubricant during its passing Ihtoiigh the contact (about 10~3 s)
that are veiy important for the greatness of friction forces.
The objective of our lesearch is experimental study of clastohydrodynamic lubricating
films through experimental methods based on the detection of the electromagnetic radiation of various frequency (optical interferometry, infrared radiomelry). The use of these
methods requires realization of the experimental equipment so-called ball-plate machine
with the transparent disc and the bearing ball or shaped roller as contact bodies. The
construction of our experimental equipment (Fig.l) is based on analysis of more than 30
similar experimental rigs used in the world since the end of GO's. All these rigs were based
on the conception designed by the team of professor Alastair Cameron from Department of
Mechanical F.ugiuecring. Imperial College of Science and Technology London.

Fig. I: Kxperimental equipment
The study of this problem has showed necessity of the determination of friction coefficients at the same time with other above mentioned parameters. This cocllicicnt defined
2S1
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as the ratio of the traction force generate! in I ho rontart to tho normal force is of primary
impoitaiue in uudei standing many iubtirated mechanisms Thi« is directly related to the
power and energy losses in real trihology systems (e.g. rolling hearings gears and cams).
The one of ways to determine friction coefficients is to use the experimental method
udsctioll ůetei lioll U'aititM i>i;>i.-..«.'.'.<;.< >!..;. ;;...•..•.' }\ ; !...'•• • fr:--»*.••< ..••••f-.re 1" »mst rates

this surface is placed on hydrostatic or aerostatic hearings to minimali/.e passive resistances.
We decided to if* the shaped roller (together with its drive) placed on the op|>osod-|>ad
slideway liydrostatic bearing. This arrangement was chosen for its high stiffness and vibration resistance. For these reasons our hydraulic circuit (Fig.2) contains the capillary
rcstrictor for each of eight pails. These capillary reslrictors wen* designed with possibility
of continuous changes of hydraulic resistance for easy changes in stillnesses and loading
capacity of the hydrostatic bearing. The inclinations of the upper hydrostatic bearing pads
arc 10" in order that the shaped roller can move only along one axis (in the direction of
the contact velocity). The traction force is determine from the icaciion force of hydrostatic
bearing by the strain gauge coupled with the base of the experimental equipment.
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Fig. 2: Hydraulic circuit of hydrostatic l>oaring
The input measurements with this experimental equipment have proved its possibility
to be used for studying of traction forces at the same time with measurements of the
lubrication film thickness and shape. Our next work will be orientated towards the study of
traction properties of various types of lubricants and their non-Newtonian behaviour under
high contact pressures.
77m research ha* bun conducltd at the Institutt of Design as part of the research
project "Experimental Modi liny of Traction l-orcis in lilaslohydrodgnamic Contacts" and
has been supported by TU grant No. A8/9.J.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
OF PULSATILE FLOW
IN CIRCULAR TUBES
WITH SINGULARITIES
J. Adamec
CTI'. Kar. of Mrrlianic.il Kng.. Dept. of Fluid Mechanics & Thermodynamics
Technická I. l(i(i 07 1'raha G

Key words: pulsatile flow
The experimental investigation of pulsatile (low of a Newtonian fluid was performed by
the Department of Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics and the Institute of Hydrodynamics. Academy of S< tt-iite.s of the Cat h Republic.
Models fur vxpeiinieuts wete manufactured by the Department of Fluid Mechanics
and Thermodynamics and the measurements performed at the Institute of Hydrodynamics.
For pressure losses measmement thieo models were used. Two models contain a singularity
represented by an axisymeliic- sudden expansion aixl sudden contraction of the cross-section
(Fig. 1, detail A). Geometiy of the models is dilferent. The third model is a simple tube of
a constant diameter.
The experimental equipment is installed at the Institute of Hydrodynamics. The flow
channel diagram is shown in Fig. I.

JL JLJU

Fig. I: The flow channel diagram
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The model is located in a vertical position. Tin* measured pulsatile flow is the result of
a superposition of a stationary How ami periodic oscillations. A small water station supplier
a steady flow. A piston with sinusoidal mechanism is the source of periodic oscillations. For
these experiments models with a ratio D/L = 90/225 mm and D/L = 50/125 mm were used.
P r e s s u r e !<*««*. u v j v :!:i\i»:::v<! in rat:«>::> >!:%!.•:.•• - !ii .!i.T< n i.ii..! \'.<)i«!\;.< i;.ui.>«iu><-i.s.

The flow is characterized )>y the How ratio A and the frequency parameter o-A = <?,»„/(?.
is the ratio between the maximum amplitude of the oscillatory component of the volume
flow rate Qpm and the corresponding stationary component Q,. Frequency parameter o =
d/2yfu/i>, where u is circular frequency and v is kinematic viscosity.
The measurements were performed for two parameters (0.-I5 and 0.9) and for three
stationary components of the flow. Q. (3. 5 ami 7 l/min). For example Fig. 2 shows the
dependence of the mean dimensionless loss coefficient ( on the frequency parameter a for
Q, - 7 l/min.
Qs=7 l/min
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Fig. 2: Dependence of the loss cocllicicnt ( on the frequency parameter n
The above presented results can be applied both in industry and in biomechanics.
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AXIAL FORCE
IN RADIAL TURBINE MACHINES
V. Sýkora, E. W i e d e r u h *
CTU, Fac. of Mechanical Eng., Dcpl. of Compressors, Refrig. & llydr. Mac
Technická 1. I (>G 07 Praha G
*FH GIESSEN-FRIEDIJERG. Fachb. Maschinenbau
Wicscnslrassc 11, :l5:t'J0 Giessen, GERMANY

K e y w o r d s : radial turbo-compressor, axial force, computation, Fluent, measurement

The Chair of Compressors. Refrigerating Systems and Hydraulic Machines of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech Technical University, in cooperation with the Branch
University Faclihochschulc Gicsscn, Germany, studied the problem of axial forces acting on
the impellers of radial turbocomprcssois. Knowing the magnitude of axial forces is an
important design consideration for sizing of the rotor axial bearing, especially when designing high pressure multistage radial turbocoinpressors. The aim of joint efforts was to
develop of a simpler mathematical model of the axial force, which would be applicable in a
practical turbocompicssor design procedure. The Fll Gicssen performs above all the necessary laboratory measurements and the Czech faculty of Mechanical Engineering performs
at the same time the corresponding compulations, using (he Fluent software (a method of
finite volumes). The verification of calculations performed in 19JM compared the results
as obtained by means of the Fluent software with published measurement results (see e.g.
/ l / , / 2 / ) . Two specimens of the said results aic presented in Fig.l and 2. Fig.l gives a
comparison of measured and computed curves of the static pressure between the rotating
disk and the static wad for various radial flow rates (the measurements took place at the
Aachen Til, Germany). Fig.2 presents the graphs of the radial speed component distribution in the interstice and of the axial force value acting on the disk as a function of the flow
rate through the interstice (the measurements were performed in the Compressor Works
CKD, Prague). The performed work confirms that the Fluent softwate will be applicable
for the calculation of the flow fields for a wide range of radial interstice versions and will
help to reduce the number of necessary measurements merely to a verification of selected
cases designed with the use of the Fluent software. The computed and measured flow fields
will then serve for the implementation of a simple mathematical model, which woidd be
suitable for an industrial technical practice.
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MACRO-TRANSITION PHENOMENON
IN AN AXIALLY AGITATED SYSTEM
O. Brůhn, I. Fořt*, P. Šmolka
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Bug.. Drpt. of Physics
Technická I. 166 07 Praha C
*CTU, Far. of Mechanical Eng.. Dept. of Chem. fc Food Process Equipment
Technická I. 166 07 Praha 6
Key words: mixing, macro-transition, macto-instability
The paper deals with the study of tiirhiilent inacro-instaliilitivs in the process of mixing
in a cylindrical vessel provided with pitched hlade impeller and four radial baffles. The
tnacro-instahility occurrence, i.e. the existence of eddy fields whose space and especially
time scales considerably exceed those of cm rent I urlmlent eddies, represents a well known
reality in mixing systems. Rules of macro-instability occurrence were investigated in tlieir
dependence on physical parameters of the liquid mixed and on the regime of mixing. The
observation was carried out partly in a visual way. parity by means of a mechanical device,
developed socially for this purpose. All the liquids used in the experiment behaved as
Newtonian. The aim of the experiments was idso to conlirm the hypothesis explaining the
macro-instability existence as a phenomenon resulting from the transition from a single loop
into a double or several loop (low patterns in the mixing system. This transition process
has been termed as a macro-transition.
The experiment was performed in a cylindrical v<-ssel of the diameter 7' = 300 mm filled
with liquid to the height // = T with the pitch blade impeller of the diameter D = 100mm
pumping liquid towards the vessel bottom and with four radial bailies of the width D =
30 mm. The impeller off-bottom clearance was set at three positions. //j = 0.27', 0.357', and
0.ST. Four different charges were used for the measurements. Water, saccharose solutions
in water of mass' concent rations o( 275? Ami -JO'/i ami MJiron-oii. The temperature of water
and saccharose solutions was kept at 23 — 60"(', the temperature of silicon oil was kept at
the values ranging from 23 - 60"C to 70 - C>0"C
The dependence of frequency f of the macro-instability occurrence on the impeller speed
N was obtained for each liquid tested and for thai: dilferenl impeller olf-bottom clearances.
Also, the dependence on liquid viscosity was obtained . In the region of RCM = 6.1Q 4 - 3.10 s
(water, saccharose) which is evidently a turbulent one. the dependence of f on N is approximately of linear character. The analysis of the results showed that the effect of the impeller
off-bottom clearance manifests itself only iu different slope of the line approximating the
dependence. In the region of RCM = ."MO2 — 6.10* (silicon-oil) which is supposed •
!•< be a
transition region from turbulent to laminary flow, the frequency of macro-instability decreases with decreasing RCM, and is practically zero for fíc,\t = 500. With further «lecn isc
of Hem, the frequency of macro-instability increases again, reaching a local maximum for
Rcm between -100 and iSO. The second zero point is for RCM = 420. The visual observation carried out by means of a "light knife" and video-camera record proved that the
macro-transition phenomenon is closely connected with the macro-instability origin only for
Rc,\i greater than 500. For RL.M smaller than about 500, the classical single-loop pattern
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alternating with the <lonl>le-loop one doe* not exist iiny more while macio-iiislahilitios still
a|>pc.(i.
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MIXING IN UNBAFFLED VESSELS
V. Novák, F. Rieger
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Bug., Dept. of Chemical k Food Process Equipment Design
Technická 1, \60 07 Praha 6
Key words: mixing equipment, agitator, mixing time, turbine impeller
Our research on mixing in unbaflled vessels was .subdivided in two parts. The first part
was devoted to the power consumption ineasmements and the second part dealed with the
homogenization of liquids in vessels without bailies.
In the first part the power consumption measurements with pitched blade turbines
presented in [I] were completed by data for disc turbine. The experimental results were
processsed in two ways. In the first, the correlation recommended by Rushton ct al [2] was
used:
I'o = Fr*f(Rc)

(1)

when*
« = (I-log/?«)/•!<)
In the second, the .standard approach was used and the experimental data were processed in the form of the relationship:
(2)

(where I'o = P/pnatP - power number, Ik = n<lli>//i - Reynolds number, Fr — dn7/g •
Froudc number,«/ is agitator diameter,» agitator speed, /' power input, g acceleration due
to gravity, /> liquid density, /i liquid viscosity).
Doth correlations were compared and we can conclude, that the standard relation (2)
is more suitable than the ronelation represented by Eq. (I). The experimental results can
be expressed by the following equations:
(3)
for 300 < /?c < I.101

/ W O . 72

(4)

for 4.5.10'</ft < 5.10s
The second part of research programme was devoted to homogenization of liquids in
unbaflled tanks. The three types of turbine agitators were used in experiments: pitched
throe-blade t urbine, pitched six-blade turbine and six blade disc-turbine. The measurements
were carried out in the flat bottomed vessels with inner diameter D in the range from ISO
to 630 mm. The ratio of vessel lo agitator diameter was varied in the range from 2,6 to 6.
The conductometric method tvas used in mixing lime measurements. The mixing time was
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defined .is that at which the fluctuations of ronccntration in the mixed liquid were less than
2% of the; tutal coiiceiittation change
The result of mixing time measurements showed that the product of agitator speed and
mixing time it.(A; is independent of Fronde number and the following general equation can
be recoinmt'titit-ii foi iheii tum'x'Kiii:

The values of the constant A' and exponent b in Kq. (5) ran he found in Hef.[4).
The values of n.l,\t calculated from Eq. (5) for the ratio /)/</ = 3,3 were compared
with the corresponding values reported in [:t] for vessel with bailies. It was found that both
values differ markedly only for pitched tliree-M;i<!c turbine, which e.\-l,ibile<l about 20%
higher mixing time in the tank without bailies than in the tank with bailies.
The energy needed for homogenization E = /'/„, was used in comparing the agitators
efficiency. Tor this purpose the following dimensionless criterion was suggested:

The values of lliis criterion for the ratio D/d = 3,3 and fully turbulent region were
compared [•(] and it was found, that the agitators in unballled vessels ini'<l less energy for
homogenizatiou than the corresponding agitators in vessels with bailies.
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TURBULENT FLOW OF LIQUID
IN AGITATED SYSTEM WITH
COUNTERCURRENT IMPELLERS
V. Strejc, I. Fořt
CTU. Fac. of Mechanical Eng., Dept. of Chemical & Food Process Equipmcn
Technická I. M>G 07 Praha G

K e y words: agitated system, turbulent flow of liquid, countercurrcnt impellers

Mechaiiiciily agitated system with high height /diameter ratio and two countcrcurrcnt
axial im|M>llers under certain arrangement of impellers [I] (sec Fig. I) makes it possible to
avoid a central vortex at the liquid surface as well as an insufficient mixing (blending) in
liquid phase without installation of additional internals (e.g. bailies at the vessel wall) in
agitated liquid. In this arrangement two impellers with six inclined plane blades of the same
diameter </(see Pig. 2) rotate at 1 be same level of revolution frequency n in the clockwise or
counterclockwise direction respectively, both pumping the liquid downwards, towards the
bottom of the mixing vessel.
The experiments in the abone mentioned agitated system were carried out in a pilot
plant system (see Fig.l) by means of the laser-Doppler anemometer (with back scatter
mode) in water to determine the luibuleiit velocity field in an investigated system. Three
components of the mean velocity (axial, radial and tangential) and (specific) kinetic energy
of turbulence were calculated from the data measured in a few radial cross-sections of the
system at two levels of impellers revolution frequency.
For numerical simulation of turbulent flow in an agitated system with two countercurrent axial impellers. "k-<" model of solution of the Reynolds equation of turbulent flow
according to the standard software FLUENT (Venion -I.2.. Fluent Inc.. 1993) has been
used. Boundary conditions were considered at the mixing vessel, wall and bottom ("the
wall function"), and the fixed option of all the components of the mean velocity, kinetic
energy of turbulence and the rate of energy dissipation per unit volume in discharge flows
from both the impellers following from the experimental data. Tlio selection of model parameters follows from the previous studies on numeiical simulation of the turbulent liquid
flow in mechanically agitated systems [2]. [:i], [-I].
It follows fioin the comparison of numerical simulation results with the experimental
LDA data that calculated nwlial proliSes of all tltnv components of the mean velocity arc in
good agreement wit h t he experiment ;i| ri~»ill s in all t ested cross-sect ions of t he mixing vessel;
radial profile* of the (specific) Hneiir energy of turbulence exhibit fairly good agreement,
as well. Velocity field in the liquid mixed by two coiintercurrcnl axial impellers can be
considered as two dimensional (axial and radial components prevail) for optimal geometric
conditions described in Fig. I [lj. Then, except for the discharge flow between the upper
and lower impellers, tangential components of the mean velocity can be neglected.
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Fig. 1: Optimum arrangement of the pilot
plant system with countcrcurrent impellers
(D = 0.292, </| = dt = i)/:j,// 2 = d.lh 1.5(1, »i = 40°, o , = 45°, W - / / 2 - / / 3 - 2d).

Fig. 2: Impeller with six inclined plane
blades (h = O.'id).
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FREE-CONVECTION OF RADIOACTIVE
WATER IN MINING WELLS
I. Rousar, R. Žitný
CTU, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Dopt. of Chemical k Food Process K(|uipmcnt
Design
Technická I, 1GC 07 Praha 6

Key words: mine, free convection, waste water. FLUENT

The waste water from radioactive mines contains high concentration of ions such as
CV+, Fe. On, XIIÍ. SOJ, N O ; and XOJ and udioaetivo ions V and Ka. There is a
possibility to deposit this waste water into the cloved minis. The underground caverns
and shafts an* connected to a ground by vertical wells with an internal diameter of 5.1 m.
The waste water will be pumped to a bottom part of the mine from about 1200 to $00 m
below ground. On the top of this waste water the pure water will be deposited to prevent
the ground water from contamination. However, the free-couvection can developed in the
vertical wells due to temperature gradient in the ground. This research is trying to answer
the question whether the free-convection can cause the contamination of the giound water.
At the first stage of the research the theoretical approach was chosen. From physical
point of view it is problem of hydrodynamic stability of a pure liquid in a vertical cylinder
with a fixed linear temperature profile along the vertical wall. The increase of the temperature along the depth of 800 m is 15"C. The buoyancy-driven convection in a vertical
cylinder is stable if the Kaylcigh number is below (il [I], In our case the Kaylcigh number
was well above the stability limit Ha - fyll'&T/(it<tH) = 5,145.10s. Such a high value
suggests that the flow will be turbulent.
We proceeded in a gradual steps. All calculation were performed with CFD code FLUENT for 2D axisy metric flows. First the laminar case of the transient flow at low lia number
equal to 10000 was investigated numerically in a short cylinder with height equal to radius.
For this short cylinder the stability limit is Ha = 2270 as found by Yamaguchi ct. all (IDS-!).
Above this limit 2270 up to lia = 25000 the flow forms one axisymetric loop which is stable
and the flow is laminar. For lia > 25000 more than one flow pattern can exist and none of
them is stable. The result of the transient laminar calculation for liu = 10000 shows that
just one stable loop is developed and fully confirms the results presented by Yamaguchi [2],
The heat flux from the bottom surface was 2 limes higher compared to the heat flux in still
liquid. The steady state was reached at dimcnsionless time of at/II2 equal to 0,26. For the
well with a diameter of 5.1 in and temperature conductivity 1.225.10"3m1.«"1 this time is
about 6 hours. In our case the driving force is higher (Ha = 5,141.10") so the developed
flow would be reached earlier.
The next step was to incrcatc the lia number above 25000 where no stable flow pattern
can exist (2). The results for lia = 5,145.10° corresponding to the real situation and
computed for laminar flow arc shown on Fig.l.
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Fig. 1: Unstable numerical solution at free-convert ion in cylinder with // = li at
lin = 5,115 . 10" after 1000. i:<00. IKiO ilrr.ilioiis («,„„ = 0.01,0.006.0.008. »>..«-').
However, in all analysed rase* (using the k — <. HiXO k — < tiirluih-iicc tnodels and
transient analysis) I lie solutions were not proltalily rorrecl, Iwrause during the course of
iterations the relative residua osrilated around a stable value and did not decrease.
The major reason why all the solutions (except the small /f« rasi») were not converging
is probably due to a strong restriction to axisymetrUal flows. It is known, llml for cylinders
with ////? > G the prevailing mode is nonsymetrical. The liquid flows up at one side of
cylinder and down at the other.
Therefore the future step should be a fully 31) numerical simulation in a ('artesian grid.
Cylindrical grid always prevent the How to cross the axes.
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PROFILE EXTRUSION DIE DESIGN
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
P. Sáhá, J. Svábík,.?. Vlřek*
VUT Brno. Kac. of Technology. Dept. of 1'lastic.s nud liubhcr Technology
Námóslí TGM 27.%. 7(>2 72 Zlín
•COMPU1M.AST lni. Inc.,
Třída T.Mali 2!l!l. 7fil 22 Zlín-Louky
Key words: extiiision. Miiml.tlioii. exlriid.ile .swell, profile*
In profile extrusion the main objective is to have the ability to control the shape of the
profile, to achieve the required dimensions. The influence of an internal geometry of a die
has to lie considered. To obtain uniform discharge at the exit, the material has to have the
same average velocity in all (lie parts of the die at the exit cross section [1]. This condition
is the most important when designing profile di<"!>.
We have to address also t he problems of dimensional changes occurring after the die exit.
The extrudale swell occurs whenever a polymer melt flows from a die. The drawdown and
shrinkage can decrease or eliminate this elfecl. Some authors reported that the vxtrudatc
swell and drawdown are not generally isotropic. Many authors thoroughly investigated this
cxtrudatc swell plieuomena [2]. Most of the studies conducted have involved flows tluough
capillaries or flat geometries. However the swell in complicated geometries can be calculated
only by fully three dimensional techniques. To better understand the die .swell, one has to
take into account the elasticity of a material as well as elongational properties.
To date the design of profile dies has been done mainly using experience. The powerful
computers and new numerical methods start ed the trends of combining empirical approaches
with numerical calculations for better die design.
Theory and results. The following assumptions are usually made when simulating
the polymer processing problems. The polymer melt is treated as incompressible, with
predominating viscous forces. The inertia, gravity and the surface tension are neglected.
The flow is assumed to be steady and the validity of the 'No Slip' condition is desirable.
Viscosity is shear dependent and the power-law, cancan or log-polynomial models can be
used. In our study we have neglected the elasticity and elongational properties.
The governing equations arc the mass, momentum and energy balance for incompressible flow.
V.i- = 0
V.T - V P = 0
l\ v.VT = VT +
flrr:Vr
The first problem we tried to solve was the 'flow balancing' inside a die based on several
calculations of a velocity profile at two dimensional cuts parallel to the main flow direction.
This method is based on know-how built up in the industry over the decades. The method
can calculate the flow inside the die and can be used lo design dies with a balanced mass
flow rate. Also the pressure drop can be calculated.
To be able to study in detail the now in a die, the influence of the cxlrudate swell and the
drawdown on the final shape, we created powerful sol ver based on the fully t lircc dimensional
nonisothcrmal calculations. By this solver the velocity, pressure and temperature fields can
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be obtained. Also the shape of the extimlate when diawu out fioin the die or for example
the effects of temperature; on the «lii* swell can lie calculate! [3].
Conclusion. ('um|>aii«m «i:J; j.-iiMK!:"'! •••••."IK and several experimental data suggested that the method of 'balancing' the flow inside the die using 21) cuts is reasonably
accurate in predict ing the flow behaviour. The calculated data differ from experimentally
measured velocities approximately by 20 percent.
The 3D solver is at this moment capable to solve t he whole profile die. Such calculations
would be however uneconomical. The solver was toiilhvly used to investigate the details hi
the extrusion die How. The next challenge is to incorporate the elastic elfects. elong.itioim!
viscosity or perhaps the giavity and stu face tension elfects.
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the 31) grid used for extmdaU* swell calculation.
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Kig. 2: Plot of the 3D calculation results extrndate swell as a function of wall temperature.
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DRAG REDUCTION AND HEAT
TRANSFER REDUCTION OF
MICELLAR SOLUTIONS
P. Komrzy, K. Svcjkovsky, J. Pollert jun., J. Pollert sen.
OTW. Fac. of Civil Eng.. Dept. of Hydraulics & Hydrology
Thákuiova 7, 160 2!) Praha 6
Key words: drag reduction, surfactant, turbulent pipe flow
Different cat ionic surfactant solutions have been tested with the aim to find drag reducing solutions wliieli would be suitable for use in rcrirculaling district heating or cooling
systems. These si,|niji,nx .should meet the following criteria: high drag reduction (DR) coefficient (compaied to water) over a wide range of temperatures and velocities, no permanent
mechanical degradation caused by high shear (centrifugal pumps etc.). and chemical and
structural stability. A number of heat transfer reduction (HTK) tests on a plate fin heal
exchanger were also cairied out in order to find out if there is any correlation between
drag and boat transfer reduction, and to minimize the heat transfer reduction effect in heat
exchangers.
The fust tesled fluid was a solution of Ivthoquad T-13 + sodium salicylatc (NaSal).
The initial concentration for drag reduction tests was 5 mM (2300 ppm) of Ethoquad T-13
+ 12.5 mM (200(1 ppm) of NaSal. and this was gradually reduced to 8S%, 80%, 75%, 70%,
60% and 00% of the initial concentration. The drag induction coefficient was measured on a
rccirculating testing loop with a fog-wheel pump and a testing tube of 25 mm diameter. The
temperature of I ho liquid during the tests was maintained at constant values in a range from
10 "C to 110 "(.'. the velocity range corresponds to He from 10,000 to 1.000,000 (Re based
on the properties of water). The result of this study ran be expressed with the following
points: the maximum drag reduction of 72% was observed for concentrations higher than
18-10 ppm + 1600 ppm of F.thoquad T-13 + NaSal and for temperatures lower than 70 °C.
For less concentrated solutions the maximum 1)11 gradually decreases, for 1150 ppm -I- 1000
ppm of Ethoquad T-l:t + NaSal it was about 05% for temperatures lower than 30 °C. A
critical wall shear stress exist, at which the solution loses its drag reducing ability. The
critiral wall shear stress ranges from 100 to 100 Pa and it is a function of both temperature
and concentration of the solution. At concent rations higher than 1840 ppm + 1600 ppm of
Ethoquad T-13 + NaSal the solution is saturated and the critiral wall shear stress occurs
between 60 •(! anil 70 "('. No permanent mechanical degradation caused by high shear in
the pump was observed. The solution was stable and no structural or chemical changes were
observed after several clays of testing.
The heat transfer redm lion tests wen- cairied out on a plate fill heat exchanger (PFIIE),
design Al'V-CHKI'ACO Tit 15. consisting of 10 channels and configured for a countercurrent operation. The initial concentration of the solution was the same as for the drag
reduction tests (2300 ppm + 2000 ppm of Ethoqnad T-13 + NaSal) and the other tested
concentrations have been icdttced to 80%. 70% and 60% of the initial concentration. Temperature of the solution across the PFIIK ranged from about 20 "(' to 70 °C.
The icsiills of these tests ran be summarized as follows:
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The overall heal traitor reduction in tin- plate lin heat exchanger is about 25% to 28%
for solutions of concentration higher than 1810 ppm + 1600 ppmof Ethouuad T-I3 + NaSal
(the saturated solutions), in the range of lie from 500 lo •1000. lor concentrations lower
than 1840 ppm + 1000 ppm of rjtiiut|\i<i>i T-J.J r .V.i.S..! }}:<• JJTI1 «•:•< "mitiaUv decroa-s'me.
This indirectly proves (because the temperature of the solution across the PFI1K was up
to 70 "C) a close conelation between HTH ami I)U in terms of the dependency on both
temperature and concentration. No significant differences of pressure drop across the plate
(in heat exchanger between solutions of various concentrations and water wcie observed.
More drag reduction tests were carried out with solutions of Arquad 1G (Ó niM =
3195 ppm) + NaSal (5 mM = 800 ppm) + .iOII-J-naplitoale (5 in.M = 910 ppm). The
combination of two counter-ions have been chosen in order to achieve high drag reduction
over wide range of temperatures and velocities. A drag reduction of about -10% was observed
for temperature 10 "0 and low Re. For 20 "0 the maximum I)K occuned also in low Re.
area, but reached more than S0%. For temperature!! from 25 "(' to :t5 "C, the solution showed
a high DR over a wide range of Re. An unusual peak (Dlí is- higher than 90%) occurred at
Re from 60,000 to 100,000. For temperatures from 10 "C up to 101) "(.' the DR curve had a
common shape with a maximum l)l( aiound T'2%. The diveisity of behavior over the range
of tempcrnlmcs is piohahly c«u«ed by dilferent "working conditions" of t he two counter-ions
present in the solution. In addition, 'he measurements at temperatures between 25 °C and
35 *C after a few days of rest did n<- 'unv any "peaks" or other irregularities, the DR curves
were similar to those for higher temp< i.it tires. To gaiu more understanding, tests of solution
consisting of Arquad lfi (5 mM) + NaSal (!) inM) + 3-011-2-naphtoate (2 inM) were carried
out later. Results of this test did not show any ii regular behavior, the drag reduction curves
were of a common shape for all temperatures from 10 "(' lo 100 "(! with a maximum DR
about 72%. This provs, that the irregularities mentioned above were caused by presence of
high concentration of 3-01l-2-naphtoate. However. I lie struct tires which lansed the '•peaks"
at temperatures between 25 "C and 35 "C appatently were not stable and degraded with
lime. The peaks dissapeared after a couple of days of testing and a regular behavior was
observed afterwards.
Heat transfer reduction measurements on the PF1IK were carried out with a solution
consisting of Arquad 16 (5 mM) + NaSal (12.5 mM). The results showed a reduction of
about 25% lor NKc from 1200 to 3500 (Re based on pro|H>rtics of water). No significant
change in pressure loss was observed.
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MEASURING THE FRICTION
LOSSES FOR FLOW OF HIGH
CONCENTRATION HOMOGENEOUS
SUSPENSION IN PIPES
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Key words: laminar (low. turbulent flow, friction losses, experimental measuring
Plow of high concent nil ion suspensions is used in many industrial applicalions.c.g.
for raw materials transportation (roal. iron ore), and/or for hydraulic disposal of various
wastes such .is fly ash. phosphate intid, etc. New technologies require the transport of high
concentration suspensions in both laminar and turbulent (lows.
Theoretical description of suspension How possessing Non-Newtonian behaviour has to
reflect their rheological behaviour as well as their pipe flow characteristics. Lazarus and
Slatter (1088) observed flow behaviour of dense slurries using capillary viscomctcr. Havlík
(l!)!)l). (Ihára el a). (I9!KI) investigated the flow behaviour of fly ash. A particle size
distribution, volumetric concent rat ion of solids and the changes in rhcological parameters
were the most important.
In order to dot ermine flow behaviour of dense slurries in pipes, it is necessary to measure
the pressure losses dependence on flow rates both in laminar and turbulent flow regimes.
Experimental measurements have been carried out on a test loop in the Institute of Hydrodynamics in Prague using fly ash and ash-gypsum suspensions. Particle size distribution
varied with the mean particle in a range of </MI = 0.025 — 0.01)2 mm. Volumetric concentration for the experimental measurements in pipes of two diflcicul diameters, namely
I) = 0.017") m and 0.02GS in. has shown the strong influence on the friction losses. The
relative hydraulic gradient, i.e. the diuiensionless ratio of the hydraulic grade line for suspension concerning water alone respect ively.ir = iiu/iw, may vary within several orders of
magnitudes. The experimental results with high concentration indicated Non-Newtonian
behaviour. Preliminary results from the tube viscomctcr showed that the suspensions behaved as time independent viscoplastic fluids. The rhcological parameters of power law two
parameter model are shown in Table on (lie Fig. I.
Further research will focus on determination of suitable rhcological model using the
capillary and/or rotational viscometct^ A mathematical model describing the flow dependence on rheological parameters vm be vcrilied in the experimental loop using different pipe
diameters. The results can be used for a design and optimisation of pipe hydrotrausport of
dense fly asli and akh-gyumim slurries.
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Ash-gypsum suspension • MSInfk-Riedersbach
Weighted
ratio
ash /gypsum
2 : 1
2 : 1
2 : 1
3 : 1
3 : 1
3 : 1
Ash-gypsum

Volumetric
concentration
cy

Non-Newtonian
flow behaviour
index
n
033
0.SS4
0,536
038
0,43
0.592
0,567
<U7
0,42
0.803
0,44
0,759
suspension - Nováky - Riedersbach

Weighted
ratio
ash/gypsum

Volumetric
concentration
cy

Non-Newtonian
flow behaviour
index
n

2 : 1

0,42

032

Fluid
consistency
index
KIPa.snl
0325
1,275

230
0,451
0,35
0,842

Fluid
consistency
index
KIPa.snl
1,832

Kig. 1: Table
References:
(1) LAZARUS..». II. - SLATTER, P. T.: A Mtlhod for the /theological Characterisation
of Tube Viscomclcr Data Journal of Pipelines 7, 19SS. pp. 163-176
(2} HAVLÍK, V.: Friction Factor for Turbulent Flow of Homogenous Non-Newtonian suspensions in Pipen XXIV 1AHR Congres, September 1991, Madrid
|3) HAVLÍK, V. ct al.: Hydraulic Transport of Highly Concentrated Suspensions from
Dcsulphurasutalion Procissis in Thermal I'ounr Plants 7th Ilydrotransport and Sedimentation of Solids in Pipes, Akademia Rolnirzna, Wrorlav 1992, Inzyniera Srodoviska,
No. 221, pp. 35-13
[4] C H A R A , '/. - HAVLÍK. V. - MYSKA, M. - SEVERA, M.: Hydraulic Transport of
Highly Concentrated Su.-j» n*wu from Thermal Plantu 2nd International Conference on
Human Activity Impacts on Emi.wtiinrni., Prague 1993, pp. -11—13
7"/i is research has been conducted at the Depart mi m •' Hydraulics and Hydrology, Faculty of Civil Engineering as part of the research project "The Influence of Concentration
and Selected Physical Parameters of Concentrated Jim Suspensions on flow Regime" and
has been supported by Grant Agency of Czech Rep. under Grant No. 103/93/0391
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HYDRODYNAMIC
AND THERMODYNAMIC
STABILITY OF SHEAR LAYERS
J. Lain, F. Maršík*
("I'll, lac. of Mccliankiil Eng., Dcpt. of Technical Mathematics
Tcclinirká I. 166 07 Praha 6
'Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Institute of Thcrmomcchanics
Dolejškova 5, 182 00 Praha S
Key words: hydrodytiamic stability, shear layer, thermodynamic stability
T)M> I hrory of hytiioiiynamir slahifíty IMI RMIUII tin important posit ioji j« fluid dynamics research dm' to its fundaiiieittal aims to discover mirhanisnis of transition to turbulence
and of turbulent motion itself. The nonlinear equations of fluid motion cause mathematical
difficulties that were not solved satisfactorily up to this time. As no closed theory of hydrodynamic stability hitherto exists, some features of the instability behaviour of fluids can
be due to stability theory accounted for having the nature of a law. An example is energy
division into individual modes so that most of energy is carried by the lowest frequency
modes, i.e. the origin of the subharmonic frequency.
The first stability theory applied an approximation of inlinitesimally small perturbations. The approximation enabled to linearize the evolution equation of a perturbation. The
parallel shear flow approximation enabled to reduce the number of primitive variables to
one, which is the cross-stream coordinate. The general solution of the evolution equation of
the perturbation is then in the form of travelling wave. The result ing equation of the perturbation is a linear ordinary differential equation. Its special form is called Orr-Sommcrfeld
equation which is the fourth order linear ordinary differential equation for the amplitud of
cross-stream coordinate of the perturbation velocity h
v

J

2

1

v' - 2(o + ť)v" + (a* + li>) i< = ilk{(nl' + ,W -*)\i>" - (o + /*»)*) - (o//" + /*«">}
If the viscous cffccls for high Reynolds numbers and free shear layers (remote from a wall)
arc neglected then the Raylcigh equation follows. The Raylcigh equation considers inviscid
instability mechanisms. They arc caused by a convective mechanism, which transfers momentum or kinetic energy in cross-stream diiection - it means in direction where the gradient
of transferred quantity is very high. The viscosity effect appears in two different diiections.
The first one is a damping effect on the convective instability. It means that for lower
Reynolds numbers the viscosity stabilizes the shear layer. The second effect of viscosity is
opposite, it causes so called viscous instability, especially in flows when* viscous stresses are
dominant. Tollmicu-Schlichting waves in bouudaiy layers serve as a lypic.il example. For
the purely viscous instability it is characteristic that it appears only in a certain interval of
Reynolds numbers for each frequency or wave number of a disturbance. It disappears for
increasing Reynolds number.
One of the most important resulls of stability theory are stability criteria. For the
inviscid stability theory a theorem follows from the Rayleigh equation. From this theorem
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(he criterion of inviscid stability can be cunrttulfil: If the MWWI derivative of the velocity
profile does not equal zero inside I he shear layer, t he How is •<! .dilo. Il is vory well known t hat
such a criterion is not valid for boundary layeis wheie the viscous effects aie not negligible.
The .vt.iWtity criterion for boundary layers follows from the Orr-Sommcrfeld equation. The
equation is homogeneous and together with Imiiiogouoous lx..<i..!.<;\ <-f::i'>tji,iw fc>rtii< an
eigenvalue problem. The fundamental result of the Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalue solution is
so called neutral stability curve. It is a cm ve in the plain* of Reynolds number - wave number
or frequency for which the imaginary parts of both wave number and frequency arc zero.
Minimal Reynolds number on the neutral stability curve is called the critical Reynolds
number. The stability criterion for flows in ivhicli both inviscid and viscous instability
mechanisms play a ccrtaine role is then formulated: If the Reynolds number of the flow is
higher than the critical Reynold* number, then the How is unstable.
The above mentioned criteria do not take other dissipative processes than viscous into
account. From the thermodynamic point of view the dissipalivc processes are those which
produce entropy. The sign of the time derivative of the mean square of entropy lluctu.itions
determines the evolution of fluctuations and states the form of the thermodynamic stability
condition [Ij. It was deduced that the condition of local minimum of (IK- total enthalpy for
thermoviscoela.stic fluids relates to dissipative ptoresses in fluid flows through the condition
of non increasing entiopy fluctuations. The general form of (his condition is

This inequality forms the criterion for damping of fluctuations and is one of possible forms
of the Braiiii-I.e ("hfilelier priuciple. If the boundary layer approximation is applied, the
inequality will have the form

This inequality slates a criterion for thermodynamie stability of the boundary layer. The
stabilizing effect of the Iemperalnrt* gradient can be deduced from this criterion. This criterion was compared wit h Orr-Kommerfeld equal ion calculations lor flows wit hout temperature
gradient (e.g. Pohlhauscn. Hlasius, llagen-l'oissenille Hows) as well as with experimental
observation (2) of transition to tiubnlenre delay due to temperature pcrtiiihfttion.
References:
(I) MAKSÍK, 1".: CV>»Mi/ii<MC(j. of Tin rmodynamiral Conditions of Stability for Thtrmoviscous Fluiils and Tin rmori>rotla.-lic Solids. Ada I'hysica Hungarian (i(i(l-<l), 1989,
pp. I9.V202
[21 DOVGAL A. V. - LKVCIIKNKO. V. Y. TIMOFKKV. V. A.: Uomi.hn, Uiytr Control
bg a U>cal Huilm;/ of Hit Wall. In It! TAM Symposium Toulouse. France. September 1115. HIS!), pp. II.I-I2I
77>/.N nsunrli Ims bun rondurttd at tin Ihpurtminl of Fluid Mirhuniri and Thrrmodymimics and at tin Institut of Tliirwonurlianir* of tin Aradmnj of Scit iin .•. ofllir (':rch
lirpnblir as a part of tin n M oiWi prop el "llgdivdgnnmic stabilitu" '<'••' '"'•'• '•"« supported
by grant MUSIT N,,. I'Y JJi.)/'I994/\'SAV.
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SIMILARITY SOLUTION
OF THE FILM COOLING
V. Tesař
CTU. Far. of Mechanical Bug.. Dcpl. of Fluid Mechanics & Thermodynamics
Technická 1. l(i(i 07 Praha (i

Key words: convective heat /mass transfer, turbulence, protective lluid film, wall jet. similarity solution, one-equation turbulence model. teui|>erallite profiles
A possible wa\ to prevent chemically ronosive. radioactive, high temperature or otherwise daugeioii* Ilitids. flowing past a wall, from coming into a direct contact with the wall
surface is to blow tangent ially along the surface a protect ive layer of another, harmless fluid.
A typical example is the film cooling of turbine blades, combustion chamber or rocket nozzle
walls, but there are other similar applications where the film protects against mass transport
towards the wall. In spite of its importance, the common calculations of the problem are still
based on very ioup.li. nonrealistic simplifications. The present much moie realistic and yet
relatively simple universal .solution of the distribution of a passive scalar contaminant (such
as admixture of some substance or tempera!lire) near the protected surface is based on the
experimentally [I. 2] discovered fact that in the outer layer, beyond the velocity maximum,
located at the distance 6m from the wall (Fig. I), the profiles of time-mean temperature
T as well as of time-mean streamwise velocity WJ I exhibit mutual similarity (Fig. 2). Using the one-equation turbulence model, the problem is described by three thin-shcar-laycr
transport equations: for specific momentum ( = velocity), temperature, and kinetic energy
of turbulent fluctuations: wfiPv,] = 0. T|P<rri) = 0. </fřVi) = V -1.
The overwhelming part of the total
temperature drop across the protective
layer takes place in the outer part of the
wall jet, outside it s velocity maximum and
hence sufficiently away from the wall for
a basic, high-He turbulence model being
applicable. Solution of the outer velocity
profiles is then identical to the one as presented in [3], where it was also shown that
no further improvement is obtained by
more complex turbulence models than the
one-equation one. The plausible assumption, due to Tollinien (1926), of a constant integral scale of turbulence across
the layer, was used. By transformations
into the similarity variables [3]. the equations could be converted into the system
of seven ordinary first-order equations:

TAH

Fig. I: An example of measured temperature
and velocity profiles
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If.
where the nousubscripted derivatives are differentiations with respect lo the similaiily transverse co-ordinate
_
X7
which is the same as in [3] - this holds also foi the other similarity variables used, apart
from the relative temperature difltaciirt*. which i« here inlioduced as
h

T - 7;,
7-, , - 7;.

The equations were solved numerically and Fig. 3 piesonts a typical solution for constant turbulent Piandtl number. When comparison is made with Fig.2 (note, however, the
different nondimcnsionalisalion on the hoii/ontal axes in the two diagrams), correspondence
substantially belter than with solutions used MI Lit is appaient. Adjust ment of variable
Prt = f(X?) (is is a well iimvn fact that turbulent Prandtl number is not constant across
jet flows) can further improve the cutrespotideuce so that it is nearly perfect.

Fig. 2: The .similarity character of experimental temperature profiles.
References:

Fig. 3: Similarity solution of the temperalure piofilc for a constant turbulent I'randtl
number.

(1] TKSAft, V.: Stinorj proud vMiuhfint'm pmuilfn!• koufimttaet ilrnu :áltladnicli modelu
lurbubiin. ACTA I'OIATKOHNICA - 1'ráce ČVUT v I'raze. No. I (11.2) IJJ85, Praha
|2] TKSAfi. V.: I'rojily ivc/oii HI' pn*irn!lio kai'tamiminlu pit aaimthn pfr* slinový proud
rylťkajíeí podťl */.'»»/ IruUg. ACTA 1>OI.YTKOIN!CA - Práce ON'UT v I'raze. No. !)
(II..I). 1!««), Pralw
[3] TI0SAf{, V.: llururchu .-imiltiriliiicli ftXi it! lurbuh nlnHio romnnt'ho talopi III'IIO proudu
.» pito/upiiť iJoSili'jfiu'i módili/ Inrbuli nri. |:i. sem. kaleder m«*chaniky tekutin a
termodynamiky / ('Vs. a Slov. rep., VSli • Technická Univerzita Ostrava. 111!)I
77«* rti-tairh lint him rondurlid nl Hit Dtpurlimnl of Fluid Mrrhtinirs and Thermodynamic*. Faculty of HUehnuicat Eugintt ring, us purl of tin rrsiarrh project ~i\'umtrical
solutions ojtnrlmhnl jilt. ...". MIW..»W<I/ *}/ CAC'lt ijmnt t\'o. 101/M/OMJ.
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ELECTRORHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR
OF MONOMER SUSPENSION
T. Kitano*, S. Horiuchi*, J. Rózsa,
P. Sáhá, V. Pnvlínek
1

VUT. Fac. of Technolog) , Dept. of Plastics and Rubber Technology
TGM 275. 702 72 Zlín
"National Ins!, of Materials and Chemical Research.
Tstikuba. Japan
Key words: Klectrorheology. Monomer Mi»|X'iision. Kpoxy lesin. Acrylale tcsin. Cclullosc
Introduction. The elect lorheological behaviour of suspension of dilfcicnt materials
in iioiiroiuliKiini; medium has been the object of many studies in the past. It has been
demons! r.itwl thai a leveisible iuctcisc in non-Newtonian viscosity U|HIII the application
of an electric field is due to a drastic change in suspension structure. This phenomenon
caused by strong interactions of polari/ed particles is controlled predominantly by particle
uolarimbility which depends ou the iunei structute of the particle. We hnvc investigated the
KK effect of two polymers to determine their Hnid slates upon several processing conditions
and two types of electric field (DC and AC).
Materials, Results and Discussion. All materials used in this study were from
commercial somees and were used as received. An epoxy and an acrylate resins were used
as dispersanls. The epoxy resin employed was Kpicote 828 supplied by Shell Chemical Co.
ami thearcylate resin was. NK ester HPK-200.2 bis (I-Methaciyloxydicthoxyphcnyl)propanc,
supplied by Shin - Nakamnra • Kagaku and cured with benzoyl peroxide at 80°C The
dispersed phase was crystaline cellulose C.C. containing 5% (w) of water, average diameter
15 //m (Avecil PII - M(lfí) supplied by Asahikasei Co. The filler and resins were mixed
mechanically before each measurements. Concentrations of filler were 30,40 and 50% (w).
Parallel plate type rlicouu-ter which was partially reconstructed was used for this study.
Diameter of plates is 2.5 cm, and the gap between plates was fixed at 0,5 ami 1,0 mm and
temperatures weie set at 22.68 and 88"C.
Krom the viscosity measutements without electric field, it was found that all the samples
had constant viscosities over used shear rate. Fig. I shows the relationship between shear
stress in DO electric field (KF) and shear stress will> tit KF, for C'.O.SO/Kpoxy sample at
various temperatures. The .shear stresses were defined as the values at the edge of disc plate.
The broken line in the figure shows the relation of both shear stresses in the absence of ER
effect and with. It was found that F.R effect is small for lower temperatures and higher
shear stresess. With increasing tem|>eratnre and electric field strength and with decreasing
shear rate the KK effect increases. This relation is valid for all O.C./Kpoxy suspensions.
The C.C./Arcylate .suspensions .show lowei sensitivity to the sheai see Fig. 2 and also there
is shown more complicate relations among used parameters.
Fig. 3 shows an elfectivity of AC electric field strength on the C.C.30/Epoxy sample vs
shear rate. There should be mentioned that Kli effect is reversible according to the applied
frc<|iiciir_v(.r)0 Hz). mi<) it slioivs Ntiighnm behaviour. The cflectiviiy of DO electric field at
68*0 on both. O.O.IO/Kpoxy and 0.0.10/Acrylate suspensions is shown in Fig. 4. Both
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used suspensions show different sensivily to the electric field strength under relatively equal
processing conditions.
Conclusion. It was found that C.C./Kpoxy and C.C./Acrylate suspensions containing
5% of water show Kit effects. These effects are various way.s influenced by the composition
of suspension, t e m p o at ui<\ gap. M'K'.U Lite .>u>i i .'oil'- •'•'• •'••' ».•-•'•.•;!?•!•

Fig. I: itclatiunMiip bet»°ecii.shoar stress in
DC electric field, a,, and shear stress without electric field, ao for C.C.óO/Epoxy sample at various temperatures
3

Fig. 2: Helatioii'-liip Ix-twei'ii shear >tress in
DC electric field, <rt antl shear stress without electric field, IT,, for C.C.óO/Acrylate
sample at various temperatures
2=
£

Si

Shear i»le.t»g t ir'J

Fig. :<: Shear stress in SOIIz AC electric field
of C.C.30/Kpoxy sample as n function of
shear rate, •) at 22"C hi various electric field
strength, V

Shearrale,tog /(»•>)

Fig. -I: Comparison ol shear stress in DC
electric field, a,, of C.C.-IO/F.poxy and that
of C.C.IO/Acrylate at 6C"C as a function of
shear rate

Thi.i research 'm.-' 6rtn conducted at tin Dcparlmi nl of I'lastics and Rubber Technology
as part of the. research project "Behaviour of I'oUjmc.r Suspensions in Electric Pield" and
has been supported by VUT ymnt No. I) 103/93.
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THE PROCESSING OF THE LDA
MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLUID
FLOW WITH THE NONSTATIONARY
CONTENT OF THE MACROPARTICLES
V. Vaněček, I. Fořt, R. S. Brodkey*,
M. Ptáčník**, L. Klaboch**
C T l ' . Far. of Mechanical Kng.. Dept. of Chemical & Food Process Equipinen
Technická 4. 16C07 Praha 6
"The Ohio State University. Dopt. of Chemical Engineering
Koflbll Lab. W IS)lli Av.\ Columbus. 43210 011, USA
"Turbomotor VJ5LU, Praha 9,
Key words: Iliiiil How. turbulence, macroparticlos. \<4ority histogram, fluctuation energy
At t IK- equipment of the Chemical Engineering Department at the Ohio State University. Columbus. OH. USA we gol the LDA ircords, generated by the fluid flow with the
macroparticles. The aim of I lie experiment was to answer the question whether and how
tin* maeroparlicles influence the turbulence of the How.
Measurements wen* canied out in th<> vertical column, in npgoing stream. The diameter
of the column was -I" (101.1 mm), the length was 10-10 mm. The index refraction match
technique was used: the index of the lefractiou for the fluid - paracymene (g = 860kg/m 9 ,
/i = 1.023cP) was the same as that for the marroparliclcs. beads - colorless transparent
splines of I'MMA (n = lCIOkg/m'1). The experiment was arranged as the set of the
individual runs: after the beads had set on the bottom of the column the pump was turned
on and by opening the inlet valve of the column the run was started. The beads rose up,
dispersed and escaped by the srqual with tin* fluid from the column to the bead collector,
from where they were teturued after finishing the run. It follows, the presence of beads in
I IK' measuring point was only transient. The fluid velocity was measuicd by means of the
mietopartirlcs of china clay (t/ = 5/im). which are used as the tracers. The beads have two
sizes: 1/8" and -'I/Hi"* the falldown velocities in the paracymen arc 0.1(>5m/s and 0.209 m/s
respectively.
There have been arranged runs with only mkroparticlcs, with only beads and with both
kinds of the paiticles. If we consider the microparticles as the first factor and we assign
their absence and presence to 0 and I resp. and do the same for the beads as the second
factor, we gel the runs 01.02, 10, I I , 12, which may be further di.stiiigtiishcd by the followed
component of the velocity (axial or radial), the smreilieial velocity (set by the number of
turns of the inlet valve) and the position of the point in the column. The nonstationary
runs (xl, x2) have been terminated ••fur 30 seconds, the run 10 lasted 100 seconds.
All runs (but 10) aie ti...i.->ient, therefore our first task was to find the time regions,
when* the How conditions are almost constant. Our second task was to eliminate the possible
reflections on the beads as we only want to legister the fluid velocity. The first problem was
solved tluoiigh dividing the whole runtime period to the subprriods (I to IV). We supposed
to solve the second pioblem by means of the runs Ox - runs without the LDA particles. If
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there were really no such particles, all I lie records would IK: caused by the reflections on the
beads and it would be no problem to hud tlieii characteristics mid to <*liininat«* them from
the. runs Ix. The occurenw of the TVCOUIH in tin* region IV, wlieu1 no beads au* present
(and not only this) indicates, the previous idea is not accessible, the removing of the tracers
is not perfect and in the region 1 to 111 the reflections as well as the veloeilv record*, are
possible. Wu have tried to solve I lie problem by means of the double till r.il ion: to Hml the
characteristics of the tracer velocities from the region IV and by means of them to eliminate
the records of tiacer in the legions I to 111. Then we suggested to repeat the procedure: to
find the characteristics of the remaining records and to eliminate them from the runs 11.12.
We have had no problem to accomplish the first slep. but we have not succeeded in repeating
it: the only characteristic of the remaining data was the high value of the autocorrelation
function for the smallest time shift 0.5s; the mean velocity was siguilicaiitly lower and the
standard deviation higher than that in region IV. the shape of tin: distribution was not
reproducible. We can only estimate the part of data in runs lx caused by misreading,
because of the same number of the beads in the rims Ox.
Each run xl, x2 was split into regions I to IV. in each of this regions the histogram
number of record - velocity was evaluated. The results were extremly dispersed, when we
used the original physical coordinates, we have achieved (hi1 concentration by tin- not maltsation of velocity by the formel («• — <•«•)/* i'i\ wheie the values for the normalisation were
taken from the region IV of the same run, where undisturbed flow occurs. All the presented
results are expressed in this normalised velocities.
As the additive quantities, the total and fluctuation energies have been evaluated. The
fluctuation energy has been calculated in two manners: in respect lo the mean of the actual
region (internal f. energy) and to the mean of the region IV {external f. energy). All these
numbers are evaluate* 1 as the sum of the squared velocities or diuVreiieies of them, and are
corresponding to the common measuring of tm Imlenee intensity; we -elate our numbers to
the total processed runtime, our numbers are the rate of energy, dimension m2/s.'J.
Fluctuation eneigy in respect to the local mean shows the turbulence intensity and its
spread to the upper and lower velocity baud, the external flucl. energy points out the shift
of the mean velocity between the regions.
The comparing of the flucl. energies shows, that the rcgistred flux of energy for beads
only (runs Ox) is much less than that for runs with beads and particles (rims Ix). Moreover,
in runs 02 only SO to 60% lecords are due (o missreading. caused by the relied ion and
present in the same amount in the records of the runs 12.
All calculations are presented in the tables. It can IK* seen that the local fluctuation
energy for both bands - lower and upper - has the maximuu in the region I lo II, then
decrease significantly. External fluctuation energy is almost constant for the upper band,
independend of the presence of beads. We conclude that most of th<* changes caused by the
beads arc concentrated into the lower region of the velocities. If this is true, the ratio of the
fluctuation energy for lower and upper bands shows the changes in the turbulence intensity:
the value greater than I indicate* the increased turbulence intensity and inversely.
This research has bitu conducttd ai .'<• f-parlmint ofthv Clttmicat Engineering of the
Mechanical Faculty of the Cicch Technical Vum, .'••/ and at the game department of the
Ohio State Unirtrsity as part of the nstarch projirt "Hi.-. "h of Turbulence in the Flow
with Macroparticlcs" and has biui supported bg grant No. 132 I01J of 6'« Cli.
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AN ORIGINAL NUMERICAL MODEL
OF SOLIDIFICATION, COOLING
AND HEATING
J. Hloušek, F. Kávička
TU. Fac. of Mechanical Kug.. Dept. of Tcrmodynamics ami Nuclear Enegetic
Technická 2. 66!) 6!1 Urno
Key words: thermokmeticsof solidilieatUm. Fourier's equal ion. numerical model, enthalpy,
explicit difference luethoil
The original and universal numerical model of solidification, cooling, ami heating has
liecti M-t up arid checked that enables to analyse the one-up to lliree-<limeiision,il steady or
unsteady temperature field of the casting - mold - neighbourhood system and namely of
the cyslem a* a whole or of it» arl>itraiy pails dining any industiial technological process
whose individual processes can be .solidification, cooling, heating, refrigerating, and others
in any sequence or singly. The model makes pcwoMi* to simulate traditional and also nontradiliomi) lerbnologirs of casting in foundries, metallurgical plants, forging operations, heat
treatment process, etc. lint also for instance the process of heat wear of a tuy'I're or other
partial problems apparently of lower ini|H>rtance. If solidification is not the matter, the
metal part of the system need not be called the casting but a component, a billet, a block, a
forging, and the like*. Solidification (crystallization) and cooling tank to the most important
technological processes. It is the case of generally up to the thtee-dimensional (spatial)
transmission of heat bul of a mass loo. In the system of casting • mold - neighbourhood
the all three kinds of heat transmission take place. In such a range the problem is exactly
insoluble. It is not exactly soluble nor in the case when the mass transmission is not under
consideration and from the three kinds of heat transmission in the system the conduction is
considered the decisive one. Thus exactly soluble is neither the Fourier equation (the melt
docs not flow) nor the Fourier-Kirchhoff one (the flowing melt). The both are the partial
differential equations of the 2nd order. The chance of their successful solution have only the
nowadays outdated analogue and numerical methods. From them the differential explicit
method has been chosen. It will allow the most elegant way of simulation of development of
latent heats of the phase or structural transformations that in the both mentioned equations
appear as a member of the so called heat flow from the internal .souice. For the proper simulation of latent heats development the thcrmodynamic function of enthalpy is introduced.
It is not a common method and the authors of this contribution have used it iu the Czech
Republic as the first ones. In addition the algorithm of calculation is highly economical and
realizable also on small computers.
The differential form of the equation for the explicit expression of the unknown temper*
aiurc in time (k+1) in the Cartesian cootdiiiates can be for illustration derived from thermal
balance of the general nodal point that need not IM- reel angular nor regular. For volume
elements of the casting or of those parts of the system in which it is necessary to simulate
the latent heats development the equation is expressed in the form, where the difference
of enthalpies is introduced, i.e. the decrease* of general nodal point enthalpy of the casting
in the time step. From the explicit expression of the unknown nodal point enthalpy in the
30!)
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time (k-l l)in casting the unknown temperature is obtained from th« functional dependence
temperature-enthalpy. This dependence needs lo be determined for the given material of
the im'Jt. r.jj. i1! ;!."• r"'j;«*of temj»erntiue«of h'<|iiidn« and solidus the decrease of enthalpy
equals to latent heal of the phase transformation. When calculating the lcmperaime» or
the enthalpies it is necessary to choose the time step in such a way that the condition of a
solution stability is kept. Tins condition of stability has been dcleimined in the framework
of the solution for one-up to three-dimensional calculation. When .setting up the ballance
equations on the network borders it is necessary to pay regard lo the boundary conditions.
On the network borders in contact with neighlioiirliood (the area of a foundry, of a metallurgical plant, of a laboratory) mostly the boundary condition of the 3rd kind is taken into
account. When setting up I lie hallance equations on the internal surface (on the interface
of mold-casting or core-casting) the boundaiy conditions of the all four kinds may be applied. It depends on thai in which way the heat transmission ou the melt-mold interface is
characterized. Accoiding to the worked up algorithm the calculation programme in KOltTKAN was devised ami it has been trimmed with the lliiee-dimensioiinl .system of cubic
casting-uiold-iieighbourluiod.
This rrttatvh has btm eotuluclid nl lln Dipmimml of 7Vrmodynamirs anil iXuctiaEuaytlic an part of lln n.\iarch ptojict "Tlurmnkinttic* of Urhnnloijiral /imn.wi.<" and
ha* been mppovUil by TV ijranl 1X0. :)00/99l/AH.
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AN INFLUENCE
OF THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON A SOLIDIFICATION PROCESS
F. Kávička
TU, Fac. of Mechanical Eng.. Dcpl. of Thermodynamics and Nuclear Energetic
Technická 2. 610 (i!) Urno
K e y words: tlicunnl conductivity, specific heat capacity, density. IxMindary condition!!,
calculation accuracy
The analysis of tlie influence of the main thermophysical properties of casting and
molding materials on calculation accuracy of temperature field in the casting mold neighbourhood system has Iteen performed. On a steel sample casting of a cylindrical shape that
was cast in a fireclay or cast iron cylindrical mold.As a comparing datum of accuracy the
total time of solidification (crystallization) and mechanism of forming of the temperature
field of a solidifying casting represented by isotherm-* in longitudinal axial section thiough
the casting and (he mold have been chosen.
For the cast material the influence of thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, density in the melt ed or in t he solid phase.in addit ion of latent hrat of phase t ransfonnalion, too,
has been analysed. The influence of the same main parameters for metallic or non-metallic
molding material has been analysed and their combination, the influence of thermal conductivity and heat storage introduced for rlinraclerization of a mold by foundry technologists
have also been considered.
The influence of the individual parameters on the total solidificatiou time has been
analysed separately and shown graphically. The other parameters have been taken for that
moment in their average real value. The inllnence of each parameter has been studied in
a range from SO lo 150 % of ils real value (to the axis of abscissas). The influence of the
parameter ou the total solidificatiou time has been studied; its relative value towards the
real solidification time (corresponding to the real average value of the property just analysed
) is plotted oil the axis of or<fmates. The tangents slope to the curves means difTeient value
for different parameters and even for the same parameter the slope differs for the values of
parameters to the left or to the right of their real value. In the case that the parameters of
some materials entering into the solution are not sufficiently known and their values need
lo be estimated, the curve region of a lower slope is chosen and arcording to this the given
properly is either underestimated or overestimated towards the hypothetical mil value in
order to obtain more accurate results of calculation.
If a requirement to an accuracy of calculation of solidification thermokiuelics controlled
by the total solidification time (in a range of + 50 '/•) will be given in advance, I hen it is possible to estimate from the obtained graphs what error can burden the used thermophysical
parameter.
From the boundary conditions the most important influence on the total solidification
time and on the mechanism of foiming of temperature field has the boundary condition
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on the1 intcifate of casting • permanent mold, then follow* the boundary condition on tho
casing «urfíuv. tin- negligible influence has the houudaiy condition >m the permanent tuoUl
jacket and bottom.
Miei<f»it i: N •>••:!.•!•!• !>< f. ;• ...!.•:!.•''••: .•r»i>l<i">l«i"<t««i tliertuokinetics In w r f o r t n tin*

calculation analysis of influence of tlicrmopliy.sica| properties of |>;n ticulai materials entering
into 1 lie system (material of a casting, of HiilU. of a mold, of coiro, of powdered materials for
covoring the risers, insulants, etc.) ami further on the analysis of the boundary conditions
and namely in liolh m v s on » s'nti|)lili<-«l {•cometrical font) of particular system. Only
then a <|iialili<'c! derision follows how acrmale detetininatiou of parameteis and boundary
conditions will bo necessary for following routine rale illation of the proper operating system
in order to achieve the required accuracy of the lesiills of tin* temperature Held solution.
The required accuracy will be basically given by a type of a setting according to the fact
whether the main object of the solution will be the pi oper casting (directional solidification,
determination of internal noii-liouiogcneilicN.im! lemoviiig of them, the character of primary
crystallization, shortening of solidification lime, etc.) or a mohl or cores (increasing of
permanent molds service life, use of dilfeient molding materials into dilferent mohl parts,
heat load of molds, fotination od scabs', a problem of condensing zone. etc.).
This nsunrh has bun romtuctiil at Hit Ihpartminl of Tinrmoiliinminc,- and Surliar
Kuttytlic '••> /«//•/ of Ihi it.-tarrli ~ I'lit inuihim I K * of It <hii<>lo<iiial pi mi.••-<•.' ami ha* bun
tupportcil by IV grant Xo. .{OS/901/AO.
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